Calcutta – Madras

Google Map gibt für die Strecke über die NH16 und NH16 30 Stunden Fahrzeit und 1673 km an.
Abgesehen, dass vor 50 Jahren die Straßenverhältnisse anders waren, sind wir doch um einiges länger unterwegs gewesen.
In Calcutta am Dum-Dum Airport hatten wir den letzten Motorservice. Wir waren dort sehr bequem untergebracht. Das
hatten wir der Familie unseres Studienkollegen Govindan zu verdanken. Er hatte uns mit einigen Empfehlungen
ausgestattet. Govindans Familie war im Besitz einiger Tempel in Südindien.
Vor Calcutta war die letzte Total-Motorüberholung in Muzaffarpur erfolgt. Auf dem Weg von Kathmandu nach Calcutta.
Zuflucht hatten wir dort im Ladies Club gefunden.
Die Ventilführung, die in Kabul eingesetzt worden war – war in den Zylinder gefallen und hatte so eine weitere Reparatur
erforderlich gemacht.
Die Motorüberholung in Kabul war notwendig gewesen, weil die Reparatur unter der Brücke bei Dilaram (Straße von Herat
nach Kandahar) – Ersatz von Ventilen und Kolbendichtungen nach einem „Kolbenreiber“ gerade auf den letzten Kilometern
Wüstenpiste zur Durchzugsstraße, wobei uns Schatten einer Brücke und das einzige Wassergerinsel zu der Zeit – Hari Rud –
beschieden worden ist. Das frohgemute Ausbauen des Motors und der Versuch mitgebrachte Ersatzteile zu verwenden
endete im Verdruss. In Wien hatte uns VW Ersatzteile für ein anderes Modell eingepackt. Carlo hat die Reise mit dem Bus
nach Kabul unternommen und ist mit – nicht echten VW Teilen zurückgekommen, produziert in Singapur, gab nichts
anderes. Diese Fake- Ersatzteile haben zur nächsten Panne im Hochland von Afghanistan geführt. Ein gutes Training einen
beladenen VW Bus in einer Seehöhe von etwa 2000 m zu schieben, zumindest eine Strecke, bis wir dann in einen lokalen
Bus einsteigen konnten. Und der VW dranhing.
Dem Aufenthalt im Hof der Reparaturwerkstätte in Kabul verdanke ich auch die Bekanntschaft mit einem ganz herzigen
Hundebaby, X habe ich sie genannt. Ich habe ihr beigebracht Weintrauben zu essen. Sie hat mir auf der Matratze
geschlafen. Hat mir leidgetan, sie zurückzulassen. Als wir eine Woche oder zwei später, wieder mit Motorschaden
zurückgekommen sind, war sie nicht mehr. Autounfall.
Diesmal hat Carlo keinem Einheimischen vertraut –
Im Basar wurde eine neue Führung gebaut. Da sie nicht direkt hineinpasste, wurde trickreich gearbeitet. Der
Zylinderkopfdeckel wurde im Ölbad erhitzt, die Ventilführung im Kältebad abgefühlt und so konnte sie eingefügt werden.
Nach dem Temperaturausgleich machte es dann leise Klack oder Klick und wir hatten einen Riss im Zylinderkopfdeckel. Der
hat aber problemlos bis Erzurum gehalten.
Die nächste Reparatur war erst in Madras fällig, als ein Torsionsstab gebrochen ist und Carlo den Schülern der deutschen
Technikschule klar gemacht hat, dass stattdessen eine Chevy Feder aus dem Basar eingebaut werden sollte. Das stand weit
am Anfang des indischen Technologie Booms. Ein Teil des Torsionsstabes ziert heute noch meinen Schreibtisch. 2010
waren im Land riesige Plakate verteilt, die mit Indiens Weltraumtechnik prahlten.
Baleswar Bāleśbar; anglisiert: Balasore) ist eine Stadt im indischen Bundesstaat Odisha
Baleshwar district was part of the ancient Kalinga kingdom which later became a territory of Utkal, till the death of
Mukunda Dev. It was annexed by the Mughal Empire in 1568 and remained as a part of their suzerainty up until the 1700s.

The Marathas then occupied this part of Odisha and it became a part of the dominion of the Bhonsle Maratha Rajas of
Nagpur. They ceded this part through a treaty called the Treaty of Deogaon in 1803 and it became a part of Bengal
Presidency until 1912.
1633 ließen sich zunächst Briten an dem Ort nieder und gründeten ihre erste Siedlung im damaligen Bengalen und einen
Handelshafen, der auch französischen, niederländischen und dänischen Schiffen diente, deren Ostindien-Kompanien später
dort ebenfalls Stützpunkte errichteten. Im 18. Jahrhundert war der Hafen ein wichtiger Umschlagplatz für Reis und Salz. Die
dänischen und niederländischen Besitzungen wurden bis 1846 an die Briten abgetreten, nur die Franzosen blieben in
Baleswar bis 1947, bis zur Aufgabe ihres Haupthandelsstützpunktes in Bengalen in Chandannagar.
Südlich von Baleswar (auf 20°59' Breite) befindet sich ein Startplatz für Höhenforschungsraketen und für militärische
Raketentests. Baleswar ist seit 1979 in Betrieb (bis 2008 489 Starts), dient aber im Unterschied zu jenem im Satish Dhawan
Space Centre nicht dem Start von Satelliten, weil die freie Wasserfläche nach Osten (Bangladesch) nicht ausreicht.

Odisha (formerly known as Orissa) is one of the 29 states of India.
The ancient kingdom of Kalinga, which was invaded by the Mauryan emperor Ashoka in 261 BCE
resulting in the Kalinga War, coincides with the borders of modern-day Odisha. The modern state of
Odisha was established on 1 April 1936, as a province in British India, and consisted predominantly of
Odia-speaking regions. 1 April is celebrated as Odisha Day (Utkala Dibasa). The region is also known
as Utkala and is mentioned in India's national anthem, "Jana Gana Mana". Cuttack was made the
capital of the region by Anantavarman Chodaganga in c. 1135, after which the city was used as the
capital by many rulers, through the British era until 1948. Thereafter, Bhubaneswar became the
capital of Odisha.
Bhubaneswar
Along with the old town, the region historically was often depicted as Ekamra Khetra (Temple City). With the diverse ranges
of heritage resources, it showcases significant sacred cultural landscape components which have evolved with the support
of available natural resource base and cultural trigger.
Although the modern city of Bhubaneswar was formally established only in 1948, the history of the areas in and around the
present-day city can be traced to the 3rd century BCE and earlier. It is a confluence of Hindu, Buddhist and Jain heritage
boasting of some of the finest Kalingan temples. With many 6th-13th century CE Hindu temples, which span the entire
spectrum of Kalinga architecture, Bhubaneswar is often referred to as a "Temple City of India". With Puri and Konark it
forms the Swarna Tribhuja ("Golden Triangle"), one of eastern India's most visited destinations.

Udayagiri caves

Bhubaneswar replaced Cuttack as the capital on 19 August 1949, 2 years after India gained its independence from Britain.
The modern city was designed by the German architect Otto Königsberger in 1946. Along with Jamshedpur and Chandigarh,
it was one of modern India's first planned cities. Bhubaneswar and Cuttack are often referred to as the 'twin cities of
Odisha'. The metropolitan area formed by the two cities had a population of 1.7 million in 2011. Bhubaneswar is
categorised as a Tier-2 city. An emerging information technology (IT) and education hub, Bhubaneswar is one of the
country's fastest-developing cities.
'Bhubaneswar, derived its name from Tribhubaneswar, which literally means the Lord (Eeswar) of the Three World
(Tribhuban), which refers to Shiva.

Dhauli, near Bhubaneswar was the site of the Kalinga War (c. 262-261 BCE), in which the Mauryan emperor Ashoka invaded
and annexed Kalinga. One of the most complete edicts of the Mauryan Emperor, Ashoka, dating from between 272–236
BCE, remains carved in rock 8 kilometres (5.0 mi) to the southwest of the modern city. After the decline of the Mauryan
empire, the area came under the rule of Mahameghavahana dynasty, whose most well-known rule is Kharavela. His
Hathigumpha inscription is located at the Udayagiri and Khandagiri Caves near Bhubaneswar. The area was subsequently
ruled by several dynasties, including Satavahanas, Guptas, Matharas, and Shailodbhavas.
Kalinga is generally defined as the eastern coastal region between the Mahanadi and the Godavari rivers, although its
boundaries have fluctuated with the territory of its rulers. The core territory of Kalinga now encompasses a large part of
Odisha and northern part of Andhra Pradesh. At its widest extent, the Kalinga region also included a part of present-day
Chhattisgarh.
The Kalingas have been mentioned as a major tribe in the legendary text Mahabharata. In the 3rd century BCE, the region
came under Mauryan control as a result of the Kalinga War. It was subsequently ruled by several regional dynasties whose
rulers bore the title Kalingadhipati ("Lord of Kalinga"); these dynasties included Mahameghavahana, Vasishtha, Mathara,
Pitrbhakta, Shailodbhava, Somavamshi, and Eastern Ganga. The Bhauma-Karas were another important regional dynasty,
although they did not call their kingdom Kalinga. At various times, the Kalinga region also formed part of the bigger
empires, and gradually lost its distinct political identity after the Eastern Gangas.
In the ancient Indian literature, the Kalinga region is associated with the Mahendragiri mountain located in the Ganjam
district of Odisha, near its border with Andhra Pradesh.

Temple of Kapila Devi at Bhubaneswar – 1847
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A battle scene from the Mahabharata Guler, circa 1790

Several ancient inscriptions mention the term "Trikalinga", which has been interpreted in several ways. According to one
theory, Trikalinga refers to the widest extent of Kalinga. However, the Eastern Chalukya records suggest that Kalinga and
Trikalinga were two distinct regions, with Trikalinga denoting the hilly region to the west of Kalinga.

The name of the region is derived from a tribe of the same name. According to the legendary text Mahabharata, the
progenitors of the Kalingas and of their neighbouring tribes were brothers. These neighbours included the Angas, the
Vangas, the Pundras, and the Suhmas.
The Kalingas occupied the extensive territory stretching from river Baitarani in Odisha to the Varahanandi in the
Visakhapatnam district. Its capital in the ancient times was the city of Dantakura or Dantapura (now Dantavaktra fort near
Chicacole in the Ganjam district, washed by the river Languliya or Langulini).

Nagaland
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Dinar of Chandragupta II , circa 376-414 / Head of Buddha Shakyamuni Gandhara, Hadda, 4,5 Jh.

The Hathigumpha inscription suggests that a king named Nandaraja had excavated an aqueduct there in the past. Assuming
that Nandaraja refers to a king of the Nanda dynasty, it appears that Kalinga region was annexed by the Nandas at some
point. It appears to have become independent again after the fall of the Nandas. It is described as "Calingae" in
Megasthenes' Indica (3rd century BCE):
The Prinas and the Cainas (a tributary of the Ganges) are both navigable rivers. The tribes which dwell by the Ganges are
the Calingae, nearest the sea, and higher up the Mandei, also the Malli, among whom is Mount Mallus, the boundary of all
that region being the Ganges.
— Megasthenes
The royal city of the Calingae is called Parthalis. Over their king 60,000 foot-soldiers, 1,000 horsemen, 700 elephants keep
watch and ward in "procinct of war."
— Megasthenes
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Haveli plan

Kalinga was annexed by the Mauryan emperor Ashoka in the 3rd century BCE. The headquarters of the Mauryan province of
Kalinga was located at Tosali. After the decline of the Mauryan Empire, the region came under the control of the
Mahameghavahana family, whose king Kharavela described himself as the "supreme lord of Kalinga".
Kalinga came under Gupta suzerainty in the 4th century CE. After the Gupta withdrawal, it was ruled by several minor
dynasties, whose rulers bore the title Kalingadhipati ("Lord of Kalinga". These included the Vasishthas, the Matharas, and
the Pitrbhaktas.
In the 7th century, the Shailodbhava king Madhavaraja II as well as the Eastern Ganga king Indravarman claimed the title
Sakala-Kalingadhipati ("the lord of the entire Kalinga").
During 8th-10th centuries, the Bhauma-Kara dynasty ruled the region, although they called their kingdom "Tosala" (derived
from Tosali, the ancient capital of Kalinga). The subsequent Somavamshi kings called themselves the lord of Kalinga, Kosala,
and Utkala.

During 11th-15th century, the Eastern Gangas became the dominant power in the region, and bore the title Kalingadhipati.
Their capital was originally located at Kalinganagara (modern Mukhalingam), and was later transferred to Kataka (modern
Cuttack) during the reign of Anantavarman Chodaganga in the 12th century.
Kalinga is also an important part of the legendary history of Sri Lanka, as it was the birthplace of legendary Prince Vijaya
according to the Mahavamsa.
In 7th century, Somavamshi or Keshari dynasty established their kingdom in the area, and constructed a number of
temples. After the Kesharis, the Eastern Gangas ruled Kalinga area until 14th century CE. Their capital Kalinganagar was
located in present-day Bhubaneswar City. After them, Mukunda Deva of the Bhoi dynasty – the last Hindu ruler of the area
until the Marathas – developed several religious buildings in the area. Most of the older temples in Bhubaneswar were built
between 8th and 12th centuries, under Shaiva influence. The Ananta Vasudeva Temple is the only old temple of Vishnu in
the city. In 1568, the Karrani dynasty of Afghan origin gained control of the area. During their reign, most of the temples
and other structures were destroyed or disfigured.
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In the 16th century, the area came under pachamani Mughal control. The Marathas, who succeeded the Mughals in mid18th century, encouraged pilgrimage in the region. In 1803, the area came under British colonial rule, and was part of the
Bengal Presidency (until 1912), Bihar and Orissa Province (1912-1936) and Orissa Province (1936-1947).
Sisupalgarh or Sishupalgarh are a ruined fortification in Khurda It is one of the largest and best preserved early historic
fortifications in India.
The remains of the ancient city Sisupalgarh has been discovered near Bhubaneswar. Sisupalgarh was a nationally protected
monument. On the basis of the architectural pattern and artefacts discovered during the early excavations this fort city
flourished between 3rd century BC and 4th century AD. On the basis of the new findings the fortified city flourished from
around 5th century BC and probably lasted well after the 4th century. Thus, this defensive settlement originated prior to
the Mauryan empire. The population of the city could have amounted to 20,000 to 25,000. The significance of the
population is clear when one bears in mind that the population of classical Athens was 10,000. However the historians also
claim that it is too early to comment on the population of the city as yet only a part of the city has been excavated. The first
excavations at the site were carried out in 1948. Toward the centre of the fortress (Area D) the 19 column structure has
been recorded three-dimensionally by means of a laser scanner.

The term "Odisha" is derived from the ancient Prakrit word "Odda Visaya" (also "Udra Bibhasha" or
"Odra Bibhasha") as in the Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra Chola I, which is dated to 1025. Sarala
Das, who translated the Mahabharata into the Odia language in the 15th century, calls the region

Odra Rashtra and Odisha. The inscriptions of Kapilendra Deva of the Gajapati Kingdom (1435–67) on
the walls of temples in Puri call the region Odisha or Odisha Rajya.
The name of the state was changed from Orissa to Odisha, and the name of its language from Oriya
to Odia, in 2011, by the passage of the Orissa (Alteration of Name) Bill, 2010 and the Constitution
(113th Amendment) Bill, 2010 in the Parliament. After a brief debate, the lower house, Lok Sabha,
passed the bill and amendment on 9 November 2010. On 24 March 2011, Rajya Sabha, the upper
house of Parliament, also passed the bill and the amendment.

Prehistoric Acheulian tools dating to Lower Paleolithic era have been discovered in various places in
the region, implying an early settlement by humans. Kalinga has been mentioned in ancient texts like
Mahabharata, Vayu Purana and Mahagovinda Suttanta. The Sabar people of Odisha have also been
mentioned in the Mahabharata. Baudhayana mentions Kalinga as not yet being influenced by Vedic
traditions, implying it followed mostly tribal traditions.
Ashoka of the Mauryan dynasty conquered Kalinga in the bloody Kalinga War in 261 BCE, which was
the eighth year of his reign. According to his own edicts, in that war about 100,000 people were
killed, 150,000 were captured and more were affected. The resulting bloodshed and suffering of the
war is said to have deeply affected Ashoka. He turned into a pacifist and converted to Buddhism.

By c. 150 BCE, emperor Kharavela, who was possibly a contemporary of Demetrius I of Bactria,
conquered a major part of the Indian sub-continent. Kharavela was a Jain ruler. He also built the
monastery atop the Udayagiri hill. Subsequently, the region was ruled by monarchs, such as
Samudragupta and Shashanka. It was also a part of Harsha's empire.
Later, the kings of the Somavamsi dynasty began to unite the region. By the reign of Yayati II, c. 1025
CE, they had integrated the region into a single kingdom. Yayati II is supposed to have built the
Lingaraj temple at Bhubaneswar. They were replaced by the Eastern Ganga dynasty. Notable rulers of
the dynasty were Anantavarman Chodaganga, who began re-construction on the present-day Shri
Jagannath Temple in Puri (c. 1135), and Narasimhadeva I, who constructed the Konark temple (c.
1250).

The Eastern Ganga Dynasty was followed by the Gajapati Kingdom. The region resisted integration
into the Mughal empire until 1568, when it was conquered by Sultanate of Bengal. Mukunda Deva,
who is considered the last independent king of Kalinga, was defeated and was killed in battle by a
rebel Ramachandra Bhanja. Ramachandra Bhanja himself was killed by Bayazid Khan Karrani. In 1591,
Man Singh I, then governor of Bihar, led an army to take Odisha from the Karranis of Bengal. They
agreed to treaty because their leader Qutlu Khan Lohani had recently died. But, they then broke the
treaty by attacking the temple town of Puri. Man Singh returned in 1592 and pacified the region.
Orissa was the first subah (imperial top-level province) added to Akbar's fifteen by Shah Jahan. It had
Cuttack as seat and bordered Bihar, Bengal and Golconda subahs as well as the remaining
independent and tributary chiefs. From 1717, the Orissa and Bihar governors were reduced to
deputies of the Nawab (later Nizam) of the pseudo-autonomous Bengal Subah.

In 1751, the Nawab of Bengal Alivardi Khan ceded the region to the Maratha Empire.
The British had occupied the Northern Circars, comprising the southern coast of Odisha, as a result of
the 2nd Carnatic War by 1760, and incorporated them into the Madras Presidency gradually. In 1803,
the British ousted the Marathas from the Puri-Cuttack region of Odisha during the Second AngloMaratha War. The northern and western districts of Odisha were incorporated into the Bengal
Presidency.
The Orissa famine of 1866 caused an estimated 1 million deaths. Following this, large-scale irrigation
projects were undertaken. In 1903, the Utkal Sammilani organisation was founded to demand the
unification of Odia-speaking regions into one state. On 1 April 1912, the Bihar and Orissa Province
was formed. On 1 April 1936, Bihar and Orissa were split into separate provinces. The new province
of Orissa came into existence on a linguistic basis during the British rule in India, with Sir John Austen
Hubback as the first governor. Following India's independence, on 15 August 1947, 27 princely states
signed the document to join Orissa.
Puri also known as Sri Jagannatha Dhama after the 12th-century Jagannatha Temple located in the
city. It is one of the original Char Dham pilgrimage sites for Hindus.
Puri is known by several names since the ancient times, and was locally known as "Sri Kshetra" and
Lord Jagannatha temple is known as "Badadeula". Puri and the Jagannatha Temple were invaded 18
times by Hindu and Muslim rulers, from the 4th century AD till the early 19th century with the
objective of looting the treasures of the temple. Odisha, including Puri and its temple, were part of
British India from 1803 till India attained independence in August 1947. Even though princely states
do not exist in India today, the heirs of the Gajapati Dynasty of Khurda still perform the ritual duties
of the temple. The temple town has many Hindu religious mathas or monasteries.
The economy of Puri is dependent on the religious importance of the Jagannatha Temple to the
extent of nearly 80 percent. The 24 festivals, including 13 major ones, held every year in the temple

complex contribute to the economy; Ratha Yatra and its related festivals are the most important
which are attended by millions of people every year. Sand art and applique art are some of the
important crafts of the city.

Puri has been chosen as one of the heritage cities for Heritage City Development and Augmentation
Yojana (HRIDAY) scheme of Government of India.
Puri, the holy land of Lord Jagannatha, also known by the popular vernacular name Shrikhetra, has
many ancient names in the Hindu scriptures such as the Rigveda, Matsya purana, Brahma Purana,
Narada Purana, Padma Purana, Skanda Purana, Kapila Purana and Niladrimahodaya. In the Rigveda,
in particular, it is mentioned as a place called Purushamandama-grama meaning the place where the
Creator deity of the world – Supreme Divinity deified on an altar or mandapa was venerated near the
coast and prayers offered with Vedic hymns. Over time the name got changed to Purushottama Puri
and further shortened to Puri, and the Purusha came to be known as Jagannatha. Sages like Bhrigu,
Atri and Markandeya had their hermitage close to this place. Its name is mentioned, conforming to
the deity worshipped, as Srikshetra, Purusottama Dhāma, Purusottama Kshetra, Purusottama Puri
and Jagannath Puri. Puri, however, is the popular usage. It is also known by the geographical features
of its location as Shankhakshetra (the layout of the town is in the form of a conch shell),Neelāchala
("Blue mountain" a terminology used to name a very large sand lagoon over which the temple was
built but this name is not in vogue), Neelāchalakshetra, Neelādri. In Sanskrit, the word "Puri" means
town or city, and is cognate with polis in Greek

Another ancient name is Charita as identified by General Alexander Cunningham of the
Archaeological Survey of India, which was later spelled as Che-li-ta-lo by Chinese traveller Hiuen
Tsang. When the present temple was built by the Eastern Ganga king Anantavarman Chodaganga in
the 11th and 12th centuries AD, it was called Purushottamkshetra. However, the Moghuls, the
Marathas and early British rulers called it Purushottama-chhatar or just Chhatar. In Moghul ruler
Akbar's Ain-i-Akbari and subsequent Muslim historical records it was known as Purushottama. In the
Sanskrit drama Anargha Raghava Nataka as well, authored by Murari Mishra, a playwright, in the 8th
century AD, it is referred to as Purushottama. It was only after the 12th century AD that Puri came to

be known by the shortened form of Jagannatha Puri, named after the deity or in a short form as Puri.
It is the only shrine in India, where Radha, along with Lakshmi, Saraswati, Durga, Bhudevi, Sati,
Parvati, and Shakti, abodes with Krishna, who is also known by the name Jagannatha.
king Indradyumna of Ujjayani credited with building the original temple in 318 AD
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Entrance to the Jagannatha Temple, Puri – 1865

According to the chronicle Madala Panji, in 318 AD, the priests and servitors of the temple spirited
away the idols to escape the wrath of the Rashtrakuta king Rakatavahu. In the temple's historical
records it finds mention in the Brahma Purana and Skanda Purana stating that the temple was built
by the king Indradyumna, Ujjayani.

S. N. Sadasivan, a historian, in his book A Social History of India quotes William Joseph Wilkins,
author of the book Hindu Mythology, Vedic and Purānic as stating that in Puri, Buddhism was once a
well-established practice but later Buddhists were persecuted and Brahmanism became the order of
the religious practice in the town; the Buddha deity is now worshipped by the Hindus as Jagannatha.
It is also said by Wilkinson that some relics of Buddha were placed inside the idol of Jagannatha
which the Brahmins claimed were the bones of Lord Krishna. Even during Maurya king Ashoka's reign
in 240 BC, Kalinga was a Buddhist center and that a tribe known as Lohabahu (barbarians from
outside Odisha) converted to Buddhism and built a temple with an idol of Buddha which is now
worshipped as Jagannatha. Wilkinson also says that the Lohabahu deposited some Buddha relics in
the precincts of the temple.
Construction of the Jagannatha Temple started in 1136 AD and completed towards the latter part of
the 12th century. The Eastern Ganga king Anangabhima III dedicated his kingdom to Lord Jagannatha,
then known as the Purushottama-Jagannatha, and resolved that from then on he and his
descendants would rule under "divine order as Jagannatha's sons and vassals". Even though princely
states do not exist in India today, the heirs of the Gajapati dynasty of Khurda still perform the ritual
duties of the temple; the king formally sweeps the road in front of the chariots before the start of the
Ratha Yatra.

The history of Puri is on the same lines as that of the Jagannatha Temple, which was invaded 18
times during its history to plunder the treasures of the temple, rather than for religious reasons. The
first invasion occurred in the 8th century AD by Rastrakuta king Govinda-III (798–814 AD), and the
last took place in 1881 AD by the monotheistic followers of Alekh (Mahima Dharma) who did not
recognise the worship of Jagannatha.

From 1205 AD onward there were many invasions of the city and its temple by Muslims of Afghan
and Moghul descent, known as Yavanas or foreigners. In most of these invasions the idols were taken
to safe places by the priests and the servitors of the temple. Destruction of the temple was
prevented by timely resistance or surrender by the kings of the region. However, the treasures of the
temple were repeatedly looted. The table lists all the 18 invasions along with the status of the three
images of the temple, the triad of Jagannatha, Balabhadra and Subhadra following each invasion.
Puri is the site of the Govardhana Matha, one of the four cardinal institutions established by Adi
Shankaracharya, when he visited Puri in 810 AD, and since then it has become an important dham
(divine centre) for the Hindus; the others being those at Sringeri, Dwarka and Jyotirmath. The Matha
(monastery of various Hindu sects) is headed by Jagatguru Shankarachrya. It is a local belief about
these dhams that Lord Vishnu takes his dinner at Puri, has his bath at Rameshwaram, spends the
night at Dwarka and does penance at Badrinath.

Procession at the Great Temple of Jagannath, Puri, Orissa -July 1818

In the 16th century, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu of Bengal established the Bhakti movements of India,
now known by the name the Hare Krishna movement. He spent many years as a devotee of
Jagannatha at Puri; he is said to have merged with the deity. There is also a matha of Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu here known as Radhakanta Math.
In the 17th century, for the sailors sailing on the east coast of India, the temple served as a landmark,
being located in a plaza in the center of the city, which they called the "White Pagoda" while the
Konark Sun Temple, 60 kilometers away to the east of Puri, was known as the "Black Pagoda".

The iconic representation of the images in the Jagannatha temple is believed to be the forms derived
from the worship made by the tribal groups of Sabaras belonging to northern Odisha. These images
are replaced at regular intervals as the wood deteriorates. This replacement is a special event carried
out ritualistically by special group of carpenters.
The city has many other Mathas as well. The Emar Matha was founded by the Tamil Vaishnava saint
Ramanujacharya in the 12th century AD. This Matha, which is now located in front of Simhadvara
across the eastern corner of the Jagannatha Temple, is reported to have been built in the 16th
century during the reign of kings of Suryavamsi Gajapatis. The Matha was in the news on 25 February
2011 for the large cache of 522 silver slabs unearthed from a closed chamber.

Shiva's Family on Mount Kailasa

The British conquered Orissa in 1803, and, recognising the importance of the Jagannatha Temple in
the life of the people of the state, they initially appointed an official to look after the temple's affairs
and later declared the temple as part of a district.
In 1906, Sri Yukteswar, an exponent of Kriya Yoga and a resident of Puri, established an ashram, a
spiritual training center, named "Kararashram" in Puri. He died on 9 March 1936 and his body is
buried in the garden of the ashram.
For the people of Puri, Lord Jagannatha, visualized as Lord Krishna, is synonymous with their city.
They believe that Lord Jagannatha looks after the welfare of the state. However, after the partial
collapse of the Jagannatha Temple (in the Amalaka part of the temple) on 14 June 1990, people
became apprehensive and considered it a bad omen for Odisha. The replacement of the fallen stone
by another of the same size and weight (7 tonnes (7.7 tons)), that could be done only in the early
morning hours after the temple gates were opened, was done on 28 February 1991.
Puri has been chosen as one of the heritage cities for the Heritage City Development and
Augmentation Yojana scheme of the Indian Government. It is chosen as one of the 12 heritage cities
with "focus on holistic development" to be implemented within 27 months by the end of March 2017

/ Elevation of the East Gateway of the Black Pagoda, Konarak. Two figures with offerings stand in the doorway. At the top, the seated
figure of the Sun God, Surya, and below, nine celestial deities. / The Simhadwara or Lion's Gate of the Jagannatha Temple, Puri - 1868

The Jagannatha Temple at Puri is one of the major Hindu temples built in the Kalinga style of
architecture. The temple tower, with a spire, rises to a height of 58 metres, and a flag is unfurled
above it, fixed over a wheel (chakra).

The temple is built on an elevated platform of about 39,000 sqm 6.1 m above the adjacent area. The
temple rises to a height of 65 m above the road level. The temple complex covers an area of 4.3 ha.
There are four entry gates in four cardinal directions of the temple, each gate located at the central
part of the walls. These gates are: the eastern gate called the Singhadwara (Lions Gate), the southern
gate known as Ashwa Dwara (Horse Gate), the western gate called the Vyaghra Dwara (Tigers Gate)
or the Khanja Gate, and the northern gate called the Hathi Dwara or (elephant gate). These four
gates symbolize the four fundamental principles of Dharma (right conduct), Jnana (knowledge),
Vairagya (renunciation) and Aishwarya (prosperity).

Throne leg depicting gajasimha, Ganga dynasty, 13th century, India, ivory - Freer Gallery of Art- The gajasimha or gajasiha (from Sanskrit:
gaja+siṃha / Pali: gaja+sīha) is a mythical hybrid animal in Hindu mythology, appearing as a sinha or rajasiha (mythical lion) with the head
or trunk of an elephant. It is found as a motif in Indian and Sinhalese art, and is used as a heraldic symbol in some Southeast Asian
countries, especially Cambodia and Thailand. In Siam (pre-modern Thailand), the gajasimha served as the symbol of the kalahom, one of
the king's two chief chancellors. It appears as a supporter in the coat of arms of Siam, in use from 1873 to 1910, and the royal arms of
Cambodia, officially adopted in 1993.

The gates are crowned with pyramid shaped structures. There is a stone pillar in front of the
Singhadwara, called the Aruna Stambha {Solar Pillar}, 11 meters in height with 16 faces, made of
chlorite stone; at the top of the stamba an elegant statue of Aruṇa (Sun) in a prayer mode is
mounted. This pillar was shifted from the Konarak Sun Temple. The four gates are decorated with
guardian statues in the form of lion, horse mounted men, tigers, and elephants in the name and
order of the gates. A pillar made of fossilized wood is used for placing lamps as offering. The Lion
Gate (Singhadwara) is the main gate to the temple, which is guarded by two guardian deities Jaya
and Vijaya. The main gate is ascended through 22 steps known as Baisi Pahaca, which are revered, as
it is believed to possess "spiritual animation". Children are made to roll down these steps, from top
to bottom, to bring them spiritual happiness. After entering the temple, on the left side, there is a
large kitchen where food is prepared in hygienic conditions in huge quantities; the kitchen is called as
"the biggest hotel of the world".

Detail of the left half of the south facade of the Lakshmi Temple, in the courtyard of the Jagannatha Temple, Puri – 1890 / Two European
Officers with a dog exploring the interior of the ruined Sun Temple, Konarak – 1812 / Lakshmi at Jajpur, Orissa - 1815

According to a legend King Indradyumma was directed by Lord Jagannatha in a dream to build a
temple for him which he did as directed. However, according to historical records the temple was
started some time during the 12th century by King Chodaganga of the Eastern Ganga dynasty. It was
completed by his descendant, Anangabhima Deva, in the 12th century. The wooden images of
Jagannatha, Balabhadra and Subhadra were then deified here. The temple was under the control of
the Hindu rulers up to 1558.

Cosmic Geography of Puri temple

Then, when Orissa was occupied by the Afghan Nawab of Bengal, it was brought under the control of
the Afghan General Kalapahad. Following the defeat of the Afghan king by Raja Mansingh, the
General of Mughal emperor Akbar, the temple became part of the Mughal empire till 1751.
Subsequently, it was under the control of the Marathas till 1803. During the British Raj, the Puri Raja
was entrusted with its management until 1947.

The triad of images in the temple are of Jagannatha, personifying Lord Krishna, Balabhadra, His older
brother, and Subhadra, His younger sister. The images are made of neem wood in an unfinished
form. The stumps of wood which form the images of the brothers have human arms, while that of
Subhadra does not have any arms. The heads are large, painted and non-carved. The faces are
marked with distinctive large circular eyes.
Hindus consider it essential to bathe in the Pancha Tirtha or the five sacred bathing spots of Puri, to
complete a pilgrimage to Puri. The five sacred water bodies are the Indradyumana Tank, the Rohini
Kunda, the Markandeya Tank, the Swetaganga Tank, and the Bay of Bengal also called the
Mahodadhi, in Sanskrit 'Mahodadhi' means a "great ocean"; all are considered sacred bathing spots
in the Swargadwar area. These tanks have perennial sources of supply from rainfall and ground
water.
The Gundicha Temple, known as the Garden House of Jagannatha, stands in the center of a beautiful
garden, bounded by compound walls on all sides. It lies at a distance of about 3 kilometers to the
northeast of the Jagannatha Temple. The two temples are located at the two ends of the Bada Danda
(Grand Avenue), which is the pathway for the Ratha Yatra. According to a legend, Gundicha was the
wife of King Indradyumna who originally built the Jagannatha temple.

The temple is built using light-grey sandstone, and, architecturally, it exemplifies typical Kalinga
temple architecture in the Deula style. The complex comprises four components: vimana (tower
structure containing the sanctum), jagamohana (assembly hall), nata-mandapa (festival hall) and
bhoga-mandapa (hall of offerings). There is also a kitchen connected by a small passage. The temple
is set within a garden, and is known as "God's Summer Garden Retreat" or garden house of

Jagannatha. The entire complex, including the garden, is surrounded by a wall which measures 131 m
× 98 m with height of 6.1 m.
Except for the 9-day Ratha Yatra, when the triad images are worshipped in the Gundicha Temple,
otherwise it remains unoccupied for the rest of the year. Tourists can visit the temple after paying an
entry fee. Foreigners (generally prohibited entry in the main temple) are allowed inside this temple
during this period. The temple is under the Jagannatha Temple Administration, Puri, the governing
body of the main temple. A small band of servitors maintain the temple.
Swargadwar is the name given to the cremation ground or burning ghat which is located on the
shores of the sea. Here thousands of dead bodies of Hindus brought from faraway places are
cremated. It is a belief that the Chitanya Mahaparabhu disappeared from this Swargadwar about 500
years back.
The beach at Puri, known as the "Ballighai beach, at the mouth of Nunai River", is 8 kilometres (5.0
mi) away from the town and is fringed by casurina trees. It has golden yellow sand. Sunrise and
sunset are pleasant scenic attractions here. Waves break in at the beach which is long and wide.

North side of Konark (1820). It depicts part of the main tower still standing.

The Jagannatha Temple triad are normally worshipped in the sanctum of the temple at Puri, but once
during the month of Asadha (rainy season of Orissa, usually in June or July), they are brought out on
the Bada Danda (main street of Puri) and taken over a distance of 3 kilometers to the Shri Gundicha
Temple in huge chariots (ratha), allowing the public to have darśana (holy view). This festival is
known as the Ratha Yatra, meaning the journey (yatra) of the chariots. The yatra starts every year
according to the Hindu calendar on the Asadha Sukla Dwitiya day, the second day of bright fortnight
of Asadha (June–July).
Historically, the ruling Ganga dynasty instituted the Ratha Yatra on the completion of the Jagannatha
Temple around 1150 AD. This festival was one of those Hindu festivals that was reported to the
Western world very early. Friar Odoric, in his account of 1321, reported how the people put the
"idols" on chariots, and the King, the Queen and all the people drew them from the "church" with
song and music.
The Rathas are huge wooden structures provided with large wheels, which are built anew every year
and are pulled by the devotees. The chariot for Lord Jagannatha is about 14 m high and 3.3 m2 and
takes about 2 months for its construction. The chariot is mounted with 16 wheels, each of 2.1 m
diameter. The carving in the front face of the chariot has four wooden horses drawn by Maruti. On its
other three faces, the wooden carvings are of Rama, Surya and Vishnu. The chariot is known as Nandi
Ghosha. The roof of the chariot is covered with yellow and red coloured cloth. The next chariot is of
Balabhadra which is 13 m in height fitted with 14 wheels. The chariot is carved with Satyaki as the
charioteer, roof covered in red and green coloured cloth, and the chariot is known as Taladhwaja.
The carvings on this chariot include images of Narasimha and Rudra as Jagannatha's companions.

The next chariot in the order is of Subhadra, which is 13 m in height supported on 12 wheels, roof
covered in black and red colour cloth, and the chariot is known as Darpa Dalaan and the charioteer
carved is Arjuna. Other images carved on the chariot are of Vana Durga, Tara Devi and Chandi Devi.
The artists and painters of Puri decorate the cars and paint flower petals and other designs on the
wheels, the wood-carved charioteer and horses, and the inverted lotuses on the wall behind the
throne. The chariots of Jagannatha pulled during Ratha Yatra is the etymological origin of the English
word Juggernaut. The Ratha Yatra is also termed as the Shri Gundicha yatra and Ghosha yatra

The Chhera Pahara (sweeping with water) is a significant ritual associated with the Ratha Yatra.
During this ritual, the Gajapati King wears the outfit of a sweeper and sweeps all around the deities
and chariots. The king cleans the road in front of the chariots with a gold-handled broom and
sprinkles sandalwood water and powder. As per the custom, although the Gajapati King has been
considered the most exalted person in the Kalingan kingdom, he still renders the menial service to
Jagannatha. This ritual signifies that under the lordship of Jagannatha, there is no distinction
between the powerful sovereign and the humblest devotee.
The Chandan Yatra festival held every year on Akshaya Tritiya day marks the commencement of the
construction of the chariots of the Ratha Yatra. It also marks the celebration of the Hindu New Year.
Every year, on the Purnima day in the Hindu calendar month of Jyestha (June), the triad images of
the Jagannatha Temple are ceremonially bathed and decorated on the occasion of Snana Yatra.
Water for the bath is taken in 108 pots from the Suna kuan (meaning: "golden well") located near the
northern gate of the temple. Water is drawn from this well only once in a year for the sole purpose
of the religious bath of the deities. After the bath the triad images are dressed in the fashion of the
elephant god, Ganesha. Later, during the night, the original triad images are taken out in a
procession back to the main temple but kept at a place known as Anasara pindi. After this the
Jhulana Yatra is performed when proxy images of the deities are taken out in a grand procession for
21 days, cruised over boats in the Narendra Tirtha tank.

Anasara, a derivative of the Sanskrit word "Anabasara", literally means vacation. Every year after the
holy Snana Yatra, the triad images, without the Sudarshana Chakra, are taken to a secret altar named
Anavasara Ghar (also known as Anasara pindi, 'pindi' is Oriya term meaning "platform" ) where they
remain for the next fortnight of (Krishna paksha); devotees are not allowed to view these images.
Instead, devotees go to the nearby Brahmagiri to see the Lord in the four-handed form of Alarnath, a
depiction of Vishnu. Devotees then get the first glimpse of the Lord only on the day before Ratha
Yatra, which is called Navayouvana. It is a local belief that the gods suffer from fever after taking an
elaborate ritual bath, and they are treated by the special servants, the Daitapatis, for 15 days.
Daitapatis perform special nitis (rites) known as Netrotchhaba (a rite of painting the eyes of the
triad). During this period cooked food is not offered to the deities.

Naba Kalebara is one of the most grand events associated with the Lord Jagannatha that takes place
when one lunar month of Ashadha is followed by another of Ashadha called Adhika Masa (extra
month). This can take place at an interval of 8, 12 or even 18 years. Literally meaning the "New Body"
(Nava = New, Kalevar = Body) in Odia, the festival is witnessed by millions of people and the budget
for this event generally exceeds $500,000. The event involves installation of new images in the
temple and burial of the old ones in the temple premises at Koili Vaikuntha. During the Nabakalebara
ceremony held during July 2015 the idols that were installed in the temple in 1996 were replaced by
specially carved new images made of neem wood. More than 3 million people are reported to have
attended this festival.
Suna Besha, ('Suna besh'in English translates to "gold dressing") also known as Raja or Rajadhiraja
Bhesha or Raja Bhesha, is an event when the triad images of the Jagannatha Temple are adorned
with gold jewelry. This event is observed five times in a year. It is commonly observed on Magha
Purnima (January), Bahuda Ekadashi also known as Asadha Ekadashi (July), Dashahara
(Bijayadashami) (October), Karthik Purnima (November), and Pousa Purnima (December).

One such Suna Bhesha event is observed on Bahuda Ekadashi during the Ratha Yatra on the chariots
placed at the Simhadwar. The other four Beshas are observed inside the temple on the Ratna
Singhasana (gem studded altar). On this occasion gold plates are decorated over the hands and feet
of Jagannatha and Balabhadra; Jagannatha is also adorned with a Chakra (disc) made of gold on the
right hand while a silver conch adorns the left hand. Balabhadra is decorated with a plough made of
gold on the left hand while a golden mace adorns his right hand.
Niladri Bije, celebrated in the Hindu calendar month Asadha (June–July) on Trayodashi (13th day),
marks the end of the Ratha Yatra. The large wooden images of the triad of gods are taken out from
the chariots and then carried to the sanctum sanctorum, swaying rhythmically; a ritual which is
known as pahandi.

The Sahi Yatra, considered the world's biggest open-air theatre, is an annual event lasting 11 days; a
traditional cultural theatre festival or folk drama which begins on Ram Navami and ends on Rama
avishke (Sanskrit meaning : anointing). The festival includes plays depicting various scenes from the
Ramayana. The residents of various localities, or Sahis, are entrusted the task of performing the
drama at the street corners.
The Samudra arati is a daily tradition started by the present Shankaracharya 9 years ago. The daily
practise includes prayer and fire offering to the sea at Swargadwar in Puri by disciples of the
Govardhan Matha. On Paush Purnima of every year the Shankaracharya himself comes out to offer
prayers to the sea.
Sand art is a special art form that is created on the beaches of Puri. The art form is attributed to
Balaram Das, a poet who lived in the 14th century. Sculptures of various gods and famous people are
now created in sand by amateur artists. These are temporary in nature as they get washed away by
waves. This art form has gained international fame in recent years. One of the famed sand artists of
Odisha is Sudarshan Patnaik. He established the Golden Sand Art Institute in 1995, in the open air on
the shores of Bay of Bengal, to provide training to students interested in this art form.

Appliqué art, which is a stitching-based craft unlike embroidery, was pioneered by Hatta Maharana
of Pipili. It is widely used in Puri, both for decoration of the deities and for sale. Maharana's family
members are employed as darjis or tailors or sebaks by the Maharaja of Puri. They prepare articles
for decorating the deities in the temple for various festivals and religious ceremonies. The appliqué
works are brightly coloured and patterned fabric in the form of canopies, umbrellas, drapery, carry
bags, flags, coverings of dummy horses and cows, and other household textiles; these are marketed
in Puri. The cloth used is made in dark colours of red, black, yellow, green, blue and turquoise blue.

Cultural activities, including the annual religious festivals, in Puri are: The Puri Beach Festival held
from 5 to 9 November every year, and the Shreekshetra Utsav held from 20 December to 2 January
every year. The cultural programmes include unique sand art, display of local and traditional
handicrafts and food festival. In addition, cultural programmes are held for two hours on every
second Saturday of the month at the district Collector's Conference Hall near Sea Beach Police
Station. Odissi dance, Odissi music and folk dances are part of this event. Odissi dance is the cultural
heritage of Puri. This dance form originated in Puri from the dances performed by Devadasis
(Maharis) attached to the Jagannatha Temple who performed dances in the Nata mandapa of the
temple to please the deities. Though the devadasi practice has been discontinued, the dance form
has become modern and classical and is widely popular; many of the Odissi virtuoso artists and gurus
(teachers) are from Puri. Some of the famous Odissi dancers are Kelucharan Mohapatra, Mayadhar
Raut, Sonal Mansingh, Sanjukta Panigrahi and many more
Konark is a medium town in the Puri district in the state of Odisha, India. It lies on the coast by the
Bay of Bengal, 60 kilometers from the capital of the state, Bhubaneswar. It is the site of the 7thcentury Sun Temple, also known as the Black Pagoda, built in black granite during the reign of
Narasimhadeva-I. The temple is a World Heritage Site. The temple is now mostly in ruins, and a
collection of its sculptures is housed in the Sun Temple Museum, which is run by the Archaeological
Survey of India.

The Sun Temple at Konarak – 1847

Konark is also home to an annual dance festival called Konark Dance Festival, held every December,
devoted to classical Indian dance forms, including the traditional classical dance of Odisha, Odissi.
The name Konârka is derived from the Sanskrit word Kona (meaning angle) and word Arka (meaning
sun) in reference to the temple which was dedicated to the Sun god Surya.
The Sun Temple was built in the 13th century and designed as a gigantic chariot of the Sun God,
Surya, with twelve pairs of ornamented wheels pulled by seven horses. Some of the wheels are 3
meters wide. Only six of the seven horse still stand today. The temple fell into disuse after an envoy
of Jahangir desecrated the temple in the early 17th century.

There was a diamond in the centre of the idol which reflected the sun rays that passed. In 1627, the
then Raja of Khurda took the Sun idol from Konark to the Jagannath temple in Puri. The Sun temple
belongs to the Kalingan school of Indian temple architecture. The alignment of the Sun Temple is
along the East-West direction. The inner sanctum or vimana used to be surmounted by a tower or
shikara but it was razed in the 19th century. The audience hall or jagamohana still stands and
comprises majority of the ruins. The roof of the dance hall or natmandir has fallen off. It stands at the
eastern end of the ruins on a raised platform.
In 1559, Mukunda Gajapati came to throne in Cuttack. He aligned himself as an ally of Akbar and an
enemy of the Sultan of Bengal, Sulaiman Khan Karrani. After a few battles, Odisha finally fell. The fall
was also aided by the internal turmoil of the state. In 1568, the Konark temple was damaged by the
army of Kalapahad, a general of the Sultan. Kalapahad is also said to be responsible for damages to
several other temples during the conquest.
Konark Sun Temple is a 13th-century CE sun temple at Konark about 35 kilometres northeast from
Puri on the coastline of Odisha, India. The temple is attributed to king Narasingha deva I of the
Eastern Ganga Dynasty about 1250 CE.
Dedicated to the Hindu 'god Surya, what remains of the temple complex has the appearance of a 30
m high chariot with immense wheels and horses, all carved from stone. Once over 61 m high, much
of the temple is now in ruins, in particular the large shikara tower over the sanctuary; at one time
this rose much higher than the mandapa that remains. The structures and elements that have

survived are famed for their intricate artwork, iconography, and themes, including erotic kama and
mithuna scenes. Also called the Surya Devalaya, it is a classic illustration of the Odisha style of
Architecture or Kalinga Architecture.
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The cause of the destruction of the Konark temple is unclear and remains a source of controversy.
Theories range from natural damage to deliberate destruction of the temple in the course of being
sacked several times by Muslim armies between the 15th and 17th centuries. This temple was called
the "Black Pagoda" in European sailor accounts as early as 1676 because its great tower appeared
black. Similarly, the Jagannath Temple in Puri was called the "White Pagoda". Both temples served
as important landmarks for sailors in the Bay of Bengal. The temple that exists today was partially
restored by the conservation efforts of British India-era archaeological teams. Declared a UNESCO
world heritage site in 1984, it remains a major pilgrimage site for Hindus, who gather here every year
for the Chandrabhaga Mela around the month of February.

The name Konark derives from the combination of the Sanskrit/Odia language words Kona (corner or
angle) and Arka (the sun). The context of the term Kona is unclear, but probably refers to the
southeast location of this temple either within a larger temple complex or in relation to other sun
temples on the subcontinent. The Arka refers to the Hindu sun god Surya.
The Konark Sun Temple is located in an eponymous village about 35 kilometers northeast of Puri and
60 kilometers southeast of Bhubaneswar on the Bay of Bengal coastline in the Indian state of Odisha.
The nearest airport is Bhubaneswar airport (IATA: BBI). Both Puri and Bhubaneswar are major railway
hubs connected by Indian Railways' Southeastern services.
The Konark Sun Temple was built from stone in the form of a giant ornamented chariot dedicated to
the Sun god, Surya. In Hindu Vedic iconography Surya is represented as rising in the east and
traveling rapidly across the sky in a chariot drawn by seven horses. He is described typically as a
resplendent standing person holding a lotus flower in both his hands, riding the chariot marshaled by
the charioteer Aruna. The seven horses are named after the seven meters of Sanskrit prosody:
Gayatri, Brihati, Ushnih, Jagati, Trishtubha, Anushtubha, and Pankti. Typically seen flanking Surya are

two females who represent the dawn goddesses, Usha and Pratyusha. The goddesses are shown to
be shooting arrows, a symbol of their initiative in challenging darkness. The architecture is also
symbolic, with the chariot's twelve pairs of wheels corresponding to the 12 months of the Hindu
calendar, each month paired into two cycles (Shukla and Krishna).

The Konark temple presents this iconography on a grand scale. It has 24 elaborately carved stone
wheels which are nearly 3.7 m in diameter and are pulled by a set of seven horses. When viewed
from inland during the dawn and sunrise, the chariot-shaped temple appears to emerge from the
depths of the blue sea carrying the sun.
The temple plan includes all the traditional elements of a Hindu temple set on a square plan.
According to Kapila Vatsyayan, the ground plan, as well the layout of sculptures and reliefs, follow
the square and circle geometry, forms found in Odisha temple design texts such as the Silpasarini.
This mandala structure informs the plans of other Hindu temples in Odisha and elsewhere.

The main temple at Konark, locally called the deul, no longer exists. It was surrounded by subsidiary
shrines containing niches depicting Hindu deities, particularly Surya in many of his aspects. The deul
was built on a high terrace.The temple was originally a complex consisting of the main sanctuary,
called the rekha deul, or bada deul (lit. big sanctum). In front of it was the bhadra deul (lit. small
sanctum), or jagamohana (lit. assembly hall of the people) (called a mandapa in other parts of India.).
The attached platform was called the pida deul, which consisted of a square mandapa with a
pyramidal roof. All of these structures were square at their core, and each was overlain with the
pancharatha plan containing a variegated exterior. The central projection, called the raha, is more
pronounced than the side projections, called kanika-paga, a style that aims for an interplay of
sunlight and shade and adds to the visual appeal of the structure throughout the day. The design
manual for this style is found in the Silpa Sastra of ancient Odisha.
A stone wheel engraved in the walls of the temple. The temple is designed as a chariot consisting of
24 such wheels. Each wheel has a diameter of 9 feet, 9 inches, with 8 spokes.
Twice as wide as they were high, the walls of the jagamohana are 30 m tall. The surviving structure
has three tiers of six pidas each. These diminish incrementally and repeat the lower patterns. The

pidas are divided into terraces. On each of these terraces stand statues of musician figures. The main
temple and the jagamohana porch consist of four main zones: the platform, the wall, the trunk, and
the crowning head called a mastaka.

The first three are square while the mastaka is circular. The main temple and the jagamohana
differed in size, decorative themes, and design. It was the main temple's trunk, called the gandhi in
medieval Hindu architecture texts, that was ruined long ago. The sanctum of the main temple is now
without a roof and most of the original parts.
On the east side of the main temple is the Nata mandira (lit. dance temple). It stands on a high,
intricately carved platform. The relief on the platform is similar in style to that found on the surviving
walls of the temple. According to historical texts, there was an Aruna stambha (lit. Aruna's pillar)
between the main temple and the Nata mandira, but it is no longer there because it was moved to
the Jagannatha at Puri sometime during the troubled history of this temple. According to Harle, the
texts suggest that originally the complex was enclosed within a wall 264 m by 160 m, with gateways
on three sides.

The stone temple was made from three types of stone. Chlorite was used for the door lintel and
frames as well as some sculptures. Laterite was used for the core of the platform and staircases near
the foundation. Khondalite was used for other parts of the temple. According to Mitra, the
Khondalite stone weathers faster over time, and this may have contributed to erosion and
accelerated the damage when parts of the temples were destroyed. None of these stones occur
naturally nearby, and the architects and artisans must have procured and moved the stones from
distant sources, probably using the rivers and water channels near the site. The masons then created
ashlar, wherein the stones were polished and finished so as to make joints hardly visible.
The original temple had a main sanctum sanctorum (vimana), which is estimated to have been 70 m
tall. The main vimana fell in 1837. The main mandapa audience hall (jagamohana), which is about 39
m tall, still stands and is the principal structure in the surviving ruins. Among the structures that have
survived to the current day are the dance hall (Nata mandira) and the dining hall (Bhoga mandapa).

The walls of the temple from the temple's base through the crowing elements are ornamented with
reliefs, many finished to jewelry-quality miniature details.

The terraces contain stone statues of male and female musicians holding various musical
instruments. Other major works of art include sculptures of Hindu deities, apsaras and images from
the daily life and culture of the people (artha and dharma scenes), various animals, aquatic creatures,
birds, mythological creatures, and friezes narrating the Hindu texts. The carvings include purely
decorative geometric patterns and plant motifs. Some panels show images from the life of the king
such as one showing him receiving counsel from a guru, where the artists symbolically portrayed the
king as much smaller than the guru, with the king's sword resting on the ground next to him.

/
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The upana (moulding) layer at the bottom of the platform contains friezes of elephants, marching
soldiers, musicians, and images depicting the secular life of the people, including hunting scenes, a
caravan of domesticated animals, people carrying supplies on their head or with the help of a bullock
cart, travelers preparing a meal along the roadside, and festive processions. On other walls are found
images depicting the daily life of the elite as well as the common people. For example, girls are
shown wringing their wet hair, standing by a tree, looking from a window, playing with pets, putting
on makeup while looking into a mirror, playing musical instruments such as the vina, chasing away a
monkey who is trying to snatch items, a family taking leave of their elderly grandmother who seems
dressed for a pilgrimage, a mother blessing her son, a teacher with students, a yogi during a standing
asana, a warrior being greeted with a namaste, a mother with her child, an old woman with a walking
stick and a bowl in her hands, comical characters, among others.
The Konark temple is also known for its erotic sculptures of maithunas. These show couples in
various stages of courtship and intimacy, and in some cases coital themes. Notorious in the colonial
era for their uninhibited celebration of sexuality, these images are included with other aspects of
human life as well as deities that are typically associated with tantra. This led some to propose that
the erotic sculptures are linked to the vama marga (left hand tantra) tradition. However, this is not
supported by local literary sources, and these images may be the same kama and mithuna scenes

found integrated into the art of many Hindu temples. The erotic sculptures are found on the temple's
Shikhara, and these illustrate all the bandhas (mudra forms) described in the Kamasutra.
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Other large sculptures were a part of the gateways of the temple complex. These include life-size
lions subduing elephants, elephants subduing demons, and horses. A major pillar dedicated to Aruna,
called the Aruna Stambha, used to stand in front of the eastern stairs of the porch. This, too, was
intricately carved with horizontal friezes and motifs. It now stands in front of the Jagannatha temple
at Puri.
The upper levels and terrace of the Konark Sun temple contain larger and more significant works of
art than the lower level. These include images of musicians and mythological narratives as well as
sculptures of Hindu deities, including Durga in her Mahishasuramardini aspect killing the shapeshifting buffalo demon (Shaktism), Vishnu in his Jagannatha form (Vaishnavism), and Shiva as a
(largely damaged) linga (Shaivism). Some of the better-preserved friezes and sculptures were
removed and relocated to museums in Europe and major cities of India before 1940.
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The Hindu deities are also depicted in other parts of the temple. For example, the medallions of the
chariot wheels of the Surya temple, as well as the anuratha artwork of the jagamohana, show Vishnu,
Shiva, Gajalakshmi, Parvati, Krishna, Narasimha, and other gods and goddesses. Also found on the
jagamohana are sculptures of Vedic deities such as Indra, Agni, Kubera, Varuna, and Âdityas.
Style
The temple follows the traditional style of Kalinga architecture. It is oriented towards the east so that
the first rays of the sunrise strike the main entrance. The temple, built from Khondalite rocks, was
originally constructed at the mouth of the river Chandrabhaga, but the waterline has receded since
then. The wheels of the temple are sundials, which can be used to calculate time accurately to a
minute.

The Konark Sun Temple complex has ruins of many subsidiary shrines and monuments around the
main temple. Some of these include:
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Mayadevi Temple – Located west-southwest from the entrance of the main temple, it has been
dated to the late 11th century, earlier than the main temple. It consists of a sanctuary, a mandapa
and, before it, an open platform. It was discovered during excavations carried out between 1900 and
1910. Early theories assumed that it was dedicated to Surya's wife and thus named the Mayadevi
Temple. However, later studies suggested that it was also a Surya temple, albeit an older one that
was fused into the complex when the monumental temple was built. This temple also has numerous
carvings and a square mandapa is overlain by a sapta-ratha. The sanctum of this Surya temple
features a Nataraja. Other deities in the interior include a damaged Surya holding a lotus, along with
Agni, Varuna, Vishnu, and Vayu.
Vaishnava Temple – Located southwest of the so-called Mayadevi Temple, it was discovered during
excavations in 1956. This discovery was significant because it confirmed that the Konark Sun Temple
complex revered all the major Hindu traditions, and was not an exclusive worship place for the saura
cult as previously believed. This is a small temple with sculptures of Balarama, Varaha, and Vamana–
Trivikrama in its sanctum, marking it as a Vaishnavite temple. These images are shown as wearing
dhoti and a lot of jewelry. The sanctum's primary idol is missing, as are images from some niches in
the temple. The site's significance as a place of Vaishnavism pilgrimage is attested to in Vaishnava
texts. For example, Krishna Chaitanya, the early 16th-century scholar and founder of Gaudiya
Vaishnavism, visited the Konark temple and prayed on its premises.
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Kitchen – This monument is found south of the bhoga mandapa (feeding hall). It, too, was discovered
in excavations in the 1950s. It includes means to bring water, cisterns to store water, drains, a
cooking floor, depressions in the floor probably for pounding spices or grains, as well several triple
ovens (chulahs) for cooking. This structure may have been for festive occasions or a part of a
community feeding hall. According to Thomas Donaldson, the kitchen complex may have been added
a little later than the original temple.

Well 1 – This monument is located north of the kitchen, towards its eastern flank, was probably
built to supply water to the community kitchen and bhoga mandapa. Near the well are a pillared
mandapa and five structures, some with semi-circular steps whose role is unclear.
Well 2 – This monument and associated structures are in the front of the northern staircase of the
main temple, with foot rests, a washing platform, and a wash water drain system. It was probably
designed for the use of pilgrims arriving at the temple.
A collection of fallen sculptures can be viewed at the Konark Archaeological Museum, which is
maintained by the Archaeological Survey of India. The fallen upper portion of the temple is believed
to have been studded with many inscriptions.
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The oldest surviving Vedic hymns, such as hymn 1.115 of the Rigveda, mention Surya with particular
reverence for the "rising sun" and its symbolism as dispeller of darkness, one who empowers
knowledge, the good, and all life. However, the usage is context specific. In some hymns, the word
Surya simply means sun as an inanimate object, a stone, or a gem in the sky while in others it refers
to a personified deity. In the layers of Vedic texts, Surya is one of the several trinities along with Agni
and either Vayu or Indra, which are presented as an equivalent icon and aspect of the Hindu
metaphysical concept called the Brahman
In the Brahmanas layer of Vedic literature, Surya appears with Agni (fire god) in the same
hymns.Surya is revered for the day, and Agni for its role during the night. According to Kapila
Vatsyayan, the concept of a Surya–Agni relationship evolves, and in later literature Surya is described
as Agni representing the first principle and the seed of the universe. It is in the Brahmanas layer of
the Vedas, and the Upanishads that Surya is explicitly linked to the power of sight, and to visual
perception and knowledge. He is then internalized and said to be the eye, as ancient Hindu sages
suggested abandonment of external rituals to gods in favor of internal reflection and meditation of
the gods within, in one's journey to realize the Atman (soul, self) within, in texts such as the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, Chandogya Upanishad, Kaushitaki Upanishad, and others.
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The Mahabharata epic opens its chapter on Surya by reverentially calling him the "eye of the
universe, soul of all existence, origin of all life, goal of the Samkhyas and Yogis, and symbolism for
freedom and spiritual emancipation". In the Mahabharata, Karna is the son of Surya and an
unmarried princess named Kunti. The epic describes Kunti's difficult life as an unmarried mother,
then her abandonment of Karna, followed by her lifelong grief. Baby Karna is found and then
adopted, and grows up to become one of the central characters in the great battle of Kurukshetra
where he fights his half-brothers.
Konark, also referred to in Indian texts by the name Kainapara, was a significant trading port by the
early centuries of the common era. The current Konark temple dates to the 13th century, though
evidence suggests that a sun temple was built in the Konark area by at least the 9th century. Several
Puranas mention Surya worship centers in Mundira, which may have been the earlier name for
Konark, Kalapriya (Mathura), and Multan (now in Pakistan).The Chinese Buddhist pilgrim and traveler
Hiuen-tsang (also referred to as Xuanzang) mentions a port city in Odisha named Charitra. He
describes the city as prosperous, with five convents and "storeyed towers that are very high and
carved with saintly figures exquisitely done". Since he visited India in the 7th century, he could not
have been referring to the 13th-century temple, but his description suggests either Konark or
another Odisha port city already featuring towering structures with sculptures.
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According to the Madala Panji, there was at one time another temple in the region built by Pundara
Kesari. He may have been Puranjaya, the 7th-century ruler of the Somavasmi Dynasty.
The current temple is attributed to Narasimhadeva I of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty, r. 1238–1264 CE–
. It is one of the few Hindu temples whose planning and construction records written in Sanskrit in
the Odiya script have been preserved in the form of palm leaf manuscripts that were discovered in a
village in the 1960s and subsequently translated. The temple was sponsored by the king, and its
construction was overseen by Siva Samantaraya Mahapatra. It was built near an old Surya temple.
The sculpture in the older temple's sanctum was re-consecrated and incorporated into the newer
larger temple. This chronology of temple site's evolution is supported by many copper plate
inscriptions of the era in which the Konark temple is referred to as the "great cottage".
According to James Harle, the temple as built in the 13th century consisted of two main structures,
the dance mandapa and the great temple (deul). The smaller mandapa is the structure that survives;
the great deul collapsed sometime in the late 16th century or after. According to Harle, the original
temple "must originally have stood to a height of some 69 m", but only parts of its walls and
decorative mouldings remain.
The temple was in ruins before its restoration. Speculation continues as to the cause of the
destruction of the temple. Early theories stated that the temple was never completed and collapsed
during construction. This is contradicted by textual evidence and evidence from inscriptions. The
Kenduli copper plate inscription of 1384 CE from the reign of Narasimha IV seems to indicate that the
temple was not only completed but an active site of worship.

Another inscription states that various deities in the temple were consecrated, also suggesting that
construction of the temple had been completed.A non-Hindu textual source, the Akbar-era text Ain-iAkbari by Abul Fazl dated to the 16th century, mentions the Konark temple, describing it as a
prosperous site with a temple that made visitors "astonished at its sight", with no mention of ruins.
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Texts from the 19th century do mention ruins, which means the temple was damaged either
intentionally or through natural causes sometime between 1556 and 1800 CE. The intentionaldamage theory is supported by Mughal era records that mention the Muslim invader Kalapahar
attacking and destroying Jagannath Puri and the Konark temple. Other texts state that the temple
was sacked several times by Muslim armies between the 15th and 17th centuries. Islamic texts
describing the raids of Kalapahar mention his army's first attempt to destroy the temple in 1565, but
they failed. They inflicted only minor damage and carried away the copper kalasa.
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When nine flights of steps are passed, a spacious court appears with a large arch of stone upon which
are carved the sun and other planets. Around them are a variety of worshippers of every class, each
after its manner with bowed heads, standing, sitting, prostrate, laughing, weeping, lost in amaze or in
rapt attention, and following these are divers musicians and strange animals which never existed but
in imagination.
The controversial Hindu text Madala Panji and regional tradition state that Kalapahad attacked again
and damaged the temple in 1568. The natural-damage theory is supported by the nearness of the
temple to the shore and the monsoons in the region that would tend to cause damage. However, the
existence of nearby stone temples in the Odisha region that were built earlier and have stood
without damage casts doubt to this theory. According to P. Parya, the number of rings of moss and
lichen growth found on the stone ruins suggests the damage occurred sometime around the 1570s,
but this approach does not indicate why or by whom.

According to Thomas Donaldson, evidence suggests that the damage and the temple's ruined
condition can be dated to between the late 16th century and the early 17th century from the records
of various surveys and repairs found in early 17th-century texts. These also record that the temple
remained a site of worship in the early 17th century. These records do not state whether the ruins
were being used by devotees to gather and worship, or part of the damaged temple was still in use
for some other purpose. This evidence of the use of the temple, however, contradicts any theories
that the late 16th-century Muslim invasion had completely destroyed the site.
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In the last quarter of the 18th century, the Aruna stambha (Aruna pillar) was removed from the
entrance of Konark temple and placed at the Singha-dwara (Lion's Gate) of the Jagannath temple in
Puri by a Maratha Brahmachari named Goswain (or Goswami). The pillar, made of monolithic
chlorite, is 33 feet 8 inches (10.26 m) tall and is dedicated to Aruna, the charioteer of the Sun god.
In 1803 the East India Marine Board requested the Governor General of Bengal that conservation
efforts be undertaken. However, the only conservation measure put in place at the time was to
prohibit further removal of stones from the site. Lacking structural support, the last part of the main
tower still standing, a small broken curved section, collapsed in 1848.
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The then-Raja of Khurda, who had jurisdiction over this region in the early 19th century, removed
some stones and sculptures to use in a temple he was building in Puri. A few gateways and some
sculptures were destroyed in the process. In 1838 the Asiatic Society of Bengal requested that
conservation efforts be undertaken, but the requests were denied, and only measures to prevent
vandalism were put in place.
In 1859 the Asiatic Society of Bengal proposed, and in 1867 attempted to relocate an architrave of
the Konark temple depicting the navagraha to the Indian Museum in Calcutta. This attempt was
abandoned as funds had run out. In 1894 thirteen sculptures were moved to the Indian Museum.
Local Hindu population objected to further damage and removal of temple ruins. The government

issued orders to respect the local sentiments. In 1903, when a major excavation was attempted
nearby, the then-Lieutenant governor of Bengal, J. A. Baurdilon, ordered the temple to be sealed and
filled with sand to prevent the collapse of the Jagamohana. The Mukhasala and Nata Mandir were
repaired by 1905.
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In 1906 casuarina and punnang trees were planted facing the sea to provide a buffer against sandladen winds. In 1909 the Mayadevi temple was discovered while removing sand and debris. The
temple was granted World Heritage Site status by the UNESCO in 1984.
The Konark Sun Temple has attracted conflicting reviews. According to Coomaraswamy, the Konark
Sun Temple marks the high point of the Odisha style of Nagara architecture.
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The colonial-era reception of the temple ranged from derision to praise. Andrew Sterling, the early
colonial-era administrator and Commissioner of Cuttack questioned the skill of the 13th-century
architects, but also wrote that the temple had "an air of elegance, combined with massiveness in the
whole structure, which entitles it to no small share of admiration", adding that the sculpture had "a
degree of taste, propriety and freedom which would stand a comparison with some of our best
specimens of Gothic architectural ornament". The Victorian mindset saw pornography in the artwork
of Konark and wondered why there was no "shame and guilt in this pleasure in filth", while Alan
Watts stated that there was no comprehensible reason to separate spirituality from love, sex, and
religious arts. According to Ernest Binfield Havell, the Konark temple is "one of the grandest
examples of Indian sculpture extant", adding that they express "as much fire and passion as the
greatest European art" such as that found in Venice.
Indian writers, too, have expressed a spectrum of opinions. For example, the leftist author
Bhattacharya criticized the "brahmanical temple erotica", offering it as evidence of "female
exploitation by the dominant classes of Hindu male society", and a "reflection of abnormal sex
desires". In contrast, the Nobel Laureate Tagore wrote,
Here the language of stone surpasses the language of human.
— Rabindranath Tagore

Gauḍa, Gaur, or Gour, also known as Lakhnauti, is a ruined city on the Indo-Bangladesh border, most
of the former citadel is located in the present-day Malda district of West Bengal, India, while a
smaller part is located in Nawabganj District of Bangladesh. This city was on the east bank of the
Ganges river, 40 kilometers downstream from Rajmahal, 12 km south of Malda. However, the
current course of the Ganges is far away from the ruins.

Entrance gate
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The five storeyed tower at Gaur known as the Pir Asa Minar or Firoz Shah Minar – 1817

Lakhnauti gathered prominence during the Sena dynasty, with the name of the city, often attributed
to the Sena king Lakshman Sena. Prior to the accession of the Sena dynasty, Gauda region was under
the control of the Pala dynasty and, in all probability, Karnasuvarna, the capital of Shashanka, served
as the administrative headquarter. For example, the Khalimpur copperplate inscription of
Dharmapal, refers to the monarch as Gaudeshwar (lord of Gauda). It is possible that, the Sena
dynasty, that supplanted the Pala dynasty in Bengal proper (and to Gauda region) felt the need for a
new administrative capital, to reduce the Pala influence. It is possible that the process might have
been started by Vijay or Ballal Sena – but given the final shape by Lakshmana Sena. In fact
Lakshmanasena had the administrative capital at Lakhnauti while a lesser capital (more likely a
retreat in his later days) at Nadia. It was in the later capital, possibly less defended, that he was
surprised by Ikhtiyar-ud-din Mohammad ibn Bakhtiyar Khalji.

The area was known as Gauḍa (ablaut of Sanskrit guḍa, meaning sweet or molasses or root) at the
time was under the rule of famous Bengali kings such as Shashanka. In the 7th century Gopala by a
democratic election in Gauḍa became the first independent Buddhist king of Bengal and founded the
Pala Empire. The Pala dynasty ruled for nearly four centuries between the mid to late 8th century to
12th century CE. The Palas were often described by opponents as the Lords of Gauḍa. It was also a
prosperous city during the Sena dynasty's rule in Bengal. However, its most well documented history
begins with its conquest in 1198 by the Muslims, who retained it as the chief seat of their power in
Bengal for more than three centuries. Around the year 1350, the Sultans of Bengal established their
independence, and transferred their seat of government to Pandua (q.v.), also in Malda district. To
build their new capital, they plundered Gauḍa of every monument that could be removed. When
Pandua was in its turn deserted (1453), Gauḍa once more became the capital under the name
Jannatabad; it remained so as long as the Muslim kings retained their independence. In 1565

Sulaiman Khan Karrani, a Pashtun ruler, abandoned it for Tanda, a place somewhat nearer the
Ganges. Gauḍa was sacked by Sher Shah in 1539, and was occupied by Akbar's general Munim Khan
in 1575, when Daud Khan Karrani, the last of the Afghan dynasty, refused to pay homage to the
Mughal emperor. This occupation was followed by an outbreak of the plague and course change of
the Ganges, which completed the downfall of the city. Since then it has been little better than a heap
of ruins, almost overgrown with jungle.

Tantipara Masjid

The fort or you can say the city was made by Great Gaur Rajputs or Pala Dynasty, great warriors who
fought very well. They ruled all the Bengal and present some area of Bangladesh.
Fergusson in his History of Eastern Architecture thus describes the general architectural style of
Gauḍa:
It is neither like that of Delhi nor Jaunpur, nor any other style, but one purely local and not without
considerable merit in itself; its principal characteristic being heavy short pillars of stone supporting
pointed arches and vaults in brick whereas at Jaunpore, for instance, light pillars carried horizontal
architraves and flat ceilings. Owing to the lightness of the small, thin bricks, which were chiefly used
in the making of Gauḍa, its buildings have not well withstood the ravages of time and the weather;
while much of its enameled work has been removed for the ornamentation of the surrounding cities
of more modern origin. Moreover, the ruins long served as a quarry for the builders of neighboring
towns and villages, till in 1900 steps were taken for their preservation by the government. The finest
ruin in Gauḍa is that of the Great Golden Mosque, also called Bara Darwaza, or twelve doored (1526).
An arched corridor running along the whole front of the original building is the principal portion now
standing. There are eleven arches on either side of the corridor and one at each end of it, from which
the mosque probably obtained its name. These arches are surmounted by eleven domes in fair
preservation; the mosque had originally thirty-three.
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The Eunuchs' mosque, in the ancient suburb of Firozpur, has fine carving, and is faced with stone
fairly well preserved. The Tantipar mosque (1475–1480) has beautiful moulding in brick, and the
Lotan mosque of the same period is unique in retaining its glazed tiles. The citadel, of the Muslim

period, was strongly fortified with a rampart and entered through a magnificent gateway called the
Dakhil Darwaza (1459–1474). At the south-east corner was a palace, surrounded by a wall of brick 66
ft (20 m) high, of which a part is standing. Nearby were the royal tombs. Within the citadel is the
Kadam Rasul mosque (1530), which is still used, and close outside is a tall tower called the Firoz
Minar (perhaps signifying tower of victory). There are a number of Muslim buildings on the banks of
the Sagar Dighi, including, notably, the tomb of the saint Makhdum Shaikh Akhi Siraj (died 1357), and
in the neighbourhood is a burning ghat, traditionally the only one allowed to the use of the Hindus by
their Muslim conquerors, and still greatly venerated and frequented by them. Many inscriptions of
historical importance have been found in the ruins.

Seashore with Fort, Vizagapatam – 1795 / Descriptions and figures of two hundred Fishes Collected at Vizagapatam on the coast of
Coromandel. Illustrated By Patrick Russell (1727-1805), East India Company

Visakhapatnam
Visakhapatnam's history stretches back to the 6th century BCE, when it was considered a part of the
Kalinga Kingdom, and later ruled by the Vengi, the Pallava and Eastern Ganga dynasties.
Archaeological records suggest that the present city was built around the 11th and 12th centuries
with control over the city fluctuating between the Chola Dynasty and the Gajapati Kingdom, until its
conquest by the Vijayanagara Empire in the 15th century. Conquered by the Mughals in the 16th
century, European powers eventually set up trading interests in the city, and by the end of the 18th
century it had come under French rule. Control passed to the British in 1804 and it remained under
British colonial rule until India's independence in 1947.

The Black Pagoda, a Shiva temple built in north Calcutta around 1730 by the wealthy merchant Govinda Ram Mitter, was perhaps never
completely finished. The main tower collapsed some time around 1800, and only one of the smaller subsidiary shrines survives. /
Calcutta – the road to Cheringhee

The Vengi (or Venginadu) is a region spread over the mandals of Godavari and Krishna districts. The capital city of Vengi is
located at Pedavegi near Eluru. This area was part of Kalinga until that kingdom was conquered by Emperor Ashoka of the
Mauryan Empire in the mid-3rd century BC. After the Mauryan Empire collapsed in 185 BC, the region was dominated by
the Satavahanas, who were succeeded in Vengi by the Andhra Ikshvakus. Around 300 AD, the Andhra Ikshvakus were
replaced by the Salankayanas, who were vassals of the Pallavas of Southern India. In the late 5th century, the Salankayanas
were annexed by the Vishnukundinas.
King Pulakesin II of the Chalukya conquered Vengi from the Vishnukundinas in the early 7th century and installed his
brother Kubja Vishnuvardhana as the viceroy. He eventually established the Eastern Chalukya dynasty. The Eastern
Chalukyas were first conquered by the Cholas under Raja Raja Chola I (985–1014) and subsequently became very closely

aligned to the Chola empire through marital alliance between the Cholas and the Eastern Chalukyas. This insulated the
Eastern Chalukyas from the interference of the Western Chalukyas who sought to make the Eastern Chalukyas as their
subordinates. During the reign of the Kulothunga Chola I the Vengi kingdom got absorbed into the Chola empire.
The Vengi territory was part of Ashoka's empire and Satavahanas were the Mauryan feudatories administering the area.
Following Ashoka's death and the decline of the Mauryas, Satavahana Simuka established the Satavahana dynasty, which
came to include even the Magadha and Bengal at its height.The Satavahanas lasted for the next four hundred years after
which the Pallavas and Eastern Chalukyas took control of the kingdom.
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Bhils hunting deer at night; the man holding a bow, the woman wearing a leaf skirt and carrying a gourd lantern and a bell

The Eastern Chalukyas of the 7th and 8th century, were a branch of the Chalukyas of Badami. Pulakesin II, the renowned
ruler of Chalukyas conquered Vengi (at a battle near Eluru) in 624 from Vishnukundinas and installed his brother Kubja
Vishnuvardhana (624- 641) as its ruler. His dynasty, known as the Eastern Chalukyas, ruled for a century. Vishnuvardhana
extended his dominions up to Srikakulam in the north and Nellore in the south. They had faced many wars for the next
three centuries from Rashtrakutas and others. The Western Chalukya king Satyashraya tried to amalgamate the two
dynasties, but was not successful due to the constant battles with the Paramaras and the Cholas.
To counter the interference of the Western Chalukyas, Rajaraja supported Saktivarman I, an Eastern Chalukya prince who
was in exile in the Chola country. He invaded Vengi in 999 to restore Saktivarman to the Eastern Chalukya throne.
Saktivarman finally got his throne back in 1002 and consented to recognise the Rajaraja overlordship.
Vengi was part of kingdom of Later Cholas during the 12th century. The Western Chalukyas under the king Vikramaditya VI
occupied Vengi in 1118, but the Cholas under Vikrama Chola regained Vengi from Chalukya monarch Someshvara III in
1126–27 with the help of the Velanati Chodas of Tsandavolu.
Between 1135 and 1206, several other minor kingdoms ruled over parts of Andhra Pradesh accepting the authority of the
Velanati Cholas. By 1208, Vengi was part of Kakatiya Empire and ruled by Musunuri Kamma kings as subordinates to
Kakatiyas until their downfall in 1323. later Vengi became part of the Vijayanagara Empire in the 16th century.

Vengi has occupied a prominent place in the history of Andhra Pradesh since the time of Eastern Chalukyas. They
patronised Telugu. Since the time of the Eastern Chalukya Gunaga Vijayaditya, inscriptions show Telugu prose and poetry,
culminating in the production of literary works. Later on, in the 11th century under the patronage of the then Vengi king,
Rajaraja Narendra, the great epic, Mahabharata was translated partly by his court poet, Nannaya.
Eluru The city is on the Tammileru river. Its history dates back to the second century CE.
During the Buddhist kingdom of Vengi, the city was known as 'Helapuri'. It was also known by names such as 'Ellore' .
The history of Eluru dates back to the 2nd century and has great prominence in the history of Andhra. Vengi near Eluru was
the capital of Andhra from the 2nd century to the 12th century, ruled by Salankayanas, Vishnukudinas, and Eastern

Chalukyas. Vengi was the capital city of Andhradesa for more years than any other city in Andhra Pradesh. Eluru was part of
the Buddhist kingdom of Vengi.

Bojjannakonda Rock Cut Caves Vishakapatnam
Salankayana ruled from the 3rd century AD to the 5th century AD. They were known as Salankayana after the Gotra name.
They were the feudatories of Ikshvakus. They ruled near the Vengi area, with Vengi (Eluru) as the capital. Salankayana is
another of the Phantom kingdoms of Andhra for Indologists. Their date is fixed based on Samudra Gupta inscription
mention of Hastivarman of Vengi.
Eluru was a major city of the Vishnukundinas. Vishnukundin reign might be fixed between the end of the Salankayana and
the rise of the Eastern Chalukyan power in 624 AD. In the late 5th century, the Salankayanas were conquered by
Madhavarma II of the Vishnukundinas. During the reign of Madhava Varma the Great, they became independent and
conquered coastal Andhra from the Salankayanas and might have shifted their capital to a place in coastal Andhra.
Eastern Chalukyas period (7th century to 12th century)
Eastern Chalukyas, or Chalukyas of Vengi, were a South Indian dynasty whose kingdom was in the present day Andhra
Pradesh. Their capital was Vengi near Eluru and their dynasty lasted for around 500 years from the 7th century until c. 1130
C.E. when the Vengi kingdom merged with the Chola empire.
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The Vengi kingdom continued to be ruled by Eastern Chalukyan kings under the protection of the Chola empire until 1189
C.E., when the kingdom succumbed to the Hoysalas and the Yadavas. They had their capital originally at Vengi now
(Pedavegi) near Eluru of the West Godavari district end later changed to Rajamahendravaram (Rajamundry).
Eluru was captured by Kakatiyas and then became a part of the Kalinga Empire until 1471. Later it fell into the hands of the
Gajapatis. In 1515 Srikrishnadevaraya captured it. After the fall of the Vijayanagara Kingdom, it was taken by the Sultan of
Golkonda, Kutub Shah.
Salabat Jang, the fourth Nizam of Hyderabad, granted in 1753 the region including Eluru to French East India Company but
the French were forced to transfer it to the British within a few years.
During British rule Eluru was a military station, and the capital of the Northern Circars, a division of the Madras Presidency.
Eluru was a part of Machilipatnam district after the division of Northern Circars. In 1859, it was included in the Godavari
district; later it was made a part of the Krishna district. In 1925, it became the headquarters of the newly formed West
Godavari district.

The Pallava dynasty was a South Indian dynasty that existed from 275 CE to 897 CE, ruling a portion of southern India. They
gained prominence after the eclipse of the Satavahana dynasty, whom the Pallavas served as feudatories.
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Pallavas became a major power during the reign of Mahendravarma I (571 – 630 CE) and Narasimhavarma I (630 – 668 CE)
and dominated the Telugu and northern parts of the Tamil region for about 600 years until the end of the 9th century.
Throughout their reign they were in constant conflict with both Chalukyas of Badami in the north and the Tamil kingdoms
of Chola and Pandyas in the south and Pallava were finally defeated by the Chola Aditya I in the 9th century CE.
Pallavas are most noted for their patronage of architecture, the finest example being the Shore Temple in Mahabalipuram.
The Pallavas, who left behind magnificent sculptures and temples, established the foundations of medieval South Indian
architecture. They developed the Pallava script from which Grantha ultimately descended. The Pallava script gave rise to
several other southeast Asian scripts. Chinese traveller Xuanzang visited Kanchipuram during Pallava rule and extolled their
benign rule.
A Sangam Period classic, Manimekalai, attributes the origin of the first Pallava King from a liaison between the daughter of
a Naga king of Manipallava named Pilli Valai (Pilivalai) with a Chola king, Killivalavan, out of which union was born a prince,
who was lost in ship wreck and found with a twig (pallava) of Cephalandra Indica (Tondai) around his ankle and hence
named Tondai-maan. Another version states that "Pallava" was born from the union of the Brahmin Ashvatthama with a
Naga Princess also supposedly supported in the sixth verse of the Bahur plates which states "From Ashvatthama was born
the king named Pallava". The Pallavas themselves claimed to descend from Brahma and Ashvatthama.

1969

Though Manimekalai posits Ilam Tiriyan as a Chola, not a Pallava, the Velurpalaiyam plates dated to 852, do not mention
the Cholas. Instead, they credit the Naga liaison episode, and creation of the Pallava line, to a different Pallava king named
Virakurcha, while preserving its legitimising significance:
...from him (Aśvatthāman) in order (came) Pallava, the lord of the whole earth, whose fame was bewildering. Thence,
came into existence the race of Pallavas... [including the son of Chūtapallava] Vīrakūrcha, of celebrated name, who
simultaneously with (the hand of) the daughter of the chief of serpents grasped also the complete insignia of royalty and
became famous.
Historically, early relations between Nagas and Pallavas became well-established before the myth of Pallava's birth to
Ashvatthama took root. A prashasti (literally "praise"), composed in 753 on the dynastic eulogy in the Kasakadi (Kasakudi)
plates, by the Pallava Trivikrama, traces the Pallava lineage from creation through a series of mythic progenitors, and then
praises the dynasty in terms of two similes hinged together by triple use of the word avatara ("descent"), as below:

From [them] descended the powerful, spotless Pallava dynasty [vaṁśāvatāra], which resembled a partial incarnation
[aṃśāvatāra] of Visnu, as it displayed unbroken courage in conquering the circle of the world...and which resembled the
descent of the Ganges [gaṅgāvatāra] as it purified the whole world.

1969

The Proceedings of the First Annual Conference of South Indian History Congress also notes: The word Tondai means a
creeper and the term Pallava conveys a similar meaning. Since the Pallavas ruled in the territory extending from Bellary to
Bezwada, it led to the theory that they were a northern dynasty who contracted marriages with princesses of the Andhra
Dynasty and so inherited a portion of southern Andhra Pradesh.
Telugu sources know of a Trilochana Pallava as the earliest Telugu king and they are confirmed by later inscriptions. The
first Chalukya king is said to have been met, repulsed and killed by the same Trilochana near Mudivemu (Cuddappah
district). A Buddhist story describes Kala the Nagaraja, resembling the Pallava Kalabhartar as a king of the region near
Krishna district. The Pallava Bogga may be identified with the kingdom of Kala in Andhra which had close and early maritime
and cultural relations with Ceylon.
K. A. Nilakanta Sastri postulated that Pallavas were descendants of a North Indian dynasty who moved southwards,
adopted local traditions to their own use, and named themselves as Tondaiyar after the land called Tondai. K. P. Jayaswal
also proposed a North Indian origin, putting forward the theory that the Pallavas were a branch of the Vakatakas.
The earliest inscriptions of the Pallavas were found in the districts of Bellary, Guntur and Nellore and all the inscriptions of
the dynasty till the rise of Simhavishnu were found in the latter two of those.

1969

The Pallavas captured Kanchi from the Cholas as recorded in the Velurpalaiyam Plates, around the reign of the fifth king of
the Pallava line Kumaravishnu I. Thereafter Kanchi figures in inscriptions as the capital of the Pallavas. The Cholas drove the
Pallavas away from Kanchi in the mid-4th century, in the reign of Vishugopa, the tenth king of the Pallava line. The Pallavas
re-captured Kanchi in the mid-6th century, possibly in the reign of Simhavishnu, the fourteenth king of the Pallava line,
whom the Kasakudi plates state as "the lion of the earth". Thereafter the Pallavas held on to Kanchi until the 9th century,
until the reign of their last king, Vijaya-Nripatungavarman.
The Pallavas were in conflict with major kingdoms at various periods of time. A contest for political supremacy existed
between the early Pallavas and the Kadambas. Numerous Kadamba inscriptions provide details of Pallava-Kadamba
hostilities.
Kadamba dynasty's founder Mayurasharma first succeeded in establishing himself in the forests of Shriparvata (possibly
modern Srisailam in Andhra Pradesh) by defeating the Antharapalas (guards) of the Pallavas and subduing the Banas of
Kolar in 345 CE. The Pallavas under Skandavarman were unable to contain Mayurasharma and recognised him as a

sovereign in the regions from the Amara Ocean (Western Ocean) to Prehara (Malaprabha River). Some historians feel that
Mayurasharma was initially appointed as a commander (Dandanayaka) in the army of the Pallavas, as the inscription uses
such terms as Senani and calls Mayurasharma Shadanana (six-faced god of war). After a period of time, due to the
confusion caused by the defeat of Pallava Vishnugopa by Samudragupta (Allahabad inscriptions), Mayurasharma formed his
kingdom with Banavasi (near Talagunda) as his capital.

1969

During the reign of Vishnugopavarman II (approx. 500-525), political convulsion engulfed the Pallavas due to the Kalabhra
invasion of the Tamil country. Towards the close of the 6th century, the Pallava Simhavishnu stuck a blow against the
Kalabhras. The Pandyas followed suit. Thereafter the Tamil country was divided between the Pallavas in the north with
Kanchipuram as their capital, and Pandyas in the south with Madurai as their capital.
The royal custom of using a series of descriptive honorific titles, Birudas, was particularly prevalent among the Pallavas. The
birudas of Mahendravarman I are in Sanskrit, Tamil and Telugu. The Telugu birudas show Mahendravarman's involvement
with the Andhra region continued to be strong at the time he was creating his cave-temples in the Tamil region. The suffix
"Malla" was used by the Pallava rulers. Mahendravarman I used the biruda, Satrumalla, "a warrior who overthrows his
enemies", and his grandson Paramesvara I was called Ekamalla "the sole warrior or wrestler". Pallava kings, presumably
exalted ones, were known by the title Mahamalla ("great wrestler").
All early Pallava royal inscriptions were either in Sanskrit or Prakrit, considered the official languages of the dynasty while
the official scripts were Pallava and later Grantha. Similarly, inscriptions found in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka State are in
Sanskrit and Prakrit. The phenomenon of using Prakrit as official languages in which rulers left their inscriptions and
epigraphies continued till the 6th century. It would have been in the interest of the ruling elite to protect their privileges by
perpetuating their hegemony of Prakrit in order to exclude the common people from sharing power. The Pallavas in their
Tamil country used Tamil and Sanskrit in their inscriptions.

1969

Tamil came to be the main language used by the Pallavas in their inscriptions, though a few records continued to be in
Sanskrit. This language was first adopted by Mahendravarman I himself in a few records of his; but from the time of
Paramesvaravarman I, the practice came into vogue of inscribing a part of the record in Sanskrit and the rest in Tamil.
Almost all the copper plate records, viz., Kasakudi, Tandantottam, Pattattalmangalm, Udayendiram and Velurpalaiyam are
composed both in Sanskrit and Tamil.
Under the Pallava dynasty, a unique form of Grantha script, a descendant of Pallava script which is a type of Brahmic script,
was used. Around the 6th century, it was exported eastwards and influenced the genesis of almost all Southeast Asian
scripts.

Pallavas were followers of Hinduism and made gifts of land to gods and Brahmins. In line with the prevalent customs, some
of the rulers performed the Aswamedha and other Vedic sacrifices. They were, however, tolerant of other faiths. The
Chinese monk Xuanzang who visited Kanchipuram during the reign of Narasimhavarman I reported that there were 100
Buddhist monasteries, and 80 temples in Kanchipuram.

1969 Madras

The Pallavas were instrumental in the transition from rock-cut architecture to stone temples. The earliest examples of
Pallava constructions are rock-cut temples dating from 610–690 and structural temples between 690–900. A number of
rock-cut cave temples bear the inscription of the Pallava king, Mahendravarman I and his successors.
Among the accomplishments of the Pallava architecture are the rock-cut temples at Mahabalipuram. There are excavated
pillared halls and monolithic shrines known as Rathas in Mahabalipuram. Early temples were mostly dedicated to Shiva. The
Kailasanatha temple in Kanchipuram and the Shore Temple built by Narasimhavarman II, rock cut temple in Mahendravadi
by Mahendravarman are fine examples of the Pallava style temples. The temple of Nalanda Gedige in Kandy, Sri Lanka is
another. The famous Tondeswaram temple of Tenavarai and the ancient Koneswaram temple of Trincomalee were
patronized and structurally developed by the Pallavas in the 7th century.

1969 Madras

The Pallava period beginning with Simhavishnu (575 AD – 900 AD) was a transitional stage in southern Indian society with
monument building, foundation of devotional (bhakti) sects of Alvars and Nayanars, the flowering of rural brahmanical
institutions of Sanskrit learning, and the establishment of chakravartin model of kingship over a territory of diverse people;
which ended the pre-Pallavan era of territorially segmented people, each with their culture, under a tribal chieftain. While a
system of ranked relationship among groups existed in the classical period, the Pallava period extolled ranked relationships
based on ritual purity as enjoined by the shastras. Burton distinguishes between the chakravatin model and the kshatriya
model, and likens kshatriyas to locally based warriors with ritual status sufficiently high enough to share with Brahmins; and
states that in south India the kshatriya model did not emerge. As per Burton, south India was aware of the Indo-Aryan varna
organized society in which decisive secular authority was vested in the kshatriyas; but apart from the Pallava, Chola and
Vijayanagar line of warriors which claimed chakravartin status, only few locality warrior families achieved the prestigious
kin-linked organization of northern warrior groups.
The earliest documentation on the Pallavas is the three copper-plate grants, now referred to as the Mayidavolu,
Hirehadagali and the British Museum plates (Durga Prasad, 1988) belonging to Skandavarman I and written in Prakrit.
Skandavarman appears to have been the first great ruler of the early Pallavas, though there are references to other early
Pallavas who were probably predecessors of Skandavarman. Skandavarman extended his dominions from the Krishna in the
north to the Pennar in the south and to the Bellary district in the West. He performed the Aswamedha and other Vedic
sacrifices and bore the title of "Supreme King of Kings devoted to dharma".

The Hirahadagali copper plate (Bellary District) record in Prakrit is dated in the 8th year of Sivaskanda Varman to 283 CE and
confirms the gift made by his father who is described merely as "Bappa-deva" (revered father) or Boppa. It will thus be clear
that this dynasty of the Prakrit charters beginning with "Bappa-deva" were the historical founders of the Pallava dominion
in South India.
The Hirahadagalli Plates were found in Hirehadagali, Bellary district and is one of the earliest copper plates in Karnataka and
belongs to the reign of early Pallava ruler Shivaskanda Varma. Pallava King Sivaskandavarman of Kanchi of the early Pallavas
ruled from 275 to 300 CE, and issued the charter in 283 CE in the 8th year of his reign.

Vijaya Skandavarman (Sivaskandavarman) was king of the Pallava kingdom at Bellary region in Andhra, and viceroy of
Samudragupta at Kanchipuram. The writer of the grant was privy councillor Bhatti Sharman and was supposed to be valid
for 100,000 years.
As per the Hirahadagalli Plates of 283 CE, Pallava King Sivaskandavarman granted an immunity viz the garden of
Chillarekakodumka, which was formerly given by Lord Bappa to the Brahmins, freeholders of Chillarekakodumka and
inhabitants of Apitti. Chillarekakodumka has been identified by some as ancient village Chillarige in Bellary, Karnataka.
In the reign of Simhavarman IV, who ascended the throne in 436, the territories lost to the Vishnukundins in the north up to
the mouth of the Krishna were recovered. The early Pallava history from this period onwards is furnished by a dozen or so
copper-plate grants in Sanskrit. They are all dated in the regnal years of the kings.
The following chronology was composed from these charters by Nilakanta Sastri in his A History of South India:
The incursion of the Kalabhras and the confusion in the Tamil country was broken by the Pandya Kadungon and the Pallava
Simhavishnu. Mahendravarman I extended the Pallava Kingdom and was one of the greatest sovereigns. Some of the most
ornate monuments and temples in southern India, carved out of solid rock, were introduced under his rule. He also wrote
the play Mattavilasa Prahasana.

HAYAGRIVA - The Horse-headed Deity / Holy Shrine of Sri Venkatesa in Tirupati / Tirupetty (Tirupati), about fifty miles from Madras,
there is an old temple much frequented by pilgrims

The Pallava kingdom began to gain both in territory and influence and were a regional power by the end of the 6th century,
defeating kings of Ceylon and mainland Tamilakkam. Narasimhavarman I and Paramesvaravarman I stand out for their
achievements in both military and architectural spheres. Narasimhavarman II built the Shore Temple.
The kings that came after Paramesvaravarman II belonged to the collateral line of Pallavas and were descendants of
Bhimavarman, the brother of Simhavishnu. They called themselves as Kadavas, Kadavesa and Kaduvetti. Hiranyavarman,
the father of Nandivarman Pallavamalla is said to have belonged to the Kadavakula in epigraphs. Nandivarman II himself is
described as "one who was born to raise the prestige of the Kadava family".

According to the available inscriptions of the Pallavas, historian S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar proposes the Pallavas could be
divided into four separate families or dynasties; some of whose connections are known and some unknown. Aiyangar states
We have a certain number of charters in Prakrit of which three are important ones. Then follows a dynasty which issued
their charters in Sanskrit; following this came the family of the great Pallavas beginning with Simha Vishnu; this was
followed by a dynasty of the usurper Nandi Varman, another great Pallava. We are overlooking for the present the dynasty
of the Ganga-Pallavas postulated by the Epigraphists. The earliest of these Pallava charters is the one known as the
Mayidavolu 1 (Guntur district) copper-plates.

Portable shrine of Vishnu as Venkateshwara Tirupati, late 18th century

Based on a combination of dynastic plates and grants from the period, Aiyangar proposed their rule thus:
Pallava royal lineages were influential in the old kingdom of Kedah of the Malay Peninsula under Rudravarman I, Champa
under Bhadravarman I and the Kingdom of the Funan in Cambodia

The city (Visakhapatnam) is home to the oldest shipyard and the only natural harbour on the east
coast of India. Visakhapatnam Port is the fifth-busiest cargo port in India, and the city is home to the
headquarters of the Indian Navy's Eastern Command. Visakhapatnam is a major tourist destination
and is particularly known for its beaches. It is referred to by many nicknames such as The City of
Destiny and The Jewel of the East Coast. It has been selected as one of the Indian cities to be
developed as a smart city under the Smart Cities Mission. As per the Swachhta Sarvekshan rankings
of 2017, it is the third cleanest city in India.

An Account of Indian Serpents Collected on the coast of Coromandel : containing descriptions and drawings of each species, together with
experiments and remarks on their several poisons. Illustrated By Patrick Russell (1727-1805), East India Company

The local belief behind the name of the city states, there was a king of 4th century, who on his
pilgrimage halted at Lawson's Bay and built a temple dedicated to Vaisakha, which was submerged
under the sea, but the name of the temple was got to the settlement. Other such names are,
Kulotungapatnam, named by a Chola King, Kulotuna-I; Ishakapatnam, based on a Muslim Saint, Syed
Ali Madani (Ishak Madani). During the East India Company rule in India, the city was known with the
name, Vizagapatam. The suburb Waltair is another such name which was derived from the British
colonial name. "Vizagapatam" could also be spelled Visakhapatnam in the West European alphabet.
Its shortened form, Vizag was used by the British administrators who were unable to pronounce its
long name. It is still referred to as Vizag by locals too, however since independence, people have
reverted to calling it by its Indian name of Visakhapatnam.

Visakhapatnam's history stretches back to the 6th century B.C.E. and the city finds mention in
ancient texts such as the 4th century B.C.E. writings of Pāṇini and Katyayana. Historically considered
part of the Kalinga region, it was ruled by the Vengi kingdom and the Pallava and Eastern Ganga
dynasties during medieval times. Archaeological records suggest that the present city was built
around the 11th and 12th centuries C.E. by the Chola Dynasty king Kulothunga I. Control over the city
fluctuated between the Chola Dynasty of Tamil Nadu and the Gajapati Kingdom of Odisha until its
conquest by the Vijayanagara Empire in the 15th century. In the 16th century it was conquered by
the Mughals. European powers eventually set up trading interests in the city and Visakhapatnam
came under French rule at the end of the 18th century.

The city was ruled by Andhra Kings of Vengi and Pallavas. The city is named after Sri Vishaka Varma.
Legend has it that Radha and Viśakha were born on the same day and were equally beautiful. Sri
Vishaka Sakhi is the second most important gopi of the eight main gopis. She carries messages
between Radha and Krishna and is the most expert gopi messenger. Local residents believe that an
Andhra king built a temple to pay homage to his family deity Viśakha. This is now inundated under
sea water near R K Beach. Another theory is that it is named after a woman disciple of Buddha
named Viśakha. Later it was ruled by Qutb Shahis, Mughal Empire (between 1689 and 1724), Nizam
(1724–1757) and France (1757–1765) before being captured by the British in 1765. European powers
eventually set up trading interests in the city and Visakhapatnam came under French rule at the end
of the 18th century.
The British captured Visakhapatnam after the 1804 Battle of Vizagapatam and it remained under
British colonial rule until India's independence in 1947 which was a part of the Northern Circars.
Buddhist influence

At the Chamundi Temple in Mysore – 1855

Hindu texts state that during the fifth century BC, the Visakhapatnam region was part of Kalinga
territory, which extended to the Godavari River. Relics found in the area also prove the existence of a
Buddhist empire in the region. Kalinga later lost the territory to King Ashoka in the bloodiest battle of
its time, which prompted Ashoka to embrace Buddhism. Visakhapatnam is surrounded by ancient

Buddhist sites, most of which have been excavated recently and illustrate the legacy of Buddhism in
the region.
Pavurallakonda ("pigeon hill") is a hillock west of Bhimli, about 24 km (15 mi) from Visakhapatnam.
The Buddhist settlement found here is estimated to date back from the first century BC to the second
century AD. On the hillock (which overlooks the coastline) are 16 rock-cut cisterns for collecting
rainwater. Gopalapatnam, on the Tandava River, is a village surrounded by brick stupas, viharas,
pottery and other Buddhist artefacts.

Temple jewellery from the Ranganatha Temple at Srirangam – 1895 / Four-columned mandapa, with the gopura of the Ranganatha
Temple, Srirangam – 1858 /

In 1907 British archaeologist Alexander Rea unearthed Sankaram, a 2,000-year-old Buddhist site. The
name "Śankaram" derives from the Sangharama (temple or monastery). Located 40 km (25 mi) south
of Visakhapatnam, it is known locally as Bojjannakonda and is a significant Buddhist site in Andhra
Pradesh. The three major schools of Buddhism (Hinayana, Mahayana and Vajrayana) flourished here.
The complex is known for its monolithic stupas, rock-cut caves and brick structures. The primary
stupa was initially carved out of rock and covered with bricks. Excavations yielded historic pottery
and Satavahana coins from the first century AD. At Lingalakonda, there are also rock-cut monolithic
stupas in rows spread over the hill. The vihara was active for about 1,000 years.
Nearby is another Buddhist site, Bojjannakonda, with a number of images of the Buddha carved on
the rock face of the caves. At Ligalametta there are hundreds of rock-cut monolithic stupas in rows,
spread across the hill. Among other Buddhist attractions are a relic casket, three chaitya halls, votive
platforms, stupas and Vajrayana sculptures.

Bavikonda is an important Buddhist heritage site located on a hill about 15 km, northeast from
Visakhapatnam city. Here the Buddhist habitation is noticed on a 16 ha flat terraced area. The
Hinayana school of Buddhism was practised at the monastery between the 3rd century B.C. and the
3rd century A.D. Bavikonda has remains of an entire Buddhist complex, comprising 26 structures
belonging to three phases. A piece of bone stored in an urn recovered here is believed to belong to
the mortal remains of the Buddha. The word Bavikonda in Telugu means "a hill of wells". Fitting its

name, Bavikonda is a hill with wells for the collection of rainwater. It is located 15 km (9.3 mi) from
Visakhapatnam and is a significant Buddhist site. Excavation carried out from 1982 to 1987 revealed
a Buddhist establishment including a mahachaitya embedded with relic caskets, a large vihara
complex, numerous votive stupas, a stone-pillared congregation and rectangular halls and a
refectory. Artifacts recovered from the site include Roman and Satavahana coins and pottery dating
from the third century BC to the second century AD. A significant finding was a piece of bone (with a
large quantity of ash) in an urn, which is believed to be the remains of the Buddha. The Bavikonda
site is considered one of the oldest Buddhist sites in Asia. It is a reminder of the Buddhist civilisation
which once existed in southern India, and also reminiscent of Borobudur in Indonesia.

The Syrian Church in India

/ A View From The King's Barracks, Fort St. George, Madras – 1804

About 16 km (9.9 mi) from Visakhapatnam is Thotlakonda, a Buddhist complex situated on top of a
hill. The Buddhist complex on the Mangamaripeta hilltop, locally known as Totlakonda, lies about 16
km from Visakhapatnam on Visakhapatnam-Bheemili Beach Road. After its discovery (during an
aerial survey), the Government of Andhra Pradesh declared the 48 ha site as a protected monument
in 1978. Excavations in 1988 to 1992 exposed structural remains and artefacts, classified as Religious,
Secular and Civil. These structures include the Stupa, Chaityagrihas, pillared congregation halls,
bhandagaras, refectory (bhojanasala), drainage and stone pathways. The site covers an area of 120
acres (49 hectares), and has been declared a protected area by the government of Andhra Pradesh.
Excavations have revealed three kinds of structural remains: religious, secular and civil. Structures
include a mahastupa, sixteen votive stupas, a stone-pillared congregation hall, eleven rock-cut
cisterns, well-paved stone pathways, an apsidal chaitya-griha, three round chaitgya-grihas, two
votive platforms, ten viharas and a kitchen complex with three halls and a refectory (dining hall).
Apart from the structures, Buddhist treasures excavated include nine Satavahana and five Roman
silver coins, terracotta tiles, stucco decorative pieces, sculptured panels, miniature stupa models in
stone, Buddha padas depicted with ashtamangala symbols (i.e. the eight auspicious symbols of
Swastika, Shrivasta, Nandhyavarta, Vardhamanaka, Bhadrasana, Kalasha, Minyugala and Darpan) and
early pottery.

St Mary's Church in Fort St George, Madras – 1851

The territory of Visakhapatnam then came under the Andhra rulers of Vengi, and Chalukyas and
Pallavas ruled the land. The region was ruled by the Eastern Ganga king- SuryaVamsa Kshatriyas and
the Gajapati kings of Odisha from the 10th century to the 16th centuries AD (when the region came
under the Visakhapatnam rulers). Based on archaeological evidence, the Prabhakar and the Eastern
Ganga Kings of Odisha built temples in the city in the 11th and 12th centuries. The Mughals ruled the
area under the Visakhapatnam Nizam during the late 15th and early 16th centuries. European
merchants from France, Holland and the East India Company used the natural port to export tobacco,
paddy, coal, iron ore, ivory, muslin and other textile products.

Scenes from the life of Rama, depicted in four sections, one above the other, on a red background. At the top are the three wives of King
Dasaratha, with Sumitra in the middle holding her two sons Lakshmana and Shatrughna, Kaikeyi on the left with her son Bharata, and
Kousalya on the right, holding her son Rama. In the second register, King Dasaratha looks at his favoured son Rama in the cradle

Local legend tells that an Andhra king, on his way to Benares, rested at Visakhapatnam and was so
enchanted by its beauty that he ordered a temple to be built in honour of his family deity, Viśakha.
Archaeological sources, however, reveal that the temple was probably built between the 11th and
12th centuries by the Cholas. A shipping merchant, Shankarayya Chetty, built one of the mandapams
(pillared halls) of the temple. Although it no longer exists (possibly washed away about 100 years ago
by a cyclonic storm), elderly residents of Visakhapatnam remember visits to the ancient shrine by
their grandparents (although author Ganapatiraju Atchuta Rama Raju denies this).

During the 18th century Visakhapatnam was part of the Northern Circars, a region comprising coastal
Andhra and southern coastal Odisha which was first under French control and later British.
Visakhapatnam became a district in the Madras Presidency of British India. In September 1804,
British and French squadrons fought the naval Battle of Vizagapatam near the harbour. After India's
independence it was the largest district in the country and was subsequently divided into the districts
of Srikakulam, Vizianagaram and Visakhapatnam.
Part of the city is known by its colonial British name, Waltair; during the colonial era, the city's hub
was the Waltair railway station and a part of the city is still called Waltair.
Telugu is the most predominantly spoken language by the native speakers. Two dialects of Telugu are
spoken by the people, the common dialect and the Uttarandhra (North Eastern Andhra) dialect.

The latter is mainly spoken by the people who originally belong to the districts of Vizianagaram and
Srikakulam. A cosmopolitan population of Visakhapatnam comprise Tamils,Malayalis, Sindhis and
Kannadigas, and also Odias, Bengalis and Bihari migrants from other regions of India. There is also an
Anglo-Indian community, regarded as the first cosmopolitans of the city.

Hinduism is practised by the majority of its citizens, followed by Islam and Christianity. The area
practised Buddhism for two millennia, as evidenced by the many Buddhist sangharamas in the
outlying areas but the population of Buddhists has waned, with approximately 0.03% population in
the entire city based on the recent census.

Andhra Pradesh On 2 June 2014, the north-western portion of Andhra Pradesh was separated to form the new state
Telangana and the longtime capital of Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, was transferred to Telangana as part of the division.
However, in accordance with the Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act, 2014, Hyderabad was to remain as the de jure capital
of both Andhra Pradesh and Telangana states for a period of time not exceeding ten years.
The Tirumala Venkateswara Temple in Tirupati is one of the world's most visited religious sites, with 18.25 million visitors
per year. Other pilgrimage centres in the state include the Mallikarjuna Jyotirlinga at Srisailam, the Srikalahasteeswara
Temple at Srikalahasti, the Ameen Peer Dargah in Kadapa, the Mahachaitya at Amaravathi, the Kanaka Durga Temple in
Vijayawada, and Prasanthi Nilayam in Puttaparthi. The state's natural attractions include the beaches of Visakhapatnam, hill
stations such as the Araku Valley and Horsley Hills, and the island of Konaseema in the Godavari River delta.
A tribe named Andhra was mentioned in Sanskrit texts such as Aitareya Brahmana (800–500 BCE). According to Aitareya
Brahmana of the Rig Veda, the Andhra left north India and settled in south India. The Satavahanas have been mentioned by
the names Andhra, Andhrara-jateeya and Andhrabhrtya in the Puranic literature. They did not refer themselves as Andhra
in any of their coins or inscriptions; it is possible that they were termed as Andhras because of their ethnicity or because
their territory included the Andhra region.
Archaeological evidence from places such as Amaravati, Dharanikota, and Vaddamanu suggests that the Andhra region was
part of the Mauryan Empire. Amaravati might have been a regional centre for the Mauryan rule. After the death of Emperor
Ashoka, Mauryan rule weakened around 200 BCE and was replaced by several smaller kingdoms in the Andhra region.
The Satavahana dynasty dominated the Deccan region from the 1st century BC to the 3rd century. The later Satavahanas
made Dharanikota and Amaravathi their capital, which according to the Buddhists is the place where Nagarjuna, the
philosopher of Mahayana lived in the 2nd and 3rd centuries. The Andhra Ikshvakus, with their capital at Vijayapuri,
succeeded the Satavahanas in the Krishna River valley in the latter half of the 2nd century. Pallavas, who were originally
executive officers under the Satavahana kings, were not a recognised political power before the 2nd century AD and were

swept away by the Western Chalukyan invasion, led by Pulakesin II in the first quarter of the 7th century CE. After the
downfall of the Ikshvakus, the Vishnukundinas were the first great dynasty in the 5th and 6th centuries, and held sway over
the entire Andhra country, including Kalinga and parts of Telangana. They played an important role in the history of Deccan
during the 5th and 6th century CE, with Eluru, Amaravathi and Puranisangam.

The Salankayanas were an ancient dynasty that ruled the Andhra region between Godavari and Krishna with their capital at
Vengi (modern Pedavegi) from 300 to 440 CE. The Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi, whose dynasty lasted for around five
hundred years from the 7th century until 1130 C.E., eventually merged with the Chola empire. They continued to rule under
the protection of the Chola empire until 1189 C.E. when the kingdom succumbed to the Hoysalas and the Yadavas. The
roots of the Telugu language have been seen on inscriptions found near the Guntur district and from others dating to the
rule of Renati Cholas in the fifth century CE.
Kakatiyas ruled Andhra Pradesh state for nearly two hundred years and constructed several forts. They were succeeded by
the Musunuri Nayaks.

The Reddy dynasty (1325–1448 CE) was established by Prolaya Vema Reddi in the early 14th century, who ruled from
present day Kondaveedu. Prolaya Vema Reddi was part of the confederation of states that started a movement against the
invading Turkic Muslim armies of the Delhi Sultanate in 1323 CE and succeeded in repulsing them from Warangal. They
constructed Kondaveedu Fort which they ruled between 1328–1428, before it was taken over by the Gajpathis of Orissa,
and later ravaged by the Muslim rulers of the Bahmani kingdom in 1458. The Vijayanagara emperor Krishnadevaraya
captured it in 1516. The Golconda Sultans fought for the fort in 1531, 1536 and 1579, and Sultan Quli Qutb Shah captured it
in 1579, renaming it Murtuzanagar. Again it was reconquered by Vijayanagarans who overthrew sultanate rule across the
entirety of modern-day Andhra Pradesh (excluding Telangana). After this rebellion, the Bahmani sultans launched no
further military campaigns outside their kingdoms, because the Marathas soon emerged as the strongest power in India.
Efforts are in progress to classify Kondaveedu Fort as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Pemmasani Nayaks, the greatest kings
during Vijayanagara times ruled parts of Andhra Pradesh state with Gandikota as capital for nearly three hundred years.
Rajmahal of Chandragiri Fort
The Vijayanagara Empire originated in the Deccan Plateau region in the early 14th century. It was established in 1336 by
Harihara Raya I and his brother Bukka Raya I of the Sangama Dynasty. The empire's patronage enabled fine arts and
literature to reach new heights in Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, and Sanskrit, while Carnatic music evolved into its current form.
The Lepakshi group of monuments are culturally and archaeologically significant as it is the location of shrines dedicated to
Shiva, Vishnu, and Veerabhadra which were built during the Vijayanagara Kings' period (1336–1646). The temples are the
location of mural paintings of the Vijayanagara kings, Dravidian art, and inscriptions. Near the temple complex is a large

granite Nandi bull. On a hillock known as Kurma Saila ('tortoise-shaped hill') are other temples to Papanatheswara,
Raghunatha, Srirama, and Durga.

Harihara and Bukka, who served as treasury officers of the Kakatiyas of Warangal, founded the Vijayanagara Empire. In
1347 CE, an independent Muslim state, the Bahmani Sultanate, was established in south India by Ala-ud-Din Bahman Shah
in a revolt against the Delhi Sultanate. The Qutb Shahi dynasty held sway over the Andhra country for about two hundred
years from the early part of the sixteenth century to the end of the seventeenth century.
In the early nineteenth century, Northern Circars was ceded to the British East India Company and became part of the
Madras Presidency. Eventually, this region emerged as the Coastal Andhra region. Later the Nizam rulers of Hyderabad
ceded five territories to the British that eventually became the Rayalaseema region. The Nizams retained control of the
interior provinces as the princely state of Hyderabad, acknowledging British rule in return for local autonomy. However,
Komaram Bheem, a tribal leader, started his fight against the erstwhile Asaf Jahi Dynasty for the liberation of Hyderabad
State. Meanwhile, the French occupied Yanam, in the Godavari delta, and (save for periods of British control) would hold it
until 1954. In 1947 Vizianagaram was the largest Hindu princely state in Andhra Pradesh.
India became independent from the United Kingdom in 1947. The Nizam wanted to retain the independence of the Princely
Hyderabad State from India, but the people of the region launched a movement to join the Indian Union. The state of
Hyderabad was forcibly joined to the Republic of India with Operation Polo in 1948.

Hyderabad is the capital of the Indian state of Telangana and de jure capital of Andhra Pradesh
Established in 1591 by Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, Hyderabad remained under the rule of the Qutb Shahi dynasty for
nearly a century before the Mughals captured the region. In 1724, Mughal viceroy Asif Jah I declared his sovereignty and
created his own dynasty, known as the Nizams of Hyderabad. The Nizam's dominions became a princely state during the
British Raj, and remained so for 150 years, with the city serving as its capital. The city continued as the capital of Hyderabad
State after it was brought into the Indian Union in 1948, and became the capital of Andhra Pradesh after the States
Reorganisation Act, 1956. Since 1956, Rashtrapati Nilayam in the city has been the winter office of the President of India. In
2014, the newly formed state of Telangana split from Andhra Pradesh and the city became the joint capital of the two
states, a transitional arrangement scheduled to end by 2025.
Relics of Qutb Shahi and Nizam rule remain visible today; the Charminar—commissioned by Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah—
has come to symbolise Hyderabad. Golconda fort is another major landmark. The influence of Mughlai culture is also
evident in the region's distinctive cuisine, which includes Hyderabadi biryani and Hyderabadi haleem. The Qutb Shahis and
Nizams established Hyderabad as a cultural hub, attracting men of letters from different parts of the world. Hyderabad
emerged as the foremost centre of culture in India with the decline of the Mughal Empire in the mid-19th century, with
artists migrating to the city from the rest of the Indian subcontinent. The Telugu film industry based in the city is the
country's second-largest producer of motion pictures.

Hyderabad was historically known as a pearl and diamond trading centre, and it continues to be known as the "City of
Pearls". Many of the city's traditional bazaars remain open, including Laad Bazaar, Begum Bazaar and Sultan Bazaar.
Industrialisation throughout the 20th century attracted major Indian research, manufacturing and financial institutions,
including Defence Research and Development Organization, Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited, Indian Institute of Chemical
Technology, the National Geophysical Research Institute and the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology. Special
economic zones dedicated to information technology have encouraged companies from India and around the world to set
up operations in Hyderabad. The emergence of pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries in the 1990s led to the area's
naming as India's "Genome Valley". With an output of US$74 billion, Hyderabad is the fifth-largest contributor to India's
overall gross domestic product.

Great Mosque in Gulbarga Fort – 1880

According to John Everett-Heath, the author of Oxford Concise Dictionary of World Place Names, Hyderabad means
"Haydar's city" or "lion city", from haydar (lion) and ābād (city), and was named to honour the Caliph Ali Ibn Abi Talib, who
was also known as Haydar because of his lion-like valour in battles. Andrew Petersen, a scholar of Islamic architecture, says
the city was originally called Baghnagar (city of gardens). One popular theory suggests that the founder of the city,
Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah of the Golconda Sultanate, named it after Bhagmati, a local nautch (dancing) girl with whom he
had fallen in love. She converted to Islam and adopted the title Hyder Mahal. The city was named as Hyderabad in her
honour.
According to German traveller Heinrich von Poser, whose travelogue of the Deccan was translated by Gita Dharampal-Frick
of Heidelberg University, there were two names for the city: "On 3 December 1622, we reached the city of Bagneger or
Hederabat, the seat of the king Sultan Mehemet Culi Cuttub Shah and the capital of the kingdom". French traveller Jean de
Thévenot visited the Deccan region in 1666–1667 refers to the city in his book Travels in India as "Bagnagar and Aiderabad".

Archaeologists excavating near the city have unearthed Iron Age sites that may date from 500 BCE. The region comprising
modern Hyderabad and its surroundings was known as Golkonda (Golla Konda-"shepherd's hill"), and was ruled by the
Chalukya dynasty from 624 CE to 1075 CE. Following the dissolution of the Chalukya empire into four parts in the 11th
century, Golkonda came under the control of the Kakatiya dynasty from 1158, whose seat of power was at Warangal, 148
km (92 mi) northeast of modern Hyderabad.
The Kakatiya dynasty was reduced to a vassal of the Khalji dynasty in 1310 after its defeat by Sultan Alauddin Khalji of the
Delhi Sultanate. This lasted until 1321, when the Kakatiya dynasty was annexed by Malik Kafur, Allaudin Khalji's general.
During this period, Alauddin Khalji took the Koh-i-Noor diamond, which is said to have been mined from the Kollur Mines of
Golkonda, to Delhi. Muhammad bin Tughluq succeeded to the Delhi sultanate in 1325, bringing Warangal under the rule of
the Tughlaq dynasty until 1347 when Ala-ud-Din Bahman Shah, a governor under bin Tughluq, rebelled against Delhi and
established the Bahmani Sultanate in the Deccan Plateau, with Gulbarga, 200 km (124 mi) west of Hyderabad, as its capital.
The Hyderabad area was under the control of the Musunuri Nayaks at this time, who, however, were forced to cede it to

the Bahmani Sultanate in 1364. The Bahmani kings ruled the region until 1518 and were the first independent Muslim rulers
of the Deccan.

Makkah Masjid constructed during the Qutb Shahi and Mughal rule in Hyderabad / The Thousand pillar temple, at Hanumkonda - 1885

Sultan Quli, a governor of Golkonda, revolted against the Bahmani Sultanate and established the Qutb Shahi dynasty in
1518; he rebuilt the mud-fort of Golconda and named the city "Muhammad nagar". The fifth sultan, Muhammad Quli Qutb
Shah, established Hyderabad on the banks of the Musi River in 1591, to avoid the water shortages experienced at
Golkonda. During his rule, he had the Charminar and Mecca Masjid built in the city. On 21 September 1687, the Golkonda
Sultanate came under the rule of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb after a year-long siege of the Golkonda fort. The annexed
city "Hyderabad" was renamed Darul Jihad (House of War), whereas its state "Golconda" was renamed Deccan Suba
(Deccan province) and the capital was moved from Golconda to Aurangabad, about 550 km (342 mi) northwest of
Hyderabad.
In 1714 Farrukhsiyar, the Mughal emperor, appointed Asif Jah I to be Viceroy of the Deccan, with the title Nizam-ul-Mulk
(Administrator of the Realm). In 1724, Asif Jah I defeated Mubariz Khan to establish autonomy over the Deccan Suba,
named the region Hyderabad Deccan, and started what came to be known as the Asif Jahi dynasty. Subsequent rulers
retained the title Nizam ul-Mulk and were referred to as Asif Jahi Nizams, or Nizams of Hyderabad. The death of Asif Jah I in
1748 resulted in a period of political unrest as his sons, backed by opportunistic neighbouring states and colonial foreign
forces, contended for the throne. The accession of Asif Jah II, who reigned from 1762 to 1803, ended the instability. In 1768
he signed the treaty of Machilipatnam, surrendering the coastal region to the East India Company in return for a fixed
annual rent.

The Falaknuma Palace, constructed by the Paigah family. Paigah is a family in the senior aristocracy of Hyderabad State and each
maintained his own court, individual palaces, and a standing army of three or four thousand soldiers. The word Paigah, which means pomp
and rank in Persian, was a title given by the second Nizam of Hyderabad to Nawab Abul Fateh Taig Jung Bahadur in appreciation of the
royal services rendered by him. The Nawab was also conferred with the title of Shams-ul-Umra, and he became the founder of the Paigah
family.Sir Vicar-ul-Umra, a Paigah nobleman who also served as the Prime Minister of Hyderabad presented the Falaknuma palace to the
sixth Nizam, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan, in 1897-98, as Nazar (offering).
Golkonda, also known as Golconda, Gol konda ("Round shaped hill"), or Golla konda, (Shepherd's Hill) is a citadel and fort in Southern India
and was the capital of the medieval sultanate of the Qutb Shahi dynasty (c.1512–1687), is situated 11 km (6.8 mi) west of Hyderabad. It is
also a tehsil of Hyderabad district, Telangana, India. The region is known for the mines that have produced some of the world's most
famous gems, including the Koh-i-Noor, the Hope Diamond, Nassak Diamond and the Noor-ul-Ain.
Golkonda was originally known as Mankal. Golkonda Fort was first built by the Kakatiyas as part of their western defenses along the lines of
the Kondapalli Fort. The city and the fortress were built on a granite hill that is 120 meters (390 ft) high, surrounded by massive
battlements. The fort was rebuilt and strengthened by Rani Rudrama Devi and her successor Prataparudra. Later, the fort came under the
control of the Musunuri Nayaks, who defeated the Tughlaqi army occupying Warangal. It was ceded by the Musunuri Kapaya Bhupathi to
the Bahmani Sultanate as part of a treaty in 1364.

Under the Bahmani Sultanate, Golkonda slowly rose to prominence. Sultan Quli Qutb-ul-Mulk (r. 1487–1543), sent as a governor of
Telangana, established it as the seat of his government around 1501. Bahmani rule gradually weakened during this period, and Sultan Quli
formally became independent in 1538, establishing the Qutb Shahi dynasty based in Golkonda. Over a period of 62 years, the mud fort was
expanded by the first three Qutb Shahi sultans into the present structure, a massive fortification of granite extending around 5 km (3.1 mi)
in circumference. It remained the capital of the Qutb Shahi dynasty until 1590 when the capital was shifted to Hyderabad. The Qutb Shahis
expanded the fort, whose 7 km (4.3 mi) outer wall enclosed the city.

Sultan Abdullah Qutb Shah (1614-74)
Golkonda is renowned for the diamonds found on the south-east at Kollur Mine near Kollur, Guntur district, Paritala and Atkur in Krishna
district and cut in the city during the Kakatiya reign. At that time, India had the only known diamond mines in the world. Golkonda's mines
yielded many diamonds. Golkonda was the market city of the diamond trade, and gems sold there came from a number of mines. The
fortress-city within the walls was famous for diamond trade. However, Europeans believed that diamonds were found only in the fabled
Golkonda mines. Magnificent diamonds were taken from the mines in the region surrounding Golkonda, including the Daria-i-Noor or "Sea
of Light", at 185 carats (37.0 g), the largest and finest diamond of the crown jewels of Iran.
Its name has taken a generic meaning and has come to be associated with great wealth. Gemologists use this classification to denote a
diamond with a complete (or almost-complete) lack of nitrogen; "Golconda" material is also referred to as "2A".
Many famed diamonds are believed to have been excavated from the mines of Golkonda, such as: Daria-i-Noor
Koh-i-Noor
Hope Diamond
Princie Diamond
Regent Diamond Wittelsbach-Graff Diamond

Noor-ul-Ain

The fort finally fell into ruin in 1687, after an eight-month-long siege led to its fall at the hands of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb
The Golkonda Fort used to have a vault where the famous Koh-i-Noor and Hope diamonds were once stored along with other diamonds.
The Golkonda fort is listed as an archaeological treasure on the official "List of Monuments" prepared by the Archaeological Survey of India
under The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act. Golkonda actually consists of four distinct forts with a 10 km
long outer wall with 87 semicircular bastions (some still mounted with cannons), eight gateways, and four drawbridges, with a number of
royal apartments and halls, temples, mosques, magazines, stables, etc. inside. The lowest of these is the outermost enclosure into which
we enter by the "Fateh Darwaza" (Victory gate, so called after Aurangzeb’s triumphant army marched in through this gate) studded with
giant iron spikes (to prevent elephants from battering them down) near the south-eastern corner. An acoustic effect can be experienced at
Fateh Darwazaan, characteristic of the engineering marvels at Golkonda. A hand clap at a certain point below the dome at the entrance
reverberates and can be heard clearly at the 'Bala Hisar' pavilion, the highest point almost a kilometer away. This worked as a warning note
to the Royals in case of an attack.
The whole of the Golkonda Fort complex and its surrounding spreads across 11 km of total area and discovering its every nook is an
arduous task. A visit to the fort reveals the architectural beauty in many of the pavilions, gates, entrances, and domes. Divided into four
district forts, the architectural valour still gleams in each of the apartments, halls, temples, mosques, and even stables. The graceful
gardens of the fort may have lost their fragrance, for which they were known 400 years ago, yet a walk in these former gardens should be
in your schedule when exploring the past glories of Golkonda Fort.
Bala Hissar Gate is the main entrance to the fort located on the eastern side. It has a pointed arch bordered by rows of scroll work. The
spandrels have yalis and decorated roundels. The area above the door has peacocks with ornate tails flanking an ornamental arched niche.

The granite block lintel below has sculpted yalis flanking a disc. The design of peacocks and lions is typical of Hindu architecture and
underlies this fort's Hindu origins.

Hyderabad
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Wedding procession of Muhammad Quli Qutub Shah Golconda, c. 1650

Toli Masjid, situated at Karwan, about 2 km (1.2 mi) from the Golkonda fort, was built in 1671 by Mir Musa Khan Mahaldar, royal architect
of Abdullah Qutb Shah. The facade consists of five arches, each with lotus medallions in the spandrels. The central arch is slightly wider and
more ornate. The mosque inside is divided into two halls, a transverse outer hall and an inner hall entered through triple arches.
The fort of Golkonda is known for its magical acoustic system. The highest point of the fort is the "Bala Hissar", which is located a kilometer
away. The palaces, factories, water supply system and the famous "Rahban" cannon, within the fort are some of the major attractions.
It is believed that there is a secret underground tunnel that leads from the "Durbar Hall" and ends in one of the palaces at the foot of the
hill. The fort also contains the tombs of the Qutub Shahi kings. These tombs have Islamic architecture and are located about 1 km north of
the outer wall of Golkonda. They are encircled by beautiful gardens and numerous exquisitely carved stones. It is also believed that there
was a secret tunnel to Charminar.

Calligraphic dragon head Golconda, 2nd half of the 17th century /
Shivaji / A TALISMANIC SHIRT (JAMA) WITH EXTRACTS FROM THE
QUR'AN AND PRAYERS, INDIA, DECCANI OR MUGHAL, 16TH OR EARLY 17TH CENTURY Cotton shirt (jama) covered with extracts from the
Qur'an, prayers and talismanic numbers written in small naskhi script and arranged in a variety of panels
The two individual pavilions on the outer side of Golkonda are also major attractions of the fort. It is built on a point which is quite rocky.
The "Kala Mandir" is also located in the fort. It can be seen from the king's durbar (king's court) which was on top of the Golkonda Fort.
The other buildings found inside the fort are :
Habshi Kamans (Abyssian arches), Ashlah Khana, Taramati mosque, Ramadas Bandikhana, Camel stable, private chambers (kilwat),
Mortuary bath, Nagina bagh, Ramasasa's kotha, Durbar hall, Ambar khana etc.
The ventilation of the fort is absolutely fabulous having exotic designs. They were so intricately designed that cool breeze could reach the
interiors of the fort, providing a respite from the heat of summer.
Much thought went into building this gate. A few feet in front of the gate is a large wall. The Huge gates of the fort are decorated with
large pointed iron spikes. These spikes prevented elephants from damaging the fort. The fort of Golkonda is encircled by an 11 km (6.8 mi)
outer wall. This was built in order to fortify the fort.
Several dynasties ruled Golconda over years.
Empire

Kakatiya Kings

Musunuri Nayaks

Bahamani Sultans

Qutb Shahi dynasty

Mughal

In 1769 Hyderabad city became the formal capital of the Nizams. In response to regular threats from Hyder Ali (Dalwai of Mysore), Baji Rao
I (Peshwa of the Maratha Empire), and Basalath Jung (Asif Jah II's elder brother, who was supported by the Marquis de Bussy-Castelnau),
the Nizam signed a subsidiary alliance with the East India Company in 1798, allowing the British Indian Army to occupy Bolarum (modern
Secunderabad) to protect the state's capital, for which the Nizams paid an annual maintenance to the British.

Until 1874 there were no modern industries in Hyderabad. With the introduction of railways in the 1880s, four factories
were built to the south and east of Hussain Sagar Lake, and during the early 20th century, Hyderabad was transformed into
a modern city with the establishment of transport services, underground drainage, running water, electricity,
telecommunications, universities, industries, and Begumpet Airport. The Nizams ruled their princely state from Hyderabad
during the British Raj.

After India gained independence, the Nizam declared his intention to remain independent rather than become part of the
Indian Union. The Hyderabad State Congress, with the support of the Indian National Congress and the Communist Party of
India, began agitating against Nizam VII in 1948. On 17 September that year, the Indian Army took control of Hyderabad
State after an invasion codenamed Operation Polo. With the defeat of his forces, Nizam VII capitulated to the Indian Union
by signing an Instrument of Accession, which made him the Rajpramukh (Princely Governor) of the state until 31 October
1956.
Between 1946 and 1951, the Communist Party of India fomented the Telangana uprising against the feudal lords of the
Telangana region. The Constitution of India, which became effective on 26 January 1950, made Hyderabad State one of the
part B states of India, with Hyderabad city continuing to be the capital. In his 1955 report Thoughts on Linguistic States, B.
R. Ambedkar, then chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution, proposed designating the city of
Hyderabad as the second capital of India because of its amenities and strategic central location. Since 1956, the Rashtrapati
Nilayam in Hyderabad has been the second official residence and business office of the President of India; the President
stays once a year in winter and conducts official business particularly relating to Southern India.

Tombs of the Kings of Golconda – 1813
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View of Golconda from a range of rocks west of it - 1799

On 1 November 1956 the states of India were reorganised by language. Hyderabad state was split into three parts, which
were merged with neighbouring states to form the modern states of Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. The nine
Telugu- and Urdu-speaking districts of Hyderabad State in the Telangana region were merged with the Telugu-speaking
Andhra State to create Andhra Pradesh, with Hyderabad as its capital. Several protests, known collectively as the Telangana
movement, attempted to invalidate the merger and demanded the creation of a new Telangana state. Major actions took
place in 1969 and 1972, and a third began in 2010. The city suffered several explosions: one at Dilsukhnagar in 2002 claimed
two lives; terrorist bombs in May and August 2007 caused communal tension and riots; and two bombs exploded in
February 2013. On 30 July 2013 the government of India declared that part of Andhra Pradesh would be split off to form a
new Telangana state, and that Hyderabad city would be the capital city and part of Telangana, while the city would also
remain the capital of Andhra Pradesh for no more than ten years. On 3 October 2013 the Union Cabinet approved the
proposal, and in February 2014 both houses of Parliament passed the Telangana Bill. With the final assent of the President
of India, Telangana state was formed on 2 June 2014.
In an effort to gain an independent state based on linguistic identity, and to protect the interests of the Telugu-speaking
people of Madras State, Potti Sreeramulu fasted to death in 1952. As Madras became a bone of contention, in 1949 a JVP
committee report stated: "Andhra Province could be formed provided the Andhras give up their claim on the city of Madras

(now Chennai)". After Potti Sreeramulu's death, the Telugu-speaking area of Andhra State was carved out of Madras State
on 1 October 1953, with Kurnool as its capital city. On the basis of the gentlemen's agreement of 1 November 1956, the
States Reorganisation Act formed Andhra Pradesh by merging Andhra State with the Telugu-speaking areas of the already
existing Hyderabad State. Hyderabad was made the capital of the new state. The Marathi-speaking areas of Hyderabad
State merged with Bombay State and the Kannada-speaking areas were merged with Mysore State.

Tombs at Golconda – 1880
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South East View of Adoni Fort - 1805

In February 2014, the Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act, 2014 bill was passed by the Parliament of India for the formation
of the Telangana state comprising ten districts. Hyderabad will remain as a joint capital for not exceeding ten years. The
new state of Telangana came into existence on 2 June 2014 after approval from the President of India. Number of petitions
questioning the validity of Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act, 2014 is long pending for the verdict since April 2014 before
the supreme court constitutional bench.

Nellore
A mythological story from Sthala Purana depicts, a lingam in the form of a stone under nelli tree. The
place gradually became Nelli-ooru ("Nelli" in Telugu stands for emblica Tree and ooru in Telugu
stands for place) and then to present day Nellore.

Sowars of the former 'Hyderabad Contingent' Cavalry, 1910. / Hazrat Nizamuddin, was a famous Sufi saint of the Chishti Order

Nellore had been under the rule of Cholas, Pallavas, pandyas, Maurya Dynasty, Kharavela of Chedi
dynasty, Satavahanas, Kakatiyas, Eastern Gangas of Kalinga Empire, Vijayanagara Empire, Arcot
Nawabs and other dynasties.
Nellore existed from the times of the Cholas ruled by Rajendra Chola I under Tanjavur Mauryan
empire and was ruled by Ashoka in the 3rd century B.C. Nellore was conquered by the Rulers of the
Pallava Dynasty and it was under their till the 6th century AD, subsequently the Chola rulers ruled
Nellore for a long period of time. The Telugu Cholas met their decline in the 13th Century.Tamil
inscriptions indicate that it formed part of Chola kingdom till their decline in the thirteenth century
AD It later became a part of Kakatiyas, Vijayanagara Empire, Sultanate of Golconda, Mughal Empire
and Arcot Nawabdom. In the 18th century, Nellore was taken over by the British from the Arcot
Nawabs and was part of the Madras Presidency of British India.
Tirupati is a city in Chittoor district of the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. It is a municipal
corporation and the headquarters of Tirupati (urban) mandal, and of the Tirupati revenue division. As

of 2011 census, it had a population of 374,260, making it the ninth most populous city in Andhra
Pradesh. It is the seventh most urban agglomerated city in the state, with a population of 459,985.
Tirupati is considered one of the holiest Hindu pilgrimage sites because of Tirumala Venkateswara
Temple, besides other historical temples, and is referred to as the "Spiritual Capital of Andhra
Pradesh". Tirupati is also home to many educational institutions and universities. For the year 2012–
13, India's Ministry of Tourism named Tirupati as the "Best Heritage City". Tirupati has been selected
as one of the hundred Indian cities to be developed as a smart city under Smart Cities Mission by
Government of India.

/ James Achilles Kirkpatrick, Resident of Hyderabad

As per the book Symposium written by Dr. Jagannatha Rao, it was assumed that Tirupati might have
been Tripathi and Tri might be a Sanskrit word referring to Lord of Tripathy of the sacred hill. In
Dravidian translation, Tiru means the sacred or Goddess Lakshmi and pathi means husband.
According to Varaha Purana, during Treta Yugam, Lord Sri Rama resided here along with Sita Devi and
Lakshmana on his return from Lankapuri.

Aurangabad from the ruins of Aurungzebe's Palace, drawn in 1813 /

Tirumala (Upper Tirupati) This town was an established centre of Vaishnavism around the 5th
century A.D. during which it was praised by Alvars. The temple rites were formalised by the
Vaishnavite saint Ramanujacharya in the 11th century CE. Tirupati survived the Muslim invasions.
During the early 1300s Muslim invasion of South India, the deity of Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple,
Srirangam was brought to Tirupati for safekeeping. The temple town for most of the medieval era
part of Vijayanagara Empire till 17th century and its rulers contributed considerable resources and
wealth notable by Krishna Deva Raya and Achyuta Deva Raya, Sadasiva Raya and Tirumala Deva Raya.
The temple was built and upgraded in parts by various kingdoms. The inscriptions in the temple were
found in Sanskrit, Telugu, Tamil and Kannada languages which specify the contributions of the
Pallava Kingdom around the 9th century AD, Chola Kingdom around the 10th century AD and the
Vijayanagara Empire in the 14th century AD. During the 15th century, Sri Tallapaka Annamacharya
sung many songs in praise of the holy town in Telugu. He compared it to be divine, including the
rocks, streams, trees, animals, and adds that it is heaven on the earth

There was no human settlement at Lower Tirupati until the year 1500. With the growing importance
of Upper Tirupati, a village formed at the present day Kapilatheertham Road area and was named
"kotturu" . It was later shifted to the vicinity of Govindarajaswamy Temple which was consecrated
around the year 1130 CE. Later the village grew into its present-day form around Govindaraja Swamy
Temple which is now the heart of the city. It has now gained a lot of popularity as a tourism place.

/
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Tirupati

In 1932, Tirumala Venkateswara Temple was handed over to Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams by the
TTD Act of 1932. In 2006, Tirupati Urban Development Authority(TUDA) and TTD together conducted
"Tirupati Utsavam" which focused on the history of development of Tirupati town, kings who visited
Tirumala and their contribution for development of the temple. The fourth World Telugu Conference,
a conference for furtherance of Telugu language, was conducted at Tirupati during December, 2012
for three days. In January, 2017, the 104th Indian Science Congress(ISCA) meeting was held in
Tirupati.

/

Nizam’s jewels

Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams established Sri Venkateswara Museum, one at Tirumala and the
other at Tirupati. It has a wonderful collection of Tirupati temple architecture and historical artefacts,
such as ancient weaponry, pooja items and idols. It has a comprehensive photo gallery that gives a
unique insight into the Tirupati region's culture and traditions. It also boasts a meditation centre. In
1988–89 Archaeological Survey of India had established an Archaeological Museum in the
Chandragiri fort at Chandragiri. It exhibits rich collection of stone and metal sculptures of Hindu gods
and other cultural vestiges retrieved from other historical places like Gudimallam, Gandikota and
Yaganti. It also includes galleries for medieval weaponry swords and daggers, coins and paper
documents.
Chennai also known by its former name Madras.
The nativity of the name Chennai, being of Telugu origin, is clearly proved by historians. It was
derived from the name of a Telugu ruler Damarla Chennappa Nayakudu, father of Damarla
Venkatapathy Nayak, a Nayak ruler who served as a general under Venkata III of the Vijayanagar
Empire from whom the British acquired the town in 1639. The first official use of the name Chennai is

said to be in a sale deed, dated 8 August 1639, to Francis Day of the East India Company, even before
the Chennakesava Perumal Temple was built in 1646 while some scholars argue for the contrary.

In 1996, the Government of Tamil Nadu officially changed the name from Madras to Chennai. At that
time many Indian cities underwent a change of name. However, the name Madras continues in
occasional use for the city, as well as for places named after the city such as University of Madras, IIT
Madras, Madras Institute of Technology, Madras Medical College, Madras Veterinary College,
Madras Christian College.

Plan of Fort St George made during the French occupation of 1746–1749

The name Madras originated even before the British presence was established in India. There have
been clear evidences that Madras is not of alien origin. A Vijayanagar-era inscription dated to the
year 1367 that mentions the port of Mādarasanpattanam, along with other small ports on the east
coast was discovered in 2015 and it was theorised that the aforementioned port is the fishing port of
Royapuram. There are also suggestions that it may have originated from a Portuguese phrase mãe de
Deus, which means "mother of God", due to Portuguese influence on the port city, specifically
referring to a Church of St. Mary. According to some sources, Madras was derived from
Madraspattinam, a fishing-village north of Fort St George. However, it is uncertain whether the name
was in use before the arrival of Europeans. The British military mapmakers believed Madras was
originally Mundir-raj or Mundiraj.
Stone age implements have been found near Pallavaram in Chennai. According to the Archaeological
Survey of India (ASI), Pallavaram was a megalithic cultural establishment, and pre-historic
communities resided in the settlement.
The region around Chennai has served as an important administrative, military, and economic centre
for many centuries. During the 1st century CE, a poet and weaver named Thiruvalluvar lived in the
town of Mylapore (a neighbourhood of present Chennai). From the 1st–12th century the region of
present Tamil Nadu and parts of South India was ruled by the Cholas.
The Pallavas of Kanchi built the areas of Mahabalipuram and Pallavaram during the reign of
Mahendravarman I. They also defeated several kingdoms including the Cheras, Cholas and Pandyas

who ruled over the area before their arrival. Sculpted caves and paintings have been identified from
that period. Ancient coins dating to around 500 BC have also been unearthed from the city and its
surrounding areas. A portion of these findings belonged to the Vijayanagara Empire, which ruled the
region during the medieval period.

Fort St George in 1858

The Portuguese first arrived in 1522 and built a port called São Tomé after the Christian apostle, St.
Thomas, who is believed to have preached in the area between 52 and 70 CE. In 1612, the Dutch
established themselves near Pulicat, north of Chennai.

The Bazar Gate and Part of the Town of Bombay taken from the Esplanade – 1820 /

Spicilegium Neilgherrense (1845–51)

On 20 August 1639 Francis Day of the East India Company along with the Nayak of Kalahasti Damarla
Chennappa Nayakudu, travelled to the Chandragiri palace for an audience with the Vijayanager
Emperor Peda Venkata Raya. Day was seeking to obtain a grant for land on the Coromandel coast on
which the Company could build a factory and warehouse for their trading activities and was
successful in obtaining the lease of a strip of land about six miles long and one mile inland in return
for a yearly sum of five hundred lakh pagodas. The region was then primarily a fishing village known
as "Madraspatnam". A year later, the Company built Fort St. George, the first major English
settlement in India, which became the nucleus of the growing colonial city and urban Chennai, grew
around this Fort. Post-independence the fort housed the Tamil Nadu Assembly until the new
Secretariat building was opened in 2010, but shortly afterwards it was again moved back to Fort St.
George, due to a change in the Government.
In 1746, Fort St. George and Madras were captured by the French under General La Bourdonnais, the
Governor of Mauritius, who plundered the town and its outlying villages. The British regained control
in 1749 through the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle and strengthened the town's fortress wall to withstand
further attacks from the French and Hyder Ali, the Sultan of Mysore. They resisted a French siege
attempt in 1759 under the leadership of Eyre Coote. In 1769 the city was threatened by Mysore and
the British were defeated by Hyder Ali, after which the Treaty of Madras ended the war. By the 18th
century, the British had conquered most of the region around Tamil Nadu and the northern modern–

day states of Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka, establishing the Madras Presidency with Madras as the
capital.

Gradually, the city grew into a major naval base and became the central administrative centre for the
British in South India. With the advent of railways in India in the 19th century, the thriving urban
centre was connected to other important cities such as Bombay and Calcutta, promoting increased
communication and trade with the hinterland. Sir Arthur Lawley was Governor of Madras from 1906
to 1911 and promoted modern agriculture, industry, railways, education, the arts and more
democratic governance. The Governor lived in Government House, Fort St George, and had a country
home at Guindy, with access to a golf course, hockey pitches, riding stables and the Guindy Horse
Racing Track. In the First World War as Red Cross Commissioner in Mesopotamia, he looked after the
welfare of Indian soldiers. Madras was the only Indian city to be attacked by the Central Powers
during World War I, when an oil depot was shelled by the German light cruiser SMS Emden on 22
September 1914, as it raided shipping lanes in the Indian Ocean, causing disruption to shipping.

/
Obverse: King standing holding Jasmine flower Reverse: King seated right, holding upraised sankh shell. Rajaraja
Chola I (985-1014) aka Rajajaja the Great, was an emperor of the Chola Empire.

After India gained its independence in 1947, the city became the capital of Madras State, which was
renamed as Tamil Nadu in 1969. The violent agitations of 1965 against the compulsory imposition of
Hindi and in support of English in India in the state marked a major shift in the political dynamics of
the city and eventually it had a big impact on the whole state. Because of Madras and its people,
English now exists in India, otherwise Hindi might have been made the sole official language in India.
On 17 July 1996, the city known as Madras was officially renamed Chennai, in line with what was
then a nationwide trend to using less Anglicised names. On 26 December 2004, an Indian Ocean
tsunami lashed the shores of Chennai, killing 206 people in Chennai and permanently altering the
coastline. The 2015 Chennai Floods submerged major portions of the city, killing 269 people and
resulting in damages of ₹86.4 billion (US$1 billion).
With the history of many neighbourhoods of the city such as Mylapore, Triplicane, and Tiruvanmiyur
antedating that of the city, the architecture of Chennai ranges in a wide chronology. The oldest

buildings in the city dates from the 7th and 8th centuries CE, which include the Kapaleeshwarar
Temple in Mylapore and the Parthasarathy Temple in Triplicane, built in the Dravidian architecture.
This architecture includes various styles, such as those of the Pallavas, the Cholas, and the
Vijayanagara empires. The associated Agraharam architecture, which consists of traditional row
houses surrounding a temple, can still be seen in these areas. The heritage temples at
Mamallapuram at the outskirts of the city are some of the examples of the Pallava architecture.
Chennai ranks second to Kolkata of Indian heritage buildings.

/

/
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Ahalya Bai's Temple, at Ellora - 1885.

With the advent of the Mugals and the British, the city saw a rise in a blend of Hindu, Islamic and
Gothic revival styles, resulting in the distinct Indo-Saracenic style. The architecture for several early
institutions such as banking and commerce, railways, press and education, chiefly through the
colonial rule, followed the earlier directions of the Neo-Classical and the Indo-Saracenic. The
Chepauk Palace in the city, designed by Paul Benfield, is said to be the first Indo-Saracenic building in
India. Since then, many of the colonial-era buildings in the city were designed in this style of
architecture, which is most apparent around the Fort St. George built in 1640. Most of these were
designed by English architects Robert Fellowes Chisholm and Henry Irwin. The best examples of this
style include the Madras High Court (built in 1892), Southern Railway headquarters, Ripon Building,
Government Museum, Senate House of the University of Madras, Amir Mahal, Bharat Insurance
Building, Victoria Public Hall and the College of Engineering. The Triumph of Labour, also known as
the Labour statue, at the Marina Beach is an important landmark of Chennai.
The construction of the National Art Gallery in Madras was completed in 1909. The new building,
with a stunning façade, was built of pink sandstone brought from Sathyavedu, and formed part of the
Madras Museum campus. It was opened, on 23 January 1909, by the Governor of Fort St. George, Sir
Arthur Lawley, and called the Victoria Memorial Hall after the Queen-Empress Victoria. The
residential architecture in the city was based on the bungalow or the continuous row house

prototypes. Gothic revival style buildings include the Chennai Central and Chennai Egmore railway
stations. The Santhome Church, which was originally built by the Portuguese in 1523 and is believed
to house the remains of the apostle St. Thomas, was rebuilt in 1893 in neo-Gothic style.
By the early 20th century, the art deco too made its entry upon the city's urban landscape. From the
1930s onwards, many buildings in George Town were built in this style, including the United India
building (presently housing LIC) and the Burma Shell building (presently the Chennai House), both
built in the 1930s, and the Dare House, built in 1940. Other examples include the Bombay Mutual
building (presently housing LIC) and the South Indian Chamber of Commerce building. After
Independence, the city witnessed a rise in the Modernism style of architecture. The completion of
the LIC Building in 1959, the tallest building in the country at that time, marked the transition from
lime-and-brick construction to concrete columns in the region.
Amravati (About this soundpronunciation (help·info)) is a city in the state of Maharashtra, India. Amravati is the 2nd largest
and most populous city of Vidarbha after Nagpur. It is also known as Cultural Capital of Vidarbha because of its education
facilities and cultural heritage. It is the administrative headquarters of the Amravati district. It is also the headquarters of
the "Amravati Division" which is one of the six divisions of the state. Among the historical landmarks in the city are the
temples of Shree Ambadevi, Shri Krishna and Shri Venkateshwara Swamy. The city is famous for Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak
Mandal, one of the largest sports complexes in India, is famous for its facility for different kinds of sports.

Bhagavata Purana manuscripts from 16th- to 19th-century, in Sanskrit

The ancient name of Amravati is "Audumbaravati", in Prakrit, "Umbravati". The variant "Amravati" is the presently accepted
name. It is said that Amravati is named for its ancient Ambadevi temple. A mention of Amravati can be found on a stone
inscription on the base of the marble statue of God Adinath (Jain God) Rhishabhnath. The statues date back to the year
1097. Govind Maha Prabhu visited Amravati in the 13th century, when Wardha was under the rule of Deogiri's Hindu King
(Yadava dynasty). In the 14th century, there was drought and famine in Amravati, so people abandoned Amravati and left
for Gujrat and Malwa. Though some locals returned after several years, this resulted in a scanty population. In the 17th
century, Magar Aurangpura (today, 'Sabanpura') was allotted for a Jama Masjid by Mughal Aurangzeb. This indicates the
existence of a Muslim population. In 1722, Chhattrapati Shahu presented Amravati and Badnera to Ranoji Bhosle;
eventually Amravati was known as Bhosle ki Amravati. The city was reconstructed and developed by Ranoji Bhosle after the
treaty of Devgaon and Anjangaon Surji and victory over Gavilgad (Fort of Chikhaldara). The British general and author
Wellesly camped in Amravati, the place is still known as the 'camp', by Amravati people. Amravati city was founded towards
the end of the 18th century. The Union state of Nizam and Bhosle ruled Amravati. They appointed a revenue officer but
neglected defence. The Gavilgad fort was conquered by the British on 15 December 1803. Under to the Deogaon treaty,
Warhad was presented as a token of the friendship to the Nizam.
Warhad was ruled by the Nizams thereafter. Around 1805, the Pendharies attacked Amravati city.
The Sahukars (bankers and merchants) of Amravati saved Amravati by presenting seven lakh rupees to Chittu Pendhari. The
Nizam ruled for a more than half century. From 1859 to 1871, many government buildings were constructed by the British.
Udumbaravati is the ancient name of Amravati. It was due to the presence of a large number of Audumber trees in the
region. Umbravati, Umravati& Amravati are derivatives of Udumbaravati. The city grew rapidly at the end of the 18th
century due to growth in businesses.
In 1853, the present day territory of Amravati district, as a part of the Berar Province was assigned to the British East India
Company, following a treaty with the Nizam of Hyderabad. After the Company took over the administration of the province,
it was divided into two districts. The present day territory of the district became part of North Berar district, with
headquarters at Buldana. Later, the province was reconstituted and the territory of the present district became part of East
Berar district, with headquarters at Amraoti. In 1864, Yavatmal District (initially known as Southeast Berar district and later

Wun district) was separated. In 1867, Ellichpur District was separated but in August 1905, when the whole province was
reorganised into six districts, it was again merged into the district. It became part of the newly constituted province of
Central Provinces and Berar in 1903. In 1956, Amravati district became part of Bombay State and after Bombay state's
bifurcation in 1960, it became part of Maharashtra state.
Amravati, in Sanskrit, literally means 'abode of immortals'. Amravati was the capital of Berar, which was part of present-day
Vidharbha. Berar was part of the Mauryan emperor Ashoka's empire. In 1833, Berar was handed over to the British East
India Company. It was divided into two districts, South Berar or Balaghat and North Berar. In 1956, due to the
reorganisation of the states, Amravati was transferred from Madhya Pradesh to Bombay state. Later in 1960, with the
creation of Maharashtra, Amravati became one of its districts.
Indian independence freedom fighters such as Rao Bahadur Raghunath Narasinha Mudholkar, Dadasaheb Khaparde,
Moropant Vishvanath Joshi came from the city.
In 1897, the Indian National Congress assembled at Amraoti. It was headed by Chettur Sankaran Nair . In an address he
referred to the high-handedness of foreign administration, called for reforms and asked for self-government for India with
Dominion Status.
Freedom fighter Bhagat Singh hid for 3 days in Amravati during his underground stint. He is known to have frequently
visited the Hanuman Akhada (Gym) in this time. The ancient name of Amravati is "Audumbaravati", in prakrut, "Umbravati".
The variant 'Amravati' is the presently accepted name. It is said that Amravati is named for its ancient Ambadevi temple.
Palm-leaf manuscripts are manuscripts made out of dried palm leaves. Palm leaves were used as writing materials in the
Indian subcontinent and in Southeast Asia dating back to the 5th century BCE, and possibly much earlier. Their use began in
South Asia, and spread elsewhere, as texts on dried and smoke treated palm leaves of Borassus species (Palmyra palm) or
the Ola leaf (leaf of Corypha umbraculifera or the talipot palm).

A palm leaf manuscript in Nandinagari script Nandinagari is a Brahmic script derived from Nāgarī script which appeared in the 7th century
AD.This script and its variants were used in the central Deccan region and south India, and an abundance of Sanskrit manuscripts in
Nandinagari have been discovered but remain untransliterated. Some of the discovered manuscripts of Madhvacharya of the Dvaita
Vedanta school of Hinduism are in Nandinagari script.

One of the oldest surviving palm leaf manuscript is a Sanskrit Shaivism text from the 9th-century, discovered in Nepal, now
preserved at the Cambridge University Library.
Palm leaf manuscripts were written in ink on rectangular cut and cured palm leaf sheet. Each sheet typically had a hole
through which a string could pass through, and with these the sheets were tied together with a string to bind like a book. A
palm leaf text thus created would typically last between a few decades and about 600 years before it decayed due to
dampness, insect activity, mold and fragility. Thus the document had to be copied onto new sets of dried palm leaves. The
oldest surviving palm leaf Indian manuscripts have been found in colder, drier climates such as in parts of Nepal, Tibet and
central Asia, the source of 1st-millennium CE manuscripts.
The individual sheets of palm leaves were called Patra or Parna in Sanskrit (Pali/Prakrit: Panna), and the medium when
ready to write was called Tada-patra (or Tala-patra, Tali, Tadi). The famous 5th-century CE Indian manuscript called the
Bower Manuscript discovered in Chinese Turkestan, was written on birch-bark sheets shaped in the form of treated palm
leaves.
Bhagavata Purana also known as Śrīmad Bhāgavata Mahā Purāṇa, Śrīmad Bhāgavatam or Bhāgavata, is one of Hinduism's eighteen great
Puranas (Mahapuranas, great histories). Composed in Sanskrit and available in almost all Indian languages, it promotes bhakti (devotion) to
Krishna integrating themes from the Advaita (monism) philosophy and from the Dvaita (dualism) philosophy.
The Bhagavata Purana, discusses a wide range of topics including Cosmology, Genealogy, Geography, Mythology, legend, Music, Dance,
Yoga and Culture. As it begins, the forces of evil have won a war between the benevolent devas (deities) and evil asuras (demons) and now
rule the universe. Truth re-emerges as Krishna, (called "Hari" and "Vasudeva (another name for Krishna)" in the text) – first makes peace
with the demons, understands them and then creatively defeats them, bringing back hope, justice, freedom and happiness – a cyclic theme
that appears in many legends.

16th-century Hindu Bhagavata Purana on palm leaf manuscript
The Bhagavata Purana is a revered text in Vaishnavism, a Hindu tradition that reveres Vishnu. The text presents a form of religion (dharma)
that competes with that of the Vedas, wherein bhakti ultimately leads to self-knowledge, liberation (moksha) and bliss. However the
Bhagavata Purana asserts that the inner nature and outer form of Krishna is identical to the Vedas and that this is what rescues the world
from the forces of evil. An oft-quoted verse is used by some Krishna sects to assert that the text itself is Krishna in literary form.

The Bhagavata Purana was a significant text in the bhakti movement and the culture of India. Dance and theatre arts such as Kathakali
(left), Kuchipudi (middle) and Odissi (right) portray legends from the Purana. / Bhagavata (IV.17), Vishnu avatar Prithu chases the earth
goddess Prithvi in the form of a cow, to end a famine in his kingdom.
The date of composition is probably between the eighth and the tenth century AD, but may be as early as the 6th century AD. Manuscripts
survive in numerous inconsistent versions revised through the 18th century creating various recensions both in the same languages and
across different Indian languages. The text consists of twelve books (skandhas) totalling 332 chapters (adhyayas) and between 16,000 and
18,000 verses depending on the recension. The tenth book, with about 4,000 verses, has been the most popular and widely studied. It was
the first Purana that was translated into a European language, when a French translation of a Tamil version appeared in 1788 and
introduced many Europeans to Hinduism and 18th-century Hindu culture during the colonial era.

Krishna with flute, at the 16th-century temple in Hampi. This is an iconic representation of Krishna in the Bhagavata and other Puranas /
The Bhagavata includes numerous stories about Krishna's childhood playfulness and pranks / The ten avatars of Vishnu, (Clockwise, from
top left) Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Vamana, Krishna, Kalki, Buddha, Parshurama, Rama and Narasimha, (in centre) Krishna

Hindu temples often served as centers where ancient manuscripts were routinely used for learning and where the texts
were copied when they wore out. In South India, temples and associated mutts served custodial functions, and a large
number of manuscripts on Hindu philosophy, poetry, grammar and other subjects were written, multiplied and preserved
inside the temples. Archaeological and epigraphical evidence indicates existence of libraries called Sarasvati-bhandara,
dated possibly to early 12th-century and employing librarians, attached to Hindu temples. Palm leaf manuscripts were also
preserved inside Jain temples and in Buddhist monasteries.

A relief at 12th-century Chennakesava Temple, Karnataka depicting the Purana story of Narasimha destroying a demon king who
persecutes his subjects and son for their religious beliefs / Krishna and the gopis, from a Bhagavata Purana manuscript c. 1760 / Krishna
showing his Vishvarupa ("universal form") to Arjuna before the Kurukshetra War

With the spread of Indian culture to Southeast Asian countries like as Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand, and the Philippines,
these nations also became home to large collections. Palm-leaf manuscripts called Lontar in dedicated stone libraries have
been discovered by archaeologists at Hindu temples in Bali Indonesia and in 10th century Cambodian temples such as
Angkor Wat and Banteay Srei.
One of the oldest surviving Sanskrit manuscripts on palm leaves is of the Parameshvaratantra, a Shaiva Siddhanta text of
Hinduism. It is from the 9th-century, and dated to about 828 CE. The discovered palm-leaf collection also includes a few
parts of another text, the Jñānārṇavamahātantra and currently held by the University of Cambridge.
With the introduction of printing presses in the early 19th century, the cycle of copying from palm leaves mostly came to an
end. Many governments are making efforts to preserve what is left of their palm leaf documents.
The rounded or diagonal shapes of the letters of many of the scripts of South India and Southeast Asia, such as Devanagari,
Nandinagari, Telugu script, Lontara, the Javanese script, the Balinese alphabet, the Odia alphabet, the Burmese alphabet,
the Tamil script and others may have developed as adaptations to writing Indic scripts on palm leaves, as angular letters
(such as Brahmi letters) tend to split the leaf.
Palm leaf manuscripts of Odisha include scriptures, pictures of Devadasi and various mudras of the Kama Sutra. Some of the
early discoveries of Odia palm leaf manuscripts include writings like Smaradipika, Ratimanjari, Pancasayaka and
Anangaranga in both Odia and Sanskrit. State Museum of Odisha at Bhubaneswar houses 40,000 palm leaf manuscripts.
Most of them are written in the Odia script, though the language is Sanskrit. The oldest manuscript here belongs to the
14th century but the text can be dated to the 2nd century.
In Indonesia the palm-leaf manuscript is called lontar. The Indonesian word is the modern form of Old Javanese rontal. It is
composed of two Old Javanese words, namely ron "leaf" and tal "Borassus flabellifer, palmyra palm". Due to the shape of
the palmyra palm's leaves, which are spread like a fan, these trees are also known as "fan trees". The leaves of the rontal
tree have always been used for many purposes, such as for the making of plaited mats, palm sugar wrappers, water scoops,
ornaments, ritual tools, and writing material. Today, the art of writing in rontal still survives in Bali, performed by Balinese

Many old manuscripts dated from ancient Java, Indonesia, were written on rontal palm-leaf manuscripts. Manuscripts
dated from the 14th to 15th century during the Majapahit period. Some were found even earlier, like the Arjunawiwaha,
the Smaradahana, the Nagarakretagama and the Kakawin Sutasoma, which were discovered on the neighboring islands of
Bali and Lombok. This suggested that the tradition of preserving, copying and rewriting palm-leaf manuscripts continued for
centuries. Other palm-leaf manuscripts include Sundanese language works: the Carita Parahyangan, the Sanghyang
siksakanda ng karesian and the Bujangga Manik.

Zum Hintergrund der ehrenwerten East India Company
Deutsche Sicht (Wikipedia)
Der Erste Opiumkrieg war ein militärischer Konflikt zwischen Großbritannien und dem Kaiserreich China der Qing-Dynastie
von 1839 bis 1842. Nach der Niederlage wurde China zur Öffnung seiner Märkte und insbesondere zur Duldung des
Opiumhandels gezwungen.
Seit dem ersten Auftreten europäischer Kaufleute vor den Küsten des Kaiserreichs China im 16. Jahrhundert, hatte es den
Seehandel mit dem Ausland vielfältigen Restriktionen unterworfen. Zuletzt war dieser nur noch über den Hafen von Kanton
möglich. Die Europäer mussten dort in einer Art Ghetto leben und sich bei der Kommunikation mit den chinesischen
Handelshäusern der Vermittlung durch Kaufleute der sog. Cohong-Gilde sowie der vom Hof bestellten Handelsbeamten
(„Hoppo“ chinesischer Zolldirektor in Kanton) bedienen. Ihren vielfältigen Beschränkungen, etwa administrativen
Preisfestsetzungen, waren sie in aller Regel hilflos ausgeliefert.
Nun wissen wir, dass der Begriff Ghetto im Laufe der Zeit eine ganz beachtliche Inhaltliche Änderung erfahren hat. Das
jüdische Ghetto war exterritoriales Land. Dort haben die Landesgesetze nicht gegolten. Dort durften die Ordnungskräfte der
Landesherren nicht eingreifen. Dort haben die jüdischen Gesetze gegolten. Die Ghettos waren Vorstufen der Exterritorialität
von Botschaften.

Bis ca. 1820 war die bilaterale Handelsbilanz des Chinahandels stets deutlich zugunsten der Chinesen ausgefallen, da die
Europäer den begehrten chinesischen Exportartikeln wie Tee, Porzellan und Seide wenig eigene Exportprodukte
entgegensetzen konnten.
Ab ca. 1820 verstärkte die britische East India Company den Export bengalischen Opiums nach China systematisch. Allein
zwischen 1821 und 1837 verfünffachte sich die umgeschlagene Menge. Dies führte zu zunehmenden Problemen in der
chinesischen Verwaltung und zu einem Handelsbilanzdefizit auf chinesischer Seite. Dass Millionen Chinesen abhängig von
Opium wurden, sorgte für eine ganze Reihe sozialer und wirtschaftlicher Probleme.

In den Jahren zwischen 1830 und 1840 war die East India Company der weltweit größte Drogenhändler. Sie hatte dazu bei
verschiedenen Gelegenheiten ihren Einfluss in China, auf den Philippinen und auf Java ausgeweitet. Ihren kritischen Mangel
an Barmitteln zum Erwerb von Tee, Seide und Porzellan behob die Kompanie durch den tonnenweisen Export von in Indien
hergestelltem Opium nach China. 1839, kaiserliches Edikt, das Ausländern den Opiumhandel in China verbot. 350 in den
Opiumhandel verwickelte Ausländer wurden in ihren Faktoreien interniert. Daraufhin wurden mehr als 22.000 Kisten (1400
Tonnen) Opium sichergestellt, das verbrannt wurde.
Das britische Unterhaus bewilligte daraufhin die Entsendung eines Flottenverbands, der vom Kaiser „Genugtuung und
Wiedergutmachung“ fordern und gegebenenfalls chinesisches Eigentum als Pfand nehmen sollte.

Im Juni 1840 traf die britische Flotte in China ein, wo sie nach der Versenkung von chinesischen Kriegsdschunken, an der vor
allem die Nemesis beteiligt war, jeweils durch Zurücklassen einiger Schiffe nacheinander die Mündungen des Perlflusses
(Hongkong), des Jangtsekiang (Ningbo und Zhoushan) und schließlich des Beihai (Tianjin) sicherte.
Ende August 1841 wurden die Städte Xiamen, Ningbo und Zhoushan erobert und wichtige Wasserwege blockiert. Nach
Eintreffen von Verstärkungstruppen aus Indien fielen im Sommer 1842 Shanghai und Zhenjiang. Ein Verhandlungsangebot
Chinas wurde ausgeschlagen, die Briten drangen bis Nanjing vor. Am 29. August 1842 endete der Krieg mit dem Vertrag von
Nanking, dem ersten der sog. Ungleichen Verträge. Er verpflichtete die Chinesen unter anderem zur Öffnung der
Handelshäfen Kanton, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Shanghai und Ningbo für Ausländer, zur Duldung weitgehend unbeschränkten
Handels, zur Abtretung Hongkongs, sowie zu Reparationszahlungen.

Die entscheidenden Bestimmungen des Vertrages waren die Abtretung Hongkongs für alle Zeiten als Kronkolonie an
Großbritannien, die Zahlung einer Kriegsentschädigung in Höhe von 21 Millionen Pesos und die Öffnung von fünf Häfen für
den internationalen Handel. Verschlimmert wurde Chinas Lage noch durch einen Zusatzvertrag. Dieser billigte englischen
Händlern besonders günstige Handelsbedingungen zu und statte sie mit konsularischen Rechten in den Handelshäfen
Chinas aus. Außerdem musste sich das Land für die christliche Missionierung öffnen.
Der Frieden von Nanking war der erste Ungerechte Vertrag, den China mit einer ausländischen Großmacht abschließen
musste. 1844 erzwangen die USA und Frankreich weitere Verträge. Mit denen verlor China sein Zollautonomie, d. h. das
Recht, Zölle zu erheben. In der Folgezeit konnte das Land deshalb mit ausländischen Waren förmlich überschwemmt
werden.
China wurde somit bis zum 20. Jahrhundert zu einer „Halbkolonie“ degradiert.

Die englische Sicht (Wikipedia)
The First Opium War, also known as the Opium War or the Anglo-Chinese War.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, the demand for Chinese goods (particularly silk, porcelain, and tea) in Europe created a
trade imbalance between Qing Imperial China and Great Britain. European silver flowed into China through the Canton
System, which confined incoming foreign trade to the southern port city of Canton. To counter this imbalance, the British
East India Company began to grow opium in India and smuggle them into China illegally. The influx of narcotics reversed the
Chinese trade surplus, drained the economy of silver, and increased the numbers of opium addicts inside the country,
outcomes that worried Chinese officials.
The Royal Navy used its naval and gunnery power to inflict a series of decisive defeats on the Chinese Empire, a tactic later
referred to as gunboat diplomacy.
In 1842, the Qing dynasty was forced to sign the Treaty of Nanking—the first of what the Chinese later called the unequal
treaties—which granted an indemnity and extraterritoriality to Britain, opened five treaty ports to foreign merchants, and
ceded Hong Kong Island to the British Empire. The failure of the treaty to satisfy British goals of improved trade and
diplomatic relations led to the Second Opium War (1856–60), and the perceived weakness of the Qing dynasty resulted in

social unrest within China, namely the Taiping Rebellion. In China, the war is considered the beginning of modern Chinese
history.

Opiumlager in Indien, bereit zur Verschiffung

/

Flagge der Qing

--The Qing dynasty was the last imperial dynasty of China. It was established in 1636, and ruled China from 1644 to 1912. It
was preceded by the Ming dynasty and succeeded by the Republic of China. The dynasty was founded by the Manchu Aisin
Gioro clan in Manchuria.
The early Qing rulers maintained their Manchu customs, and while their title was Emperor, they used "Bogd khaan" when
dealing with the Mongols and they were patrons of Tibetan Buddhism. They governed using Confucian styles and institutions
of bureaucratic government and retained the imperial examinations to recruit Han Chinese to work under or in parallel with
Manchus.
During the Qianlong Emperor reign (1735–1796) the dynasty reached its apogee, but then began its initial decline in
prosperity and imperial control. The population rose to some 400 millions, but taxes and government revenues were fixed at
a low rate, virtually guaranteeing eventual fiscal crisis. Corruption set in, rebels tested government legitimacy, and ruling
elites failed to change their mindsets in the face of changes in the world system. Following the Opium Wars, European
powers imposed "unequal treaties", free trade, extraterritoriality and treaty ports under foreign control.
---

The Taiping Rebellion (1850–1864) and the Dungan Revolt (1862–1877) in Central Asia led to the deaths of some 20 million
people, most of them due to famines caused by war. In spite of these disasters, in the Tongzhi Restoration of the 1860s, Han
Chinese elites rallied to the defense of the Confucian order and the Qing rulers. The initial gains in the Self-Strengthening
Movement were destroyed in the First Sino-Japanese War of 1895, in which the Qing lost its influence over Korea and the
possession of Taiwan. New Armies were organized, but the ambitious Hundred Days' Reform of 1898 was turned back in a
coup by the conservative Empress Dowager Cixi. When the Scramble for Concessions by foreign powers triggered the
violently anti-foreign "Boxers", the foreign powers invaded China, Cixi declared war on them, leading to defeat and the flight
of the Imperial Court to Xi'an.
After agreeing to sign the Boxer Protocol, the government initiated unprecedented fiscal and administrative reforms,
including elections, a new legal code, and abolition of the examination system. Sun Yat-sen and other revolutionaries
competed with constitutional monarchists such as Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao to transform the Qing Empire into a
modern nation. After the deaths of Cixi and the Guangxu Emperor in 1908, the hardline Manchu court alienated reformers
and local elites alike by obstructing social reform. The Wuchang Uprising on 11 October 1911, led to the Xinhai Revolution.
General Yuan Shikai negotiated the abdication of Puyi, the last emperor, on 12 February 1912.
Direct maritime trade between Europe and China began in 1557 when the Portuguese leased an outpost from the Ming
dynasty at Macau. Other European nations soon followed the Portuguese lead, inserting themselves into the existing Asian
maritime trade network to compete with Arab, Chinese, Indian, and Japanese merchants in intra-regional commerce. After
the Spanish conquest of the Philippines the exchange of goods between China and Europe accelerated dramatically.

(Zur weiteren Verknüpfung: Die USA haben Kuba von den Spanieren befreit und dabei die Philippinen eingesteckt, was dann
für WK2 wichtig wurde, als Japan den US Einfluß in Asien brechen wollte.)
From 1565 on, the Manila Galleons brought silver into the Asian trade network from mines in South America. China was a
primary destination for the precious metal, as the imperial government mandated that Chinese goods could only be
exported in exchange for silver bullion.

British ships began to appear sporadically around the coasts of China from 1635 on. Without establishing formal relations
through the Chinese tributary system, by which most Asian nations were able to negotiate with China, British merchants
were only allowed to trade at the ports of Zhoushan, Xiamen, and Guangzhou. Official British trade was conducted through
the auspices of the British East India Company, which held a royal charter for trade with the Far East. The East India
Company gradually came to dominate Sino-European trade from its position in India and due to the strength of the Royal
Navy.
Trade benefited after the newly-risen Qing dynasty relaxed maritime trade restrictions in the 1680s. Taiwan came under
Qing control in 1683 and rhetoric regarding the tributary status of Europeans was muted. Guangzhou (known as Canton to
Europeans) became the port of preference for incoming foreign trade. Ships did try to call at other ports, but these
locations could not match the benefits of Canton's geographic position at the mouth of the Pearl River, nor did they have
the city's long experience in balancing the demands of Beijing with those of Chinese and foreign merchants.

“Alle Völker: Spanier, Österreicher, Deutsche (…) usw. entrüsten sich über den üblen Geruch – dessen Ausgangspunkt die britischen Inseln
sind, woher die alte englische Vettel mit der Opiumkiste kommt”. Franz. Karikatur aus: Le Rire

From 1700 onward Canton was the center of maritime trade with China, and this market process was gradually formulated
by Qing authorities into the "Canton System". From the system's inception in 1757, trading in China was extremely lucrative
for European and Chinese merchants alike as goods such as tea, porcelain, and silk were valued highly enough in Europe to
justify the expenses of traveling to Asia. The system was highly regulated by the Qing government. Foreign traders were
only permitted to do business through a body of Chinese merchants known as the Cohong and were forbidden to learn
Chinese. Foreigners could only live in one of the Thirteen Factories and were not allowed to enter or trade in any other part
of China. Only low level government officials could be dealt with, and the imperial court could not be lobbied for any reason
excepting official diplomatic missions. The Imperial laws that upheld the system were collectively known as the Prevention
Barbarian Ordinanc. The Cohong were particularly powerful in the Old China Trade, as they were tasked with appraising the
value of foreign products, purchasing or rebuffing said imports, and charged with selling Chinese exports at an appropriate
price. The Cohong was made up of between (depending on the politics of Canton) 6 to 20 merchant families. Most of the
merchant houses these families ruled had been established by low-ranking mandarins, but several were Cantonese or Han
in origin. Another key function of the Cohong was the traditional bond signed between a Cohong member and a foreign
merchant. This bond stated that the receiving Cohong member was responsible for the foreign merchant's behavior and

cargo while in China. In addition to dealing with the Cohong, European merchants were required to pay customs fees,
measurement duties, provide gifts, and hire navigators.
Despite restrictions, silk and porcelain continued to drive trade through their popularity in Europe, and an insatiable
demand for Chinese tea existed in Britain. From the mid-17th century onward around 28 million kilograms of silver were
received by China, principally from European powers, in exchange for Chinese products.

/

/

Opium Bereitung in Indien

A brisk trade between China and European powers continued for over a century. While this trading heavily favored the
Chinese and resulted in European nations sustaining large trade deficits, the demand for Chinese goods continued to drive
commerce. In addition, the colonization and conquest of the Americas resulted in European nations (namely Spain, Great
Britain, and France) gaining access to a cheap supply of silver, resulting in European economies remaining relatively stable
despite the trade deficit with China. This silver was also shipped across the Pacific Ocean to China directly, notably through
the Spanish-controlled Philippines. In stark contrast to the European situation, Qing China sustained a trade surplus. Foreign
silver flooded into China in exchange for Chinese goods, expanding the Chinese economy but also causing inflation and
forming a Chinese reliance on European silver.
The continued economic expansion of European economies in 17th and 18th centuries gradually increased the European
demand for precious metals, which were used to mint new coins; this increasing need for hard currency to remain in
circulation in Europe reduced the supply of bullion available for trade in China, driving up costs and leading to competition
between merchants in Europe and European merchants who traded with the Chinese. This market force resulted in a
chronic trade deficit for European governments, who were forced to risk silver shortages in their domestic economies to
supply the needs of their merchants in Asia (who as private enterprises still turned a profit by selling valuable Chinese
goods to consumers in Europe. This gradual effect was greatly exacerbated by a series of large-scale colonial wars between
Great Britain and Spain in the mid 18th century; these conflicts served to disrupt the international silver market and
eventually resulted in the independence of powerful new nations, namely the United States and Mexico. Without cheap
silver from the colonies to sustain their trade, European merchants who traded with China began to take silver directly out
of the already weakened economies of Europe to pay for goods in China, which remained in high demand. This angered
governments, who saw their economies shrink as a result, and fostered a great deal of animosity towards the Chinese for
their restriction of European trade. The Chinese economy was unaffected by fluctuations in silver prices, as China was able
to import silver from Japan to stabilize its money supply. European goods remained in low demand in China, ensuring the
longstanding trade surplus with the European nations continued. Despite these tensions, trade between China and Europe
grew by an estimated 4% annually in the years leading up to the start of the opium trade.

Ist der Vertrieb radioaktiver Leuchtfarben in seiner damaligen Unschuld vergleichbar mit dem Handel von Opiaten? Keine Erfahrung? Mit
Opium gab es jahrtausendlange Erfahrung. Die Unschuld fällt also weg.

Opium as a medicinal ingredient was documented in Chinese texts as early as the Tang dynasty, but the recreational usage
of the narcotic opium was limited. As with India, opium (then limited by distance to a dried powder, often drunk with tea or
water) was introduced to China and Southeast Asia by Arab merchants. The Ming dynasty banned tobacco as a decadent
good in 1640, and opium was seen as a similarly minor issue. The first restrictions on opium were passed by the Qing in
1729 when Madak (a substance made from powdered opium blended with tobacco) was banned. At the time, Madak
production used up most of the opium being imported into China, as pure opium was difficult to preserve. Consumption of
Javanese opium rose in the 18th century, and after the Napoleonic Wars resulted in the British occupying Java, British
merchants became the primary traders in opium. The British realized they could reduce their trade deficit with Chinese
manufactories by counter-trading in narcotic opium, and as such efforts were made to produce more opium in the Indian
colonies. Limited British sales of Indian opium began in 1781, with exports to China increasing as the East India Company
solidified its control over India.

Der Thorium gespickten Zahnpasta sind auch die US Geheimdienste nachgelaufen – nach der Niederlage Deutschlands. Auf der Suche nach
der Wunderwaffe der Nazis.

The British opium was produced in Bengal and the Ganges River Plain. Rather than develop the Indian opium industry
themselves, the British were able to inherit an existing opium industry from the declining Mughal Empire, which had for
centuries profited by selling unrefined opium inside the empire. However, unlike the Mughals the British saw opium as a
potentially valuable export. The East India Company itself neither produced nor shipped opium, but did set the horticultural
laws allowing for opium cultivation and actively facilitated the transport of the drug. From Calcutta, the company's Board of
Customs, Salt, and Opium concerned itself with quality control by managing the way opium was packaged and shipped. No
poppies could be cultivated without the company's permission, and the company banned private businesses from refining
opium. All opium in India was sold to the company at a fixed rate, and the company hosted a series of public opium
auctions every year from November to March. The difference of the company-set price of raw opium and the sale price of
refined opium at auction (minus expenses) was pure profit made by the East India Company. In addition to securing poppies
cultivated on lands under its direct control, the company's board issued licences to the independent princely states of
Malwa, where significant quantities of poppies were grown.

Eine Ähnlichkeit mit der Entwicklung der Opium Produktion in Afghanistan. Von den Taliban unterbunden – bzw kontrolliert.
Von den USA verboten und akzeptiert.
By the late 18th century, company and Malwan farmlands (which were traditionally dependent on cotton growing) had
been hard hit by the introduction of factory-produced cotton cloth, which used cotton grown in Egypt or the American
South. Opium was considered a lucrative replacement, and was soon being auctioned in ever larger amounts in Calcutta.
Private merchants who possessed a company charter (to comply with the British royal charter for Asiatic trade) bid on and
acquired goods at the Calcutta auction before sailing to Southern China. British ships brought their cargoes to islands off the
coast, especially Lintin Island, where Chinese traders with fast and well-armed small boats took the goods inland for
distribution, paying for the opium with silver. The Qing administration initially tolerated opium importation because it
created an indirect tax on Chinese subjects, for increasing the silver supply available to foreign merchants through the sale
of opium encouraged Europeans to spend more money on Chinese goods. This policy allowed the British to double tea
exports from China to England, thereby profiting the Qing monopoly on tea exports held by the imperial treasury and its
agents in Canton.

However, opium usage continued to grow in China, adversely affecting societal stability. From Canton, the habit spread
outwards to the North and West, affecting members from every class of Chinese society. This spread led to the Qing
government issuing an edict against the drug in 1780, followed by an outright ban in 1796, and an order from the governor
of Canton to stop the trade in 1799. To circumnavigate the increasingly stringent regulations in Canton, foreign merchants
bought older ships and converted them into floating warehouses. These ships were anchored off of the Chinese coast at the
mouth of the Pearl River in case the Chinese authorities moved against the opium trade, as the ships of the Chinese navy
had difficulty operating in open water. Inbound opium ships would unload a portion of their cargo onto these floating
warehouses, where the narcotic was eventually purchased by Chinese opium dealers. By implementing this system of
smuggling, foreign merchants could avoid inspection by Chinese officials and prevent retaliation against the trade in legal
goods, in which many smugglers also participated.

In the early 19th century American merchants joined the trade and began to introduce opium from Turkey into the Chinese
market — this supply was of lesser quality but cheaper, and the resulting competition among British and American
merchants drove down the price of opium, leading to an increase in the availability of the drug for Chinese consumers. The
demand for opium rose rapidly and was so profitable in China that Chinese opium dealers (who, unlike European
merchants, could legally travel to and sell goods in the Chinese interior) began to seek out more suppliers of the drug. The
resulting shortage in supply drew more European merchants into the increasingly lucrative opium trade to meet the
Chinese demand. In the words of one trading house agent, "[Opium] it is like gold. I can sell it anytime."

From 1804 to 1820, a period when the Qing treasury needed to finance the suppression of the White Lotus Rebellion and
other conflicts, the flow of money gradually reversed, and Chinese merchants were soon exporting silver to pay for opium
rather than Europeans paying for Chinese goods with the precious metal. European and American ships were able to arrive
in Canton with their holds filled with opium, sell their cargo, use the proceeds to buy Chinese goods, and turn a profit in the
form of silver bullion. This silver would then be used to acquire more Chinese goods. While opium remained the most
profitable good to trade with China, foreign merchants began to export other cargoes, such as machine-spun cotton cloth,
rattan, ginseng, fur, clocks, and steel tools. However, these goods never reached the same level of importance as narcotics,
nor were they as lucrative.
The Qing imperial court debated whether or how to end the opium trade, but their efforts to curtail opium abuse were
complicated by local officials and the Cohong, who profited greatly from the bribes and taxes involved in the narcotics
trade. Efforts by Qing officials to curb opium imports through regulations on consumption resulted in an increase in drug
smuggling by European and Chinese traders, and corruption was rampant. In 1810, the Daoguang Emperor issued an edict
concerning the opium crisis, declaring,
Opium has a harm. Opium is a poison, undermining our good customs and morality. Its use is prohibited by law. Now the
commoner, Yang, dares to bring it into the Forbidden City. Indeed, he flouts the law!
However, recently the purchasers, eaters, and consumers of opium have become numerous. Deceitful merchants buy
and sell it to gain profit. The customs house at the Ch'ung-wen Gate was originally set up to supervise the collection of

imports (it had no responsibility with regard to opium smuggling). If we confine our search for opium to the seaports, we
fear the search will not be sufficiently thorough. We should also order the general commandant of the police and policecensors at the five gates to prohibit opium and to search for it at all gates. If they capture any violators, they should
immediately punish them and should destroy the opium at once. As to Kwangtung [Guangdong] and Fukien [Fujian], the
provinces from which opium comes, we order their viceroys, governors, and superintendents of the maritime customs to
conduct a thorough search for opium, and cut off its supply. They should in no ways consider this order a dead letter and
allow opium to be smuggled out!

---Der Anteil jüdischer Händler am Opium- wie am Sklavenhandel wird offenbar aus ideologischen Gründen nicht
herausgearbeitet. Einzelschicksale, wie auch heute deutsche Politiker standardmäßig antworten, wenn wieder ein Muslim
vergewaltigt, Kehlen durchschneidet oder sonst kulturell spezifisches tut: Ein Einzelfall.

Silas Hardoon entstammte einer armen jüdischen Familie von Sepharden aus dem Irak. Von dort zog seine Familie nach
Bombay, wo er eine Schule besuchte, die David Sassoon finanziert hatte. 1868 ging Hardoon nach Shanghai, wo er für David
Sassoon & Company als Geldeintreiber und Wachmann arbeitete. Er arbeitete sich schnell in dem Unternehmen hoch, da er
Talent für Immobiliengeschäfte zeigte. 1882 verließ er das Unternehmen und gründete eine Handelsfirma, die sich auf
Baumwolle spezialisierte. Auf Grund mangelnden Erfolgs musste Hardoon aber nach drei Jahren aufgeben und bei E. D.
Sassoon's and Company eine Anstellung als Manager ihrer Niederlassung in Shanghai annehmen. Ab den frühen 1890er
Jahren war er für das Immobiliengeschäft und den Opiumimport des Unternehmens in Shanghai verantwortlich. Nebenher
investierte er auch privat Ersparnisse in Immobilien. Ein chinesischer Immobilienboom veranlasste Hardoon dieses
Unternehmen 1920 zu verlassen und sich im Immobilienhandel zu betätigen. Im Chinesischen wurde diese Art
Geschäftsleute „Tu“-Händler genannt, wobei „Tu“ sowohl Opium wie Immobilien bezeichnet.
Allein 1908 verdiente Hardoon mehrere Millionen Dollar, als ein Opiumverbot drohte, die anderen Händler ihre Vorräte
verkauften, er selbst aber deren Opium billig aufkaufte. Als das Verbot nicht durchgesetzt werden konnte, verkaufte
Hardoon sein Opium zu höheren Preisen. Kluge Investitionen seiner Gewinne, besonders in Grundstücke und Immobilien an
der wichtigsten Einkaufsstraße von Shanghai, der Nanking Road, machten ihn zu einem der reichsten Bürger der Stadt. Dort
vermietete Hardoon auch Wohnungen an Chinesen, und selbst als er schon Milliardär war, trieb er persönlich ausstehende
Mieten ein.
Es ist unklar, welche Staatsangehörigkeit Hardoon hatte. Von Geburt war er Iraker, und es ist nicht bekannt, dass er diese
Staatsangehörigkeit aufgegeben hat. Es ist möglich, dass er zusätzlich die britische Staatsangehörigkeit hatte.
Zum Zeitpunkt seines Todes wurde Hardoon auf ein persönliches Vermögen geschätzt, das nach heutiger Rechnung rund 15
Milliarden Dollar betrug. Er galt als reichster Mann Asiens, wenn nicht der ganzen Welt. Mit seinem Tod begannen
jahrelange Erbstreitigkeiten, weil ferne Verwandte aus dem Irak Ansprüche anmeldeten. Sie wurden von der jüdischen
Gemeinschaft in Shanghai mit dem Argument unterstützt, dass Luo Jialing keine Jüdin und deshalb die Heirat nicht
rechtsgültig sei. Luo Jialing wiederum enterbte kurzzeitig den Adoptivsohn George Hardoon, den Haupterben von Silas
Hardoon. Nach dem Tode von Luo Jialing nahmen die Streitigkeiten ihren Fortgang, bis die Luo- und die Hardoon-Kinder
mehrere Vereinbarungen zur Aufteilung unterschrieben. Mit der Gründung der Volksrepublik China ging ein Großteil des

Vermögens verloren, da es hauptsächlich aus Immobilien bestand. 1958 wurde das Gebäude der Chinesisch-Sowjetischen
Freundschaft auf dem Gelände des Aili-Gartens errichtet; es ist heute als Shanghai Exhibition Centre bekannt. Das
ursprüngliche Gebäude und die Gärten waren wenige Jahre nach Hardoons Tod abgebrannt

Bird's eye view from above the Opium Godown at Patna – 1814. The British used Patna as a centre for manufacturing opium for
exportation and medicinal purposes. The godown or store was located on the river bank and on the site of an old Dutch Factory. This is a
bird's eye view from above the Opium Godown at Patna, showing the houses and their grounds to the west, with the Ganges on the right.
'Sitaram depicts himself sketching on the flat roof of the godown' and shows the curve of the earth in the distant prospect. Inscribed
below: 'Bird's Eye.- view from the Top of the Opium Godown across the River Ganges and Hazypore at a distance.' / This Company Painting
(a painting made by an Indian artist for the British in India) is done on mica (talc) and comes from a series of nineteen illustrating processes
in the manufacture of opium at the opium factory at Gulzarbagh in Patna, Bihar. According to the artist Ishwari Prasad, his grandfather,
Shiva Lal (c.1817-1887), began to make the designs for these paintings in 1857. They were commissioned by Dr D. R. Lyall (the personal
assistant in charge of opium-making) for a series of wall paintings in the Gulzarbagh factory. However, Lyall was killed in 1857, during the
so-called Indian Mutiny, and the scheme was abandoned. This picture shows two men carrying a pole over their shoulders to which a crate
is attached by means of a rope. The crate is marked 'PATNA OPIUM', followed by an East India Company stamp and a stock number.
Würde heute wohl als ausreichender Beleg für ein Verbrechen reichen.

Die Opium-Geschäfte der East India Company

Patna, ca.1857

Ein weiterer war Manasseh Meyer. Der Einfluss der Juden auf die Immobilien (Anlage des Geldes aus dem Opiumgeschäft)
wurde schließlich unerträglich, so dass die „armen Flüchtlinge“ wieder einmal eines Landes verwiesen worden sind.
In addition to the start of the opium trade, economic and social innovations led to a change in the parameters of the wider
Sino-European trade. The formulation of classical economics by Adam Smith and other economic theorists caused academic
belief in mercantilism to decline in Britain. Fueled by the Industrial Revolution, Britain began to use its growing naval power
to spread a broadly liberal economic model, encompassing open markets and relatively barrier free international trade, a
policy in line with the credo of Smithian economics. This stance on trade was intended to open foreign markets to the
resources of Britain's colonies, as well as provide the British public with greater access to consumer goods such as tea. In
Great Britain, the adoption of the gold standard in 1821 resulted in the empire minting standardized silver shillings, further
reducing the availability of silver for trade in Asia and spurring the British government to press for more trading rights in
China.
In contrast to this new economic model, the Qing dynasty continued to employ a Confucian-Modernist, highly organized
economic philosophy that called for strict government intervention in industry for the sake of preserving societal
stability.While the Qing government was not explicitly anti-trade, a lack of need for imports and increasingly heavy taxes on
luxury goods limited pressure on the government to open further ports to international trade. China's rigid merchant
hierarchy also blocked efforts to open ports to foreign ships and businesses. Chinese merchants operating in inland China
wanted to avoid market fluctuations caused by importing foreign goods that would compete with domestic production,
while the Cohong families of Canton profited greatly by keeping their city the only entry point for foreign products.

/
/
/ An Opium Fleet of native boats, conveying the drug to Calcutta. The fleet is passing the
Monghyr Hills, and is preceded by small canoes, the crews of which sound the depth of water, and warn all boats out of the Channel by
beat of drum, as the Government boats claim precedence over all other craft. The timber raft shown in the sketch has been floated down
from the Nepal Forests, and will be used in making packing-cases for the opium.

At the turn of the 19th-century countries such as Great Britain, the Netherlands, Denmark, Russia, and the United States
began to seek additional trading rights in China. Foremost among the concerns of the western nations was the end of the
Canton System and the opening of China's vast consumer markets to trade. Britain in particular was keen increasing its
exports to China, as the empire's implementation of the gold standard forced it to purchase silver and gold from continental
Europe and Mexico to further fuel its rapidly industrializing economy. Attempts by a British embassy (led by Macartney in
1793), a Dutch mission (under Jacob van Braam in 1794), Russia (headed by Yury Golovkin in 1805), and the British again
(Earl William Amherst in 1816) to negotiate increased access to the Chinese market were all vetoed by successive Qing
Emperors. Upon his meeting the Jiaqing Emperor in 1816, Amherst refused to perform the traditional kowtow, an act that
the Qing saw as a severe breach of etiquette. Amherst and his party were expelled from China, a diplomatic rebuke that
angered the British government.

Opium cultivation /

Mohn ist auch eine Blume / French factory

As its merchants gained increasing influence in China, Great Britain bolstered its military strength in Southern China. Britain
began sending warships to combat piracy on the Pearl River, and in 1808 established a permanent garrison of British troops
in Macau to defend against French attacks.
---John Palmer, a merchant in Calcutta, dominated commercial life in India and the Far East for over thirty years in the early nineteenth
century. He ran a global business, an 'agency house', which engaged in banking, the opium trade, shipping and plantation agriculture.
The book explores how Palmer developed close relations with Indian society, crossing ethnic and religious divides in an effort to sustain his
commercial empire. It provides a snapshot of commercial and personal life in early British India, and tells an often poignant tale of
enterprise, love, stoicism, prejudice and personal folly.
When Palmer & Co went bankrupt in 1830, owing millions to its creditors, it set off a crisis of confidence which by 1834 had destroyed all
the agency houses, and plunged the British Indian Empire into the worst economic depression in living memory.

----As the opium-fueled China Trade increased in scope and value, the foreign presence in Canton and Macau grew in size and
influence. The Thirteen Factories district of Canton continued to expand, and was labeled the "foreign quarter." A small
population of merchants began to stay in Canton year round (most merchants lived in Macau for the summer months, then
moved to Canton in the winter), and a local chamber of commerce was formed. In the first two decades of the 19th
century, the increasingly sophisticated (and profitable) trade between Europe and China allowed for a clique of European
merchants to rise to positions of great importance in China. The most notable of these figures were William Jardine and
James Matheson (who went on to found Jardine Matheson), British merchants who operated a consignment and shipping
business in Canton and Macau. While the pair dealt in legal goods, they also profited greatly from selling opium. Jardine in
particular was effective in navigating the political environment of Canton to allow for more narcotics to be smuggled into
China. He was also contemptuous of the Chinese legal system, and often used his economic influence to subvert Chinese
authorities. This included his (with Matheson's support) petitioning for the British government to attempt to gain trading

rights and political recognition from Imperial China, by force if necessary. In addition to trade, some western missionaries
arrived and began to proselytize Christianity to the Chinese. While some officials tolerated this (Macau-based Jesuits had
been active in China since the early 17th century), some officials clashed with Chinese Christians, raising tensions between
western merchants and Qing officials.

View of the Opium Bungalow and encampment at Gulzarbagh, near Patna City (Bihar); a road coming down to the river - 19 November
1824 / The inside of the opium godown at Patna, showing a staircase rising on increasingly high arches - 1814.

While the foreign community in Canton grew in influence, the local government began to suffer from civil discord inside
China. The White Lotus Rebellion (1796–1804) drained the Qing dynasty's treasury of silver, forcing the government to levy
increasingly heavy taxes on merchants. These taxes did not abate after the rebellion was crushed, as the Chinese
government began a massive project to repair state-owned properties on the Yellow River, referred to as the "Yellow River
Conservancy". The merchants of Canton were further expected to make contributions to fight banditry. These taxes
weighed heavily on the profits made by the Cohong merchants; by the 1830s, the once-prosperous Cohong had seen their
wealth greatly reduced. In addition, the declining value of China's domestic currency resulted in many people in Canton
using foreign silver coins (Spanish coins were the most valued, followed by American coins) as they contained higher
amounts of silver; this allowed Canton to mint many Chinese coins from a few melted-down western coins, greatly
increasing the city's wealth, tax revenue, and tying much of the economy of the city to the foreign merchants.

Chanda (Opium) smokers, Eastern Bengal - 1860. Portrait of five opium smokers arranged in a tableau with pipes and other impedimenta in
a temporary studio by an unknown photographer taken in the early 1860s. Chandoo is a prepared extract of opium that was smoked in
both India and China during the nineteenth century. Used for medicinal purposes, the opium industry was a government monopoly under
the auspices of officials in Patna and Ghazipore. The main centre of production was Bihar. The opium manufactured at Patna was of two
grades: Provision opium manufactured for export and Excise or Akbari opium intended for local consumption in India. / The opium
godown or store within its compound at Patna - 1814

The White Lotus Rebellion, 1796–1804, was a rebellion initiated by followers of the White Lotus movement during the Qing
dynasty of China. The rebellion began in 1794, when large groups of rebels claiming White Lotus affiliations rose up within
the mountainous region that separated Sichuan province from Hubei and Shaanxi provinces.
Although the rebellion was finally crushed by the Qing government in 1804, it marked a turning point in the history of the
Qing dynasty. Qing control weakened and prosperity diminished by the 19th century. The rebellion is estimated to have
caused the deaths of some 100,000 rebels.
The White Lotus Rebellion was initiated as a tax protest led by the White Lotus Society, a secret religious society. The White
Lotus Society is traditionally considered to have first appeared during the 14th century under the Mongol-led Yuan dynasty.
The Red Turban Rebellion which took place in 1352, was led by the White Lotus group. By 1387, after more than 30 years of
war, their leader, Zhu Yuanzhang conquered the North China Plain and occupied the Yuan capital Khanbaliq (present-day
Beijing). Having attained the Mandate of Heaven and the status of Emperor, Zhu Yuanzhang named his period of reign
"Hongwu" (thus he was known as the Hongwu Emperor) and founded a new dynasty – the Ming dynasty. The group later
reemerged in the late 18th century in the form of an inspired Chinese movement.

Opium Produktion in Afghanistan - heute

Members of the society were not ethnically different from Han Chinese, but subscribed to a belief based on a mixture of
Taoism, Buddhism, and Manichaeism. The group forecast the advent of Maitreya, advocated restoration of the Han
Chinese-led Ming dynasty, and promised personal salvation to its followers while promising the return of the Buddha.
The end of the White Lotus Rebellion in 1804 also brought an end to the myth of the military invincibility of the Manchus,
perhaps contributing to the greater frequency of rebellions in the 19th century. The White Lotus continued to be active,
and might have influenced the next major domestic rebellion, the Eight Trigrams Uprising of 1813.

A significant development came in 1834 when reformers (some of whom were financially backed by Jardine) in Britain,
advocating for free trade, succeeded in ending the monopoly of the British East India Company under the Charter Act of the
previous year. This shift in trade policy ended the need for merchants to comply with the royal charter for trade in the Far
East; with this centuries-old restriction lifted, the British China trade was opened to private entrepreneurs, many of whom
joined the highly profitable opium trade.
On the eve of the Qing government's crackdown on opium, a Chinese official described the changes in society caused by the
drug;
At the beginning, opium smoking was confined to the fops of wealthy families who took up the habit as a form of
conspicuous consumption, even they knew that they should not indulge in it to the greatest extreme. Later, people of all
social strata—from government officials and members of the gentry to craftsmen, merchants, entertainers, and servants,
and even women, Buddhist monks and nuns, and Taoist priests—took up the habit and openly bought and equipped
themselves with smoking instruments. Even in the center of our dynasty—the nation's capital and its surrounding areas—
some of the inhabitants have also been contaminated by this dreadful poison.
In late 1834, to accommodate the revocation of the East India Company's monopoly, the British sent Lord William John
Napier to Macau along with John Francis Davis and Sir George Best Robinson, 2nd Baronet as British superintendents of
trade in China. Napier was instructed to obey Chinese regulations, communicate directly with Chinese authorities,
superintend trade pertaining to the contraband trade of opium, and to survey China's coastline. Upon his arrival in China,
Napier tried to circumvent the restrictive system that forbade direct contact with Chinese officials by sending a letter
directly to the Viceroy of Canton. The Viceroy refused to accept it, and on 2 September of that year an edict was issued that
temporarily closed British trade. In response, Napier ordered two Royal Navy vessels to bombard Chinese forts on the Pearl
River in a show of force. This command was followed through, but war was avoided due to Napier falling ill with typhus and
ordering a retreat. The brief gunnery duel drew condemnation by the Chinese government, as well as criticism from the
British government and foreign merchants. Other nationalities, such as the Americans, prospered through their continued
peaceful trade with China, but the British were told to leave Canton for either Whampoa or Macau. Lord Napier was forced
to return to Macau, where he died of typhus a few days later. After Lord Napier's death, Captain Charles Elliot received the
King's Commission as Superintendent of Trade in 1836 to continue Napier's work of conciliating the Chinese.

By 1838, the British were selling roughly 1,400 tons of opium per year to China. Legalization of the opium trade was the
subject of ongoing debate within the Chinese administration, but a proposal to legalize the narcotic was repeatedly
rejected, and in 1838 the government began to actively sentence Chinese drug traffickers to death. It has been estimated
that by the start of the Qing crackdown on opium, 27% of the male Chinese population was addicted to opium.
In 1839, the Daoguang Emperor appointed scholar-official Lin Zexu to the post of Special Imperial Commissioner with the
task of eradicating the opium trade. Lin wrote an open letter to Queen Victoria questioning the moral reasoning of the
British government. Citing what he understood to be a strict prohibition of the trade within Great Britain, Lin questioned
how Britain could declare itself moral while its merchants profited from the legal sale in China of a drug that was banned in
Britain. He wrote: "Your Majesty has not before been thus officially notified, and you may plead ignorance of the severity of
our laws, but I now give my assurance that we mean to cut this harmful drug forever." The letter never reached the Queen,
with one source suggesting that it was lost in transit. Lin pledged that nothing would divert him from his mission, "If the
traffic in opium were not stopped a few decades from now we shall not only be without soldiers to resist the enemy, but
also in want of silver to provide an army." Lin banned the sale of opium and demanded that all supplies of the drug be
surrendered to the Chinese authorities. He also closed the Pearl River Channel, trapping British traders in Canton. As well as
seizing opium stockpiles in warehouses and the thirteen factories, Chinese troops boarded British ships in the Pearl River
and South China Sea before destroying the opium on board.

The British Superintendent of Trade in China, Charles Elliot, protested the decision to forcibly seize the opium stockpiles. He
ordered all ships carrying opium to flee and prepare for battle. Lin responded by besieging the foreign dealers in the foreign
quarter of Canton, and kept them from communicating with their ships in port. To defuse the situation, Elliot convinced the
British traders to cooperate with Chinese authorities and hand over their opium stockpiles with the promise of eventual
compensation for their losses by the British government. While this amounted to a tacit acknowledgment that the British
government did not disapprove of the trade, it also placed a huge liability on the exchequer. This promise, and the inability
of the British government to pay it without causing a political storm, was an important casus belli for the subsequent British
offensive. During April and May 1839, British and American dealers surrendered 20,283 chests and 200 sacks of opium.
After the opium was surrendered, trade was restarted on the strict condition that no more opium be shipped into China.
Looking for a way to effectively police foreign trade and purge corruption, Lin and his advisers decided to reform the
existing bond system. Under this system, a foreign captain and the Cohong merchant who had purchased the goods off of
his ship swore that the vessel carried no illegal goods. Upon examining the records of the port, Lin was infuriated to find
that in the 20 years since opium had been declared illegal, not a single infraction had been reported. As a consequence, Lin
demanded that all foreign merchants and Qing officials sign a new bond promising not to deal in opium under penalty of
death. The British government opposed their signing of the bond, feeling that it violated the principle of free trade, but
some merchants who did not trade in opium (such as Olyphant & Co.) were willing to sign against Elliot's orders. Trade in
regular goods continued unabated, and the scarcity of opium caused by the seizure of the foreign warehouses caused the

black market to flourish. Some newly arrived merchant ships were able to learn of the ban on opium before they entered
the Pearl River estuary, and so they unloaded their cargoes at Lintin Island. The opportunity caused by the sharp rise in the
price of opium was seized upon by some of the Cohong trading houses and smugglers, who were able to evade
Commissioner Lin's efforts and smuggled more opium into China. Superintendent Elliot was aware of the smugglers'
activities on Lintin and was under orders to stop them, but feared that any action by the Royal Navy could spark a war and
withheld his ships.

In early July 1839 a group of British merchant sailors in Kowloon became intoxicated after consuming rice liqueur. Two of
the sailors became agitated with and beat to death Lin Weixi, a villager from nearby Tsim Sha Tsui. Superintendent Elliot
ordered the arrest of the two men, and paid compensation to Lin's family and village. However, he refused a request to
turn the sailors over to Chinese authorities, fearing they would be killed in accordance with the Chinese legal code.
Commissioner Lin saw this as an obstruction of justice, and ordered the sailors to be handed over. Elliot instead held a trial
for the accused men aboard a warship at sea, with himself serving as the judge and merchant captains serving as jurors. He
invited the Qing authorities to observe and comment on the proceedings, but the offer was declined. The naval court
convicted 5 sailors of assault and rioting, and sentenced them to fines along with hard labor in Britain (this verdict would
later be overturned in British courts.)

Angered by the violation of China's sovereignty, Lin recalled Chinese laborers from Macau and issued an edict preventing
the sale of food to the British. War Junks were deployed to the mouth of the Pearl River, while signs were placed and
rumors spread by the Qing that they had poisoned the freshwater springs traditional used to restock foreign merchant
ships. On 23 August a ship belonging to a prominent opium merchant was attacked by lascar pirates while traveling
downriver from Canton to Macau. Rumors spread among the British that it had been Chinese soldiers who had attacked the
ship, and Elliot ordered all British ships to leave the coast of China by 24 August. That same day Macau barred British ships
from its harbor at the request of Lin. The commissioner traveled in person to the city, where he was welcomed by some of
the inhabitants as a hero who had restored law and order. The flight from Macau ensured that by the end of August over 60
British ships and over 2000 people were idling off of the Chinese coast, fast running out of provisions. On 30 August HMS
Volage arrived to defend the fleet from a potential Chinese attack, and Elliot warned Qing authorities in Kowloon that the
embargo on food and water must be ended soon.
Early on 4 September Elliot dispatched an armed schooner and a cutter to Kowloon to buy provisions from Chinese
peasants. The two ships approached three Chinese war junks in the harbor and requested permission to land men in order
to procure supplies. The British were allowed through and basic necessities were provided to the British by Chinese sailors,
but the Chinese commander inside Kowloon fort refused to allow the locals to trade with the British and confined the
townspeople inside the settlement. The situation grew more intense as the day went on, and in the afternoon Elliot issued
an ultimatum that, if the Chinese refused to allow the British to purchase supplies, they would be fired upon. A 3:00 pm
deadline set by Elliot passed and the British ships opened fire on the Chinese vessels. The junks returned fire, and Chinese
gunners on land began to fire at the British ships. Nightfall ended the battle, and the Chinese junks withdrew, ending what

would be known as the Battle of Kowloon. Many British officers wanted to launch a land attack on Kowloon fort the next
day, but Elliot decided against it, stating that such an action would cause "great injury and irritation" to the town's
inhabitants. After the skirmish, Elliot circulated a paper in Kowloon, reading;
The men of the English nation desire nothing but peace; but they cannot submit to be poisoned and starved. The Imperial
cruizers they have no wish to molest or impede; but they must not prevent the people from selling. To deprive men of food
is the act only of the unfriendly and hostile.

Having driven off the Chinese ships, the British fleet began to purchase provisions from the local villagers, often with the aid
of bribed Chinese officials in Kowloon. Lai Enjue, the local commander at Kowloon, declared that a victory had been won
against the British. He claimed that a two masted British warship had been sunk, and that 40-50 British had been killed. He
also reported that the British had been unable to acquire supplies, and his reports severely understated the strength of the
Royal Navy.
In late October 1839 the merchant ship Thomas Coutts arrived in China and sailed to Canton. Thomas Coutts's Quaker
owners refused on religious grounds to deal in opium, a fact that the Chinese authorities were aware of. The ship's captain,
Warner, believed Elliot had exceeded his legal authority by banning the signing of the "no opium trade" bond, and
negotiated with the governor of Canton. Warner hoped that all British ships not carrying opium could negotiate to legally
unload their goods at Chuenpi, an island near Humen.

To prevent other British ships from following Thomas Coutts's precedent, Elliot ordered a blockade of British shipping in the
Pearl River. Fighting began on 3 November 1839, when a second British ship, Royal Saxon, attempted to sail to Canton. The
British Royal Navy ships HMS Volage and HMS Hyacinth fired warning shots at Royal Saxon. In response to this commotion,
a fleet of Chinese war junks under the command of Guan Tianpei sailed out to protect Royal Saxon. The ensuing First Battle
of Chuenpi resulted in the destruction of 4 Chinese war junks and the withdrawal of both fleets.The Qing navy's official
report on the Battle of Chuenpi claimed that the navy had protected the British merchant vessel and reported a great
disabled. Elliot reported that his squadron was protecting the 29 British ships in Chuenpi, and began to prepare for the Qing
reprisal. Fearing that the Chinese would reject any contacts with the British and eventually attack with fire rafts, he ordered
all ships to leave Chuenpi and head for Tung Lo Wan, 20 miles (30 km) from Macau, hoping that offshore anchorages would
be out of range of Lin. Elliot asked Adrião Acácio da Silveira Pinto, the Portuguese governor of Macau, to let British ships
load and unload their goods there in exchange for paying rents and any duties. The governor refused for fear that the
Chinese would discontinue supplying food and other necessities to Macau, and on 14 January 1840 the Daoguang Emperor
asked all foreign merchants in China to halt material assistance to the British.
Following the Chinese crackdown on the opium trade, discussion arose as to how Britain would respond, as the public in the
United States and Britain had previously expressed outrage that Britain was supporting the opium trade. Many British
citizens sympathized with the Chinese and wanted to halt the sale of opium, while others want to contain or regulate the
international narcotics trade. However, a great deal of anger was expressed over the treatment of British diplomats and

towards the protectionist trading policies of Qing China. The Whig controlled government in particular advocated for war
with China, and the pro-Whig press printed stories about Chinese "despotism and cruelty."

Since August 1839, reports had been published in London newspapers about troubles at Canton and the impending war
with China. The Queen's Annual Address to the House of Lords on 16 January 1840 expressed the concern that "Events have
happened in China which have occasioned an interruption of the commercial intercourse of my subjects with that country. I
have given, and shall continue to give, the most serious attention to a matter so deeply affecting the interests of my
subjects and the dignity of my Crown.". The Whig Melbourne Government was then in a weak political situation. On a
motion of non-confidence moved in the House of Commons by the Tory Opposition John Buller, the Government survived
the vote on 31 January 1840 by a majority of 21 (308 votes against vs 287 votes for). The Tories saw the China Question as a
good opportunity to beat the Government, and James Graham moved a motion on 7 April 1840 in the House of Commons,
censuring the Government not on the impending war with China nor the opium trade, but on the Government's "want of
foresight and precaution" and "their neglect to furnish the superintendent at Canton with powers and instructions" to deal
with the opium trade. This was a deliberate move of the Tories to avoid the sensitive issues of war and opium trade and to
obtain maximum support for the motion within the party.

Calls for military action were met with mixed responses when the matter went before Parliament. Foreign Secretary
Palmerston, a politician known for his aggressive foreign policy and advocacy for free trade, led the pro war camp.
Palmerston strongly believed that the destroyed opium should be considered property, not contraband, and as such
reparations had to be made for its destruction. He justified military action by saying that no one could "say that he honestly
believed the motive of the Chinese Government to have been the promotion of moral habits" and that the war was being
fought to stem China's balance of payments deficit. After consulting with William Jardine, the foreign secretary drafted a
letter to Prime Minister William Melbourne calling for a military response. Other merchants called for an opening of free
trade with China, and it was commonly cited that the Chinese consumers were the driving factor of the opium trade. The
periodic expulsion of British merchants from Canton and the refusal of the Qing government to treat Britain as a diplomatic
equal were seen as a slight to national pride. Few Tory or liberal politicians supported the war. Sir James Graham, Lord
Phillip Stanhope, and future Prime Minister William Ewart Gladstone headed the anti-war faction in Britain, and denounced
the ethics of the opium trade. After three days of debate, the vote was taken on Graham's motion on 9 April 1840, which
was defeated by a majority of only 9 votes (262 votes for vs 271 votes against ). The Tories in the House of Commons thus
failed to deter the Government from proceeding with the war and stop the British warships already on their way to China. A
similar motion moved by Earl Stanhope in the House of Lords on 12 May 1840 also failed to pass. The House of Commons
finally agreed on 27 July 1840 to a resolution of granting £173,442 for the expenses of the expedition to China, long after
the war with China had broken out.
Under strong pressure and lobbying from various trade and manufacturer associations, the Whig cabinet under Prime
Minister Melbourne decided on 1 October 1839 to send an expedition to China. War preparations then began.

In early November 1839, the Foreign Secretary Palmerston instructed Auckland, Governor General of India, to prepare
military forces for deployment in China. On 20 February 1840 Palmerston (who remained unaware of the First Battle of
Chuenpi in November 1839) drafted two letters detailing the British response to the situation in China. One letter was
addressed to the Elliots, the other to the Daoguang Emperor and the Qing government. The letter to the Emperor informed
China that Great Britain had sent a military expeditionary force to the Chinese coast. In the letter, Palmerston stated that,

These measures of hostility on the part of Great Britain against China are not only justified, but even rendered absolutely
necessary, by the outrages which have been committed by the Chinese Authorities against British officers and Subjects, and
these hostilities will not cease, until a satisfactory arrangement shall have been made by the Chinese Government.
In his letter to the Elliots, Palmerston instructed the commanders to set up a blockade of the Pearl River and forward to a
Chinese official the letter from Palmerston addressing the Chinese Emperor. They were to then capture the Chusan Islands,
blockade the mouth of the Yangtze River, start negotiations with Qing officials, and finally sail the fleet into the Bohai Sea,
where they would send another copy of the aforementioned letter to Beijing. Palmerston also issued a list of objectives that
the British government wanted accomplished, with said objectives being:
Demand to be treated with the respect due to a royal envoy by the Qing authorities.
Secure the right of the British superintendent to administer justice to British subjects in China.
Seek recompense for destroyed British property.
Gain most favored trading status with the Chinese government.
Request the right for foreigners to safely inhabit and own private property in China.
Ensure that, if contraband is seized in accordance with Chinese law, no harm comes to the person(s) of British subjects
carrying illicit goods in China.
End the system by which British merchants are restricted to trading solely in Canton.
Ask that the cities of Canton, Amoy, Shanghai, Ningpo, and the province of northern Formosa be freely opened to trade
from all foreign powers.
Secure island(s) along the

Lord Palmerston left it to Superintendent Elliot's discretion as to how these objectives would be fulfilled, but noted that
while negotiation would be a preferable outcome, he did not trust that diplomacy would succeed, writing;
To sum up in a few words the result of this Instruction, you will see, from what I have stated, that the British Government
demands from that of China satisfaction for the past and security for the future; and does not choose to trust to negotiation
for obtaining either of these things; but has sent out a Naval and Military Force with orders to begin at once to take the
Measures necessary for attaining the object in view.
The Chinese naval forces in Canton were under the command of Admiral Guan Tianpei, who had fought the British at
Chuenpi. The Qing southern army and garrisons were under the command of General Yang Fang. Overall command was
invested in the Daoguang Emperor and his court. The Chinese government initially believed that, as in the 1834 Napier

Affair, the British had been successfully expelled. Few preparations were made for a British reprisal, and the events leading
to the eventual outbreak of the Sino-Sikh War in 1841 were seen as a greater cause for concern.
Left without a major base of operations in China, the British withdrew their merchant shipping from the region while
maintaining the Royal Navy's China squadron in the islands around the mouth of the Pearl River. From London, Palmerston
continued to dictate operations in China, ordering the East India Company to divert troops from India in preparation for a
limited war against the Chinese. It was decided that the war would not be fought as a full-scale conflict, but rather as a
punitive expedition.
Superintendent Elliot remained in charge of Britain's interests in China, while Commodore James
Bremer led the Royal Marines and the China Squadron. Major General Hugh Gough was selected to command the British
land forces, and was promoted to overall commander of British forces in China. The cost of the war would be paid by the
British Government. Per Lord Palmerston's letter, plans were drawn up by the British to launch a series of attacks on
Chinese ports and rivers.

British plans to form an expeditionary were started immediately after the January 1840 vote. Several infantry regiments
were raised in the British isles, and the completion of ships already under construction was expedited. To conduct the
upcoming war, Britain also began to draw on forces from its overseas empire. British India had been preparing for a war
since word had arrived that the opium had been destroyed, and several regiments of Bengali volunteers had been recruited
to supplement the regular British Indian Army and East India Company forces. In terms of naval forces, the ships earmarked
for the expedition were either posted in remote colonies or under repair, and Oriental Crisis of 1840 (and the resulting risk
of war between Britain, France, and the Ottoman Empire over Syria) drew the attention of the Royal Navy's European fleets
away from China. Orders were dispatched to British South Africa and Australia to send ships to Singapore, the assigned
rendezvous point for the expedition. A number of steamers were purchased by the Royal Navy and attached to the
expedition as transports. The unseasonable summer weather of India and the Strait of Malacca slowed the British
deployment, and a number of accidents decreased the combat readiness of the expedition. Most notably, both of the 74gun ships of the line that the Royal Navy intended to use against Chinese fortifications were temporarily put out of action
by hull damage. Despite these delays, by mid-June 1840 British forces had begun to assemble in Singapore. While they
waited for more ships to arrive, the Royal Marines practiced amphibious invasions on the beach, first by landing ashore in
boats, then forming lines and advancing on mock fortifications.

In late June 1840 the first part of the expeditionary force arrived in China aboard 15 barracks ships, four steam-powered
gunboats and 25 smaller boats. The flotilla was under the command of Commodore Bremer. The British issued an
ultimatum demanding the Qing Government pay compensation for losses suffered from interrupted trade and the
destruction of opium, but were rebuffed by the Qing authorities in Canton.
In his letters, Palmerston had instructed the joint plenipotentiaries Elliot and his cousin Admiral George Elliot to acquire the
cession of at least one island for trade on the Chinese coast. With the British expeditionary force now in place, a combined
naval and ground assault was launched on the Chusan Archipelago. Zhoushan Island, the largest and best defended of the

islands was the primary target for the attack, as was its vital port of Dinghai. When the British fleet arrived off of Zhoushan,
Elliot demanded the city surrender. The commander of the Chinese garrison refused the command, stating that he could
not surrender and questioning what reason the British had for harassing Dinghai, as they had been driven out of Canton.
Fighting began, a fleet of 12 small junks were destroyed by the Royal navy, and British marines captured the hills to the
south of the Dinghai. The British captured the city itself after an intense naval bombardment on 5 July forced the surviving
Chinese defenders to withdraw. The British occupied Dinghai harbor and prepared to use it as a staging point for operations
in China. In the fall of 1840 disease broke out in the Dinghai garrison, forcing the British to evacuate soldiers to Manila and
Calcutta. By the beginning of 1841 only 1900 of the 3300 men who had originally occupied Dinghai were left, with many of
those remaining incapable of fighting. An estimated 500 British soldiers died from disease, with the Cameron and Bengali
volunteers suffering the most deaths, while the Royal Marines were relatively unscathed.

Having captured Dinghai, the British expedition divided its forces, sending one fleet south to the Pearl River while sending a
second fleet north to the Yellow Sea. The northern fleet sailed to Peiho, where Elliot personally presented Palmerston's
letter to the Emperor to Qing authorities from the capital. Qishan, a high-ranking Manchu official, was selected by the
Imperial Court to replace Lin as the Viceroy of Liangguang after the latter was discharged for his failure to resolve the opium
situation. Negotiations began between the two sides, with Qishan serving as the primary negotiator for the Qing and Elliot
serving as the representative for the British Crown. After a week of negotiations, Qishan and Elliot agreed to relocate to the
Pearl River for further negotiations. In return for the courtesy of the British to withdraw from the Yellow Sea, Qishan
promised to requisition imperial funds as restitution for British merchants who had suffered damages.

The war, however, was not concluded and both sides continued to engage each other. In the late spring of 1841
reinforcements arrived from India in preparation for an offensive against Canton. A flotilla of transports brought 600 men of
the professionally-trained 37th Madras Native Infantry to Dinghai, where their arrival boosted British morale.
Accompanying the fleet as far as Macau was the newly constructed iron steamer HMS Nemesis, a weapon to which the
Chinese navy had no effective counter. On 19 August three British warships and 380 marines drove the Chinese from the
land bridge (known as "The Barrier") separating Macau from the Chinese mainland. The defeat of the Qing soldiers coupled
with the arrival of the Nemesis in Macau's harbor resulted in a wave of pro-British support in the city, and several Qing
officials were driven out or killed. Portugal remained neutral in the conflict, but after the battle was willing to allow British
ships to dock in Macau, a decision that granted the British a functioning port in Southern China. With the strategic harbors
of Dinghai and Macau secured, the British began to focus on the war on the Pearl River. Five months after the British victory
at Chusan, the northern elements of the expedition sailed south to Humen, known to the British as The Bogue. Bremer
judged that gaining control of the Pearl River and Canton would put the British in a strong negotiating position with the
Qing authorities, as well as allow for the renewal of trade when the war ended.
While the British campaigned in the north, Qing Admiral Guan Taipei greatly reinforced the Qing positions in Humen (Bocca
Tigris), suspecting (sources state that Guan had been preparing for an eventual attack on the position since Napier's attack
in 1835) that the British would attempt to force their way up the Pearl River to Canton. The Humen forts blocked transit of

the river, and were garrisoned with 3000 men and 306 cannon. By the time the British fleet was ready for action, 10000
Qing soldiers were in position to defend Canton and the surrounding area. The British fleet arrived in early January, and
began to bombard the Qing defenses at Chuenpi after a group of Chinese fire-rafts were sent drifting towards the Royal
navy ships. On 7 January 1841 the British won a decisive victory in the Second Battle of Chuenpi, destroying 11 Junks of the
Chinese southern fleet and capturing the Humen forts. The victory allowed the British to set up a blockade of The Bogue, a
blow that forced the Qing navy to retreat upriver.

Knowing the strategic value of Pearl River Delta to China and aware that British naval superiority made a reconquest of the
region unlikely, Qishan attempted to prevent the war from widening further by negotiating a peace treaty with Britain. On
21 January Qishan and Elliot drafted the Convention of Chuenpi, a document which both parties hoped would end the war.
The convention would establish equal diplomatic rights between Britain and China, exchange Hong Kong Island for Chusan,
facilitate the release of shipwrecked and kidnapped British citizens held by the Chinese, and reopen trade in Canton by 1
February 1841. China would also pay six million silver dollars as recompense for the opium destroyed at Humen in 1838.
However, the legal status of the opium trade was not resolved and instead left open to be discussed at a future date.
Despite the success of the negotiations between Qishan and Elliot, both of their respective governments refused to sign the
convention. The Daoguang Emperor was infuriated that Qing territory would be given up in a treaty that had been signed
without his permission, and ordered Qishan arrested (who was later sentenced to death, then commuted to military
service.) Lord Palmerston recalled Elliot from his post and refused to sign the convention, wanting more concessions to be
forced from the Chinese per his original instructions.

The brief interlude in the fighting ended in the beginning of February after the Chinese refused to reopen Canton to British
trade. On 19 February a longboat from HMS Nemesis came under fire from a fort on North Wangtong Island, prompting a
British response. The British commanders ordered another blockade of the Pearl River and resumed combat operations
against the Chinese. The British captured the remaining Bogue forts on 26 February during the Battle of the Bogue and the
Battle of First Bar on the following day, allowing the fleet to move further upriver towards Canton. Admiral Taipei was killed
in action during the fighting on 26 February. On 2 March the British destroyed a Qing fort near Pazhou and captured
Whampoa, an action that directly threatened Canton's east flank. Major General Gough, who had recently arrived from
Madras aboard HMS Cruizer, personally directed the attack on Whampoa. Superintendent Elliot (who was unaware that he
had been dismissed), and the Governor-General of Canton declared a 3-day truce on 3 March. Between the 3rd and the 6th
the British forces that had evacuated Chusan per the Convention of Chuenpi arrived in the Pearl River. The Chinese military
was likewise reinforced, and by 16 March General Yang Fang commanded 30,000 men in the area surrounding Canton.
While the main British fleet prepared to sail up the Pearl River to Canton, a group of three warships departed for the Xi
River estuary, intending to navigate the waterway between Macau and Canton. The fleet, led by Captain James Scott and
Superintendent Elliot, was composed of the frigate HMS Samarang and the steamships HMS Nemesis and HMS Atalanta.
Although the waterway was in places only 6 feet deep, the shallow drafts of the steamships allowed the British to approach
Canton from a direction the Qing believed to be impossible. In a series of engagements along the river from March 13-15th,

the British captured or destroyed Chinese ships, guns, and military equipment. 9 junks, 6 fortresses, and 105 guns were
destroyed or captured in what was known as the Broadway expedition.

With the Pearl River cleared of Chinese defenses, the British debated advancing on Canton. Although the truce had ended
on 6 March, Superintendent Elliot believed that the British should negotiate with the Qing authorities from their current
position of strength rather than risk a battle in Canton. The Qing army made no aggressive moves against the British and
instead began to fortify the city. Chinese military engineers began to establish a number of mud earthworks on the
riverbank, sank junks to create riverblocks, and started constructing fire rafts and gunboats. Chinese merchants were
ordered to remove all of the silk and tea from Canton to impede trade, and the local populace was barred from selling food
to the British ships on the river. On 16 March a British ship approaching a Chinese fort under a flag of truce was fired upon,
leading to the British setting the fort on fire with rockets. These actions convinced Elliot that the Chinese were preparing to
fight, and following the return of the ships of the Broadway expedition to the fleet, the British attacked Canton on 18
March, taking the Thirteen Factories with very few casualties and raising the Union Jack above the British factory. The city
was partially occupied by the British and trade was reopened after negotiation with the Cohong merchants. After several
days of further military successes, British forces commanded the high ground around Canton. Another truce was declared
on 20 March. Against the advice of some of his captains, Elliot withdrew most of the Royal Navy warships downriver to the
Bocca Tigris.

In mid April Yishan (Qishan's replacement and the Daoguang Emperor's cousin) arrived in Canton. He declared that trade
should continue to remain open, sent emissaries to Elliot, and began to gather military assets outside Canton. The Qing
army camped outside of the city soon numbered 50,000, and the money earned from the reopened trade was spent
repairing and expanding Canton's defenses. Concealed artillery batteries were built along the Pearl River, Chinese soldiers
were deployed in Whampoa and the Bocca Tigris, and hundreds of small river craft were armed for war. A bulletin sent
from the Daoguang Emperor commanded the Qing forces to "Exterminate the rebels at all points," and orders were given to
drive the British from the Pearl River before reclaiming Hong Kong and driving the invaders out of China altogether. This
order was leaked and became widely circulated in Canton among foreign merchants, who were already suspicious of
Chinese intentions after learning of the Qing military buildup. In May many Cohong merchants and their families left the
city, raising further concerns about a renewal of hostilities. Rumors spread that Chinese divers were being trained to drill
holes in the hulls of British ships, and that fleets of fire rafts were being prepared for deployment against the Royal Navy.
During the buildup the Qing army was weakened by infighting between units and lack of confidence in Yishan, who openly
distrusted Cantonese civilians and soldiers, instead choosing to rely on forces drawn from other Chinese provinces. On 20
May Yishan issued a statement, asking the "people of Canton, and all foreign merchants who are respectfully obedient, not
to tremble with alarm and be frightened out of their wits at the military hosts that are gathering around, there being no
probability of hostilities." The next day Elliot requested that all British merchants evacuate the city by sundown, and several
warships were recalled to their positions in front of Canton.

On the night of 21 May the Qing launched a coordinated night attack on the British army and navy. Artillery batteries
hidden in Canton and on the Pearl River (many of which the British believed they had disabled earlier) opened fire, and Qing
soldiers retook the British Factory. A large formation of 200 fire rafts connected by a chain was sent drifting towards the
British ships at Canton, and fishing boats armed with matchlock guns began to engage the Royal Navy. The British warships
were able to evade the attack, and stray rafts set Canton's waterfront on fire, illuminating the river and foiling the night
attack. Downriver at Whamoa the Chinese attacked the British vessels at anchor there and attempted to prevent ships from
reaching Canton. Having suspected an attack, (and as a consequence delaying his own offensive) Major General Gough
consolidated the British forces at Hong Kong and ordered a rapid advance upriver to Canton. These reinforcements arrived
on 25 May, and the British counter-attacked, taking the last four Qing forts above Canton and bombarding the city.The Qing
army fled in panic when the city heights were taken, and the British pursued them into the countryside. On 29 May a crowd
of around 20,000 Cantonese villagers and townspeople attacked and defeated a company of 60 Indian sepoys in what
became known as the Sanyuanli Incident, and Gough ordered a retreat back to the river. The fighting subsided on 30 May
1841 and Canton came fully under British occupation. Following the capture of Canton the British command and the
governor-general of Canton agreed to a cease-fire in the region. Under the terms of the limited peace (later widely referred
to as "The Ransom of Canton"), the British were paid to withdraw beyond the Bogue forts, an action they completed by 31
May. The peace treaty was signed by Elliot without consulting the British army or Navy, an act which displeased General
Gough.

The defense of Canton was declared a diplomatic success by Yishan. In a letter to the Emperor, he wrote that the barbarians
had begged "the chief general that he would implore the great Emperor in their behalf, that he would have mercy upon
them, and cause their debts to be repaid them, and graciously permit them to carry on their commerce, when they would
immediately withdraw their ships from the Bocca Tigris, and never dare again to raise any disturbance." However, General
Yang Fang was reprimanded by the Emperor for his agreeing to a truce rather than forcefully resisting the British. The
Emperor was not informed the British expedition had not been defeated and was very much intact. The imperial court
continued to debate China's next course of action for the war, as the Daoguang Emperor wanted Hong Kong retaken.
Following their withdraw from Canton, the British relocated the expeditionary force to Hong Kong. Just as with the Chinese
commanders, the British leaders debated how the war should be continued. Elliot wanted to cease military operations and
reopen trade, while Major General Gough wanted to capture the city of Amoy and blockade the Yangtze River. In July a
typhoon struck Hong Kong, damaging British ships in the harbor and destroying some of the facilities the expedition was
building on the island. The situation changed when on 29 July Elliot was informed that he had been replaced as
Superintendent by Henry Pottinger, who arrived in Hong Kong on 10 August to begin his administration. Pottinger wanted
to negotiate terms with the Qing for the entire country of China, rather than just the Pearl River, and so he turned away
Chinese envoys from Canton and gave permission for the expeditionary force to proceed with its war plans. Admiral Sir
William Parker also arrived in Hong Kong to replace Humphrey Fleming Senhouse (who had died of a fever on 29 June) as
the commander of the British naval forces in China. It was agreed by the British commanders that combat operations
should be moved north to put pressure on Peking, and on 21 August the fleet sailed for Amoy.

On 25 August the British fleet entered the Jiulong River estuary and arrived at Amoy. The city was prepared for a naval
assault, as Qing military engineers had built several artillery batteries into the granite cliffs overlooking the river. A purely
naval assault was considered too risky by Parker, prompting Gough to order a combined naval and ground attack on the
defenses. On 26 August British marines and regular infantry (under the covering fire of the Royal Navy) flanked and
destroyed the Chinese defenses guarding the river. Several large British ships failed to destroy the largest of the Chinese
batteries (which withstood over 12,000 cannonballs being fired at it), so the position was scaled and captured by the British
infantry. The city of Amoy was abandoned on 27 August, and British soldiers entered the inner town where they blew up
the citadel's powder magazine. 26 Chinese junks and 128 cannons were captured, with the captured guns being thrown into
the river by the British. As Lord Palmerston wanted Amoy to become an international trade port at the end of the war,
Gough ordered that no looting be tolerated and had officers enforce the death penalty for anyone found to be plundering.
However, many Chinese merchants refused to ask for British protection out of fear of being branded as traitors to the Qing
dynasty. The British withdrew to an island on the river, where they established a small garrison and blockaded the Jiulong
River. With the city empty of any army, peasants, criminals, and deserters looted the town. The Qing army retook the city
and restored order several days later, after which the city governor declared that a victory had been won and 5 British ships
sunk.

In Britain, changes in Parliament resulted in Lord Palmerston being removed from his post as Foreign Minister on 30 August.
William Lamb, 2nd Viscount Melbourne replaced him, and sought a more measured approach to the situation in China.
Lamb remained a supporter of the war.
In September 1841, the British transport ship Nerbudda was shipwrecked on a reef off the northern coast of Taiwan after a
brief gunnery duel with a Chinese fort. This sinking was followed by the loss of the brig Ann on another reef in March 1842.
The survivors of both ships were captured and marched to southern Taiwan, where they were imprisoned. 197 were
executed by Qing authorities on 10 August 1842, while an additional 87 died from ill-treatment in captivity. This became
known as the Nerbudda incident.
October 1841 saw the British solidify their control over the central Chinese coast. Chusan had been exchanged for Hong
Kong on the authority of Qishan in January 1841, after which the island had been re-garrisoned by the Qing. Fearing that
the Chinese would improve the island's defenses, the British captured Chusan for a second time on 1 October and
reestablished their control over Dinghai's important harbor.
On 10 October a British naval force bombarded and captured a fort on the outskirts of Ningbo in central China. A battle
broke out between the British army and a Chinese force of 1500 men on the road between the town of Chinhai and Ningbo,
during which the Chinese were routed. Following the defeat, Chinese authorities evacuated Ningbo and the empty city was
taken by the British on 13 October. An imperial cannon manufactory in the city was captured by the British, reducing the
ability of the Qing to replace their lost equipment, and the fall of the city threatened the nearby Qiantang River. The

capture of Ningbo forced the British command to examine their policy towards occupied Chinese territory and prizes of
war. Admiral Parker and Superintendent Pottinger wanted a percentage of all captured Chinese property to be turned over
to the British as legal prizes of war, while General Gough argued that this would only turn the Chinese population against
the British, and that if property had to be seized, it should be public property rather than private. British policy eventual
settled that 10% of all property captured by the British expeditionary forces would be seized as war loot in retaliation for
injustices done to British merchants. Gough later stated that this edict would compel his men to "punish one set of robbers
for the benefit of another."

Fighting ceased for the winter of 1841 while the British resupplied. False reports sent by Yishan to the Emperor in Beijing
resulted in the continued British threat being downplayed. In late 1841 the Daoguang Emperor discovered that his officials
in Canton and Amoy had been sending him embellished reports. He ordered the governor of Guangxi, Liang Chang-chü, to
send him clear accounts of the events in Canton, noting that since Guangxi was a neighboring province, Liang must be
receiving independent accounts. He warned Liang that he would be able to verify his information by obtaining secret
inquiries from other places. Yishan was recalled to the capital and faced trial by the imperial court, which removed him
from command. Now aware of the severity of the British threat, Chinese towns and cities began to fortify against naval
incursions.

In the spring of 1842 the Daoguang Emperor ordered his cousin Yijing to retake the city of Ningpo. In the ensuing Battle of
Ningpo on 10 March the British garrison repelled the assault with rifle fire and naval artillery. At Ningpo the British lured the
Qing army into the city streets before opening fire, resulting in heavy Chinese casualties. The British pursued the retreating
Chinese army, capturing the nearby city of Cixi on 15 March.
The important harbor of Zhapu was captured on 18 May in the Battle of Chapu. A British fleet bombarded the town, forcing
its surrender. A holdout of 300 soldiers of the Eight Banners stalled the advance of British army for several hours, an act of
heroism that was commended by Gough.
With many Chinese ports now blockaded or under British occupation, Major General Gough sought to cripple the finances
of the Qing Empire by striking up the Yangtze River. 25 warships and 10,000 men were assembled at Ningpo and Zhapu in
May for a planned advance into the Chinese interior. The expedition's advance ships sailed up the Yangtze and captured the
emperor's tax barges, a devastating blow that slashed the revenue of the imperial court in Beijing to just a fraction of what
it had been.
On 14 June the mouth of the Huangpu River was captured by the British fleet. On 16 June the Battle of Woosung occurred,
after which the British captured the towns of Wusong and Baoshan. The undefended outskirts of Shanghai were occupied
by the British on 19 June. Following the battle, Shanghai was looted by retreating Qing banner-men, British soldiers, and
local civilians. Qing Admiral Chen Huacheng was killed while defending a fort in Woosong.

The fall of Shanghai left the vital city of Nanjing (Known as Jiangning under the Qing) vulnerable. The Qing amassed an army
of 56,000 Manchu Banner-men and Han Green Standards to defend Liangjiang Province, and strengthened their river
defenses on the Yangtze. However, British naval activity in Northern China led to resources and manpower being withdrawn
to defend against a feared attack on Beijing. The Qing commander in Liangjiang Province released 16 British prisoners with
the hope that a ceasefire could be reached, but poor communications led both the Qing and the British to reject any
overtures at peace. In secret, the Daoguang Emperor considered signing a peace treaty with the British, but only in regards
to the Yangtze River and not the war as a whole. Had it been signed, the British forces would have been paid to not enter
the Yangtze River.
On 14 July the British fleet on the Yangtze began to sail up the river. Reconnaissance alerted Gough to the logistical
importance of the city of Zhenjiang, and plans were made to capture it. Most of the city's guns had been relocated to
Wusong and had been captured by the British when said city had been taken. The Qing commanders inside the city were
disorganized, with Chinese sources stating that over 100 traitors were executed in Zhenjiang prior to the battle. The British
fleet arrived off of the city on the morning of 21 July, and the Chinese forts defending the city were blasted apart. The
Chinese defenders initially retreated into the surrounding hills, causing a premature British landing. Fighting erupted when
thousands of Chinese soldiers emerged from the city, beginning the Battle of Chinkiang. British engineers blew open the
western gate and stormed into the city, where fierce street to street fighting ensued. Zhenjiang was devastated by the
battle, with many Chinese soldiers and their families committing suicide rather than be taken prisoner. The British suffered
their highest combat losses of the war (36 killed) taking the city.

After capturing Zhenjiang the British fleet cut the vital Grand Canal, paralyzing the Caoyun system and severely disrupting
the Chinese ability to distribute grain throughout the Empire. The British departed Zhenjiang on 3 August, intending to sail
to Nanking. They arrived outside the Jiangning District on 9 August, and were in position to assault the city by 11 August.
Although explicit permission to negotiate had not yet been granted by the emperor, Qing officials inside the city agreed to a
British request to negotiate.
On 14 August a Chinese delegation led by Kiying and Llipu departed Nanking for the British fleet. Negotiations lasted for
several weeks as the British delegation insisted the treaty be accepted by Daoguang Emperor. The Peking court advised the
emperor to accept the treaty, and on 21 August the Daoguang Emperor authorized his diplomats to sign the peace treaty
with the British. The First Opium war officially ended on 29 August 1842 with the signing of the Treaty of Nanking. The
document was signed by officials of the British and Qing empires aboard HMS Cornwallis
British warships carried more guns than their Chinese opponents and were maneuverable enough to evade Chinese
boarding actions. Steam ships such as HMS Nemesis were able to move against winds and tides in Chinese rivers, and were
armed with heavy guns and Congreve rockets. Several of the larger British warships in China (notably the third-rates HMS
Cornwallis, HMS Wellesley, and HMS Melville) carried more guns than entire fleets of Chinese junks. British naval

superiority allowed the Royal Navy to attack Chinese forts with very little risk to themselves, as British naval cannons outranged the vast majority of the Qing artillery.

British soldiers in China were equipped with Brunswick rifles and rifle-modified Brown Bess muskets, both of which
possessed an effective firing range of 200–300 metres. British marines were equipped with percussion caps that greatly
reduced weapon misfires and allowed firearms to be used in damp environments. In terms of gunpowder, the British
formula was better manufactured and contained more sulfur than the Chinese mixture. This granted British weapons an
advantage in terms of range, accuracy and projectile velocity. British artillery was lighter (owing to improved forging
methods) and more maneuverable than the cannons used by the Chinese. As with the naval artillery, British guns outranged the Chinese cannon.
In terms of tactics, the British forces in China followed doctrines established during the Napoleonic Wars that had been
adapted during the various colonial wars of the 1820s and 1830s. Many of the British soldiers deployed to China were
veterans of colonial wars in India and had experience fighting larger but technologically inferior armies. In battle, the British
line infantry would advance towards the enemy in columns, forming ranks once they had closed to firing range. Companies
would commence firing volleys into the enemy ranks until they retreated. If a position needed to be taken, an advance or
charge with bayonets would be ordered. Light infantry companies screened the line infantry formations, protecting their
flanks and utilizing skirmishing tactics to disrupt the enemy. British artillery was used to destroy the Qing artillery and break
up enemy formations. During the conflict, the British superiority in range, rate of fire, and accuracy allowed the infantry to
deal significant damage to their enemy before the Chinese could return fire. The use of naval artillery to support infantry
operations allowed the British to take cities and forts with minimal casualties.

The overall strategy of the British during the war was to inhibit the finances of the Qing Empire, with the ultimate goal of
acquiring a colonial possession on the Chinese coast. This was accomplished through the capture of Chinese cities and by
blockading major river systems. Once a fort or city had been captured, the British would destroy the local arsenal and
disable all of the captured guns. They would then move on to the next target, leaving a small garrison behind. This strategy
was planned and implemented by Major General Gough, who was able to operate with minimal input from the British
government after Superintendent Elliot was recalled in 1841. The large number of private British merchants and East India
Company ships deployed in Singapore and the India colonies ensured that the British forces in China were adequately
supplied.
From the onset of the war the Chinese navy was severely disadvantaged. Chinese war junks were intended for use against
pirates or equivalent types of vessels, and were most effective in close range river engagements. Due to their ships' slow
speeds, Qing captains consistently found themselves sailing towards much more maneuverable British ships, and as a
consequence the Chinese could only use their bow guns. The size of the British ships made traditional boarding tactics
useless, and the junks carried smaller numbers of inferior weaponry. In addition, the Chinese ships were poorly armored; in
several battles, British shells and rockets penetrated Chinese magazines and detonated gunpowder stores. Highly
maneuverable steamships such HMS Nemesis could decimate small fleets of junks, as the junks had little chance of catching

up to and engaging the faster British steamers. The only western-style warship in the Qing Navy, the converted East
Indiaman Cambridge, was destroyed in the Battle of First Bar.

The defensive nature of the conflict resulted in the Chinese relying heavily an extensive network of fortifications. The Kangxi
Emperor (1654–1722) began the construction of river defenses to combat pirates, and encouraged the use of western style
cannons. By the time of the First Opium War, multiple forts defended most major Chinese cities and waterways. Although
the forts were well armed and strategically positioned, the Qing defeat exposed major flaws in their design. The cannons
used in the Qing defensive fortifications were a collection of Chinese, Portuguese, Spanish, and British pieces. The
domestically produced Chinese cannon were crafted using sub-par forging methods, limiting their effectiveness in combat
and causing excessive gun barrel wear. The Chinese blend of gunpowder contained more charcoal than the British mixture
did. While this made the explosive more stable and thus easier to store, it also limited its potential as a propellant,
decreasing projectile range and accuracy. Overall, Chinese cannon technology was considered to be 200 years behind that
of the British. Chinese forts were unable to withstand attacks by European weaponry, as they were designed without
angled glacis and many did not have protected magazines. The limited range of the Qing cannon allowed the British to
bombard the Qing defenses from a safe distance, then land soldiers to storm them with minimal risk. Many of the larger
Chinese guns were built as fixed emplacements and were unable to be maneuvered to fire at British ships. The failure of the
Qing fortifications coupled with the Chinese underestimation of the Royal Navy allowed the British to force their way up
major rivers and impede Qing logistics. Most notably, the powerful series of forts at Humen were well positioned to stop an
invader from proceeding upriver to Canton, but it was not considered that an enemy would attack and destroy the forts
themselves, as the British did during the war.

At the start of the war the Qing army consisted of over 200,000 soldiers, with around 800,000 men being able to be called
for war. These forces consisted of Manchu Bannermen, the Green Standard Army, provincial militias, and imperial
garrisons. The Qing armies were armed with matchlocks and shotguns, which had an effective range of 100 metres. Chinese
historians estimate 30–40% of the Qing forces were armed with firearms. Chinese soldiers were also equipped with
halberds, spears, swords, and crossbows. The Qing dynasty also employed large batteries of artillery in battle.
The tactics of the Qing remained consistent with what they had been in previous centuries. Soldiers with firearms would
form ranks and fire volleys into the enemy while men armed with spears and pikes would drive (described by the Chinese as
Tuī push) the enemy off of the battlefield. Cavalry was used to break infantry formations and pursue routed enemies, while
Qing artillery was used to scatter enemy formations and destroy fortifications. During the First Opium War, these tactics
were unable to successfully deal with British firepower. Chinese melee formations were decimated by artillery, and Chinese
soldiers armed with matchlocks could not effectively exchange fire with British ranks, who greatly out ranged them. Most
battles of the war were fought in cities or on cliffs and riverbanks, limiting the Qing usage of cavalry. Many Qing cannon
were destroyed by British counter-battery fire, and British light infantry companies were consistently able to outflank and
capture Chinese artillery batteries. A British officer said of the opposing Qing forces, "The Chinese are robust muscular
fellows, and no cowards; the Tartars [i.e. Manchus] desperate; but neither are well commanded nor acquainted with

European warfare. Having had, however, experience of three of them, I am inclined to suppose that a Tartar bullet is not a
whit softer than a French one."
The strategy of the Qing dynasty during the war was to prevent the British from seizing Chinese territory. This defensive
strategy was hampered by the Qing severely underestimating the capacity of the British military. Qing defenses on the Pearl
and Yangtze rivers were ineffective in stopping the British push inland, and superior naval artillery prevented the Chinese
from retaking cities. The Qing imperial bureaucracy was unable to react quickly to the prodding British attacks, while
officials and commanders often reported false, faulty, or incomplete information to their superiors. The Qing military
system made it difficult to deploy troops to counter the mobile British forces. In addition, the ongoing conflict with Sikhs on
the Qing border with India drew away some of the most experienced Qing units from the war with Britain.

The war ended in the signing of China's first Unequal Treaty, the Treaty of Nanking. In the supplementary Treaty of the
Bogue, the Qing empire also recognized Britain as an equal to China and gave British subjects extraterritorial privileges in
treaty ports. In 1844, the United States and France concluded similar treaties with China, the Treaty of Wanghia and Treaty
of Whampoa, respectively.
Some historians claim that Lord Palmerston, the British Foreign Secretary, initiated the Opium War to maintain the principle
of free trade. Professor Glenn Melancon, for example, argues that the issue in going to war was not opium but Britain's
need to uphold its reputation, its honour, and its commitment to global free trade. China was pressing Britain just when the
British faced serious pressures in the Near East, on the Indian frontier, and in Latin America. In the end, says Melancon, the
government's need to maintain its honour in Britain and prestige abroad forced the decision to go to war. Former American
president John Quincy Adams commented that opium was "a mere incident to the dispute ... the cause of the war is the
kowtow—the arrogant and insupportable pretensions of China that she will hold commercial intercourse with the rest of
mankind not upon terms of equal reciprocity, but upon the insulting and degrading forms of the relations between lord and
vassal."

The opium trade faced intense enmity from the later British Prime Minister William Ewart Gladstone. As a member of
Parliament, Gladstone called it "most infamous and atrocious" referring to the opium trade between China and British India
in particular. Gladstone was fiercely against both of the Opium Wars Britain waged in China in the First Opium War initiated
in 1840 and the Second Opium War initiated in 1857, denounced British violence against Chinese, and was ardently
opposed to the British trade in opium to China. Gladstone lambasted it as "Palmerston's Opium War" and said that he felt
"in dread of the judgments of God upon England for our national iniquity towards China" in May 1840. A famous speech
was made by Gladstone in Parliament against the First Opium War. Gladstone criticised it as "a war more unjust in its origin,
a war more calculated in its progress to cover this country with permanent disgrace". His hostility to opium stemmed from
the effects opium brought upon his sister Helen. Due to the First Opium war brought on by Palmerston, there was initial
reluctance to join the government of Peel on part of Gladstone before 1841.

The war marked the start of what 20th century Chinese nationalists called the "Century of Humiliation". The ease with
which the British forces defeated the numerically superior Chinese armies damaged the Qing dynasty's prestige. The Treaty
of Nanking was a step to opening the lucrative Chinese market to global commerce and the opium trade. The interpretation
of the war, which was long the standard in the People's Republic of China, was summarized in 1976: The Opium War, "in
which the Chinese people fought against British aggression, marked the beginning of modern Chinese history and the start
of the Chinese people's bourgeois-democratic revolution against imperialism and feudalism."

The Treaty of Nanking, the Supplementary Treaty of the Bogue, and two French and American agreements were all
"unequal treaties" signed between 1842 and 1844. The terms of these treaties undermined China's traditional mechanisms
of foreign relations and methods of controlled trade. Five ports were opened for trade, gunboats, and foreign residence:
Guangzhou, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Ningbo, and Shanghai. Hong Kong was seized by the British to become a free and open port.
Tariffs were abolished thus preventing the Chinese from raising future duties to protect domestic industries and
extraterritorial practices exempted Westerners from Chinese law. This made them subject to their own civil and criminal
laws of their home country. Most importantly, the opium problem was never addressed and after the treaty was signed
opium addiction doubled. China was forced to pay 21 million silver taels as an indemnity, which was used to pay
compensation for the traders' opium destroyed by Commissioner Lin. A couple of years after the treaties were signed
internal rebellion began to threaten foreign trade. Due to the Qing government's inability to control collection of taxes on
imported goods, the British government convinced the Manchu court to allow Westerners to partake in government official
affairs. By the 1850s the Chinese Maritime Customs Service, one of the most important bureaucracies in the Manchu
Government, was partially staffed and managed by Western Foreigners. In 1858, opium was legalised, and would remain a
problem.
Commissioner Lin, often referred to as "Lin the Clear Sky" for his moral probity, was made a scapegoat. He was blamed for
ultimately failing to stem the tide of opium imports and usage as well as for provoking an unwinnable war through his
rigidity and lack of understanding of the changing world. Nevertheless, as the Chinese nation formed in the 20th century,
Lin became viewed as a hero, and has been immortalized at various locations around China.

The First Opium War both reflected and contributed to a further weakening of the Chinese state's power and legitimacy.
Anti-Qing sentiment grew in the form of rebellions, such as the Taiping Rebellion, a war lasting from 1850–64 in which at
least 20 million Chinese died. The decline of the Qing dynasty was beginning to be felt by much of the Chinese population.

Die französische Sicht
La première guerre de l'opium est un conflit militaire, motivé par des raisons commerciales, entre le Royaume-Uni et
l’empire Qing en Chine de 1839 à 1842. Il est considéré comme la première manifestation du déclin de l’empire de Chine,
incapable de résister à l'Occident, déclin qui entraîne la Chine dans une longue période d’instabilité, jalonnée par la chute

du système impérial, remplacé en 1912 par la République de Chine, l’intervention japonaise et, finalement, la proclamation
de la République populaire de Chine en 1949.
Le commerce extérieur direct de la Chine avec les pays européens débute dès le XVIe siècle, avec pour premiers partenaires
économiques les Portugais (1517) qui se sont installés à Canton (Sud-Est de la Chine). Ils fondent en 1550 la cité de Macao.
Ensuite viennent les Espagnols aux Philippines (1565). Ils y fondent Manille en 1571. Ces pays sont notamment motivés par
un objectif missionnaire.
Les Hollandais s'installent en Indonésie, d’abord à Penghu (1603) à côté de Taïwan, puis en 1619 à Batavia (actuelle
Jakarta), puis encore à Taïwan (1624). Les Russes viennent en voisins par voie terrestre.

En 1685, sous le règne de l’empereur Kangxi (1662–1723), un édit impérial autorise l’ouverture de tous les ports chinois aux
bateaux étrangers. Le premier navire arrive à Canton en 1689. Cependant, ce commerce reste très limité, car soumis à des
règles très strictes: taxes pour les négociants étrangers, obligation de passer par un seul intermédiaire (le marchand de
l’empereur) qui prélève des taxes au profit de l’État. En 1720, cet intermédiaire est remplacé par un organisme collégial,
une guilde de marchands Hong appelée Co-hong.
Sous le règne de l’empereur Qianlong (1736–1796), la politique commerciale s’inverse. Elle est limitée dans son étendue et
dans son intensité. En 1757, un édit impérial énonce que le Co-hong fixera maintenant les prix et les quantités des
marchandises échangées, que les frontières maritimes vont être fermées (sauf Canton) et que les étrangers ne pourront pas
s’installer où ils veulent à Canton. Ils n'auront pas le droit d’apprendre le chinois, le but étant d'empêcher les contacts
directs. Les étrangers sont alors regroupés dans treize comptoirs dominés par la Compagnie britannique des Indes
orientales.

La Chine est un empire plutôt refermé sur lui-même, autant commercialement que dans le domaine de l’échange des idées
et des innovations. Ceci est dû à un protectionnisme strict appliqué par la bureaucratie impériale, idéologiquement soutenu
à la fois par les élites, soucieuses de ne pas ébranler les rites d’une société traditionnelle très conservatrice (voire
immobiliste) et par la population qu'une méfiance extrême confinant à la xénophobie maintient à distance de l’étranger.
Rien n’y est plus important que la répétition du connu (qui puise sa force de conviction dans le respect des ancêtres et dans
la croyance que la perfection a été atteinte) sans se permettre de déroger à la règle sous peine de châtiments. Dès lors,
quel besoin, quel intérêt y aurait-il à acheter des produits étrangers, donc inconnus, donc non-inclus dans la tradition, leur
utilité fût-elle avérée? Ceux-ci étant par essence « imparfaits » en comparaison, et non-conformes aux rites…
Ainsi les tentatives précédentes des marins étrangers d’établir des comptoirs et de commercer avec l'Empire qui se
considère au centre du monde, n’ont pas toujours été fructueuses: ségrégation, brimades, interdiction de communiquer
avec la population, arbitraire impérial, taxation frauduleuse, confiscation de biens, etc.
L’empereur, en plusieurs circonstances, ne considère pas que la Chine puisse avoir un intérêt à commercer avec le reste du
monde. L’Europe « sinomaniaque » de la fin du XVIIIe siècle s’entiche de la civilisation chinoise et raffole de ses

manufactures. Les Britanniques importent ainsi de plus en plus de marchandises chinoises (thé, soie, porcelaine, objets
laqués…).
Cet état de fait crée un déséquilibre commercial. Mais si les négociants étrangers demandent de l’aide à leur
gouvernement, c’est avant tout pour mettre fin aux brimades et surtout aux ségrégations quasi-institutionnalisées dont ils
sont les victimes. Deux missions diplomatiques verront le jour: la première en 1793 menée par Lord Macartney pour ouvrir
d’autres ports. Elle est rejetée par Qianlong qui refuse (en 1796, Qianlong abandonne son trône), la seconde en 1816,
dirigée par Lord Amherst, n’a pas plus de succès.

De plus, la Chine, étant autosuffisante, ne veut pas d’échange « marchandise contre marchandise », mais exige d’être payée
en monnaie d’argent uniquement. Ceci n’est pas du goût des Britanniques qui, contrairement aux Espagnols, grâce à leurs
colonies en Amérique du Sud, notamment au Mexique, ont peu d’argent et beaucoup de marchandises en nature, venant
principalement de leurs colonies aux Indes.
Pour répondre à la demande au Royaume-Uni, les Britanniques achètent d’énormes quantités de thé aux Chinois. Ces
derniers, voyant que le commerce du thé est très lucratif, se mettent à convertir leurs plantations au détriment d’autres
cultures, principalement celle du coton. Par conséquent, la Chine ne peut plus vivre en autarcie et doit accepter les
échanges de marchandises.
Les Chinois connaissent déjà l’opium comme analgésique, mais à partir du XVIIe siècle, ils l’utilisent comme drogue ou
stimulant. L’opium provient d’Inde, et les Portugais sont les premiers à leur en vendre.

Les Britanniques se lancent dans ce commerce lucratif qui se développe : en 1729, environ 200 caisses d’opium entrent
chaque année en Chine ; à la fin du XVIIIe siècle, le chiffre dépasse les 4 000 unités, et en 1838, plus de 40 000 caisses sont
vendues par les Américains et les Britanniques.
Les Britanniques exigent d’être payés en lingots d'argent, récupérant ainsi le précieux métal précédemment cédé dans le
commerce du thé. La balance commerciale entre la Chine et l'Empire britannique s'inverse rapidement et
spectaculairement en faveur des Britanniques. La corruption des fonctionnaires chinois contrôlant le trafic de drogue en
Chine devient préoccupante en même temps que la drogue provoque des ravages dans la population. L'Empereur décide
alors de réagir en s’en prenant aux intérêts britanniques.
En 1798, le gouvernement du Premier ministre britannique William Pitt envoie une ambassade à Pékin pour négocier un
accord sur les échanges commerciaux, sur la base de cette situation nouvelle. L’empereur, refusant de se laisser « forcer la
main » à cause de l’opium, préfère fermer son pays aux commerçants et aux missionnaires européens.
Les Chinois tentent de réagir en interdisant de fumer l'opium.
La cour décide de prohiber l’opium. En 1729, un premier édit, proclamé par l’empereur Yong Zheng (1723–1736),
promulgue l’interdiction du trafic d’opium, le considérant dorénavant comme un produit de contrebande.
Cependant le trafic continue, et en 1796, un nouvel édit, proclamé par l’empereur Jiaqing (1796–1821), confirme
l’interdiction du trafic de l’opium, sous peine de mort. Cette fois, des sanctions contre les opiomanes sont également prises.

En 1800, l’empereur proclame un troisième édit qui confirme à nouveau la prohibition de l’opium et interdit sa culture sur
le sol chinois; les dépôts d’opium sont déplacés à Huangpu.
En 1809, une mesure administrative est prise pour tenter d’entraver le trafic: les navires qui déchargent à Huangpu doivent
fournir un certificat indiquant l’absence d’opium à bord. La corruption régnant parmi les fonctionnaires ne permet pas
l’application stricte de ces mesures.
Rien ne semble pouvoir arrêter ce commerce très lucratif: en 1813, une caisse d’opium indien se vend 2 400 roupies, alors
que le prix de revient n’est que de 240 roupies. En 1821, un nouveau décret chinois annonce que le commerce n’est plus
possible à Huangpu. Le marché se déplace à Lingding, où il se développe de 1821 à 1839. La Compagnie britannique des
Indes orientales (East India Company) décide alors de contourner l’interdiction et augmente ses ventes illégales d’opium en
Chine ; elles passent de 100 tonnes vers 1800 à 2 600 en 1838. Le commerce des Britanniques en Chine devient enfin
excédentaire. En 1835, il y a 2 millions de fumeurs d’opium en Chine.

Les autorités chinoises répondent alors de façon plus efficace. L’empereur Daoguang (1820–1850) demande conseil à une
dizaine d’experts avant de prendre une décision. Au sein de la cour, il existe des partisans et des adversaires de l’opium:
certains veulent légaliser le trafic ou plutôt la production chinoise, d’autres voient plutôt le problème financier posé par la
drogue. Un débat de deux ans s’engage.
Un de ces rapports est présenté par le gouverneur général des provinces de Hubei et du Hunan, Lin Zexu (1775–1850).
Celui-ci est plutôt partisan de l’ouverture de la Chine au monde extérieur. C’est un farouche adversaire du trafic et son
rapport soutient l’interdiction de l’opium. Il propose une série de mesures pour en limiter le trafic et la consommation. Son
texte se fonde sur sa propre pratique dans les deux provinces placées sous son autorité: confisquer les stocks de drogue et
accessoires de l’opiomanie.

Canton est, à l’époque, le port par lequel transite la majorité de l’opium. L’empereur nomme en décembre 1838 Lin Zexu
commissaire impérial de la province du Guangdong (Canton). Il est chargé de mettre un terme à l’usage de l’opium.
En mars 1839, Lin Zexu arrive à Canton et établit la liste de toutes les fumeries d’opium, de leurs tenanciers et des
vendeurs.
Il confisque tous les stocks d’opium de la ville: il ordonne à leurs propriétaires de venir remettre la drogue en échange de
thé. Tous les propriétaires étant étrangers, ils doivent aussi renoncer par écrit au commerce avec les Chinois.
Le surintendant du commerce britannique devra alors coopérer avec Lin. En avril 1839, Lin fait parvenir à la reine du
Royaume-Uni, Victoria, un message pour lui dire que la consommation d’opium est interdite en Chine et lui demande d’en
faire cesser le trafic.

Le 3 juin 1839, la drogue saisie est détruite, soit 20 291 caisses contenant 1 188 tonnes. Lin édicte un règlement stipulant
que les bateaux étrangers entrant dans les eaux territoriales chinoises seront fouillés. L’opinion publique se montre
favorable à cette interdiction.
Au nom de la défense du commerce, Lord Melbourne, le Premier ministre de la reine Victoria, convainc le Parlement
britannique d’envoyer un corps expéditionnaire à Canton, déclenchant du même coup la première guerre de l’opium.

Au Royaume-Uni, environ 300 sociétés commerciales britanniques demandent au gouvernement d’intervenir auprès des
autorités chinoises. Certains veulent une intervention officielle des Britanniques pour qu’on leur paie leur marchandise
détruite. Une campagne de presse est organisée pour déplorer tous ces incidents entre Britanniques et Chinois.
En Chine, les choses se tendent encore plus et il y a même des affrontements armés entre navires britanniques et jonques
chinoises: le premier a lieu en septembre 1839 et le deuxième en novembre 1839. Lin Zexu interdit le port de Canton aux
navires britanniques en décembre 1839 ; l’empereur décide de « fermer pour toujours » Canton aux Britanniques en janvier
1840.
Cette nouvelle parvient au Royaume-Uni. Un débat a lieu en avril 1840 à la Chambre des communes entre les partisans
d’opérations militaires pour la réparation des torts envers leurs commerçants et ceux qui veulent que le Royaume-Uni
renonce à vendre de l’opium et, du même coup, renonce à une guerre. Les premiers auront gain de cause.

Le 7 juillet 1839, un incident met le feu aux poudres: un groupe de marins britanniques et américains débarquent à
Kowloon où ils trouvent un approvisionnement en alcool de riz dans le village de Chien-sha-tsui. Dans l’émeute qui en
résulte, les marins vandalisent un temple et tuent un homme. Prétextant que la Chine n’a pas de système juridique
constitué d’un jury ou d’une audience probatoire (le magistrat était à la fois le procureur, le juge, le jury et le futur
bourreau), le gouvernement britannique et la communauté britannique de Chine souhaitaient que les sujets britanniques
ne soient jugés que par les juges britanniques. Lorsque les autorités Qing ont exigé que les hommes soient remis à la cour
pour le procès, les Britanniques refusent. Six marins sont finalement jugés par les autorités britanniques à Canton
(Guangzhou), mais ils sont immédiatement libérés dès qu’ils ont atteint l'Angleterre.
En avril 1840, une armada britannique est mise sur pied: 16 vaisseaux de ligne, 4 canonnières, 28 navires de transport, 540
canons et 4 000 hommes. Sous le commandement de l’amiral Elliot, ils arrivent au large de Canton en juin 1840. Un croiseur
britannique bombarde Canton et occupe l’archipel voisin de Zhoushan (d’où est tiré le terme de « diplomatie de la
canonnière »). Les Britanniques attaquent Canton mais sans succès, car Lin a fait planter des pieux retenus par des chaînes
dans le port pour empêcher les bateaux d’accoster. Il y a aussi une milice qui défend la ville.
Les Britanniques conquièrent Hong Kong (alors un avant-poste mineur) et en font une tête de pont. Les combats
commencent réellement en juillet, quand les HMS Volage (en) et HMS Hyacinth (en) défont 29 navires chinois. Les
Britanniques capturent le fort qui gardait l’embouchure de la rivière des Perles — la voie maritime entre Hong Kong et
Guangzhou.
La cour chinoise prend peur. Lin Zexu tombe en disgrâce (condamné à l’exil) et il est remplacé par un aristocrate, Qishan.
Des négociations ont lieu à Canton : Qishan fait démolir les fortifications de Lin, dissoudre la milice en novembre 1840 et
réduire le nombre de soldats.

Les Britanniques revendiquent:
La reprise du commerce avec le Royaume-Uni
Le remboursement des stocks d’opium détruits
La passation de Hong Kong (anciennement Îles Victoria) dans leur giron.
Qishan refuse. Les Britanniques tentent de le faire plier en attaquant et s’emparant de quelques ouvrages de fortification.
Qishan prend peur et accepte les revendications.
La cour chinoise pense que l’acceptation de Qishan ne concerne que la reprise du commerce. En apprenant que cela va
beaucoup plus loin, l’empereur décide de destituer Qishan (condamné à mort pour mauvais services, puis à l’exil) et déclare
la guerre aux Britanniques le 29 janvier 1841. L’empereur remplace Qishan par Yishan.

En 1841, les forces britanniques occupent la région autour de Guangzhou, puis prennent la ville voisine de Ningpo (Ningbo)
et le poste militaire de Chinhai (district de Zhenhai à Ningbo).
Dans la province de Canton, les Britanniques se rendent vite maîtres des endroits stratégiques. Yishan met plusieurs
semaines à arriver à Canton ; l’assaut qu’il lance contre les Britanniques est repoussé et les Chinois se replient à l’intérieur
de la ville. Yishan demande l’armistice et une convocation d’armistice (convention sur le rachat de Canton) est signée le 27
mai 1841. Cette convocation engage les Chinois à racheter Canton pour 6 millions de dollars aux Britanniques (dont un
million le jour même). Mais elle repose sur un double malentendu utilisé par les diplomates britanniques: les Chinois
considèrent cette action comme un prêt commercial, alors que les Britanniques n’ont renoncé ni à l’indemnisation des
stocks d’opium, ni à Hong Kong.

Les Britanniques veulent encore faire peur aux Chinois afin d’obtenir davantage avec une nouvelle négociation. En août
1842, une escadre britannique remonte le Yangzi Jiang jusqu’à Nankin, obligeant le gouvernement de l’empereur Daoguang
à capituler et à signer le traité de Nankin le 29 août 1842. Ce traité donne aux Britanniques le libre commerce de l’opium, la
fin de l’obligation de négocier uniquement avec les Co hong et surtout la concession de l'île de Hong Kong qui sera reprise
par la suite.
La victoire facile des forces britanniques, dirigées par le général Anthony Blaxland Stransham, affecte gravement le prestige
de la dynastie Qing et a pu contribuer au déclenchement de la rébellion Taiping (1850–1862).
Le 29 août 1842, les représentants de la Cour signent à bord d’une canonnière britannique le fameux traité de Nankin. Ce
traité sera complété par la suite par deux autres traités conclus le 28 juillet 1843 et le 8 octobre 1843 (traité du Bogue)5.
Ces 3 traités reconnaissent aux Britanniques des droits:
1re clause: la cession de Hong Kong qui deviendra une place militaire et économique
2e clause: 5 ports sont ouverts: Xiamen, Canton, Fuzhou, Ningbo et Shanghai. Les Britanniques obtiennent le droit de
s’installer dans ces ports et d’y vivre avec leur famille (pour les marchands). Le traité de Humen autorise la construction
d’édifices dans ces ports.
3e clause: indemnités de guerre (frais + opium) : 21 millions de yuans6, soit 1/3 des recettes du gouvernement impérial.
Échéancier de 4 ans.

4e clause: douanes: les commerçants britanniques sont assujettis au paiement de droit sur les importations et
exportations; le montant est désormais fixé par les Chinois et les Britanniques.
5e clause: droit de la juridiction consulaire: en cas de litige entre un Chinois et un Britannique, une juridiction britannique
tranchera sur base des lois britanniques.
6e clause: la nation la plus favorisée: si la Chine signe un traité avec une autre puissance, le privilège accordé à la nation
en question sera de fait accordé au Royaume-Uni.

D’autres nations (États-Unis d'Amérique, France) demandent les mêmes privilèges que ceux accordés au Royaume-Uni.
États-Unis: en 1842, revendiquent les mêmes droits commerciaux et légaux. En 1844, ils les obtiennent par le traité de
Wangxia (village près de Macao)
France : avant la guerre de l’opium, les Français étaient mal placés commercialement, mais ils obtiennent eux aussi les
mêmes droits en octobre 1844 par le traité de Whampoa. Ils obtiennent de plus le droit de construire des églises et des
cimetières. Quelques jours après, ils obtiennent le droit d’évangéliser.
Après les traités de Nankin, l’économie chinoise s’ouvre aux puissances étrangères et vice-versa. La Chine exporte plus de
100 millions de livres sterling de thé, deux fois plus qu’auparavant. De 12 000, les Chinois exportent désormais 20 000 balles
de soies en 1840, par le biais des Britanniques. Les commerces étrangers s’emploient à renforcer leur position et s’installent
surtout à Shanghai (concession britannique en 1841, concession américaine en 1845, puis concession internationale).
Shanghai devient une concession française en 1849 (enclave juridique avec ressemblance avec les quartiers français). Le
commerce de l’opium continue de se développer. Il n’est toujours pas légal mais toléré: 40 000 caisses en 1838, 50 000 en
1850, 80 000 en 1863 (double en 25 ans).

Avant 1821, la caisse est vendue entre 1 000 et 2 000 reales (monnaie d'or mexicaine alors très appréciée dans le
commerce en Orient). Après 1838, entre 700 et 1 000 reales. La monnaie était le liang (traduit par taël en français). Le liang
correspond à un poids d’argent variable (37 g environ) et 1 liang = 1 000 sapèque (en cuivre). Les Chinois paient en liang. La
monnaie d’argent se raréfie en Chine, la valeur augmente au détriment de la monnaie en cuivre. L’inflation monte:
Avant 1820, 1 liang = 1 000 sapèques
En 1845, 1 liang = 2 200 sapèques.
Cette hausse se reflète sur les Chinois qui n’ont que des sapèques; les impôts doublent.
À la campagne, les paysans s’endettent de plus en plus auprès des propriétaires fonciers. Les paysans mendient, se font
bandits, rejoignent des sociétés secrètes.
En ville : le sort des artisans n’est guère plus enviable. Les produits étrangers (cotonnades et fils) peuvent se déverser sur le
marché chinois. Chômage pour certains, d’autres meurent de faim. Entre 1841 et 1849, on dénombre 100 soulèvements
populaires environ. La révolte des Taiping par exemple. Cette colère populaire se déverse contre les étrangers
(mouvements d’hostilité) comme à Canton ou à Fuzhou.

La population se retourne aussi contre la cour, mais la révolte sera matée. En 1851, l'empereur Xian Feng accède au trône,
les négociateurs des traités tombent en disgrâce et les Chinois veulent reprendre ce qu’ils ont consenti à donner sous la
force.

« (…) Les lois interdisant la consommation de l’opium sont maintenant si sévères en Chine que si vous continuez à le
fabriquer, vous découvrirez que personne ne l’achètera et qu’aucune fortune ne se fera par l’opium. (…) Tout l’opium qui
est découvert en Chine est jeté dans l’huile bouillante et détruit. Tout bateau étranger qui, à l’avenir, viendra avec de
l’opium à son bord, sera mis à feu, et tous les autres biens qu’il transportera seront inévitablement brûlés en même temps.
Alors, non seulement vous ne parviendrez pas à tirer quelque profit de nous, mais vous vous ruinerez dans l’affaire. Ayant
voulu nuire à autrui, vous serez la première à en souffrir. Notre Cour Céleste n’aurait pas gagné l’allégeance d’innombrables
pays si elle n’exerçait un pouvoir surhumain. Ne dites pas que vous n’avez pas été avertie à temps. À la réception de cette
lettre, Votre Majesté sera assez bonne pour me faire savoir immédiatement les mesures qui auront été prises (…). »
Der Zweite Opiumkrieg oder Arrow-Krieg Großbritanniens und Frankreichs gegen das Kaiserreich China währte von 1856
bis 1860.
Am 8. Oktober 1856 gingen chinesische Beamte an Bord der Lorcha Arrow, eines chinesischen Schiffs, das in Hongkong
registriert war und unter britischer Flagge fuhr. Gegen dieses Schiff bestand Verdacht auf Piraterie, Schmuggel und illegalen
Opiumhandel. Chinesische Kaufleute ließen häufig solche Schiffe mit chinesischer Besatzung unter einem britischen
„Marionettenkapitän“ fahren, um den eigenen Fiskus zu betrügen. Seit dem Ersten Opiumkrieg hatten chinesische Beamte
kein Recht, britische Schiffe zu kontrollieren. Zwölf von 14 chinesischen Besatzungsmitgliedern wurden verhaftet, gefangen
gesetzt und auch auf Verlangen Großbritanniens nicht freigelassen. Daraufhin erklärten die Briten China den Krieg.

Unter dem Vorwand der Rache für die Hinrichtung des französischen Missionars Auguste Chapdelaine in Guangxi schloss
sich Frankreich der britischen Militäroperation gegen China an, der tatsächliche Grund lag aber im Versuch der Erweiterung
der Einflusssphäre in China.
Die unter Admiral Sir Michael Seymour vereinigten Truppen nahmen in der Schlacht um Kanton im Jahr 1857 Kanton ein. Im
Mai 1858 wurden die Dagu-Festungen in der Nähe von Tianjin eingenommen.
Im Juni 1858 endete der erste Teil des Krieges mit der Unterzeichnung des Vertrags von Tianjin, welcher auch von
Frankreich, Russland und den USA verhandelt wurde. Dieses Abkommen öffnete elf weitere Häfen für den Handel mit dem
Westen. China weigerte sich anfangs, die Abkommen zu ratifizieren, die aufgrund ihres Zwangscharakters von der
chinesischen Geschichtsschreibung zu den „Ungleichen Verträgen“ gezählt werden.
Nachdem der chinesische Kaiser Xianfeng im Jahr 1859 den Aufbau westlicher Vertretungen in Peking ablehnte, griffen
Seestreitkräfte die Festungen zum Schutz der Pei-Ho-Mündung an. Sie mussten sich jedoch im Feuerschutz der Amerikaner
unter Josiah Tattnall zurückziehen.

Im Jahr 1860 versammelten sich die französischen und britisch-indischen Truppen unter James Hope Grant in Hongkong.
Die Streitmacht bestand aus 11.000 Briten/Indern und 6.700 Franzosen und landete am 1. August in der Nähe von Pei Tang.
Am 21. August nahm sie erfolgreich die Festungen von Dagu ein. Am 26. September erreichten diese Truppen Peking und
nahmen die Stadt bis zum 6. Oktober ein. Die Truppen verwüsteten später den Sommerpalast und den Alten Sommerpalast.
Im Zuge der darauf folgenden Plünderungen wurden neben Kunstschätzen aller Art auch jene kostbaren Uhren geraubt, die
König Georg III. dem Kaiser Qianlong durch die Macartney-Mission als Geschenk übersandt hatte, welche von diesem aber
als „Tribut“ eines unterwürfigen Volkes gedeutet worden waren. Außerdem wurden fünf Pekinesen-Hunde erbeutet, die bis
dahin nur dem Kaiserhaus vorbehalten waren und daher auch Peking-Palasthunde heißen. Sie wurden zu Stammeltern der
europäischen Pekinesen.
Der Vertrag von Tianjin von 1858 wurde um die Pekinger Konvention erweitert und in dieser Form von Kaiser Xianfeng am
18. Oktober 1860 ratifiziert. Damit ergab sich für Großbritannien, Frankreich, Russland und die USA das Recht, in Peking (bis
dahin eine geschlossene Stadt) Botschaften zu eröffnen. Der Opiumhandel wurde legalisiert, und Christen bekamen das
Recht, Eigentum zu besitzen sowie die chinesische Bevölkerung zu missionieren.
The Second Opium War, the Second Anglo-Chinese War, the Second China War, the Arrow War, or the Anglo-French
expedition to China, was a war pitting the United Kingdom and the French Empire against the Qing dynasty of China, lasting
from 1856 to 1860.

The terms "Second War" and "Arrow War" are both used in literature. "Second Opium War" refers to one of the British
strategic objectives: legalizing the opium trade, expanding trade, opening all of China to British merchants, and exempting
foreign imports from internal transit duties. The "Arrow War" refers to the name of a vessel which became the starting
point of the conflict.
The war followed on from the First Opium War. In 1842, the Treaty of Nanking—the first of what the Chinese later called
the unequal treaties—granted an indemnity and extraterritoriality to Britain, the opening of five treaty ports, and the
cession of Hong Kong Island. The failure of the treaty to satisfy British goals of improved trade and diplomatic relations led
to the Second Opium War (1856–60). In China, the First Opium War is considered to be the beginning of modern Chinese
history.
Between the two wars, repeated acts of aggression against British subjects led in 1847 to the Expedition to Canton which
assaulted and took, by a coup de main, the forts of the Bocca Tigris resulting in the spiking of 879 guns.
The 1850s saw the rapid growth of Western imperialism. Some of the shared goals of the western powers were the
expansion of their overseas markets and the establishment of new ports of call. The French Treaty of Huangpu and the
American Wangxia Treaty both contained clauses allowing renegotiation of the treaties after 12 years of being in effect. In
an effort to expand their privileges in China, Britain demanded the Qing authorities renegotiate the Treaty of Nanking
(signed in 1842), citing their most favoured nation status. The British demands included opening all of China to British

merchant companies, legalising the opium trade, exempting foreign imports from internal transit duties, suppression of
piracy, regulation of the coolie trade, permission for a British ambassador to reside in Beijing and for the English-language
version of all treaties to take precedence over the Chinese language.

To give Chinese merchant vessels operating around treaty ports the same privileges accorded to British ships by the Treaty
of Nanking, British authorities granted these vessels British registration in Hong Kong. In October 1856, Chinese marines in
Canton seized a cargo ship called the Arrow on suspicion of piracy, arresting twelve of its fourteen Chinese crew members.
The Arrow had previously been used by pirates, captured by the Chinese government, and subsequently resold. It was then
registered as a British ship and still flew the British flag at the time of its detainment, though its registration had expired. Its
captain, Thomas Kennedy, who was aboard a nearby vessel at the time, reported seeing Chinese marines pull the British
flag down from the ship. The British consul in Canton, Harry Parkes, contacted Ye Mingchen, imperial commissioner and
Viceroy of Liangguang, to demand the immediate release of the crew, and an apology for the alleged insult to the flag. Ye
released nine of the crew members, but refused to release the last three.
On 23 October the British destroyed four barrier forts. On 25 October a demand was made for the British to be allowed to
enter the city. Next day the British started to bombard the city, firing one shot every 10 minutes. Ye Mingchen issued a
bounty on every British head taken. On 29 October a hole was blasted in the city walls and troops entered, with a flag of the
United States being planted by James Keenan (U.S. Consul) on the walls and residence of Ye Mingchen. Losses were 3 killed
and 12 wounded. Negotiations failed and the city was bombarded. On 6 November, 23 war junks attacked and were
destroyed. There were pauses for talks, with the British bombarding at intervals, fires were caused, and then on 5 January
1857, the British returned to Hong Kong.

The British government lost a Parliamentary vote regarding the Arrow incident and what had taken place at Canton to the
end of the year on 3 March 1857. Then there was a general election in April 1857 which increased the government majority.
In April, the British government asked the United States of America and Russia if they were interested in alliances, the
offers were rejected. In May 1857, the Indian Mutiny became serious. British troops destined for China were diverted to
India, which was considered the priority issue.
France joined the British action against China, prompted by complaints from their envoy, Baron Jean-Baptiste Louis Gros,
over the execution of a French missionary, Father Auguste Chapdelaine, by Chinese local authorities in Guangxi province,
which at that time was not open to foreigners.
The British and the French joined forces under Admiral Sir Michael Seymour. The British army led by Lord Elgin, and the
French army led by Gros, together they attacked and occupied Canton (Guangzhou) in late 1857. A joint committee of the
Alliance was formed. The Allies left the city governor at his original post in order to maintain order on behalf of the victors.
The British-French Alliance maintained control of Canton for nearly four years.

The coalition then cruised north to briefly capture the Taku Forts near Tientsin (now known as Tianjin) in May 1858.
The United States and Russia sent envoys to Hong Kong to offer military help to the British and French, though in the end
Russia sent no military aid.

The U.S. was involved in a minor concurrent conflict during the war, although they ignored the UK's offer of alliance and did
not coordinate with the Anglo-French forces. In 1856, the Chinese garrison at Canton shelled a United States Navy steamer;
the U.S. Navy retaliated in the Battle of the Pearl River Forts. The ships bombarded then attacked the river forts near
Canton, taking them. Diplomatic efforts were renewed afterward, and the American and Chinese governments signed an
agreement for U.S. neutrality in the Second Opium War.
Despite the U.S. government's promise of neutrality, the USS San Jacinto aided the Anglo-French alliance in the
bombardment of the Taku Forts in 1859.
Through 1857, British forces began to assemble in Hong Kong, joined by a French force. In December 1857 they had
sufficient ships and men to raise the issue of the non-fulfilment of the treaty obligations by which the right of entry into
Canton had been accorded. Parkes delivered an ultimatum, supported by Hong Kong governor Sir John Bowring and
Admiral Sir Michael Seymour, threatening on 14 December to bombard Canton if the men were not released within 24
hours.

The remaining crew of the Arrow were then released, with no apology from Viceroy Ye Mingchen who also refused to
honour the treaty terms. Seymour, Major General van Straubenzee and Admiral de Genouilly agreed the plan to attack
Canton as ordered. This event came to be known as the Arrow Incident and provided the alternative name of the ensuing
conflict.
The capture of Canton, on 1 January 1858, a city with a population of over 1,000,000 by less than 6,000 troops, resulted in
the British and French forces suffering 15 killed and 113 wounded. 200–650 of the defenders and inhabitants became
casualties. Ye Mingchen was captured and exiled to Calcutta, India, where he starved himself to death.
Although the British were delayed by the Indian Rebellion of 1857, they followed up the Arrow Incident in 1856 and
attacked Guangzhou from the Pearl River. Viceroy Ye Mingchen ordered all Chinese soldiers manning the forts not to resist
the British incursion. After taking the fort near Guangzhou with little effort, the British Army attacked Guangzhou.
Meanwhile, in Hong Kong, there was an attempt to poison John Bowring and his family in January. However, the baker who
had been charged with lacing bread with arsenic bungled the attempt by putting an excess of the poison into the dough,
such that his victims vomited sufficient quantities of the poison that they had only a non-lethal dose left in their system.
Criers were sent out with an alert, preventing further injury.

When known in Britain, the Arrow incident (and the British military response) became the subject of controversy. The
British House of Commons on 3 March passed a resolution by 263 to 249 against the Government saying:
That this House has heard with concern of the conflicts which have occurred between the British and Chinese authorities
on the Canton River; and, without expressing an opinion as to the extent to which the Government of China may have
afforded this country cause of complaint respecting the non-fulfilment of the Treaty of 1842, this House considers that the
papers which have been laid on the table fail to establish satisfactory grounds for the violent measures resorted to at
Canton in the late affair of the Arrow, and that a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into the state of our commercial
relations with China.
In response, Lord Palmerston attacked the patriotism of the Whigs who sponsored the resolution and Parliament was
dissolved, causing the British general election of March 1857.

The Chinese issue figured prominently in the election, and Palmerston won with an increased majority, silencing the voices
within the Whig faction who supported China. The new parliament decided to seek redress from China based on the report
about the Arrow Incident submitted by Harry Parkes. The French Empire, the United States, and the Russian Empire
received requests from Britain to form an alliance.
In June 1858, the first part of the war ended with the four Treaties of Tientsin, to which Britain, France, Russia, and the U.S.
were parties. These treaties opened 11 more ports to Western trade. The Chinese initially refused to ratify the treaties.
The major points of the treaty were:
Britain, France, Russia, and the U.S. would have the right to establish diplomatic legations (small embassies) in Peking (a
closed city at the time)
Ten more Chinese ports would be opened for foreign trade, including Niuzhuang, Tamsui, Hankou, and Nanjing
The right of all foreign vessels including commercial ships to navigate freely on the Yangtze River
The right of foreigners to travel in the internal regions of China, which had been formerly banned
China was to pay an indemnity of four million taels of silver to Britain and two million to France.
On 28 May 1858, the separate Treaty of Aigun was signed with Russia to revise the Chinese and Russian border as
determined by the Nerchinsk Treaty in 1689. Russia gained the left bank of the Amur River, pushing the border south from
the Stanovoy mountains. A later treaty, the Convention of Peking in 1860, gave Russia control over a non-freezing area on
the Pacific coast, where Russia founded the city of Vladivostok in 1860.
On 20 May the First Battle of Taku Forts was successful, but the peace treaty returned the forts to the Qing army.
In June 1858, shortly after the Qing imperial court agreed to the disadvantageous treaties, hawkish ministers prevailed
upon the Xianfeng Emperor to resist Western encroachment. On 2 June 1858, the Xianfeng Emperor ordered the Mongol

general Sengge Rinchen to guard the Taku Forts (also romanized as Ta-ku Forts and also called Daku Forts) near Tianjin.
Sengge Rinchen reinforced the forts with additional artillery pieces. He also brought 4,000 Mongol cavalry from Chahar and
Suiyuan.

The Second Battle of Taku Forts took place in June 1859. A British naval force with 2,200 troops and 21 ships, under the
command of Admiral Sir James Hope, sailed north from Shanghai to Tianjin with newly appointed Anglo-French envoys for
the embassies in Beijing. They sailed to the mouth of the Hai River guarded by the Taku Forts near Tianjin and demanded to
continue inland to Beijing. Sengge Rinchen replied that the Anglo-French envoys might land up the coast at Beitang and
proceed to Beijing but he refused to allow armed troops to accompany them to the Chinese capital. The Anglo-French
forces insisted on landing at Taku instead of Beitang and escorting the diplomats to Beijing. On the night of 24 June 1859, a
small batch of British forces blew up the iron obstacles that the Chinese had placed in the Baihe River. The next day, the
British forces sought to forcibly sail into the river, and shelled the Taku Forts. Low tide and soft mud prevented their
landing, however, and accurate fire from Sengge Rinchen's cannons sank four gunboats and severely damaged two others.
American Commodore Josiah Tattnall, although under orders to maintain neutrality, declared "blood is thicker than water,"
and provided covering fire to protect the British convoy's retreat. The failure to take the Taku Forts was a blow to British
prestige, and anti-foreign resistance reached a crescendo within the Qing imperial court.
Once the Indian Mutiny was finally quelled, Sir Colin Campbell, commander-in-chief in India, was free to amass troops and
supplies for another offensive in China. A 'soldiers' general', Campbell's experience of casualties from disease in the First
Opium War led him to provide the British forces with more than enough materiel and supplies, and casualties were light.

The Third Battle of Taku Forts took place in the summer of 1860. London once more dispatched Lord Elgin with an AngloFrench force of 11,000 British troops under General James Hope Grant and 6,700 French troops under General CousinMontauban. They pushed north with 173 ships from Hong Kong and captured the port cities of Yantai and Dalian to seal the
Bohai Gulf. On 3 August they carried out a landing near Beitang (also romanized as "Pei-t'ang"), some 3 kilometres (1.9 mi)
from the Taku Forts, which they captured after three weeks on 21 August.
Southern Chinese laborers served with the French and British forces. One observer reported that the "Chinese coolies", as
he called them, "renegades though they were, served the British faithfully and cheerfully... At the assault of the Peiho Forts
in 1860 they carried the French ladders to the ditch, and, standing in the water up to their necks, supported them with their
hands to enable the storming party to cross. It was not usual to take them into action; they, however, bore the dangers of a
distant fire with great composure, evincing a strong desire to close with their compatriots, and engage them in mortal
combat with their bamboos."
After taking Tianjin on 23 August, the Anglo-French forces marched inland toward Beijing. The Xianfeng Emperor then
dispatched ministers for peace talks, but the British diplomatic envoy, Harry Parkes, insulted the imperial emissary and
word arrived that the British had kidnapped the prefect of Tianjin. Parkes was arrested in retaliation on 18 September.

Parkes and his entourage were imprisoned and interrogated. Half were reportedly executed by slow slicing, with the
application of tourniquets to severed limbs to prolong the torture. This infuriated British leadership when they recovered
the unrecognizable bodies.

The Anglo-French forces clashed with Sengge Rinchen's Mongol cavalry on 18 September near Zhangjiawan before
proceeding toward the outskirts of Beijing for a decisive battle in Tongzhou (also romanized as Tungchow). On 21
September, at Baliqiao (Eight Mile Bridge), Sengge Rinchen's 10,000 troops, including the elite Mongol cavalry, were
annihilated after doomed frontal charges against concentrated firepower of the Anglo-French forces, which entered Beijing
on 6 October.
With the Qing army devastated, the Xianfeng Emperor fled the capital and left behind his brother, Prince Gong, to take
charge of peace negotiations. Xianfeng first fled to the Chengde Summer Palace and then to Rehe Province. Anglo-French
troops in Beijing began looting the Summer Palace (Yiheyuan) and Old Summer Palace (Yuanmingyuan) immediately (as
they were full of valuable artwork).
After Parkes and the surviving diplomatic prisoners were freed on 8 October, Lord Elgin ordered the Summer Palaces to be
destroyed, starting on 18 October. Beijing was not occupied; the Anglo-French army remained outside the city.

The destruction of the Forbidden City was discussed, as proposed by Lord Elgin to discourage the Qing Empire from using
kidnapping as a bargaining tool, and to exact revenge on the mistreatment of their prisoners. Elgin's decision was further
motivated by the torture and murder of almost twenty Western prisoners, including two British envoys and a journalist for
The Times. The Russian envoy Count Ignatiev and the French diplomat Baron Gros settled on the burning of the Summer
Palaces instead, since it was "least objectionable" and would not jeopardise the signing of the treaty.
Both Britain (Second China War Medal) and France (Commemorative medal of the 1860 China Expedition) issued campaign
medals.
UK Victoria Cross ribbon bar.svg 7 awards were made of the Victoria Cross, all for Gallantry shown on 21 August 1860 by
soldiers of the 44th Regiment of Foot and the 67th Regiment of Foot at the Battle of Taku Forts (1860)
After the Xianfeng Emperor and his entourage fled Beijing, the June 1858 Treaty of Tianjin was ratified by the emperor's
brother, Prince Gong, in the Convention of Beijing on 18 October 1860, bringing The Second Opium War to an end.
The British, French and—thanks to the schemes of Ignatiev—the Russians were all granted a permanent diplomatic
presence in Beijing (something the Qing Empire resisted to the very end as it suggested equality between China and the
European powers). The Chinese had to pay 8 million taels to Britain and France. Britain acquired Kowloon (next to Hong
Kong). The opium trade was legalized and Christians were granted full civil rights, including the right to own property, and
the right to evangelize.

Two weeks later, Ignatiev forced the Qing government to sign a "Supplementary Treaty of Peking", which ceded the
Maritime Provinces east of the Ussuri River (forming part of Outer Manchuria) to the Russians, who went on to found the
port of Vladivostok between 1860–61. The Anglo-French victory was heralded in the British press as a triumph for British
Prime Minister Lord Palmerston, which made his popularity rise to new heights. British merchants were delighted at the
prospects of the expansion of trade in the Far East. Other foreign powers were pleased with the outcome too, since they
hoped to take advantage of the opening-up of China.

The defeat of the Qing army by a relatively small Anglo-French military force (outnumbered at least 10 to 1 by the Qing
army) coupled with the flight (and subsequent death) of the Xianfeng Emperor and the burning of the Summer Palaces was
a shocking blow to the once powerful Qing Empire. "Beyond a doubt, by 1860 the ancient civilization that was China had
been thoroughly defeated and humiliated by the West." After the war, a major modernization movement, known as the
Self-Strengthening Movement, began in China in the 1860s and several institutional reforms were initiated.
The opium trade incurred intense enmity from the later British Prime Minister William Ewart Gladstone. As a member of
Parliament, Gladstone called it "most infamous and atrocious", referring to the opium trade between China and British
India in particular. Gladstone was fiercely against both of the Opium Wars, was ardently opposed to the British trade in
opium to China, and denounced British violence against Chinese. Gladstone lambasted it as "Palmerston's Opium War" and
said that he felt "in dread of the judgments of God upon England for our national iniquity towards China" in May 1840. A
famous speech was made by Gladstone in Parliament against the First Opium War. Gladstone criticized it as "a war more
unjust in its origin, a war more calculated in its progress to cover this country with permanent disgrace". His hostility to
opium stemmed from the effects of the drug upon his sister Helen. Due to the First Opium war brought on by Palmerston,
Gladstone was initially reluctant to join the government of Peel before 1841.

La seconde guerre de l'opium dura de 1856 à 1860 et opposa la Chine à la France et au Royaume-Uni (soutenus par les
États-Unis et la Russie). Cette guerre peut être vue comme le prolongement de la première guerre de l'opium (1839-1842),
dans laquelle ces puissances désiraient imposer à l'Empire mandchou de la dynastie Qing l'autorisation du commerce de
l'opium, d'où le nom que l'on lui a attribué.
1861 : Mort de l’empereur Xianfeng. Avènement de l’empereur Tongzhi, âgé de 5 ans ; sa mère Cixi prend la régence.
Le traité de Nankin, faisant suite à la première guerre de l'opium, laissait cinq ports à disposition des Occidentaux pour le
commerce.
Malgré cet accord, les puissances européennes, dont la balance commerciale était largement déficitaire, désiraient étendre
leur commerce vers le Nord et vers l’intérieur de la Chine.
Par ailleurs, le commerce de l'opium était toujours illégal en Chine. Cependant, le vice-roi de la ville de Canton le pratiquait
tout en faisant condamner à mort les étrangers accusés de ce commerce. C'est ainsi que la France et les États-Unis

demandèrent, en 1854, des révisions dans le traité de Huangpu et le traité de Wanghia. Le Royaume-Uni fit la même
demande, citant les articles sur le « traitement égalitaire » dans les statuts des nations les plus favorisées.

En 1854, les ministres européens et américains contactèrent de nouveau les autorités chinoises et demandèrent des
révisions des traités:
Pouvoir pénétrer sans réaction d'hostilité dans Canton.
Pouvoir étendre le commerce à la Chine du Nord et le long du fleuve Yangzi.
Légaliser le commerce de l’opium, qui était toujours illicite.
Traiter directement avec la cour à Pékin (volonté des Occidentaux).
La cour impériale de la dynastie Qing rejeta alors les demandes de révision du Royaume-Uni, de la France et des États-Unis.
Dès lors, les puissances occidentales cherchèrent d'autres moyens pour arriver à rééquilibrer une balance commerciale très
déficitaire.
Les puissances occidentales estimaient que seule la guerre pouvait amener l'Empire chinois à changer de position. Dès lors,
elles attendirent l'événement qui pouvait amener le conflit. Cet événement eut lieu le 8 octobre 1856 avec «l'incident de
l'Arrow». Des officiers chinois de Ye Mingchen abordèrent l’Arrow, un navire préalablement pirate revendu puis enregistré
à Hong Kong sous pavillon britannique, mais dont l'enregistrement avait expiré. Ils capturèrent douze des quatorzes
hommes d’équipage et les emprisonnèrent.

Les Britanniques demandèrent alors officiellement la relaxe de ces marins. Ye en libéra 9 mais refusa de libérer les 3
derniers malgré l'insistance des britanniques faisant valoir la promesse faite par l'empereur de la protection des navires
britanniques. Les Britanniques évoquèrent ensuite l’insulte faite au drapeau britannique par les soldats Chinois rapportée
par Thomas Kennedy, qui était à bord d'un navire voisin au moment de l'incident et déclara avoir vu les soldats chinois
descendre et mettre à terre le pavillon britannique au moment de l'intervention.
Bien qu'affaiblis par une mutinerie difficile à réprimer aux Indes, la révolte des Cipayes (1857-1858), les Britanniques
répondirent à l’incident de l’Arrow en 1857 en attaquant Canton depuis la rivière des Perles. Ye Mingchen, alors gouverneur
des provinces du Guangdong et du Guangxi, ordonna aux soldats chinois en poste dans les forts de ne pas résister. Après
avoir pris sans difficulté le fort voisin de Canton, l’armée britannique attaqua la ville elle-même. Les navires de guerre
américains, y compris l'USS Levant, bombardèrent Canton. Les habitants ainsi que les soldats résistèrent à l'attaque et
forcèrent les assaillants à battre en retraite vers Humen.
Le parlement britannique décida d'obtenir coûte que coûte réparation de la part de la Chine pour l’incident de l’Arrow,
demanda à la France, aux États-Unis et à la Russie de s’allier à elle. La France rejoignit les Britanniques contre la Chine après
l’exécution du missionnaire des MEP Auguste Chapdelaine par les autorités locales chinoises en février 1856 (incident dit du

père Chapdelaine), dans la province du Guangxi. Les Américains et les Russes firent des offres d’aide aux Britanniques et
aux Français, mais, finalement, ne les aidèrent pas militairement.
Les Britanniques et les Français désignèrent des ministres plénipotentiaires chargés des négociations avec les Chinois. Le
représentant britannique était Lord Elgin, l'ambassadeur français le baron Gros.
Ye Mingchen fut capturé et Baigui, le gouverneur de Canton, se rendit. Un comité mixte de l’Alliance fut formé. Baigui fut
maintenu à son poste originel pour maintenir l’ordre au nom de l’Alliance. L’Alliance maintint Canton sous son contrôle
pendant près de quatre ans. Ye Mingchen fut exilé à Calcutta, en Inde, où il mourrut un an plus tard.

La coalition se dirigea ensuite vers le nord pour prendre les forts de Dagu, qui défendaient l'embouchure de la rivière Hai
He en aval de Tianjin, en mai 1858.
L'enseigne de vaisseau Henri Rieunier (1833-1918), de l'artillerie de marine, assistera à toutes les opérations de la première
partie de la guerre de Chine, ses écrits exceptionnels sont conservés et relatent les évènements, comme suit :
« L'aviso Marceau participe à la prise d'assaut de Canton, grand port de la Chine méridionale, le 28 décembre 1857 par
les flottes combinées de l'Angleterre et de la France, à la suite d'attaques contre des navires marchands anglais. Le 20
février à Canton, Henri Rieunier embarque sur la canonnière la Mitraille dont il dirige les batteries d'artillerie. Le 16 mars
1858, l'amiral de Genouilly, avec l'escadre quitte Canton pour la Chine du nord. Le 20 mai 1858, agissant de concert avec les
Anglais, il s'empare des forts de Ta-Kou à l'embouchure du Peï-ho dans le Petchili avant de remonter le Peï-ho jusqu'à TienTsin en direction de Pékin. La Mitraille dont l'équipage fut décimé - 2 officiers tués, un blessé - participe à leur attaque et à
leur prise. Henri Rieunier fut chargé de miner et de faire sauter le fort sud de l'embouchure de Peï-ho, en juin 1858.

La route de Pékin ouverte, le gouvernement chinois signe à Tien-Tsin les 27 et 28 juin 1858 avec l'Angleterre et la France,
les traités qui mirent fin à la première expédition de Chine de la 2e guerre de l'opium. L'affaire de Chine étant ou paraissant
réglée, l'amiral Rigault de Genouilly porte ses forces sur la Cochinchine... etc »
En juin 1858, le traité de Tianjin conclut la première partie de la guerre à laquelle la France, la Russie et les États-Unis
étaient parties prenantes. Ce traité ouvrit onze ports supplémentaires au commerce occidental. Mais, dans un premier
temps, les Chinois refusèrent de le ratifier.
Les points principaux du traité étaient :
Le Royaume-Uni, la France, la Russie et les États-Unis auront le droit d’établir des missions diplomatiques à Pékin, jusquelà, cité interdite.
Dix ports chinois supplémentaires seront ouverts au commerce étranger, y compris Niuzhuang, Danshui, Hankou et
Nankin.
Le droit pour tous les navires étrangers, y compris les navires commerciaux, de naviguer librement sur le Yangzi Jiang
Le droit pour les étrangers de voyager dans les régions intérieures de la Chine dont ils étaient jusqu’à présent bannis.
La Chine doit payer une indemnité au Royaume-Uni et à la France de deux millions de taels d’argent chacune.
La Chine doit payer une indemnité aux marchands britanniques de deux millions de taels d’argent pour la destruction de
leurs propriétés.

Les négociations se poursuivirent et, en novembre 1858, le gouvernement central accepta de légaliser le commerce de
l’opium : en 1886 ce commerce porta sur 180 000 caisses (environ 10 000 tonnes). Dès 1878, on estime à environ 100
millions le nombre de consommateurs d'opium chinois (occasionnels ou réguliers).

Les Chinois acceptèrent que les droits de douane soient extrêmement faibles et que la gestion des douanes passe sous
contrôle étranger.
La ratification eut lieu plus d'un an après. Le gouvernement chinois laissa traîner les choses et les Britanniques et Français
eurent recours à la force pour aller plus vite : 11 000 Britanniques et 7 000 Français s’embarquèrent sur les eaux chinoises.
Le traité d'Aigun avec la Russie
Le 28 mai 1858, le traité d'Aigun est signé avec la Russie pour réviser les frontières entre la Chine et la Russie telles qu’elles
avaient été définies par le traité de Nertchinsk en 1689.
Les Russes s’étendent vers la Chine, car ils ne peuvent s’étendre vers le Proche-Orient (guerre de Crimée perdue, 1856). Il y
a très longtemps que Russes et Chinois s’étaient entendus sur des frontières communes. Par la suite, les Russes avaient
essayé de repousser les frontières (au-delà du fleuve Amour, en chinois Heilong Jiang) et avaient installé deux forts. Les
Russes profitent de la deuxième guerre de l'Opium pour consolider leur avancée. Ils collaborent en sous main avec Français
et Britanniques et se posent en médiateur. La Russie gagne la rive gauche du fleuve ainsi que le contrôle d’un territoire hors
gel le long de la côte Pacifique, où elle fonde la ville de Vladivostok (le souverain de l’est) (anciennement Haishenwei) en
1860.

Les Russes ont les mêmes privilèges que les autres pays et la Chine reconnaît formellement leurs annexions de plus d'un
million de kilomètres carrés de territoires.
En 1859, après le refus de la Chine d’autoriser l’établissement d’ambassades à Pékin comme stipulé dans le traité de
Tianjin, une force navale sous le commandement de l’amiral Sir James Hope encercla les forts gardant l’embouchure de la
rivière Hai He, mais subit des dommages et fit retraite sous la couverture d’un escadron naval commandé par Josiah
Tattnall.
La force française arriva devant Pékin le 7 octobre 1860 au soir suivie par les britanniques le lendemain. Nommant son
frère, le prince Gong comme négociateur, l’empereur chinois Xianfeng se réfugia dans son palais d’été de Chengde. Les
troupes franco-britanniques pillèrent et saccagèrent les deux palais d’été de Pékin, le nouveau et l’ancien dès le 7 au soir
avant qu'ils ne soient incendiés le 18 octobre par les Anglais en représailles à la torture et l'exécution d'une vingtaine de
prisonniers européens et indiens (dont deux envoyés et un journaliste britannique du journal The Times). L'incendie dura
trois jours et le vieux palais d'été fut totalement détruit. La majeure partie des trésors s'y trouvant furent préalablement
répertoriés par le général français et son homologue britannique, et rapportés à Paris et Londres pour entrer dans des

collections d'État ou encore des ventes aux enchères. Cependant, Pékin elle-même ne fut pas prise, les troupes restant
cantonnées en dehors de la ville.
Après la fuite de Pékin de l’empereur Xianfeng et de sa suite, en juin 1858, le traité de Tianjin est finalement ratifié par le
frère de l’empereur, le prince Gong, lors de la convention de Pékin le 18 octobre 1860, mettant un terme à la seconde
guerre de l’opium.

Le commerce de l’opium est légalisé et les chrétiens voient leurs droits civils pleinement reconnus, incluant le droit de
propriété privée et celui d’évangéliser.
La convention de Pékin inclut :
La reconnaissance par la Chine de la validité du traité de Tianjin
L’ouverture de Tianjin en tant que port commercial, destiné au commerce avec Pékin
La cession du district de Kowloon au Royaume-Uni
La liberté de culte en Chine. Les missionnaires catholiques français ont le droit d’acheter des terres et de construire des
églises.
L’autorisation pour les navires britanniques d’emmener de la main-d’œuvre chinoise à l'étranger pour remplacer les
esclaves récemment affranchis. Ces coolies partiront pour les mines ou les plantations de Malaisie, d’Australie, d’Amérique
latine, des États-Unis.
Le paiement aux Britanniques et aux Français d’une indemnité augmentée à huit millions de taels d’argent chacun.
Les conséquences de la seconde guerre de l’opium sont :
Au niveau économique, l’empire doit donner de grosses sommes d’argent aux pays contre qui il a été en guerre. De plus, la
balance commerciale du pays reste déficitaire, car les exportations de thé ne suffisent toujours pas à équilibrer l’argent que
les Chinois utilisent pour acheter l’opium. Durant les guerres de l’opium, les Russes ont profité du chaos régnant dans le
pays pour envahir quelques territoires chinois. La Chine doit verser 50 millions de roubles au tsar pour tout récupérer.

La Chine est considérablement affaiblie par les deux guerres qui viennent de la ravager, mais aussi la révolte des Taiping qui
continuera à faire rage jusqu'en 1864. Les puissances de l’époque en ont profité pour s'emparer de territoires. Ainsi, la
Chine perd l’Annam au profit de la France, la Corée qui devient indépendante et beaucoup d’autres régions du grand
empire chinois.
Au niveau culturel, les pays qui ont gagné la guerre ont pillé de nombreux trésors comme les objets du « Palais d’Eté », qui
sur l'ordre de Lord Elgin a même été brûlé par l'armée anglaise par la suite.
Au niveau de la société, les pays vainqueurs peuvent continuer le commerce de l'opium, ce qui fait que de très nombreux
consommateurs sortent de la clandestinité.

La Chine vit une période difficile à surmonter, et l’impératrice Cixi décide qu’il est temps que la Chine commence à se
moderniser en prenant exemple sur les pays plus développés. Elle s’industrialise, commence à créer des armes, ses ports se
développent et les bateaux à vapeur apparaissent, les lignes de chemin de fer arrivent dans le pays... Une des conséquences
principales de la deuxième guerre de l’opium est donc la modernisation de la Chine, qui s’ouvre enfin sur le monde
extérieur, ce qui lui permet de se développer.
L’empire chinois a donc perdu toute sa puissance à cause des guerres de l’opium. Leurs conséquences ont été
catastrophiques pour le pays qui mettra des décennies à s’en remettre.

„Wo, bitte, ist Euer Gewissen?“ Der Brief an Queen Victoria hielt sich nicht lange mit diplomatischen Floskeln auf.
„Angenommen, es kämen Ausländer nach England, um Opium zu verkaufen und die Menschen zum Konsum zu verführen:
das würdet Ihr, ehrenhafte Königin, sicher tief verabscheuen … Wenn Ihr solchen Schaden in Eurem Land nicht zulasst,
solltet Ihr ihn doch wohl nicht auf andere Länder übertragen, schon gar nicht auf China!“
Absender dieses höchst ungewöhnlichen Appells war Lin Zexu, Sonderbeauftragter des Kaisers von China im Kampf gegen
den Opiumschmuggel, der sein Land zusehends in den Ruin trieb. Man schätzt, dass zehn Prozent der etwa 400 Millionen
Chinesen der Droge exzessiv verfallen waren. Die Wirtschaft des Landes kollabierte, die Inflation ruinierte die Währung,
viele Menschen versanken in Armut.
Doch als Lin Zexu mit drakonischen Mitteln das Verbot des Opiumkonsums durchsetzen wollte, rief er eine Macht auf den
Plan, der China nicht gewachsen war: die britische Flotte. Im Opiumkrieg von 1840 bis 1842 öffnete sie das Kaiserreich
westlichen Investoren und diktierte ihm einen demütigenden Vertrag, der Chinas Weltbild und die Gesundheit seiner
Bewohner nachhaltig erschütterte.

Der Vertrag von Nanking 1842 wurde zum Vorbild weiterer "ungleicher Verträge"
Bis zum Ende des 18. Jahrhunderts hatte China unter der manschurischen Qing-Dynastie seinen Rang als erste Großmacht
Asiens behaupten können. Aber nach dem Tod des machtvollen Kaisers Qianlong 1799 häuften sich die Probleme. Die
großen Feldzüge des Herrschers hatten die Finanzen erschöpft. Die wachsende Bevölkerung war nur durch die Ausweitung
der Anbauflächen zu ernähren, was zu ökologischem Raubbau führte. Die Folgen waren Überschwemmungskatastrophen
und Wüstungen, die zu Hungersnöten führten, derer die Beamtenschaft nicht mehr Herr werden konnte. Korruption
erodierte die Verwaltung, und eine neue Leidenschaft eröffnete den Menschen einen Weg, der trostlosen Realität zu
entfliehen: Opium.
Da traf es sich, dass südlich des Himalajas die britische East India Company (EIC) daran ging, nach dem Verlust der
nordamerikanischen Besitzungen Großbritannien ein neues Kolonialreich zu gewinnen. Als Absatzmarkt für die Produkte
Indiens erwies sich China zunächst als wenig gewinnträchtig. Den Luxusgütern, die Europa aus China bezog – Tee, Porzellan,
Seide – , hatten die Europäer kaum etwas Gleichwertiges entgegenzusetzen, sodass die Handelsbilanz bis ins frühe 19.
Jahrhundert negativ blieb. Nur für ein Gut, das vor allem in Indien gedieh, eröffnete sich ein schnell wachsender Markt, und
das war Opium.

Zwar hatten schon Portugiesen und Niederländer die aus dem Vorderen Orient stammende Droge in China eingeführt. Aber
erst im Zusammenspiel mit Tabak wurden die „schnapsartigen Dämpfe“ zum viel zitierten „Allheilmittel für alles
menschliche Leid“. Obwohl die Kaiser den Konsum verboten, sorgten Schmugglernetze dafür, dass die britischen Kaufleute
fabelhafte Gewinne erwirtschafteten.
Hatte der Import um 1800 noch 4000 bis 5000 Kisten à 63,5 Kilogramm pro Jahr ausgemacht, war er 1834 auf 40.000 Kisten
gestiegen, was zweieinhalb Millionen Kilogramm reinem Rauschgift entsprach. Damit aber drehte sich die Handelsbilanz
um. Während China zu Beginn des Jahrhunderts noch einen Überschuss an Silber von umgerechnet 26 Millionen Dollar
erzielte, flossen allein zwischen 1826 und 1836 38 Millionen Silberdollar in europäische Hände.
Das fachte nicht nur die Inflation an. Da Steuern und Gehälter in Silber zu bezahlen waren, ruinierte der sich rasant
verschlechternde Umtauschkurs zu Kupfermünzen zahllose Bauern und Handwerker, während Beamte ihre Verluste durch
Korruption zu kompensieren suchten. Ausgerechnet die Opiumpfeife bot die einzige Chance, diesem Kreislauf aus Hunger,
Unsicherheit und Not zu entfliehen. Bald waren viele Armeeeinheiten nicht mehr in der Lage, ihren Dienst zu versehen, weil
sich ihre Angehörigen in süße Träume geflüchtet hatten. Für Schmuggler und andere Banden eröffneten sich damit weite
Betätigungsfelder.
Kaiser Daoguang (reg. 1820-1850) versuchte vergeblich, den Opiumhandel zu unterbinden
Die Krise veränderte das Bild, das sich die Europäer bis dahin von China gemacht hatten. Aus dem fernen Imperium, das als
Hort großer Weisheit und Ursprung vieler Erfindungen erschien, wurde „eine einbalsamierte Mumie, mit Hieroglyphen
bemalt und mit Seide umwunden“, wie es Johann Gottfried Herder formulierte. Dass nach dem Ende des EIC-Monopols auf
den Opiumhandel auch Geschäftsleute aus anderen westlichen Ländern an dem Geschäft mit der harten Droge verdienten,
wurde ausgeblendet. Stattdessen sah man diese aggressive Handelspolitik im Einklang mit dem Völkerrecht, dem sich China
mit seiner auf Autarkie bedachten Wirtschaft und den verschlossenen Häfen offensichtlich widersetzte.
Mitte der 1830er-Jahre raffte sich Kaiser Daoguang zum Handeln auf. Er ernannte den hohen Beamten Lin Zexu zum
Sonderkommissar. Der ging mit äußerster Härte gegen die Schmugglerbanden vor. Ihre Mitglieder wurden verhaftet, die
Boote zerstört, Händler wie Konsumenten wurden öffentlich hingerichtet. 1839 nahm Lin auch die auswärtigen Lieferanten
ins Visier. 350 Ausländer wurden verhaftet, und der eingangs zitierte Brief ging an Queen Victoria ab, während in Chinas
Häfen mehr als 20.000 Kisten indischen Opiums in Flammen aufgingen.

Dampfschiffe der Royal Navy griffen im Januar 1841 chinesische Schiffe im Delta des Perlflusses an

Großbritanniens Drogenhändler erklärten sich zu Verteidigern des Freihandels und forderten das Eingreifen der Royal Navy.
Ohne offizielle Kriegserklärung stach eine Armada aus 48 Kriegsschiffen (darunter vier gepanzerte Dampfer) in See und
erreichte im Juni 1840 die chinesischen Gewässer, wo sie „Genugtuung und Wiedergutmachung“ forderte. „Es war ein
ungleicher Krieg, in dem die Chinesen mit hölzernen Sampans gegen gepanzerte Kanonenboote kämpften, mit Lanzen und
Schwertern gegen moderne Artillerie, mit Bauernmilizen gegen Berufssoldaten“, beschreibt der Hamburger Historiker Kai
Vogelsang den sogenannten Ersten Opiumkrieg.
Als künftige Basis für den Handel wurde im August 1840 die Insel Hongkong in der Mündung des Perlflusses besetzt, was am
20. Januar 1841 durch einen Vertrag mit dem regionalen Gouverneur sanktioniert wurde. Den Widerstand des Kaisers

brachen die Kanonen der Navy. Am 29. August 1842 mussten Daoguangs Unterhändler an Bord des britischen Linienschiffs
„HMS Cornwallis“ vor Nanking einen Vertrag unterzeichnen, der britischen Kaufleuten freien Zugang zu chinesischen Häfen
eröffnete, die Abtretung Hongkongs bestätigte und 21 Millionen Dollar von China an Reparationsleistungen forderte. Bald
darauf wurde Hongkong zur Kronkolonie erklärt.
Die Übergabe der Insel Hongkong erfolgte am 20. Januar 1841
Dieser erste „ungleiche Vertrag“ wurde zu einer Katastrophe für China. Ihm folgten bald ähnliche Diktate mit anderen
westlichen Staaten, die ihre Einflusssphären immer weiter ausdehnten, während sich die Krisen im Land verschärften.
Überbevölkerung, Inflation, Korruption, Naturkatastrophen und Aufstände schufen einen guten Nährboden für die
Ausweitung des Opiumhandels, der nach dem Zweiten Opiumkrieg Englands und Frankreichs gegen China 1858 auch
legalisiert wurde.
Inzwischen gingen auch viele chinesische Bauern dazu über, Mohn statt Reis anzubauen. „Schätzungsweise zehn Prozent
aller Chinesen sollen im 19. Jahrhundert Opium geraucht haben, drei bis fünf Prozent davon exzessiv“, schreibt Kai
Vogelsang: „Rund 15 Millionen Abhängige gab es am Ende des Jahrhunderts, die von der Droge langsam ausgezehrt und in
den Tod getrieben wurden.“

Unter dem Boxeraufstand ‚Bewegung der Verbände für Gerechtigkeit und Harmonie‘ versteht man eine chinesische
Bewegung gegen den europäischen, US-amerikanischen und japanischen Imperialismus. Die Bezeichnung Boxer ist eine
westliche Bezeichnung und bezieht sich auf die traditionelle Kampfkunstausbildung der ersten Boxer, die sich selbst
Yihetuan ‚Verband für Gerechtigkeit und Harmonie‘ bzw. Yihequan ‚Fäuste der Gerechtigkeit und Harmonie‘ nannten.
Im Frühjahr und Sommer 1900 führten die Attacken der Boxerbewegung gegen Ausländer und chinesische Christen einen
Krieg zwischen China und den Vereinigten acht Staaten (bestehend aus dem Deutschen Reich, Frankreich, Großbritannien,
Italien, Japan, Österreich-Ungarn, Russland und den USA) herbei, der mit einer Niederlage der Chinesen und dem Abschluss
des sogenannten „Boxerprotokolls“ im September 1901 endete. Da die Bezeichnung „Boxeraufstand“ einseitig die
imperialistische Perspektive widerspiegelt (die chinesische Regierung wurde von den Boxern ausdrücklich unterstützt), wird
auch vom „Boxerkrieg“ gesprochen oder die chinesische Bezeichnung verwendet.

Konflikte zwischen Christen und Nichtchristen entstanden in China bereits nach Etablierung der ersten christlichen
Gemeinden, als die Christen sich weigerten, lokale (informelle) Steuern zu bezahlen, die vorwiegend für religiöse Zwecke
verwendet wurden. Zunehmende Zerwürfnisse zwischen diesen Kontrahenten führten vereinzelt bereits zu gewalttätigen
Auseinandersetzungen. Hinzu kamen innerhalb kurzer Zeit zwei Kriege, bei denen China von westlichen Staaten angegriffen
wurde: Der Erste Opiumkrieg (1839 bis 1842) gegen Großbritannien und der Zweite Opiumkrieg (1856 bis 1860) gegen
Großbritannien und Frankreich. Diese Kriege schürten die chinesischen Vorbehalte gegenüber den christlichen, westlichen
Ausländern weiter.
Von chinesischen Autoren wurde unmittelbar nach dem Aufstand die These verbreitet, die „Boxer“ seien ein Ableger der
rebellischen Sekte Weißer Lotus, die 1795 bis 1804 einen substanziellen Aufstand organisiert hatte. Heute herrscht die

Auffassung vor, dass es sich bei den „Boxern“ um eine soziale Bewegung handelte, die sich zwischen 1898 und 1900 als
unmittelbare Reaktion auf die Krisenstimmung gegen Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts gebildet hatte. Ihr ursprünglicher
Schwerpunkt lag in der Provinz Shandong, wo sie an schon bestehende Organisationen wie die „Dadao-Gesellschaft“, also
„Gesellschaft der Großsäbel“, wörtl. Gesellschaft der großen Messer‘ anknüpfen konnte. Im Frühjahr und Sommer 1900
breitete sie sich dann über weite Teile Nordchinas aus.

Beeinflusst wurden die Boxer dabei in erster Linie von der volkstümlichen Kultur und Religion, besonders von den
verschiedenen Kampfkunstschulen. Kennzeichen der Bewegung waren:
eine lockere Organisationsstruktur, bei der sich unabhängige Gruppen um lokale Führer scharten;
Mitglieder, die sich vorwiegend aus ländlichen Gebieten rekrutierten und in kleinen Städten der Provinz
zusammenkamen;
kollektive Massentrancen unter dem angeblichen Einfluss volksreligiöser Götter und
Unverwundbarkeitsrituale, von denen auch Schutz vor modernen Feuerwaffen erhofft wurde.
Die Entstehung der Boxerbewegung wurde im Wesentlichen durch vier Faktoren beeinflusst:
den westlichen Imperialismus der Ungleichen Verträge, durch den sich alle größeren europäischen Staaten sowie die USA
und seit 1895 auch Japan von China juristische und wirtschaftliche Privilegien erzwangen (besonders die Exterritorialität
ihrer Staatsangehörigen);
den innerchinesischen Konflikt zwischen Reformern und Konservativen am Kaiserhof, der seinen Höhepunkt 1898 in der
Niederschlagung der Hundert-Tage-Reform durch die konservative Fraktion um die Kaiserinwitwe Cixi fand;
die gleichfalls auf ungleichen Verträgen beruhende Sonderstellung der christlichen Mission im Landesinneren, wo die
Missionare mit Hilfe der ausländischen Konsuln in lokalen Streitigkeiten intervenierten;
die durch eine Reihe von Naturkatastrophen und darauffolgenden Hungersnöten Ende der 1890er Jahre in Nordchina
ausgelöste Krisenstimmung.

Ob der ausländische Handel (Import) tatsächlich viele Menschen arbeitslos gemacht und damit den Boxeraufstand mit
ausgelöst hat, ist dagegen umstritten.
Die Boxer machten die Ausländer, in zweiter Linie die chinesischen Christen für die Störungen der natürlichen Umwelt und
der sozialen Harmonie verantwortlich. Sie forderten, die Feinde Chinas mit Gewalt zu beseitigen, um diese Harmonie
wiederherzustellen. Dabei traten sie als Unterstützer der herrschenden Qing-Dynastie (Mandschu-Dynastie) auf. Eine ihrer
bekanntesten Parolen lautete: „Unterstützt die Qing und vernichtet die Fremden.“
Dennoch versuchte der kaiserliche Hof bis ins Frühjahr 1900, die Boxer zu unterdrücken. Wegen der lockeren
Organisationsstruktur der Boxer scheiterten die Versuche jedoch. Erst als die Ausländer daraufhin die Regierung in Peking
massiv unter Druck setzten, änderten Cixi und ein Teil der hohen Beamtenschaft ihre Meinung und begannen, in den
Boxern Verbündete gegen die Ausländer zu sehen.

The bi is a type of circular ancient Chinese jade artifact. The earliest bi were produced in the Neolithic period, particularly by the Liangzhu
culture (3400–2250 BCE). Later examples date mainly from the Shang, Zhou and Han dynasties. They were also made in glass.
A bi is a flat jade disc with a circular hole in the centre. Neolithic bi are undecorated, while those of later periods of China, like the Zhou
dynasty, bear increasingly ornate surface carving (particularly in a hexagonal pattern) whose motifs represented deities associated with the
sky (four directions) as well as standing for qualities and powers the wearer wanted to invoke or embody.
Later traditions associate the bi with heaven, and the cong with the earth. Bi disks are consistently found with heaven and earth-like
imagery, suggesting that the disk's circular shape also bears symbolic significance as this description explains:
It is found that these objects testify to early stages of development of cosmological concepts that remained important in Chinese culture
during the Warring States and Han periods: the notion of a covering sky (gaitian) that revolves around a central axis, the cycle of the Ten
Suns, and the use of an early form of the carpenter's square. These objects were handled by shamans who were the religious leaders of
Liangzhu society and the transmitters of cosmological knowledge.
The original function and significance of the bi are unknown, as the Neolithic cultures have left no written history. From these earliest
times they were buried with the dead, as a sky symbol, accompanying the dead into the after world or "sky", with the cong which
connected the body with the earth. They were placed ceremonially on the body in the grave of persons of high social status. Bi are
sometimes found near the stomach and chest in neolithic burials.
Jade, like bi disks, has been used throughout Chinese history to indicate an individual of moral quality, and has also served as an important
symbol of rank. They were used in worship and ceremony – as ceremonial items they symbolised the ranks of emperor, king, duke,
marquis, viscount, and baron with four different Guis and two different bi disks.
In war during the Zhou dynasty period (c. 1046–256 BCE), bi disks belonging to the leaders of the defeated forces were handed over to the
victor as a sign of submission.
In 1790AD, the Qianlong Emperor of the Qing Dynasty had an ancient Bi inscribed with a message. He also wrote a poem entitled: "Verses
Composed on Matching a Ding-ware Ceramic with an Ancient Jade Bowl Stand’". It reads as follows: "It is said there were no bowls in
antiquity / but if so, then where did this stand come from? It is said that this stand dates to later times / but the jade is antique. It is also
said that a bowl called wan is the same as a basin called yu, but only differing from it in size.". He also wrote: "This stand is made of ancient
jade / but the jade bowl that once went with it is long gone. As one cannot show a stand without a bowl / we have selected a ceramic from
the Ding kiln for it.“ The Qianlong emperor assumed the Bi was a bowl stand, so he found a bowl and engraved it with messages to match
the ones he engraved on the disc.

Bereits am 11. Januar 1900 hatte die Kaiserinwitwe Cixi (veraltet: Tz’u-Hsi), die Regentin Chinas, in einem Edikt verkündet,
dass ein Teil der Boxer gesetzestreue Menschen seien. Am 27. Januar forderten die europäischen Kolonialmächte, Japan
und die USA die chinesische Regierung auf, europäische Einrichtungen vor den Boxern zu schützen. Die Bemühungen, die
Bewegung zu unterdrücken, dauerten an. Am 15. April wurden die Boxer verboten, doch da sich reguläre kaiserliche
Truppen in Peking und Tianjin (veraltet: Tientsin) mit ihnen verbündeten, ließ sich das Verbot nicht durchsetzen. Im Mai
erreichte die Bewegung die Umgebung der Hauptstadt Peking und begann mit Attacken gegen Ausländer sowie gegen die
an die Küste führenden Bahnlinien. Ausschreitungen forderten allein am 18. Mai 73 Todesopfer. Die ausländischen
Gesandten in Peking beorderten daraufhin rund 350 Soldaten als Gesandtschaftswachen nach Peking, die zwischen dem 31.
Mai und 3. Juni dort eintrafen. In den folgenden Tagen verschärften die Boxer ihre Attacken gegen chinesische Christen
sowie ausländische Einrichtungen und begannen, den Aufstand in die Stadt Peking zu tragen. Der Hass auf die chinesischen
Christen rührt aus der Tatsache, dass Streitereien mit traditionellen Chinesen häufig dazu führten, dass die Christen sich an
ihre europäischen Missionare wandten, die dann über ihre Sonderrechte und ihre Gesandtschaften regelmäßig den Streit
zugunsten der Christen entschieden.

Am 10. Juni 1900 marschierte ein 2066 Mann starkes internationales Expeditionskorps unter dem Befehl des britischen
Admirals Sir Edward Hobart Seymour in Tianjin ein, um die Gesandtschaften in Peking zu schützen. Es wurde jedoch von den
Boxern aufgehalten (14.–18. Juni) und musste umkehren. Die rund 473 Ausländer, 451 Soldaten und über 3.000
chinesischen Christen in Peking hatten sich mittlerweile im Gesandtschaftsviertel und in der Xishiku-Kirche verbarrikadiert.
Hier waren sie von der Kommunikation mit den ausländischen Stützpunkten an der Küste abgeschnitten, da die Boxer die
Telegrafenleitung gekappt hatten.
Vor der Küste Chinas sammelte sich inzwischen aber eine große internationale Flotte, die ein Entsatzheer ausschiffen
wollte.
Angesichts dieser Situation stellten die alliierten Truppen ein Ultimatum zur Übergabe der stark befestigten chinesischen
Küstenforts von Dagu. Am 17. Juni, 75 Minuten vor Ablauf des Ultimatums, eröffneten die Chinesen das Feuer. Die Forts
hatten zwar eine moderne Artillerie, jedoch kaum Erfahrung. Alliierte Kanonenboote auf dem Fluss Peiho vor den Forts
erwiderten das Feuer, in den nächsten Stunden wurden die Forts trotz heftigen Widerstandes von den Alliierten erstürmt.

Am 19. Juni verfasste die kaiserliche Regierung ein Ultimatum an die europäischen Gesandten in Peking, China binnen 24
Stunden zu verlassen. Am selben Tag wurde die deutsche Marineinfanterie mobilgemacht und nach China gesandt. Am 20.
Juni wurde der Gesandte der deutschen Reichsregierung, Freiherr Clemens von Ketteler, in Peking auf offener Straße von
einem mandschurischen Bannersoldaten erschossen. Ketteler befand sich zusammen mit seinem Dolmetscher Heinrich
Cordes auf dem Weg zum Außenministerium, um mit den Leitern dieses Amtes, den Prinzen Qing und Duan, persönlich
über das Ultimatum zu verhandeln. Die Umstände der Ermordung Kettelers sind bis heute nicht vollständig geklärt. Von
unmittelbar Beteiligten gibt es zwei unterschiedliche Versionen zum Tathergang. Zum einen wäre da die Version des
Übersetzers Cordes zu nennen. Er stellte die Tat als gezieltes Attentat auf Ketteler als deutschen Gesandten dar, veranlasst
von chinesischer Regierungsseite. Der Attentäter En Hai selbst sagte aus, die Ermordung sei im Zusammenhang des
Kriegsbefehls nach der Erstürmung des Dagu-Forts geschehen. Es sei ein Schießbefehl auf alle Ausländer ausgegeben
worden, einen direkten Befehl zur Tötung Kettelers habe es nicht gegeben. Der Attentäter En Hai wurde zwei Monate nach
der Tat verhaftet und öffentlich durch Enthauptung hingerichtet. Nachfolger von Ketteler als deutscher Gesandter wurde
Alfons Mumm von Schwarzenstein.
Auf die Nachricht von der Erstürmung der Forts von Dagu hin erließ der Kaiserhof am 21. Juni ein Edikt an seine Untertanen,
das einer Kriegserklärung an die Alliierten gleichkam. Kaiserliche Truppen kämpften nun offiziell an der Seite der Boxer.
Umgekehrt erklärte keiner der westlichen Staaten China formell den Krieg. Zwar war auch nach damaligem europäisch
geprägtem Völkerrecht die Erstürmung und Zerstörung von Verteidigungsanlagen eines fremden Staates und der Marsch
Bewaffneter auf dessen Hauptstadt ein klarer Kriegsakt. Es war jedoch unter den Alliierten zumindest umstritten, ob das
Völkerrecht auf China überhaupt angewendet werden dürfe, da China zwar auf der Haager Friedenskonferenz von 1899
vertreten war, jedoch die dort verabschiedete Landkriegsordnung nicht unterzeichnet hatte. Die fehlende Kriegserklärung

stellte den Krieg in China als „Strafexpedition“ auf die gleiche Stufe wie andere Kolonialkriege, die gegen nicht staatlich
organisierte ethnische Gruppen („Stämme“) geführt wurden.

Am 26. Juni musste sich Seymour geschlagen geben und zog sich nach Tianjin zurück. China versuchte am 3. Juli, Japan zum
Seitenwechsel und einer Allianz mit China zu bewegen, was Japan aber am 13. Juli zurückwies.
Trotz der unausgesprochenen Kriegserklärung trug der Krieg in der Anfangsphase den Charakter eines Staatenkriegs, da
reguläre Armeen gegeneinander kämpften, wenn auch die chinesischen Truppen durch Boxermilizen verstärkt wurden. Sie
belagerten das Gesandtschaftsviertel in Peking, wo sich Diplomaten, Missionare, Ingenieure und chinesische Christen
verschanzt hatten. Die britische Botschaft wurde zur Kommandozentrale der rund 500 Bewaffneten, denen rund 20.000
Chinesen gegenüberstanden. Allerdings wurde die Verteidigung von den einzelnen Gesandtschaften organisiert, was zu
Streitigkeiten führte und die Verteidigungskraft schwächte. Gleichzeitig wurde auch die internationale Konzession in Tianjin
(Tientsin) von den Chinesen belagert. Auf der chinesischen Seite herrschte allerdings ebenfalls Uneinigkeit. Eine Reihe
hoher Beamter – allen voran der Großsekretär Ronglu – lehnte das Verhalten der Kaiserinwitwe ab, die sogar mehrere
Beamte wegen ihrer kritischen Bemerkungen hinrichten ließ. Beobachtungen, wonach die chinesische Artillerie zu tief
schoss, sowie nach der Belagerung in Peking aufgefundene, unbenutzte moderne Geschütze lassen den Schluss zu, dass der
Kampf von den chinesischen Truppen auf Veranlassung der chinesischen Friedenspartei nicht mit aller Entschlossenheit
geführt wurde.

In der Zwischenzeit stellten sechs europäische Staaten sowie die USA und Japan ein Expeditionskorps für eine Intervention
in China zusammen. Der deutsche Kaiser Wilhelm II. hatte unverzüglich auf den Vorschlag einer gemeinsamen Militäraktion
europäischer Staaten reagiert, weil sich in diesem Rahmen die verstärkte Rolle des Deutschen Reiches in der Weltpolitik
demonstrieren ließ. Zu seiner Genugtuung konnte er erreichen, dass dem ehemaligen deutschen Generalstabschef
Feldmarschall Alfred Graf von Waldersee der Oberbefehl über dieses gemeinsame Expeditionsheer übertragen wurde. Bei
der Verabschiedung eines Teils der deutschen Truppen am 27. Juli in Bremerhaven hielt Wilhelm II. seine berüchtigte
Hunnenrede:
„Eine große Aufgabe harrt eurer: ihr sollt das schwere Unrecht, das geschehen ist, sühnen. Die Chinesen haben das
Völkerrecht umgeworfen, sie haben in einer in der Weltgeschichte nicht erhörten Weise der Heiligkeit des Gesandten, den
Pflichten des Gastrechts Hohn gesprochen. Es ist das umso empörender, als dies Verbrechen begangen worden ist von einer
Nation, die auf ihre alte Kultur stolz ist. Bewährt die alte preußische Tüchtigkeit, zeigt euch als Christen im freudigen
Ertragen von Leiden, mögen Ehre und Ruhm euren Fahnen und Waffen folgen, gebt an Manneszucht und Disziplin aller
Welt ein Beispiel […] Kommt ihr vor den Feind, so wird er geschlagen. Pardon wird nicht gegeben, Gefangene nicht
gemacht. Wer euch in die Hände fällt, sei in eurer Hand. Wie vor tausend Jahren die Hunnen unter ihrem König Etzel sich
einen Namen gemacht, der sie noch jetzt in der Überlieferung gewaltig erscheinen läßt, so möge der Name Deutschlands in

China in einer solchen Weise bekannt werden, daß niemals wieder ein Chinese es wagt, etwa einen Deutschen auch nur
scheel anzusehen!“
Bernhard von Bülow, Reichskanzler Chlodwig zu Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst und auch der Direktor des Norddeutschen Lloyds
unternahmen Anstrengungen, die Verbreitung dieser Brandrede zu verhindern. Langfristig prägte sie den (vor allem in
England verwendeten) Begriff the Huns für die Deutschen, der besonders in der Propaganda im Ersten Weltkrieg eine Rolle
spielen sollte.

Die aus Europa eingeschifften Truppen kamen allerdings zu spät, um noch am Entsatz Tianjins und Pekings teilzunehmen.
Die etwa 20.000 Mann starke alliierte Truppe, die am 4. August in Tianjin abmarschierte, bestand in erster Linie aus britischindischen, russischen, japanischen und US-Truppen (letztere waren von den Philippinen nach China verlegt worden);
Deutsche, Franzosen, Österreicher und Italiener beteiligten sich nur mit einigen Abteilungen Marineinfanterie.
Das Expeditionskorps erreichte am 13. August 1900 Peking, das bereits am folgenden Tag fiel. Am 15. August flohen die
Kaiserinwitwe und ihr Rat aus Peking nach Xi’an/Shaanxi, indem sie sich auf „Inspektionsreise“ begaben. Peking wurde von
den Alliierten drei Tage lang geplündert, was – angesichts des hohen zivilisatorischen Anspruchs der Europäer – Kritiker
befremdete. Auch Kulturgüter wurden geraubt.
Eine Urkunde anlässlich der China-Expedition der 6. Kompanie des 3. ostasiatischen Infanterie-Regiments gibt einen
anschaulichen Überblick über den zeitlichen Verlauf der Expedition. Abfahrt mit dem Dampfer „Rhein und Palatia“ in
Bremerhaven am 2. August 1900. Fahrt nach China über Gibraltar, Port Said (Sueskanal), Aden, Colombo, Singapur. Dann
die Orte in China: Peitang am 20. September 1900; Yung-Shing-Shien am 15. Dezember 1900; Chou-Chouang 24. Dezember
1900; Kwang-Tshang am 20. Februar 1901; Tshang-Tshöng-Puss am 8. März 1901; Huolu am 24. April 1901. Außerdem gab
es Militäreinsätze in Taku, Tangku, Tianjin, Pautingfu, Ansu, Tien-Shien, Tsho-Tshou, Jau-Shane. Die Rückkehr erfolgte nach
Bremerhaven am 9. August 1901.

Nach der Einnahme Pekings wandelte sich der Charakter des Krieges. In einem Edikt vom 7. September machte Cixi die
Boxer für die militärische Niederlage verantwortlich und erteilte den Provinzgouverneuren die Anweisung, erneut
Regierungstruppen gegen sie einzusetzen. Am 25. September wurden in den Aufstand verwickelte hohe Amtsträger vom
Kaiserhof degradiert. Gleichzeitig begannen die alliierten Truppen damit, „Strafexpeditionen“ gegen „Boxernester“
durchzuführen und so den letzten Widerstand zu brechen. Bei ihren Operationen ließen sich die alliierten Truppen brutale
Ausschreitungen gegen die chinesische Bevölkerung zuschulden kommen (Morde, Plünderungen, Vergewaltigungen). Ihr
Ziel bestand darin, Terror zu verbreiten und dadurch die Chinesen von einer zukünftigen Erhebung gegen die Ausländer
abzuschrecken. Allerdings beschränkte sich der Truppeneinsatz auf die nordchinesische Provinz Zhili, da die
Provinzgouverneure Mittel- und Südchinas mit den Ausländern Stillhalteabkommen schlossen.
Insgesamt fielen 231 Ausländer, darunter etwa 200 Missionare, und etwa 32.000 christliche Chinesen den Boxern zum
Opfer. Die Missionare wurden überwiegend in den Städten Taiyuan und Baoding auf Betreiben des Gouverneurs Yuxian
umgebracht. Insgesamt wurden durch die Boxer etwa 100.000 Zivilisten getötet. Durch die alliierte Kriegsführung kamen

etwa 5000 Zivilisten ums Leben. 1003 ausländische Soldaten fielen, zumeist handelte es sich dabei um Japaner und Russen.
Auf Seiten des chinesischen Militärs gab es etwa 2000 Tote zu verzeichnen. Die Anzahl der getöteten Boxer ist nicht
bekannt.

Das Verhalten der alliierten Interventionstruppen stieß in der Heimat nicht nur auf Zustimmung. Vor allem aus
sozialistischen und liberalen, teilweise auch aus kirchlichen Kreisen wurden Vorbehalte gegen die Intervention geäußert.
Nach Meinung der Kritiker hatten die Soldaten unter dem Vorwand, die Zivilisation schützen zu wollen, selbst gegen die
humanitären Grundsätze dieser Zivilisation verstoßen. Besonders die Hunnenrede Wilhelms II. wurde im In- und Ausland
heftig wegen der darin enthaltenen Äußerung kritisiert, kein Pardon zu geben und keine Gefangenen zu machen.
Ein Beispiel für eine antimilitaristische und gegen die Politik Wilhelms II. gerichtete Haltung ist die Maiparole von 1901,
„Gegen Brodwucher und Hunnenkurs“ auf der Titelseite der einflussreichen Frankfurter SPD-Tageszeitung Volksstimme
vom Ersten Mai 1901, die mit den Worten endete (genaue Beschreibung siehe unter Volksstimme):
„Seid gewarnt Ihr, die durch Schlachtenruhm
Die Völker in Ketten wollt schmieden;
Wir wollen kein neues Hunnenthum,
Nein, Menschenwohl, Freiheit und Frieden!“

Teilweise kritisierten sich die an der Militäraktion beteiligten Kommandeure sogar gegenseitig. Der amerikanische
Befehlshaber vermerkte zum Beispiel: „Man kann mit Sicherheit sagen, dass auf einen wirklichen Boxer, der getötet wurde,
fünfzehn harmlose Kulis und Landarbeiter, unter ihnen nicht wenige Frauen und Kinder, kamen, die erschlagen wurden.“
Während Japan sich für eine Integrität Chinas einsetzte, ließ Russland parallel zu den Verhandlungen 200.000 Soldaten in
die Mandschurei einrücken, angeblich um die Boxer zu bekämpfen. Sie besetzten am 23. Juli Aigun und am 1. Oktober
Mukden. Am 16. Februar 1901 wurde diesbezüglich ein Vertrag geschlossen, in dem Sinne, dass China die Mandschurei
behielt, die russischen Truppen aber zum Schutz der Eisenbahn („railway guards“) im Land blieben.
Seit dem 26. Oktober 1900 verhandelte der erfahrene Diplomat Li Hongzhang als Abgesandter des Kaiserhofs über die
Friedensbedingungen. Die nach Gansu geflohene Kaiserinwitwe akzeptierte am 10. Januar 1901 die Bedingungen der
Kolonialmächte. Am 7. September 1901 wurde das so genannte „Boxerprotokoll“ unterzeichnet. Es stellte fest, dass
die chinesische Regierung sich für die Morde an ausländischen Diplomaten (neben Ketteler auch der japanische
Gesandtschaftssekretär Graf Akira Sugiyama 1862–1900) entschuldigen und ein Denkmal für Ketteler („Ketteler-Bogen“)
errichten müsse,
Aufständische zu bestrafen seien (viele Todesurteile wurden verhängt),
die Beamtenprüfungen in allen Städten, in denen Ausländer getötet worden waren, für fünf Jahre ausgesetzt werden
sollten,
China Reparationen in Höhe von 1,4 Milliarden Goldmark bis 1940 (70 Millionen Pfund Sterling) und
Entschädigungen an betroffene Ausländer zu zahlen habe (Boxerentschädigung),
keine Waffen gekauft und eingeführt werden dürfen,
das Gesandtschaftsviertel in Peking ausschließlich für Ausländer reserviert und befestigt werden solle,

die Dagu-Forts geschleift und ausländische Stützpunkte an der Bahnstrecke zwischen Peking und der Küste errichtet
werden sollten,
ein modernes Außenministerium mit Vorrang vor allen anderen Ministerien eingerichtet werden müsse,
ein kaiserliches Edikt bestätigt werde, die ausländerfeindliche Organisation bei Todesstrafe verbietet,
der Kotau (tiefe Verbeugung, Ehrenbezeigung) für ausländische Diplomaten abgeschafft werde (tiefe Demütigung,
zusammen mit einer Militärparade in der Verbotenen Stadt, die nur für chinesische Beamte geöffnet war).

A cong is a form of ancient Chinese jade artifact. It was later also used in ceramics. The earliest cong were produced by the Liangzhu
culture (3400-2250 BC); later examples date mainly from the Shang and Zhou dynasties. Interest in the jade shape developed during the
12th-13th century Song dynasty. The shape continued to be used in ceramic and metalwork for centuries.
In form, a cong is a tube with a circular inner section and squarish outer section. The outer surface is divided vertically or horizontally such
that the whole defines a hollow cylinder embedded in a partial rectangular block. Proportions vary - a cong may be squat or taller than it is
wide. The outer faces are sometimes decorated with mask-like faces, which may be related to the taotie designs found on later bronze
vessels.
Although generally considered to be a ritual object of some sort, the original function and meaning of the cong are unknown. Later writings
speak of the cong as symbolizing the earth, while the bi represents the heavens. The square represents the earth and a circle represents
the heavens.

Ein weiterer als besondere Demütigung empfundener Punkt war, dass der mit der Sühnemission beauftragte Zaifeng, 2.
Prinz Chun, Vater des letzten chinesischen Kaisers Puyi, sich persönlich in Berlin unter entwürdigenden Bedingungen für
den Gesandtenmord an Ketteler entschuldigen sollte. Die chinesische Delegation errang jedoch einen kleinen
diplomatischen Sieg und konnte erreichen, dass der Prinz nicht vor Kaiser Wilhelm II. niederknien musste.
Daraufhin konnte der Sühneakt schließlich am 4. September 1901 im Grottensaal, Neues Palais in Potsdam, Park Sanssouci,
stattfinden.
In den frühen Jahren der Republik China überwogen unter den Intellektuellen der Neuen Kulturbewegung eher negative
Einschätzungen der Boxerbewegung und ihrer Ziele. Betont wurden die abergläubischen Elemente der Boxerbewegung, die
als Symbol für die Rückständigkeit der chinesischen Gesellschaft gegenüber dem Westen aufgefasst wurden. Dies setzte die
zeitgenössische Bewertung chinesischer Gelehrter fort.
Ab Mitte der 1920er Jahre begann sich dieses Bild zu wandeln, und die revolutionären, patriotischen und
antiimperialistischen Aspekte des Boxeraufstands wurden nun mehr in den Vordergrund gestellt, obwohl das faktische
Bündnis der Boxer mit der Qing-Dynastie weiterhin abgelehnt wurde. Nach dem Sieg der Kommunisten im Bürgerkrieg 1949
wurde dies vollends zur offiziellen Lesart. Es kam zu einer Glorifizierung und Überhöhung der Boxer, die gar als Vorläufer
des Kommunismus betrachtet wurden. Einen Höhepunkt erreichte die Heldenverehrung und Mythologisierung zur Zeit der
Kulturrevolution (1966–1976). Insbesondere die „Leuchtenden Roten Laternen“ wurden in dieser Zeit zum Vorbild stilisiert.

Der Brite Sir Edmund Backhouse verschaffte sich über die Legende eines Privatgelehrten und Sammlers historischer Texte und Dokumente
seit 1898 Zugang zu den Eunuchen am kaiserlichen Hof. Seine Informationen „verarbeitete“ er nach dem Boxeraufstand zu zwei
Propaganda-Traktaten, die die spätere „Strafexpedition“ nachträglich rechtfertigten („Berichte und Memoiren vom Hof in Peking“, „China
unter der Kaiserinwitwe“).

Als vorgebliche „Quelle“ fertigte Backhouse einen chinesischen Text – das angebliche „Tagebuch des
Jingshan“, eines hochrangigen Beamten am Pekinger Hof –, der die Entschlossenheit der Pekinger
Kriegspartei und besonders der Kaiserinwitwe selbst dokumentieren sollte, die Ausländer in China zu
vernichten. Erst 1976 enthüllte der britische Historiker Hugh Trevor-Roper, dass es sich bei diesem
Text um eine Fälschung handelte. Zwar konnte Backhouse’ Fälschung auf den Kriegsverlauf in keiner
Weise Einfluss nehmen – schon deshalb nicht, weil ihr Autor ja selbst in Peking eingeschlossen war.
Diana Preston stellt fest, es habe Jahre gedauert, bis das angebliche Tagebuch des Jingshan „ans Licht
der Öffentlichkeit kam.“ Es prägte jedoch über viele Jahrzehnte die öffentliche Wahrnehmung des
Krieges in Europa und Nordamerika.

In Deutschland haben etliche Straßennamen einen Bezug zum Boxeraufstand. In Berlin wurden die
Takustraße nach den durch die Alliierten beschossenen Taku-Forts benannt, die Iltisstraße nach dem
beim Boxeraufstand eingesetzten deutschen Kanonenboot SMS Iltis und die Lansstraße nach Wilhelm
von Lans, dem Kommandanten dieses Kanonenboots. Trotz jahrzehntelanger Forderungen, die
Straßennamen zu ändern, weil sie Kolonialismus und Kriegsverbrechen wie Plünderungen und
Vergewaltigungen heroisierten, wurden die Namensänderungen nicht durchgeführt, sondern eine
Stele errichtet, die den historischen Kontext erläutert.

An der Niederschlagung des Boxeraufstandes waren auch Soldaten der k.u.k. Kriegsmarine beteiligt.
Im Heeresgeschichtlichen Museum in Wien, in dem die Geschichte der österreichischen Marine im
Detail dokumentiert ist, befinden sich in einer eigenen Vitrine auch Beutestücke und Fotos von
diesem Einsatz in China. Die Fotos zeigen Matrosen der kurz zuvor fertiggestellten SMS Aspern auf
einem landesüblichen Fahrzeug sowie Taku-Forts nach der Einnahme. Weitere Fotos dokumentieren
den 20. August 1900 in Peking, so wird auf einer Aufnahme ein Tor der Stadtmauer in Brand
geschossen. Zu sehen sind des Weiteren Waffen der Boxer, Gewänder und auch Zöpfe, die den
Aufständischen wohl abgeschnitten wurden, um sie zu demütigen.
The Boxer Rebellio was an anti-imperialist, anti-colonial, and anti-Christian uprising that took place in
China between 1899 and 1901, toward the end of the Qing dynasty. They were motivated by protonationalist sentiments and by opposition to Western colonialism and the Christian missionary activity
that was associated with it.

It was initiated by the Militia United in Righteousness (Yihetuan), known in English as the Boxers, for
many of their members had been practitioners of Chinese martial arts, also referred to in the west as
Chinese Boxing. The uprising took place against a background that included severe drought and
disruption caused by the growth of foreign spheres of influence.

The original cause of the uprising was the particular jurisdictional status of European legations in
Peking, which were not subject to Chinese authorities: robber gangs have been formed in the outbuildings of the German legation (mainly among Lutheran missionaries), spreading outrage in the
Chinese locals (the Western robbers had the habit of taking refuge in the European legations after
having committed their crimes to escape punishment). As a result, opposition to Western colonialism
and Christian missionary activity took place. After several months of growing violence in Shandong
and the North China plain against the foreign and Christian presence in June 1900, Boxer fighters,
convinced they were invulnerable to foreign weapons, converged on Beijing with the slogan Support
the Qing government and exterminate the foreigners. Foreigners and Chinese Christians sought
refuge in the Legation Quarter.

In response to reports of an armed invasion by allied American, Austro-Hungarian, British, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, and Russian forces to lift the siege, the initially hesitant Empress Dowager
Cixi supported the Boxers and on June 21 issued an Imperial Decree declaring war on the foreign
powers. Diplomats, foreign civilians, and soldiers as well as Chinese Christians in the Legation Quarter
were detained for 55 days by the Imperial Army of China and the Boxers.
Chinese officialdom was split between those supporting the Boxers and those favoring conciliation,
led by Prince Qing. The supreme commander of the Chinese forces, the Manchu General Ronglu
(Junglu), later claimed he acted to protect the besieged foreigners. Many officials refused the
imperial order to fight against foreigners in their Mutual Protection of Southeast China, because Qing
had lost the First Sino-Japanese War five years before.
The Eight-Nation Alliance, after being initially turned back, brought 20,000 armed troops to China,
defeated the Imperial Army, and arrived at Peking on August 14, relieving the siege of the Legations.
Uncontrolled plunder of the capital and the surrounding countryside ensued, along with the
summary execution of those suspected of being Boxers.

The Boxer Protocol of 7 September 1901 provided for the execution of government officials who had
supported the Boxers, provisions for foreign troops to be stationed in Beijing, and 450 million taels of
silver—approximately $10 billion at 2018 silver prices and more than the government's annual tax
revenue—to be paid as indemnity over the course of the next thirty-nine years to the eight nations
involved. The Empress Dowager then sponsored a set of institutional and fiscal changes in a failed
attempt to save the dynasty.

The Righteous and Harmonious Fists (Yihequan) arose in the inland sections of the northern coastal
province of Shandong, long known for social unrest, religious sects, and martial societies. American
Christian missionaries were probably the first to refer to the well-trained, athletic young men as
"Boxers", because of the martial arts and weapons training they practiced. Their primary practice
was a type of spiritual possession which involved the whirling of swords, violent prostrations, and
chanting incantations to deities.
The opportunities to fight back Western encroachment and colonization were especially attractive to
unemployed village men, many of whom were teenagers. The tradition of possession and
invulnerability went back several hundred years but took on special meaning against the powerful
new weapons of the West.

The Boxers, armed with rifles and swords, claimed supernatural invulnerability towards blows of
cannon, rifle shots, and knife attacks. Furthermore, the Boxer groups popularly claimed that millions
of soldiers of Heaven would descend to assist them in purifying China of foreign oppression. These
beliefs are characteristic of millenarian movements of nativist resistance, especially the characteristic
magical belief, shared by the Ghost Dancers of North America and the Kartelite Cults of Africa, that
the believer could be rendered invulnerable to bullets.
In 1895, in spite of ambivalence toward their heterodox practices, Yuxian, a Manchu who was then
prefect of Caozhou and would later become provincial governor, used the Big Swords Society in
fighting bandits. The Big Swords, emboldened by this official support, also attacked their local
Catholic village rivals, who turned to the Church for protection. The Big Swords responded by
attacking Catholic churches and burning them. "The line between Christians and bandits", remarks
one recent historian, "became increasingly indistinct." As a result of diplomatic pressure in the

capital, Yuxian executed several Big Sword leaders, but did not punish anyone else. More martial
secret societies started emerging after this.
The early years saw a variety of village activities, not a broad movement with a united purpose.
Martial folk religious societies such as the Baguadao (Eight Trigrams) prepared the way for the
Boxers. Like the Red Boxing School or the Plum Flower Boxers, the Boxers of Shandong were more
concerned with traditional social and moral values, such as filial piety, than with foreign influences.
One leader, Zhu Hongdeng (Red Lantern Zhu), started as a wandering healer, specializing in skin
ulcers, and gained wide respect by refusing payment for his treatments. Zhu claimed descent from
Ming dynasty emperors, since his surname was the surname of the Ming imperial family.

He announced that his goal was to "Revive the Major powers plan to cut up China for themselves;
America, Germany, Italy, UK, France, Russia, Austria are represented by Wilhelm II, Umberto I, John
Bull, Franz Joseph I (in rear), Uncle Sam, Nicholas II, and Emile Loubet. Punch Aug 23, 1899, by J. S.
Pughe.
European legations had a particular jurisdiction status in Peking: they were not subject to Chinese
authorities. A den of robbers had been formed in the out-buildings of the German legation, mainly
among Lutheran missionaries. They were doing pillage in the city as much as they could, then took
shelter in the European legations to escape any punishment for their criminal acts, hence triggering
exasperation among the townspeople. The German minister, in an attempt to stop the rising
counter-movement, set himself to harrangue the mob, but he only succeeded to get himself killed in
the turmoil. To avenge this outrage, a retaliation expedition was organized at once, involving most
European states in the wake of Germany.

The combination of extreme weather conditions, Western attempts at colonizing China and growing
anti-imperialist sentiment fueled the movement. First, a drought followed by floods in Shandong
province in 1897–1898 forced farmers to flee to cities and seek food. As one observer said, "I am
convinced that a few days' heavy rainfall to terminate the long-continued drought ... would do more
to restore tranquility than any measures which either the Chinese government or foreign
governments can take."

A major cause of discontent in north China was missionary activity. The Treaty of Tientsin (or Tianjin)
and the Convention of Peking, signed in 1860 after the Second Opium War, had granted foreign
missionaries the freedom to preach anywhere in China and to buy land on which to build churches.
On 1 November 1897, a band of armed men who were perhaps members of the Big Swords Society
stormed the residence of a German missionary from the Society of the Divine Word and killed two
priests. This attack is known as the Juye Incident.

When Kaiser Wilhelm II received news of these murders, he dispatched the German East Asia
Squadron to occupy Jiaozhou Bay on the southern coast of the Shandong peninsula. Germany's
action triggered a "scramble for concessions" by which Britain, France, Russia and Japan also secured
their own sphere of influence in China.

“Autobiography”, the Tang dynasty masterpiece of “wild” cursive script by the monk-calligrapher Huaisu, consists of 702 characters
arranged in 126 lines. In terms of the dimensions, number of characters, and size of the script, this piece stands out as unique among all
the examples of cursive script from the Tang dynasty or before. Huaisu dated the scroll to the twelfth year of the Dali (大曆) era, which
corresponds to 777 in the Western calendar, making this a classic from about the age of 40.
In the Song dynasty (960–1279), three “Autobiography” handscrolls reportedly existed. This handscroll, now in the collection of the
National Palace Museum, is apparently the only one to have survived. A record of connoisseurship indicates it was in the court of the
Southern Tang (937–975) during the Five Dynasties Period, and by the early Song dynasty it appeared in the collection of the connoisseur
Su Shunqin (蘇舜欽, 1008–1048). Passing through private hands from the Northern Song, Southern Song, Ming, and into the Qing period, it
entered the Qing court collection during the reign of the Qianlong Emperor (r. 1736–1795), thus having a documented history of more than
a thousand years.

In October 1898, a group of Boxers attacked the Christian community of Liyuantun village where a
temple to the Jade Emperor had been converted into a Catholic church. Disputes had surrounded the
church since 1869, when the temple had been granted to the Christian residents of the village. This
incident marked the first time the Boxers used the slogan "Support the Qing, destroy the
foreigners“that would later characterise them. The "Boxers" called themselves the "Militia United in
Righteousness" for the first time one year later, at the Battle of Senluo Temple (October 1899), a
clash between Boxers and Qing government troops. By using the word "Militia" rather than "Boxers",
they distanced themselves from forbidden martial arts sects, and tried to give their movement the
legitimacy of a group that defended orthodoxy.
Aggression toward missionaries and Christians drew the ire of foreign (mainly European)
governments. In 1899, the French minister in Beijing helped the missionaries to obtain an edict

granting official status to every order in the Roman Catholic hierarchy, enabling local priests to
support their people in legal or family disputes and bypass the local officials. After the German
government took over Shandong many Chinese feared that the foreign missionaries and quite
possibly all Christian activities were imperialist attempts at "carving the melon", i.e., to divide and
colonize China piece by piece. A Chinese official expressed the animosity towards foreigners
succinctly, "Take away your missionaries and your opium and you will be welcome."
The early growth of the Boxer movement coincided with the Hundred Days' Reform (11 June – 21
September 1898). Progressive Chinese officials, with support from Protestant missionaries,
persuaded the Guangxu Emperor to institute reforms which alienated many conservative officials by
their sweeping nature. Such opposition from conservative officials led Empress Dowager Cixi to
intervene and reverse the reforms. The failure of the reform movement disillusioned many educated
Chinese and thus further weakened the Qing government. After the reforms ended, the conservative
Empress Dowager Cixi seized power and placed the reformist Guangxu Emperor under house arrest.

This painting illustrates a political parody written by Zhang Hua (張華, ca.232–300). The parody takes a moralizing tone, attacking the
excessive behavior of an empress. The protagonist is the court instructress who guides the ladies of the imperial harem on correct
behavior. In total, nine scenes were depicted on this scroll, but it is now incomplete; the first two scenes are missing, as well as the text to
the first scene.
Similar pictorial motifs have been discovered in contemporary tombs.
Before its arrival at the British Museum in
1903, the scroll passed through many hands. The history of the painting can be ascertained through the seals and inscriptions, beginning
with the eighth-century seal of the Hongwen Guan, a division of the Hanlin Academy.
The painting was subsequently in the collections of well-known connoisseurs who added their own seals and inscriptions, before
ending up in the imperial collection during the reign of the Qianlong emperor (r.1735–96). In 1860, during the Second Opium War, the
painting was looted by British troops from the Old Summer Palace and eventually came to the collection of the British Museum.

The national crisis was widely seen as being caused by foreign aggression. Foreign powers had
defeated China in several wars, forced a right to promote Christianity and imposed unequal treaties
under which foreigners and foreign companies in China were accorded special privileges,
extraterritorial rights and immunities from Chinese law, causing resentment among the Chinese.

France, Japan, Russia and Germany carved out spheres of influence, so that by 1900 it appeared that
China would likely be dismembered, with foreign powers each ruling a part of the country. Thus, by

1900, the Qing dynasty, which had ruled China for more than two centuries, was crumbling and
Chinese culture was under assault by powerful and unfamiliar religions and secular cultures.
In January 1900, with a majority of conservatives in the imperial court, Empress Dowager Cixi
changed her position on the Boxers, and issued edicts in their defence, causing protests from foreign
powers. In spring 1900, the Boxer movement spread rapidly north from Shandong into the
countryside near Beijing. Boxers burned Christian churches, killed Chinese Christians and intimidated
Chinese officials who stood in their way. American Minister Edwin H. Conger cabled Washington,
"the whole country is swarming with hungry, discontented, hopeless idlers." On 30 May the
diplomats, led by British Minister Claude Maxwell MacDonald, requested that foreign soldiers come
to Beijing to defend the legations. The Chinese government reluctantly acquiesced, and the next day
a multinational force of 435 navy troops from eight countries disembarked from warships and
travelled by train from Dagu (Taku) to Beijing. They set up defensive perimeters around their
respective missions.

On 5 June 1900, the railway line to Tianjin was cut by Boxers in the countryside and Beijing was
isolated. On 11 June, at Yongding gate, the secretary of the Japanese legation, Sugiyama Akira, was
attacked and killed by the soldiers of general Dong Fuxiang, who were guarding the southern part of
the Beijing walled city. Armed with Mauser rifles but wearing traditional uniforms, Dong's troops had
threatened the foreign Legations in the fall of 1898 soon after arriving in Beijing, so much that troops
from the United States Marine Corps had been called to Beijing to guard the legations. The German
Kaiser Wilhelm II was so alarmed by the Chinese Muslim troops that he requested the Caliph Abdul
Hamid II of the Ottoman Empire to find a way to stop the Muslim troops from fighting.
The Caliph agreed to the Kaiser's request and sent Enver Pasha (not the future Young Turk leader) to
China in 1901, but the rebellion was over by that time.

Also on 11 June, the first Boxer, dressed in his finery, was seen in the Legation Quarter. The German
Minister, Clemens von Ketteler, and German soldiers captured a Boxer boy and inexplicably executed
him. In response, thousands of Boxers burst into the walled city of Beijing that afternoon and burned
many of the Christian churches and cathedrals in the city, burning some victims alive. American and
British missionaries had taken refuge in the Methodist Mission and an attack there was repulsed by

American Marines. The soldiers at the British Embassy and German Legations shot and killed several
Boxers, alienating the Chinese population of the city and nudging the Qing government toward
support of the Boxers.
The Muslim Gansu braves and Boxers, along with other Chinese then attacked and killed Chinese
Christians around the legations in revenge for foreign attacks on Chinese.As the situation grew more
violent, a second multinational force of 2,000 sailors and marines under the command of the British
Vice-Admiral Edward Seymour, the largest contingent being British, was dispatched from Dagu to
Beijing on 10 June 1900. The troops were transported by train from Dagu to Tianjin with the
agreement of the Chinese government, but the railway between Tianjin and Beijing had been
severed. Seymour resolved to move forward and repair the railway, or progress on foot if necessary,
keeping in mind that the distance between Tianjin and Beijing was only 120 km. When Seymour left
Tianjin and started toward Beijing, it angered the imperial court.

As a result, the pro-Boxer Manchu Prince Duan became leader of the Zongli Yamen (foreign office),
replacing Prince Qing. Prince Duan was a member of the imperial Aisin Gioro clan (foreigners called
him a "Blood Royal"), and Empress Dowager Cixi had named her son as next in line for the imperial
throne. He became the effective leader of the Boxers, and was extremely anti-foreigner. He soon
ordered the Qing imperial army to attack the foreign forces. Confused by conflicting orders from
Beijing, General Nie Shicheng let Seymour's army pass by in their trains.

After leaving Tianjin, the convoy quickly reached Langfang, but found the railway there to be
destroyed. Seymour's engineers tried to repair the line, but the allied army found itself surrounded,
as the railway both behind and in front of them had been destroyed. They were attacked from all
parts by Chinese irregulars and Chinese governmental troops. Five thousand of Dong Fuxiang's
"Gansu Braves" and an unknown number of "Boxers" won a costly but major victory over Seymour's
troops at the Battle of Langfang on 18 June. As the allied European army retreated from Langfang,
they were constantly fired upon by cavalry, and artillery bombarded their positions. It was reported
that the Chinese artillery was superior to the European artillery, since the Europeans did not bother
to bring along much for the campaign, thinking they could easily sweep through Chinese resistance.

The Europeans could not locate the Chinese artillery, which was raining shells upon their positions.
Mining, engineering, flooding and simultaneous attacks were employed by Chinese troops. The
Chinese also employed pincer movements,
News arrived on 18 June regarding attacks on foreign legations. Seymour decided to continue
advancing, this time along the Beihe river, toward Tongzhou, 25 kilometres (16 mi) from Beijing. By
the 19th, they had to abandon their efforts due to progressively stiffening resistance and started to
retreat southward along the river with over 200 wounded. Commandeering four civilian Chinese
junks along the river, they loaded all their wounded and remaining supplies onto them and pulled
them along with ropes from the riverbanks. By this point they were very low on food, ammunition
and medical supplies. Unexpectedly they then happened upon the Great Xigu Arsenal, a hidden Qing
munitions cache of which the Allied Powers had had no knowledge until then. They immediately
captured and occupied it, discovering not only Krupp field guns, but rifles with millions of rounds of
ammunition, along with millions of pounds of rice and ample medical supplies.

There they dug in and awaited rescue. A Chinese servant was able to infiltrate through the Boxer and
Qing lines, informing the Eight Powers of the Seymour troops' predicament. Surrounded and
attacked nearly around the clock by Qing troops and Boxers, they were at the point of being overrun.
On 25 June, a regiment composed of 1,800 men (900 Russian troops from Port Arthur, 500 British
seamen, with an ad hoc mix of other assorted Alliance troops) finally arrived on foot from Tientsin to
rescue Seymour. Spiking the mounted field guns and setting fire to any munitions that they could not
take (an estimated £3 million worth), Seymour, his force, and the rescue mission marched back to
Tientsin, unopposed, on 26 June. Seymour's casualties during the expedition were 62 killed and 228
wounded.

Meanwhile, in Beijing, on 16 June, Empress Dowager Cixi summoned the imperial court for a mass
audience and addressed the choices between using the Boxers to evict the foreigners from the city or
seeking a diplomatic solution. In response to a high official who doubted the efficacy of the Boxers'
magic, Cixi replied: Both sides of the debate at the imperial court realised that popular support for

the Boxers in the countryside was almost universal and that suppression would be both difficult and
unpopular, especially when foreign troops were on the march.
Two factions were active during this debate. On one side were anti-foreigners who viewed foreigners
as invasive and imperialistic and evoked a nativist populism. They advocated taking advantage of the
Boxers to achieve the expulsion of foreign troops and foreign influences. The pro-foreigners on the
other hand advanced rapprochement with foreign governments, seeing the Boxers as superstitious
and ignorant.
The event that tilted the Qing imperial government irrevocably toward support of the Boxers and war
with the foreign powers was the attack of foreign navies on the Dagu Forts near Tianjin, on 17 June
1900.

On 15 June, Qing imperial forces deployed electric mines in the River Beihe (Peiho) to prevent the
Eight-Nation Alliance from sending ships to attack. With a difficult military situation in Tianjin and a
total breakdown of communications between Tianjin and Beijing, the allied nations took steps to
reinforce their military presence significantly. On 17 June they took the Dagu Forts commanding the
approaches to Tianjin, and from there brought increasing numbers of troops on shore. When Cixi
received an ultimatum demanding that China surrender total control over all its military and financial
affairs to foreigners, she defiantly stated before the entire Grand Council, "Now they [the Powers]
have started the aggression, and the extinction of our nation is imminent. If we just fold our arms
and yield to them, I would have no face to see our ancestors after death.

If we must perish, why don't we fight to the death?" It was at this point that Cixi began to blockade
the legations with the armies of the Peking Field Force, which began the siege. Cixi stated that "I have
always been of the opinion, that the allied armies had been permitted to escape too easily in 1860.
Only a united effort was then necessary to have given China the victory. Today, at last, the
opportunity for revenge has come", and said that millions of Chinese would join the cause of fighting
the foreigners since the Manchus had provided "great benefits" on China. On receipt of the news of
the attack on the Dagu Forts on the 19th of June, Empress Dowager Cixi immediately sent an order to

the legations that the diplomats and other foreigners depart Beijing under escort of the Chinese
army within 24 hours.
The next morning, diplomats from the besieged legations met to discuss the Empress's offer. The
majority quickly agreed that they could not trust the Chinese army. Fearing that they would be killed,
they agreed to refuse the Empress's demand. The German Imperial Envoy, Baron Klemens Freiherr
von Ketteler, was infuriated with the actions of the Chinese army troops and determined to take his
complaints to the royal court. Against the advice of the fellow foreigners, the baron left the legations
with a single aide and a team of porters to carry his sedan chair. On his way to the palace, von
Ketteler was killed on the streets of Beijing by a Manchu captain. His aide managed to escape the
attack and carried word of the baron's death back to the diplomatic compound. At this news, the
other diplomats feared they also would be murdered if they left the legation quarter and they chose
to continue to defy the Chinese order to depart Beijing. The legations were hurriedly fortified. Most
of the foreign civilians, which included a large number of missionaries and businessmen, took refuge
in the British legation, the largest of the diplomatic compounds. Chinese Christians were primarily
housed in the adjacent palace (Fu) of Prince Su who was forced to abandon his property by the
foreign soldiers.
Representative U.S., Indian, French, Italian, British, German, Austro-Hungarian and Japanese military
and naval personnel forming part of the Allied forces

On the 21st of June, Empress Dowager Cixi declared war against all foreign powers. Regional
governors who commanded substantial modernised armies, such as Li Hongzhang at Canton, Yuan
Shikai in Shandong, Zhang Zhidong at Wuhan and Liu Kunyi at Nanjing, refused to join in the imperial
court's declaration of war and withheld knowledge of it from the public in the south. Yuan Shikai
used his own forces to suppress Boxers in Shandong, and Zhang entered into negotiations with the
foreigners in Shanghai to keep his army out of the conflict. The neutrality of these provincial and
regional governors left the majority of Chinese out of the conflict. They were called The Mutual
Protection of Southeast China.

The legations of the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Spain, Belgium, the
Netherlands, the United States, Russia and Japan were located in the Beijing Legation Quarter south
of the Forbidden City. The Chinese army and Boxer irregulars besieged the Legation Quarter from 20
June to 14 August 1900. A total of 473 foreign civilians, 409 soldiers, marines and sailors from eight

countries, and about 3,000 Chinese Christians took refuge there. Under the command of the British
minister to China, Claude Maxwell MacDonald, the legation staff and military guards defended the
compound with small arms, three machine guns, and one old muzzle-loaded cannon, which was
nicknamed the International Gun because the barrel was British, the carriage Italian, the shells
Russian and the crew American. Chinese Christians in the legations led the foreigners to the cannon
and it proved important in the defence. Also under siege in Beijing was the Northern Cathedral
(Beitang) of the Catholic Church. The Beitang was defended by 43 French and Italian soldiers, 33
Catholic foreign priests and nuns, and about 3,200 Chinese Catholics. The defenders suffered heavy
casualties especially from lack of food and mines which the Chinese exploded in tunnels dug beneath
the compound. The number of Chinese soldiers and Boxers besieging the Legation Quarter and the
Beitang is unknown.

On the 22nd and 23 June, Chinese soldiers and Boxers set fire to areas north and west of the British
Legation, using it as a "frightening tactic" to attack the defenders. The nearby Hanlin Academy, a
complex of courtyards and buildings that housed "the quintessence of Chinese scholarship ... the
oldest and richest library in the world", caught fire. Each side blamed the other for the destruction of
the invaluable books it contained.
After the failure to burn out the foreigners, the Chinese army adopted an anaconda-like strategy. The
Chinese built barricades surrounding the Legation Quarter and advanced, brick by brick, on the
foreign lines, forcing the foreign legation guards to retreat a few feet at a time. This tactic was
especially used in the Fu, defended by Japanese and Italian sailors and soldiers, and inhabited by
most of the Chinese Christians. Fusillades of bullets, artillery and firecrackers were directed against
the Legations almost every night—but did little damage. Sniper fire took its toll among the foreign
defenders. Despite their numerical advantage, the Chinese did not attempt a direct assault on the
Legation Quarter although in the words of one of the besieged, "it would have been easy by a strong,
swift movement on the part of the numerous Chinese troops to have annihilated the whole body of
foreigners ... in an hour." American missionary Frank Gamewell and his crew of "fighting parsons"
fortified the Legation Quarter, but impressed Chinese Christians to do most of the physical labour of
building defences.

The Germans and the Americans occupied perhaps the most crucial of all defensive positions: the
Tartar Wall. Holding the top of the 45 ft (14 m) tall and 40 ft (12 m) wide wall was vital. The German
barricades faced east on top of the wall and 400 yd (370 m) west were the west-facing American
positions. The Chinese advanced toward both positions by building barricades even closer. "The men
all feel they are in a trap", said the American commander, Capt. John T. Myers, "and simply await the
hour of execution." On 30 June, the Chinese forced the Germans off the Wall, leaving the American
Marines alone in its defence. At the same time, a Chinese barricade was advanced to within a few
feet of the American positions and it became clear that the Americans had to abandon the wall or
force the Chinese to retreat. At 2 am on 3 July, 56 British, Russian and American marines and sailors,
under the command of Myers, launched an assault against the Chinese barricade on the wall. The
attack caught the Chinese sleeping, killed about 20 of them, and expelled the rest of them from the
barricades. The Chinese did not attempt to advance their positions on the Tartar Wall for the
remainder of the siege.

Sir Claude MacDonald said 13 July was the "most harassing day" of the siege. The Japanese and
Italians in the Fu were driven back to their last defence line. The Chinese detonated a mine beneath
the French Legation pushing the French and Austrians out of most of the French Legation. On 16 July,
the most capable British officer was killed and the journalist George Ernest Morrison was wounded.
But American Minister Edwin Hurd Conger established contact with the Chinese government and on
17 July, an armistice was declared by the Chinese. More than 40% of the legation guards were dead
or wounded. The motivation of the Chinese was probably the realization that an allied force of
20,000 men had landed in China and retribution for the siege was at hand.

The Manchu General Ronglu concluded that it was futile to fight all of the powers simultaneously,
and declined to press home the siege. The Manchu Zaiyi (Prince Duan), an anti-foreign friend of Dong
Fuxiang, wanted artillery for Dong's troops to destroy the legations. Ronglu blocked the transfer of
artillery to Zaiyi and Dong, preventing them from attacking. Ronglu forced Dong Fuxiang and his
troops to pull back from completing the siege and destroying the legations, thereby saving the
foreigners and making diplomatic concessions. Ronglu and Prince Qing sent food to the legations,
and used their Manchu Bannermen to attack the Muslim Gansu Braves ("Kansu Braves" in the

spelling of the time) of Dong Fuxiang and the Boxers who were besieging the foreigners. They issued
edicts ordering the foreigners to be protected, but the Gansu warriors ignored it, and fought against
Bannermen who tried to force them away from the legations. The Boxers also took commands from
Dong Fuxiang. Ronglu also deliberately hid an Imperial Decree from General Nie Shicheng. The
Decree ordered him to stop fighting the Boxers because of the foreign invasion, and also because the
population was suffering. Due to Ronglu's actions, General Nie continued to fight the Boxers and
killed many of them even as the foreign troops were making their way into China. Ronglu also
ordered Nie to protect foreigners and save the railway from the Boxers. Because parts of the Railway
were saved under Ronglu's orders, the foreign invasion army was able to transport itself into China
quickly. General Nie committed thousands of troops against the Boxers instead of against the
foreigners. Nie was already outnumbered by the Allies by 4,000 men. General Nie was blamed for
attacking the Boxers, as Ronglu let Nie take all the blame. At the Battle of Tianjin (Tientsin), General
Nie decided to sacrifice his life by walking into the range of Allied guns.

Xu Jingcheng, who had served as the Qing Envoy to many of the same states under siege in the
Legation Quarter, argued that "the evasion of extraterritorial rights and the killing of foreign
diplomats are unprecedented in China and abroad." Xu and five other officials urged Empress
Dowager Cixi to order the repression of Boxers, the execution of their leaders, and a diplomatic
settlement with foreign armies. The Empress Dowager, outraged, sentenced Xu and the five others
to death for "willfully and absurdly petitioning the Imperial Court" and "building subversive thought."
They were executed on July 28, 1900 and their severed heads placed on display at Caishikou
Execution Grounds in Beijing.

Reflecting this vacillation, some Chinese soldiers were quite liberally firing at foreigners under siege
from its very onset. Cixi did not personally order imperial troops to conduct a siege, and on the
contrary had ordered them to protect the foreigners in the legations. Prince Duan led the Boxers to
loot his enemies within the imperial court and the foreigners, although imperial authorities expelled
Boxers after they were let into the city and went on a looting rampage against both the foreign and
the Qing imperial forces. Older Boxers were sent outside Beijing to halt the approaching foreign
armies, while younger men were absorbed into the Muslim Gansu army.

With conflicting allegiances and priorities motivating the various forces inside Beijing, the situation in
the city became increasingly confused. The foreign legations continued to be surrounded by both
Qing imperial and Gansu forces. While Dong Fuxiang's Gansu army, now swollen by the addition of
the Boxers, wished to press the siege, Ronglu's imperial forces seem to have largely attempted to
follow Empress Dowager Cixi's decree and protect the legations. However, to satisfy the
conservatives in the imperial court, Ronglu's men also fired on the legations and let off firecrackers
to give the impression that they, too, were attacking the foreigners. Inside the legations and out of
communication with the outside world, the foreigners simply fired on any targets that presented
themselves, including messengers from the imperial court, civilians and besiegers of all persuasions.
Dong Fuxiang was denied artillery held by Ronglu which stopped him from leveling the legations, and
when he complained to Empress Dowager Cixi on June 23, she dismissively said that "Your tail, is
becoming too heavy to wag." The Alliance discovered large amounts of unused Chinese Krupp
artillery and shells after the siege was lifted.

The armistice, although occasionally broken, endured until 13 August when, with an allied army led
by the British Alfred Gaselee approaching Beijing to relieve the siege, the Chinese launched their
heaviest fusillade on the Legation Quarter. As the foreign army approached, Chinese forces melted
away.
Foreign navies started building up their presence along the northern China coast from the end of
April 1900. Several international forces were sent to the capital, with varying success, and the
Chinese forces were ultimately defeated by the Eight-Nation Alliance of Austria-Hungary, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States. Independent of the
alliance, the Netherlands dispatched three cruisers in July to protect its citizens in Shanghai.

British Lieutenant-General Alfred Gaselee acted as the commanding officer of the Eight-Nation
Alliance, which eventually numbered 55,000. The main contingent was composed of Japanese
(20,840), Russian (13,150), British (12,020), French (3,520), U.S. (3,420), German (900), Italian (80),
Austro-Hungarian (75) and anti-Boxer Chinese troops. The "First Chinese Regiment" (Weihaiwei
Regiment) which was praised for its performance, consisted of Chinese collaborators serving in the
British military. Notable events included the seizure of the Dagu Forts commanding the approaches
to Tianjin and the boarding and capture of four Chinese destroyers by British Commander Roger
Keyes. Among the foreigners besieged in Tianjin was a young American mining engineer named
Herbert Hoover, who would go on to become the 31st President of the United States.

The international force finally captured Tianjin on 14 July. The international force suffered its
heaviest casualties of the Boxer Rebellion in the Battle of Tianjin. With Tianjin as a base, the
international force marched from Tianjin to Beijing, about 120 km, with 20,000 allied troops. On 4
August, there were approximately 70,000 Qing imperial troops and anywhere from 50,000 to
100,000 Boxers along the way. The allies only encountered minor resistance, fighting battles at
Beicang and Yangcun. At Yangcun, the 14th Infantry Regiment of the U.S. and British troops led the
assault. The weather was a major obstacle. Conditions were extremely humid with temperatures
sometimes reaching 42 °C (108 °F). These high temperatures and insects plagued the Allies. Soldiers
dehydrated and horses died. Chinese villagers killed Allied troops who searched for wells.

This long handscroll work is an imaginary representation of various activities in a Han dynasty (206 BC–AD 220) palace on a spring morning.
Among them is the famous story of Mao Yanshou painting the portrait of Wang Zhaojun. As the story goes, the concubines of Emperor
Yuandi (r. 48–33 BC) were so numerous that he ordered the artist Mao Yanshou to paint their portraits in order to choose them for
attendance. Except for the righteous Wang Zhaojun, all the concubines bribed the artist to portray them even more beautiful. For not
receiving a bribe, the artist portrayed Wang less beautiful, ruining her chances of seeing the emperor. One day, when a barbarian chieftain
came to the court seeking relations, he sought a Han beauty as his wife. The emperor, believing Wang Zhaojun to be the least attractive of
the concubines, chose her as the chieftain’s wife. Only when he saw her did he realize that she was the most beautiful of them all.
Infuriated, he had the artist executed.

The heat killed Allied soldiers, who foamed at the mouth. The tactics along the way were gruesome
on either side. Allied soldiers beheaded already dead Chinese corpses, bayoneted or beheaded live
Chinese civilians, and raped Chinese girls and women. Cossacks were reported to have killed Chinese
civilians almost automatically and Japanese kicked a Chinese soldier to death. The Chinese responded
to the Alliance's atrocities with similar acts of violence and cruelty, especially towards captured

Russians. Lieutenant Smedley Butler saw the remains of two Japanese soldiers nailed to a wall, who
had their tongues cut off and their eyes gouged. Lieutenant Butler was wounded during the
expedition in the leg and chest, later receiving the Brevet Medal in recognition for his actions.
The international force reached Beijing on 14 August. Following the defeat of Beiyang army in the
First Sino-Japanese War, the Chinese government had invested heavily in modernizing the imperial
army, which was equipped with modern Mauser repeater rifles and Krupp artillery. Three
modernized divisions consisting of Manchu Bannermen protected the Beijing Metropolitan region.
Two of them were under the command of the anti-Boxer Prince Qing and Ronglu, while the antiforeign Prince Duan commanded the ten-thousand-strong Hushenying, or "Tiger Spirit Division",
which had joined the Gansu Braves and Boxers in attacking the foreigners.

It was a Hushenying captain who had assassinated the German diplomat Ketteler. The Tenacious
Army under Nie Shicheng received western style training under German and Russian officers in
addition to their modernised weapons and uniforms. They effectively resisted the Alliance at the
Battle of Tientsin before retreating and astounded the Alliance forces with the accuracy of their
artillery during the siege of the Tianjin concessions (the artillery shells failed to explode upon impact
due to corrupt manufacturing). The Gansu Braves under Dong Fuxiang, which some sources
described as "ill disciplined", were armed with modern weapons but were not trained according to
western drill and wore traditional Chinese uniforms. They led the defeat of the Alliance at Langfang
in the Seymour Expedition and were the most ferocious in besieging the Legations in Beijing. Some
Banner forces were given modernised weapons and western training, becoming the Metropolitan
Banner forces, which were decimated in the fighting. Among the Manchu dead was the father of the
writer Lao She.

The British won the race among the international forces to be the first to reach the besieged Legation
Quarter. The U.S. was able to play a role due to the presence of U.S. ships and troops stationed in
Manila since the U.S. conquest of the Philippines during the Spanish–American War and the
subsequent Philippine–American War. In the U.S. military, the action in the Boxer Rebellion was
known as the China Relief Expedition. United States Marines scaling the walls of Beijing is an iconic
image of the Boxer Rebellion.

The British Army reached the legation quarter on the afternoon of 14 August and relieved the
Legation Quarter. The Beitang was relieved on 16 August, first by Japanese soldiers and then,
officially, by the French.

In the early hours of 15 August, just as the Foreign Legations were being relieved, Empress Dowager
Cixi, dressed in the padded blue cotton of a farm woman, the Guangxu Emperor, and a small retinue
climbed into three wooden ox carts and escaped from the city covered with rough blankets. Legend
has it that the Empress Dowager then either ordered that the Guangxu Emperor's favourite
concubine, Consort Zhen, be thrown down a well in the Forbidden City or tricked her into drowning
herself. The journey was made all the more arduous by the lack of preparation, but the Empress
Dowager insisted this was not a retreat, rather a "tour of inspection." After weeks of travel, the party
arrived in Xi'an in Shaanxi province, beyond protective mountain passes where the foreigners could
not reach, deep in Chinese Muslim territory and protected by the Gansu Braves. The foreigners had
no orders to pursue the Empress Dowager, so they decided to stay put.

The Russian Empire and the Qing Empire had maintained a long peace, starting with the Treaty of
Nerchinsk in 1689, but Tsarist forces took advantage of Chinese defeats to impose the Aigun Treaty
of 1858 and the Treaty of Peking of 1860 which ceded formerly Chinese territory in Manchuria to
Russia, much of which is held by Russia to the present day (Primorye). The Russians aimed for control
over the Amur River for navigation, and the all-weather ports of Dairen and Port Arthur in the
Liaodong peninsula. The rise of Japan as an Asian power provoked Russia's anxiety, especially in light
of expanding Japanese influence in Korea. Following Japan's victory in the First Sino-Japanese War of
1895, the Triple Intervention of Russia, Germany and France forced Japan to return the territory won
in Liaodong, leading to a de facto Sino-Russian alliance.
Local Chinese in Manchuria were incensed at these Russian advances and began to harass Russians
and Russian institutions, such as the Chinese Eastern Railway. In June 1900, the Chinese bombarded
the town of Blagoveshchensk on the Russian side of the Amur. The Czar's government used the
pretext of Boxer activity to move some 200,000 troops into the area to crush the Boxers. The Chinese
used arson to destroy a bridge carrying a railway and a barracks on 27 July. The Boxers destroyed
railways and cut lines for telegraphs and burned the Yantai mines.

By 21 September, Russian troops took Jilin and Liaodong, and by the end of the month completely
occupied Manchuria, where their presence was a major factor leading to the Russo-Japanese War.
The Chinese Honghuzi bandits of Manchuria, who had fought alongside the Boxers in the war, did not
stop when the Boxer rebellion was over, and continued guerilla warfare against the Russian
occupation up to the Russo-Japanese war when the Russians were defeated by Japan.

Orthodox, Protestant, and Catholic missionaries and their Chinese parishioners were massacred
throughout northern China, some by Boxers and others by government troops and authorities. After
the declaration of war on Western powers in June 1900, Yuxian, who had been named governor of
Shanxi in March of that year, implemented a brutal anti-foreign and anti-Christian policy. On 9 July,
reports circulated that he had executed forty-four foreigners (including women and children) from
missionary families whom he had invited to the provincial capital Taiyuan under the promise to
protect them. Although the purported eyewitness accounts have recently been questioned as
improbable, this event became a notorious symbol of Chinese anger, known as the Taiyuan
Massacre. By the summer's end, more foreigners and as many as 2,000 Chinese Christians had been
put to death in the province. Journalist and historical writer Nat Brandt has called the massacre of
Christians in Shanxi "the greatest single tragedy in the history of Christian evangelicalism."

During the Boxer Rebellion as a whole, a total of 136 Protestant missionaries and 53 children were
killed, and 47 Catholic priests and nuns. 30,000 Chinese Catholics, 2,000 Chinese Protestants, and
200 to 400 of the 700 Russian Orthodox Christians in Beijing were estimated to have been killed.
Collectively, the Protestant dead were called the China Martyrs of 1900. 222 of Russian Christian
Chinese Martyrs including St. Metrophanes were locally canonised as New Martyrs on 22 April 1902,
after archimandrite Innocent (Fugurovsky), head of the Russian Orthodox Mission in China, solicited
the Most Holy Synod to perpetuate their memory. This was the first local canonisation for more than
two centuries. The Boxers went on to murder Christians across 26 prefectures.
Beijing, Tianjin, and other cities in northern China were occupied for more than one year by the
international expeditionary force under the command of German General Alfred Graf von Waldersee.
Atrocities by foreign troops were common. French troops ravaged the countryside around Beijing on
behalf of Chinese Catholics. The Americans and British paid General Yuan Shikai and his army (the

Right Division) to help the Eight Nation Alliance suppress the Boxers. Yuan Shikai's forces killed tens
of thousands of people in their anti Boxer campaign in Zhili Province and Shandong after the Alliance
captured Beijing. Yuan operated out of Baoding during the campaign, which ended in 1902. Li
Hongzhang commanded Chinese soldiers to kill "Boxers" to assist the foreign invaders.

From the Chinese point of view, as well as reports from contemporary Western observers, German,
Russian, and Japanese troops received the greatest criticism for their ruthlessness and willingness to
wantonly execute Chinese of all ages and backgrounds, sometimes burning and killing entire village
populations. The German force arrived too late to take part in the fighting, but undertook punitive
expeditions to the countryside. Kaiser Wilhelm II on July 27 during departure ceremonies for the
German relief force included an impromptu, but intemperate reference to the Hun invaders of
continental Europe which would later be resurrected by British propaganda to mock Germany during
the First World War and Second World War:
Should you encounter the enemy, he will be defeated! No quarter will be given! Prisoners will
not be taken! Whoever falls into your hands is forfeited. Just as a thousand years ago the Huns under
their King Attila made a name for themselves, one that even today makes them seem mighty in
history and legend, may the name German be affirmed by you in such a way in China that no Chinese
will ever again dare to look cross-eyed at a German.

One newspaper called the aftermath of the siege a "carnival of loot", and others called it "an orgy of
looting" by soldiers, civilians and missionaries. These characterisations called to mind the sacking of
the Summer Palace in 1860. Each nationality accused the others of being the worst looters. An
American diplomat, Herbert G. Squiers, filled several railroad cars with loot. The British Legation
held loot auctions every afternoon and proclaimed, "looting on the part of British troops was carried
out in the most orderly manner." However, one British officer noted, "it is one of the unwritten laws
of war that a city which does not surrender at the last and is taken by storm is looted." For the rest of
1900–1901, the British held loot auctions everyday except Sunday in front of the main-gate to the
British Legation. Many foreigners, including Sir Claude Maxwell MacDonald and Lady Ethel
MacDonald and George Ernest Morrison of The Times, were active bidders among the crowd. Many
of these looted items ended up in Europe. The Catholic Beitang or North Cathedral was a "salesroom
for stolen property." The American commander General Adna Chaffee banned looting by American
soldiers, but the ban was ineffectual.

Die Beschreibung der Situation des Beutemachens wie auch die Auktionen und die Verzeichnisse von Museen und
Sammlungen im Westen erlauben Irritationen hinsichtlich der Restitutionen. Ganz offensichtlich gestohlene Objekte werden
nicht zurückerstellt. Wir können das über Jahrhunderte verfolgen. In Stockholm ausgestellt ist eine Prachtbibel, die von
schwedischen Truppen während des Dreißigjährigen Krieges in Prag gestohlen wurde. Der Louvre führt in seinem Katalog
minutiös die ursprünglichen Besitzer, von der frz. Revolution enteignet. England hatte gleichfalls eine ganz besondere
Technik des Stehlens entwickelt. (Indien: Fortunately we did not leave empty handed, wie das stolz in Werbungen ganzzeitig,
farbig gezeigt worden ist); Die Plünderung Benins nach einem provozierten Zwischenfall usw.
Aber: das berühmte Rothschild Gebetbuch, gestohlen im Laufe der Kriegshandlungen gegen die Pfalz (Heidelberg) wurde an
die Besitzer, die offensichtlichen Hehler Rothschild zurückerstattet; die von den Bolschewiken gestohlenen
Kunstsammlungen, verkauft an jüdische Sammler in Deutschland, von den Nazis „arisiert“, wurden nicht an die Besitzer
erstattet, sondern an die jüdischen Hehler.
Erwähnt wird auch der Dieb Sqiers, US Diplomat, dessen Diebstahl ganz in der Linie anderer US Diplomaten liegt, wie etwa
Familie der Frau Albright, die ein in Prag besetztes Haus beim Verlasen ratzekahl ausgeräumt und die Kunstobjekte in die
USA verschifft haben (Diplomatengepäck). Frau Albrights Familie bemerkte später, dass sie als „jüdisch Geschädigte“ ein
klares Anrecht auf Wiedergutmachung hatten, was sie selbst durchgeführt haben.

Some, but by no means all Western missionaries took an active part in calling for retribution. To
provide restitution to missionaries and Chinese Christian families whose property had been
destroyed, William Ament, a missionary of American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
guided American troops through villages to punish those he suspected of being Boxers and confiscate
their property. When Mark Twain read of this expedition, he wrote a scathing essay, "To the Person
Sitting in Darkness" that attacked the "Reverend bandits of the American Board," especially targeting
Ament, one of the most respected missionaries in China. The controversy was front-page news
during much of 1901. Ament's counterpart on the distaff side was doughty British missionary
Georgina Smith who presided over a neighborhood in Beijing as judge and jury.

While one historical account reported that Japanese troops were astonished by other Alliance troops
raping civilians,others noted that Japanese troops were 'looting and burning without mercy', and that
Chinese 'women and girls by hundreds have committed suicide to escape a worse fate at the hands
of Russian and Japanese brutes.' Roger Keyes, who commanded the British destroyer Fame and
accompanied the Gaselee Expedition, noted that the Japanese had brought their own "regimental
wives" (prostitutes) to the front to keep their soldiers from raping Chinese civilians. Thousands of
Chinese women committed suicide; The Daily Telegraph journalist E. J. Dillon stated it was to avoid

rape by Alliance forces, and he witnessed the mutilated corpses of Chinese women who were raped
and killed by the Alliance troops. The French commander dismissed the rapes, attributing them to
"gallantry of the French soldier." A foreign journalist, George Lynch, said "there are things that I must
not write, and that may not be printed in England, which would seem to show that this Western
civilization of ours is merely a veneer over savagery."

Many Bannermen supported the Boxers and shared their anti-foreign sentiment. The German
Minister Clemens von Ketteler was assassinated by a Manchu. Bannermen had been devastated in
the First Sino-Japanese War in 1895 and Banner armies were destroyed while resisting the invasion.
In the words of historian Pamela Crossley, their living conditions went "from desperate poverty to
true misery." When thousands of Manchus fled south from Aigun during the fighting in 1900, their
cattle and horses were stolen by Russian Cossacks who then burned their villages and homes to
ashes. The clan system of the Manchus in Aigun was obliterated by the despoliation of the area at
the hands of the Russian invaders.

Under the lead of some highly ranked officials including Li Hongzhang, Yuan Shikai and Zhang
Zhidong, several provinces in the southeast formed the Southeastern Mutual Protection during this
period to avoid the further expansion of the chaos or the worsening of the situation between China
and western powers. These provinces claimed to be neutral and refused to fight either the Boxers or
the Eight Nation Alliance.
After the capture of Peking by the foreign armies, some of Empress Dowager Cixi's advisers
advocated that the war be carried on, arguing that China could have defeated the foreigners as it was
disloyal and traitorous people within China who allowed Beijing and Tianjin to be captured by the
Allies, and that the interior of China was impenetrable. They also recommended that Dong Fuxiang
continue fighting. The Empress Dowager Cixi was practical, however, and decided that the terms
were generous enough for her to acquiesce when she was assured of her continued reign after the
war and that China would not be forced to cede any territory.
On 7 September 1901, the Qing imperial court agreed to sign the "Boxer Protocol" also known as
Peace Agreement between the Eight-Nation Alliance and China. The protocol ordered the execution
of 10 high-ranking officials linked to the outbreak and other officials who were found guilty for the

slaughter of foreigners in China. Alfons Mumm (Freiherr von Schwarzenstein), Ernest Satow and
Komura Jutaro signed on behalf of Germany, Britain and Japan, respectively.
China was fined war reparations of 450,000,000 taels of fine silver (≈540,000,000 troy ounces (17,000
t) @ 1.2 ozt/tael) for the loss that it caused. The reparation was to be paid within 39 years, and
would be 982,238,150 taels with interest (4 percent per year) included. To help meet the payment it
was agreed to increase the existing tariff from an actual 3.18 percent to 5 percent, and to tax
hitherto duty-free merchandise. The sum of reparation was estimated by the Chinese population
(roughly 450 million in 1900), to let each Chinese pay one tael. Chinese custom income and salt tax
were enlisted as guarantee of the reparation. China paid 668,661,220 taels of silver from 1901 to
1939, equivalent in 2010 to ≈US$61 billion on a purchasing power parity basis.

A large portion of the reparations paid to the United States was diverted to pay for the education of
Chinese students in U.S. universities under the Boxer Indemnity Scholarship Program. To prepare the
students chosen for this program an institute was established to teach the English language and to
serve as a preparatory school. When the first of these students returned to China they undertook the
teaching of subsequent students; from this institute was born Tsinghua University. Some of the
reparation due to Britain was later earmarked for a similar program.
The China Inland Mission lost more members than any other missionary agency: 58 adults and 21
children were killed. However, in 1901, when the allied nations were demanding compensation from
the Chinese government, Hudson Taylor refused to accept payment for loss of property or life in
order to demonstrate the meekness and gentleness of Christ to the Chinese.

The Belgian Catholic vicar apostolic of Ordos, Msgr. Alfons Bermyn wanted foreign troops garrisoned
in Inner Mongolia, but the Governor refused. Bermyn petitioned the Manchu Enming to send troops
to Hetao where Prince Duan's Mongol troops and General Dong Fuxiang's Muslim troops allegedly
threatened Catholics. It turned out that Bermyn had created the incident as a hoax.
The Qing government did not capitulate to all the foreign demands. The Manchu governor Yuxian,
was executed, but the imperial court refused to execute the Han Chinese General Dong Fuxiang,
although he had also encouraged the killing of foreigners during the rebellion. Empress Dowager Cixi
intervened when the Alliance demanded him executed and Dong was only cashiered and sent back

home. Instead, Dong lived a life of luxury and power in "exile" in his home province of Gansu. Upon
Dong's death in 1908, all honors which had been stripped from him were restored and he was given a
full military burial.
This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.

The European great powers finally ceased their ambitions of colonizing China having learned from
the Boxer rebellions that the best way to deal with China was through the ruling dynasty, rather than
directly with the Chinese people (a sentiment embodied in the adage: "The people are afraid of
officials, the officials are afraid of foreigners, and the foreigners are afraid of the people", and even
briefly assisted the Qing in their war against the Japanese to prevent a Japanese domination in the
region.
Concurrently, this period marks the ceding of European great power interference in Chinese affairs,
with the Japanese replacing the Europeans as the dominant power for their lopsided involvement in
the war against the Boxers as well as their victory in the First Sino-Japanese War. With the toppling
of the Qing that followed and the rise of the Nationalist Kuomintang, European sway within China
was reduced to symbolic status. After taking Manchuria in 1905, Japan came to dominate Asian
affairs both militarily and culturally with many of the Chinese scholars also educated in Japan with
the most prominent example being Sun Yat-Sen who would later found the Nationalist movement of
the Kuomintang in China.

In October 1900, Russia occupied the provinces of Manchuria, a move which threatened AngloAmerican hopes of maintaining the country's openness to commerce under the Open Door Policy.
Japan's clash with Russia over Liaodong and other provinces in eastern Manchuria, due to the
Russian refusal to honour the terms of the Boxer protocol which called for their withdrawal, led to
the Russo-Japanese War when two years of negotiations broke down in February 1904. The Russian
Lease of the Liaodong (1898) was confirmed. Russia was ultimately defeated by an increasingly
confident Japan.

Besides the compensation, Empress Dowager Cixi reluctantly started some reforms despite her
previous views. Under her reforms known as the New Policies started in 1901, the imperial
examination system for government service was eliminated and as a result the system of education
through Chinese classics was replaced with a European liberal system that led to a university degree.
Along with the formation of new military and police organisations, the reforms also simplified central
bureaucracy and made a start on revamping taxation policies. After the deaths of Cixi and the
Guangxu Emperor in 1908, the prince regent Zaifeng (Prince Chun), the Guangxu Emperor's brother,
launched further reforms.

The effect on China was a weakening of the dynasty and its national defense capabilities. The
government structure was temporarily sustained by the Europeans. Behind the international conflict,
it further deepened internal ideological differences between northern-Chinese anti-foreign royalists
and southern-Chinese anti-Qing revolutionists. This scenario in the last years of the Qing dynasty
gradually escalated into a chaotic warlord era in which the most powerful northern warlords were
hostile towards the revolutionaries in the south who overthrew the Qing monarchy in 1911. The
rivalry was not fully resolved until the northern warlords were defeated by the Kuomintang's 1926–
28 Northern Expedition. Prior to the final defeat of the Boxer Rebellion, all anti-Qing movements in
the previous century, such as the Taiping Rebellion, had been successfully suppressed by the Qing.

Historian Walter LaFeber has argued that President William McKinley's decision to send 5,000
American troops to quell the rebellion marks "the origins of modern presidential war powers":
McKinley took a historic step in creating a new, 20th century presidential power. He dispatched
the five thousand troops without consulting Congress, let alone obtaining a declaration of war, to
fight the Boxers who were supported by the Chinese government ... Presidents had previously used
such force against non-governmental groups that threatened U.S. interests and citizens. It was now
used, however, against recognised governments, and without obeying the Constitution's provisions
about who was to declare war.
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. concurred, writing that:

The intervention in China marked the start of a crucial shift in the presidential employment of
armed force overseas. In the 19th century, military force committed without congressional
authorization had been typically used against nongovernmental organizations. Now it was beginning
to be used against sovereign states, and, in the case of Theodore Roosevelt, with less consultation
than ever.

In the Second Sino-Japanese War, when the Japanese asked the Muslim general Ma Hongkui to
defect and become head of a Muslim puppet state, he responded that his relatives had been killed
during the Battle of Peking, including his uncle Ma Fulu. Since Japanese troops made up the majority
of the Alliance forces there would be no cooperation with the Japanese.
The events also left a longer impact. The historian Robert Bickers found that for the British in China
the Boxer rising served as the "equivalent of the Indian 'mutiny'" and came to represent the Yellow
Peril. Later events, he adds, such as the Chinese Nationalist Revolution of the 1920s and even the
activities of the Red Guards of the 1960s, were perceived as being in the shadow of the Boxers.

Views of the Rainbow bridge

Eine Französische Sicht
Les premiers Européens arrivent en Chine avec les jésuites et les Portugais de Macao, et au XVIIe
siècle avec les lazaristes. Mais c’est surtout au début du XIXe siècle qu’ils commencent à arriver,
malgré le décret impérial de l’interdiction de la religion chrétienne en 1724.
À la fin du XVIIIe siècle, les catholiques (avec les Missions étrangères de Paris2) et les lazaristes ont
déjà plusieurs maisons en Mandchourie ; du côté protestant, Robert Morrison se fait passer pour un
membre de la compagnie des Indes en 1807, suivi de quelques autres Britanniques. Les Américains
arrivent dans les ports ouverts à partir de 1830. Le fameux père Huc accomplit son voyage en Chine,
en Mongolie et au Tibet en 1844-1846. Puis à partir de 1860, les missionnaires apportent la base de
la médecine moderne, ainsi que des écoles de type européen, combattant ainsi le confucianisme.
Vers 1900, on compte plus d'un million de convertis. Pour convertir les populations locales, les
missionnaires adaptaient la Bible en la traduisant en langue vernaculaire. Mais les imprécisions de
ces traductions contribuent à diffuser une doctrine confuse. Un problème supplémentaire était que
la conversion d'un homme entraînait la mise au ban de la société des membres de sa famille non
convertis3, les Chinois les appelaient les « chrétiens du riz »4 (convertis pour manger).

L'activité missionnaire d'Occidentaux implantés sur le territoire chinois provoque des réactions
d’hostilité et de persécution. Les révoltes anti-occidentales se traduisent par des attaques contre les
missions étrangères, les « chrétiens du riz », ainsi qu’à toutes les technologies importées d’Occident
(lignes de télégraphe et voies de chemin de fer), essentiellement dans le Nord-Est du pays, où les
puissances européennes et japonaise avaient commencé à étendre leurs
Les grandes nations impérialistes occidentales, la Grande-Bretagne, l’Allemagne, la Russie, la France,
la Belgique, puis les États-Unis, sont toutes désireuses d’ouvrir la Chine à leurs marchandises (opium
compris, dans le cas de la Grande-Bretagne) et aspirent toutes à se créer une sphère d’influence, leur
garantissant un accès privilégié au territoire chinois. L'envoi de corps expéditionnaire entraîne deux
conflits entre les Occidentaux et le pouvoir impérial chinois, les guerres de l’opium. Ces guerres sont
menées par la Grande-Bretagne, secondée en 1860 par la France. Le traité de Nankin constitue le
premier des « traités inégaux », cédant des ports, des quartiers, comme à Shanghaï, l'administration
de régions aux puissances coloniales européennes et aux Américains.

La multiplication de ces humiliations accélère la crise sociale et économique de la Chine, et renforce
les velléités réformatrices des élites lorsqu’elles prennent conscience de l’archaïsme militaire,
économique et politique de la Chine.
Enfin, la défaite contre les Japonais en 1895, face à une petite nation asiatique perçue jusque-là par
les Chinois comme secondaire, se solde par le traité de Shimonoseki, aux termes duquel la Chine
perd les îles Pescadores, Taïwan, et la région de Port-Arthur, ainsi que sa suzeraineté sur la Corée ; à
ces pertes territoriales s’ajoutent de lourds dommages de guerre à payer au Japon. Cette grave
défaite ne fait que renforcer le sentiment de frustration et la xénophobie de la population chinoise.
Après la défaite face au Japon, de nombreux intellectuels prennent conscience de l'absence d'une
politique de modernisation adéquate qui aurait permis de lutter à armes égales contre lui. D'abord ce
mouvement se développe dans les grands centres urbains, provoquant une division au sein des
cercles intellectuels, puisque l'aristocratie conservatrice se renforce en parallèle.
La Chine voit alors s'opposer deux courants de pensée moderniste:

Le premier est anarchiste, révolutionnaire, rejetant la dynastie mandchoue, et n'adhérant pas à
l'idéologie de Confucius. Le principal groupe est la Société pour la régénération de la Chine, animé
par Sun Yatsen.

Le deuxième courant, le plus important, est libéral, et souhaite s'associer au pouvoir pour
appliquer un programme de modernisation. Son idéologie se base sur le syncrétisme intellectuel
Chine-Occident. Les membres étudient alors les textes confucéens légitimant leurs choix. Kang
Youwei est le chef de file du groupe, avec l'aide de son disciple Liang Qichao, il permet au
mouvement de s'étendre dans la sphère publique grâce aux nombreuses associations et au
dynamisme des notables ayant de l'influence sur la population.
Les premiers effets de la modernisation se font sentir à partir de 1890, lorsque les ports s'ouvrent de
plus en plus, la bureaucratie commence à se spécialiser comme en Occident, et les lettrés du
mouvement réformiste forment un système de références intellectuelles et idéologiques. Le
mouvement de 1889 est influencé par l'école de Hanxue qui met l'accent sur les aspects non
conformistes de la pensée confucéenne et invite à un regard critique sur l'ordre établi.

Le porte-parole du mouvement, Kang Youwei (1858 – 1927) s'intéressait en même temps à la pensée
de l'Occident. Quelques semaines après la signature du traité de Shimonoseki, profitant de l'émotion
générale il présente directement à la cour une pétition demandant des réformes profondes, signée
par des milliers de lettrés. D'ailleurs ces intellectuels arrivent à atteindre les sphères du pouvoir avec
la bénédiction de l'empereur Guangxu qui apprécie les propositions de Kang Youwei visant à
réformer, à rénover l'armée, l'économie avec le capitalisme, l'éducation en envoyant des étudiants à
l'étranger, la justice avec la création d'un code civil se différenciant de la coutume, à créer une
constitution et une assemblée nationale de lettrés.
Au printemps 1898 alors que les pays étrangers augmentent leur pression politique sur la Chine,
Kang Youwei est appelé par le jeune empereur qui s'entourait d'une équipe de brillants novateurs
chinois notamment Liang Qichao, fondateur de la presse moderne chinoise. Ils s'attirent les foudres
des ultra-conservateurs, qui entourent l'impératrice douairière Cixi, et celle des réformateurs
modérés. Trois mois après l'arrivée de Kang Youwei à la cour, l'armée met fin aux 100 jours de 1898
et fait décapiter les réformateurs

Mais les changements apportés par la modernisation engendreront aussi une réaction antiréformiste, qui finira par l'emporter, favorisant ainsi l'expansion du mouvement des Boxers.
Les Boxers est le nom donné par les Occidentaux à la secte du Yìhéquán, « Les Poings de la justice et
de la concorde », plus tard appelée Yìhétuán, « Union de la justice et de la concorde » car, pour faire
face aux forces de police des concessions étrangères, elle entraînait ses adhérents aux arts martiaux,
à la boxe chinoise tout particulièrement, et à des pratiques mystiques, leur permettant — croyaientils — d'être invulnérables aux balles6. Leur but initial était la lutte contre la dynastie mandchoue des
Qing.
Le mouvement des Boxers, qui s'inscrit aussi dans la tradition des sociétés secrètes en Chine, est créé
au début des années 1890 et semble sortir tout droit du passé de la Chine : Il descend sans doute de
la rébellion des Paumes des huit trigrammes, ayant eu lieu en 18138. Celle-ci avait également pris ses
sources dans le désespoir de la masse paysanne, touchée par la crise économique provoquée par
l'augmentation de la population.

La composition de ce mouvement est populaire, les membres de ce groupe, dans une Chine
majoritairement rurale, étant essentiellement des ouvriers agricoles, mais au fur et à mesure
s'ajoutent des bateliers, des porteurs, des artisans ruinés… Les Boxers proviennent presque
uniquement de la classe basse de la société chinoise. Leur position dans leurs actions est donc plus
radicale, de par leur statut dans la société Ce mouvement est également opposé aux agissements des
colons et aux passe-droits qu'ils s'octroient.
Le meurtre de deux missionnaires allemands en novembre 1897 dans le Shandong, par une société
secrète chinoise, fut l'un des éléments déclencheurs de la crise. Li Ping-heng, le gouverneur de la
province, qui soutenait secrètement le mouvement par anti-christianisme, fut remplacé à la
demande des Occidentaux. Yu-Hsien, nouveau gouverneur du Shandong, s'avéra cependant soutenir
également les actions contre les Occidentaux et les chrétiens.
Cet événement amena la prise du port de Qingdao (alors orthographié Tsingtao en Europe) par
l'Allemagne, afin de concurrencer Hong Kong et d'établir une base pour son escadre d'Asie
(Ostasiengeschwader), et provoqua l'octroi de concessions par la Chine qui fut rapidement suivi par

les Russes avec Port-Arthur (aujourd'hui Lüshun), les Français (avec Fort-Bayard, aujourd'hui
Zhanjiang) et les Britanniques (avec Port-Edward, aujourd'hui Wehai), poussant un peu plus les feux
nationalistes et xénophobes parmi la population.

La révolte pouvait aussi être la conséquence d'une haine anti-réformiste. En effet l'arrivée des
Européens était également marquée par la naissance d'une nouvelle intelligentsia et un profond
bouleversement politique. Ainsi après la défaite contre le Japon, de nombreux intellectuels avaient
pris conscience du fait que le pays n'a pu se doter d'une politique de modernisation adéquate face à
la montée en puissance du Japon. Les tentatives de réformes, soutenues par l'empereur Guangxu,
avaient cependant été écrasées dans l'œuf avec la fin de la Réforme des Cent Jours. Le coup d'État de
l'impératrice Cixi (selon l'orthographe française de l'époque : Tseu-Hi), avec la complicité de Yuan
Shikai, commandant de la Nouvelle Armée, avait abouti à la mise aux arrêts de l'empereur et à une
campagne d'épuration contraignant notamment Kang Youwei, dont le frère avait été exécuté, à l'exil.

Les Boxers sortirent de l'ombre en mars 1898, prêchant ouvertement dans les rues sous le slogan «
Renversons les Qing, détruisons les étrangers ». Après un dernier accrochage avec les troupes
impériales chinoises en octobre 1899, l'activité des Boxers se concentra contre les missionnaires et
leurs convertis, considérés comme des agents à la solde des « diables étrangers ». Les Boxers
détruisirent des lignes télégraphiques et des voies ferrées, mirent à sac les églises catholiques, tuant
des missionnaires et des religieuses, et massacrant des Chinois convertis. La cour impériale était
divisée au sujet des Boxers. Yu-Hsien, renvoyé de son poste de gouverneur du Shandong sous la
pression des Occidentaux et remplacé par Yuan Shikai, se rendit à la cour et convainquit plusieurs
membres de l'entourage de l'impératrice douairière Cixi, dont le Prince Duan, le Prince Chuang et le
général Kang-i, d'apporter leur soutien au mouvement. La faction la plus conservatrice du système
impérial Qing décida d'utiliser les Boxers comme une arme contre les puissances étrangères9, malgré
la vive opposition de Yu Lu, vice-roi du Shandong, et de Yuan Shikai.

En janvier 1900, un édit de l'impératrice reconnut les sociétés secrètes. À partir de mai 1900, la cour
impériale organisa des groupes de Boxers en milices à Pékin. Les princes Duan et Chuang, et le
général Kang-i, furent officiellement nommés à la tête des groupes de Boxers présents dans la
capital.

Le 7 juin 1900, des troupes de Boxers commencèrent à arriver en masse à Péki. La sécurité de la
capitale était désormais assurée par le Prince Duan et les forces armées impériales n'intervinrent
donc pas pour les arrêter. Dans les jours suivants, près de 450 hommes de troupes occidentaux
pénétrèrent dans la capitale chinoise pour protéger les délégations étrangères. La révolte atteignit
son paroxysme : les insurgés étaient désormais soutenus ouvertement par des éléments du pouvoir
et changèrent leur slogan en « Soutenons les Qing, détruisons les étrangers ».
le 2 juin, l'hostilité de la population et des Boxers est telle que les colons sont obligés de mettre en
place un périmètre de sécurité autour des légations ;
le 10 juin 1900, le ministre japonais Sugiyama Akira est assassiné ;
le 17 juin, les troupes impériales chinoises se joignent aux Boxers pour attaquer les légations ;
le 20 juin 1900, l'assassinat du baron allemand von Ketteler cristallise l'ouverture du conflit ; le
siège des légations commence.

L'atmosphère est tendue. Les assiégés, font face à des milliers de Chinois hurlant Sha ! Sha ! Cho !
Cho ! « Tue ! Tue ! Brûle ! Brûle ! ». Les membres des légations connaissent le sort réservé aux
prisonniers, tel le professeur américain Francis Hubert James, se faisant capturer sur le chemin pour
rejoindre la légation britannique. Il est torturé pendant trois jours, décapité, et sa tête finit par être
exposée sur l'une des portes de la cité.
La faim est aussi source de crainte, puisqu'à la fin du siège, les réfugiés chinois se nourrissent de
racines, de feuilles et de l'écorce des arbres. Pour les soldats, c'est la peur d'un débordement qui
signifierait la fin, la peur du manque de munitions face à ces Boxers persuadés que les balles sont
sans effet sur eux ; par ailleurs, ils n'ont aucune nouvelle de la colonne de l'amiral Seymour, qui, luimême en difficulté à Tien-Tsin, ne se hâte pas, sur la foi de fausses informations selon lesquelles
l'ensemble des légations auraient été massacrées. Pour finir, la peur croît avec la chaleur,
l'atmosphère lourde provoquée par l'humidité, l'odeur des cadavres, et la vision des nombreux
incendies.
Le siège des légations de Pékin donne lieu à de multiples légendes. À Londres, on projette de faire
célébrer, à la cathédrale Saint-Paul un service à la mémoire des assiégés, qui selon une dépêche

provenant de Shanghai auraient tous été massacrés. De multiples dessins décrivaient des moments
de lutte acharnée, alors qu'il n'en était rien sur le terrain.

En ce qui concerne la diffusion des événements, la Gazette de Pékin les retransmettait
quotidiennement, mais les informations en étaient falsifiées.
Libération du Quartier des légations : le 20 juin 1900, le conflit entre la cour impériale et les
puissances étrangères est ouvert, par l'assassinat du baron allemand von Ketteler. Dès le 10 juin
cependant, un corps expéditionnaire avait été constitué, sous le commandement du vice-amiral
britannique Lord Seymour, à la tête d'une petite armée de 2 100 hommes environ17.
Face à une forte opposition, il est contraint de se replier sur Tien-Tsin le 22 juin ; là, les Alliés
résistent, sans avoir un sentiment d'urgence, car ils croient, sur de faux rapports, que tous les
habitants des légations ont été massacrés. L'annonce par un messager de la survie de la colonie, et
de l'urgence à leur porter secours, constitue une forte surprise. Ce n'est que le 4 ou 5 août que les
Alliés peuvent se remettre en marche avec l'armée de 20 000 hommes rassemblée en hâte pour aller
secourir les légations assiégées. Formée pour moitié de troupes japonaises, elle comprend des
troupes issues de l'ensemble des huit nations alliées pour l'occasion (empire du Japon, Empire
allemand, Autriche-Hongrie, États-Unis, France, royaume d'Italie, Royaume-Uni, empire de Russie),
cette force importante permet à son commandant, le général britannique Sir Alfred Gaselee, de
marcher sur Pékin. Il prend le contrôle de la ville le 14 août, non sans avoir dû livrer plusieurs
batailles majeures contre les forces chinoises : à Peitsang le 5 août, à Yang Tsun le 6 août, et enfin à
Tongzhou le 12 août. Les légations sont libérées après l'épisode dit des 55 jours de Pékin18.
Massacres par les Occidentaux : après la libération des légations, les militaires, les colons, aveuglés
par la présence de corps mutilés, empalés, de têtes placées en pyramide, et les innombrables
cadavres de Chinois chrétiens souillant les eaux des puits, et en état de décomposition dans les
fossés, commettent les pires atrocités. Ils tuent les personnes accusées d'être Boxers par milliers, ils
pillent, violent, et se font photographier sur le trône impérial.
Un mois après la chute de la capitale impériale, l'effectif allié atteint les 100 000 hommes, dont 15
000 Français et 18 000 Allemands. Le comte allemand Alfred von Waldersee prend la direction des
opérations à la mi-octobre, et organisera plusieurs opérations de « nettoyage » dans la région au
cours des mois suivants. D’octobre 1900 au printemps 1901, les troupes allemandes montent
plusieurs dizaines d’expéditions punitives dans l’arrière-pays durant lesquelles une violence
exemplaire et unique par son ampleur se déploie. Assassinats, viols, pillages, destructions de biens
frappent sans discrimination de statut, de sexe ou d'âge. Cette terreur commanditée par l’empereur
Guillaume II lui-même a pour but ouvertement revendiqué d’imposer le respect aux Chinois et de
prévenir toute autre révolte.

